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Conclusions and recommendations 

1. While Stern has used economic calculations to inform his choice of targets, we are 
reassured by the way in which he has very firmly suggested an upper limit to 
concentrations of greenhouse gases above which we should not go, paying close 
attention to the scientific evidence of the increasing risks of more serious and 
irreversible impacts at higher concentrations. (Paragraph 11) 

2. In publicising the headline cost figure of 1% of global GDP, the Treasury has 
implicitly chosen to set its sights at the maximum limit of greenhouse gases 
suggested by the Review—the level which Stern characterises as “a dangerous place 
to be, with substantial risks of very unpleasant outcomes”—as the target to aim for. 
(Paragraph 12) 

3. While the Stern Review offers a target range of between 450 and 550ppm greenhouse 
gas concentrations, and while its costings of the efforts required to meet these targets 
focus on the upper limit of this range, governments should not treat the upper figure 
of 550ppm as the target endorsed by the Review and the one which they should in 
practice aim for. Sir Nick Stern himself has made it very clear that the Review did not 
suggest 550ppm as the main target to work towards. Rather, he has emphasised 
strongly that 550ppm is the maximum stabilisation limit for 2050 we should possibly 
consider, and that the further beneath this level at which we can stabilise greenhouse 
gases by 2050, the lower the risk of catastrophic climatic events in the future. We 
therefore urge the Government, in promoting the findings of the Stern Review, to 
ensure that this is the message that is widely understood. (Paragraph 18) 

4. Our own view is that 550ppm CO2e would be an excessively dangerous target, and 
that a prudent approach would be to aim for 500ppm or below if this could be 
achieved. Especially considering the dangers of slipping from and exceeding initial 
targets, we urge the Government to work with international partners towards 
selecting a global stabilisation goal at a level very considerably below 550ppm CO2e.  
(Paragraph 19) 

5. The Government is right to emphasise Stern’s arguments as to the benefits of an 
aggressive programme to cut emissions. Aside from decreasing the risk of the most 
damaging impacts of global warming in the future, rapid mitigation can be expected 
to deliver a number of benefits in its own right, speeding the deployment of new 
technology, and thereby increasing economic efficiency as well as reducing pollution. 
(Paragraph 22) 

6. At the same time, the Government should not minimise the challenges of rapid 
mitigation. Rather, it should be honest with businesses and consumers about the 
price impacts on emissions-intensive processes and activities which accelerated 
emission-reduction policies imply. This may help to develop the social consensus 
needed to make rapid progress. (Paragraph 23) 

7. We are not in a position to engage in the full detail of the economic arguments over 
the size of the projected costs of unchecked climate change—estimated by the Stern 
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Review to be between 5% and 20% of global GDP. However, we most certainly 
endorse the Review’s use of a very low value for its “pure time discount rate”, 
meaning in effect that Stern treats future generations as being of equal importance to 
those alive today. To think otherwise would be morally reprehensible, condemning 
future generations to an uncertain and, in many parts of the world, possibly 
calamitous future, out of sheer indifference. (Paragraph 30) 

8. Secondly, we would point out that there are many ways in which Stern’s projected 
figures for the costs of global warming are likely still to be underestimates. While the 
Stern Review offers calculations for the “non-market impacts” of global warming on 
human health and the environment, it does not, as it makes clear, offer cost estimates 
for such “socially contingent responses” to climate change as “conflict, migration and 
the flight of capital investment”.  Indeed, Sir Nick told us: “I do think it is an 
important way in which some of what we have done may have been 
underestimating, rather than overestimating.” (Paragraph 31) 

9. Thirdly, we would argue strongly that, while economic analysis may have its place 
within climate change policy it should be strictly subordinated to a scientific 
understanding of the levels of mitigation required to give us best-estimated 
probabilities of avoiding important thresholds in the climate system, which might 
trigger very serious and irreversible impacts. In short, global warming should not be 
treated like any other economic issue. The effects of global warming do not easily 
lend themselves to being quantified and expressed in terms of economic utility, given 
that they may radically alter, not simply purchasing power or productivity, but entire 
ways of life. Indeed, in several parts of the world they threaten to make what are 
currently densely populated areas literally uninhabitable. (Paragraph 32) 

10. We are pleased to note that the Stern Review itself acknowledges the limitations of 
economic analysis. As the Review states: “These models should be seen as one 
contribution […] They should be treated with great circumspection. There is a 
danger that, because they are quantitative, they will be taken too literally. They 
should not be. They are only one part of an argument. […] Nevertheless, we think 
that they illustrate a very important point: the risks involved in a ‘business as usual’ 
approach to climate change are very large". (Paragraph 33) 

11. The Stern Review is, indeed, explicit about being “based on a multi-dimensional view 
of economic and social goals, rather than a narrowly monetary one”. Taken 
altogether, the range of evidence on the natural and human impacts of climate 
change presented in the Review supplements and intensifies its headline conclusions 
on the quantifiable economic costs and benefits of taking action. Whatever the detail 
of the economic analysis, and whatever one’s views of the estimated costs, the 
dangers of reaching important thresholds in the climate system are surely so great 
that the need for urgent and aggressive mitigation is overwhelming. (Paragraph 34) 

12. The Government should do more to publicise the size of the challenge as 
summarised in the Stern Review. As Stern makes clear, the stabilisation of 
greenhouse gases—whether at 450 or 550ppm CO2e—will require ongoing 
reductions in emissions beyond 2050, ultimately necessitating possibly the complete 
decarbonisation of every other human activity beyond agriculture; and that further 
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into the future, net emissions must be cut even more deeply, possibly to just a fifth of 
the present day emissions from agriculture alone. The Review is clear that 
quantifying these limits is very difficult and still uncertain. It is also clear that the first 
of these limits would probably only need to be met in the second half of the next 
century, while the second will probably not need to be met for several centuries. 
Nevertheless it might still be valuable to raise awareness of these long term limits; or 
at least to the conclusion that emissions must continue to decline, even if we meet 
Stern’s targets for 2050. If nothing else, this might help to increase popular 
consciousness of the ultimate inevitability of radical changes to familiar technologies 
and habits of living if climate change is to be tackled, which might help to stimulate 
innovatory thinking and support for more radical measures in the short term. 
(Paragraph 37) 

13. The Government should do more to highlight another key conclusion from the Stern 
Review: stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations at a chosen level does not simply 
depend on how much we cut annual emissions by, but how quickly we do so. Stern 
repeatedly emphasises the dangers of overshooting a target stock level of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere: once we go above a certain level, it will be very difficult and 
could take a prolonged time to reduce it again.  (Paragraph 39) 

14. The Treasury can indeed point to already having developed a number of policies 
which fall under Stern’s three main recommendations for government action. 
Indeed, in commissioning and promoting the findings of the Stern Review around 
the world, the Government is clearly playing a very important role in helping to 
influence international opinion and rally support for concerted and urgent action. 
But it must respond to Stern’s conclusions in its own domestic policies; the profound 
issue which remains is the scale and urgency of its programme. The true test of its 
policies is very simple: how fast the reduction in UK emissions accelerates. 
(Paragraph 46) 

15. In this respect, we are very disappointed by this Pre-Budget Report. This was the 
Treasury’s first opportunity to incorporate the findings of the Stern Review in a 
major policy statement. It did not take it; we did not see any escalation of the 
Treasury’s climate change policies in this PBR. (Paragraph 47) 

16. The Government currently uses a figure of £70 per tonne of carbon as its Social Cost 
of Carbon. The Stern Review suggests that the current SCC might be around £238 
per tonne of carbon, or over three times the Government’s SCC value. In discussing 
this point with us, the Financial Secretary told us that the Government does not 
accept that Stern’s figure is applicable for Government decisions within the UK. We 
find this argument hard to follow. After all, the Government frequently makes the 
point that the global warming impacts of a tonne of carbon do not differ depending 
on where those emissions are made. The corollary of this should surely be that the 
Social Cost of Carbon should be the same for any emissions, no matter where they 
are made. We accept that Defra are currently reviewing the UK’s SCC, but we can see 
no convincing reason why the UK should not adopt Stern’s suggested SCC value for 
the current global emissions trajectory. If the Government accepts the findings of the 
Stern Review, it should surely accept its conclusions on the Social Cost of Carbon. 
(Paragraphs 49-51) 
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17. The Government’s 2050 target for reducing UK CO2 emissions is out of step with the 
global targets recommended by the Stern Review. Indeed, the global target limit for 
atmospheric concentrations of CO2 which underlies the UK’s domestic target for 
2050 is some 50-60ppm CO2, or 10-12%, higher (that is, more lax) than Stern’s upper 
limit, the level of emissions which Stern makes clear would itself be dangerous. 
(Paragraph 52) 

18. The Government has explained that even if its current domestic carbon reduction 
target, included in the Climate Change Bill, becomes law, it may still be altered and 
made tougher, should the science develop and suggest the need for a lower limit to 
emissions. This is indeed welcome. However, the science has already moved on since 
the UK’s domestic target for 2050 was first framed. The Government ought to adopt 
a domestic target in line with Stern’s target for global greenhouse gases. (Paragraph 
55) 

19. It is useful to go back to the original RCEP report from which the Government’s 
2050 target was drawn. For a global 2050 target of 450ppm CO2 (roughly in the 
middle of Stern’s 400-490ppm CO2 target range), RCEP recommended that UK 
annual emissions ought to be cut by 79% from 1997 levels by 2050. Putting this in the 
form in which the Government adopted RCEP’s 550ppm target, this equates to 
around an 80% cut in UK annual CO2 emissions from 1990 levels: a reduction from 
annual emissions of 592.13Mt CO2 in 1990 down to around 118.43Mt CO2 in 2050.  
To illustrate what a difference this would make to the Government’s current 
domestic target, a 60% cut from 1990 levels would result in annual emissions in 2050 
of around 236.85Mt CO2. In other words, a new target for the UK, based on roughly 
the mid-range of Stern’s global targets, would mean that UK CO2 emissions in 2050 
would have to be just half what they would be under the Government’s current 
target, the one that is currently included in the Climate Change Bill . We need hardly 
point out that the choice between such target values must have the profoundest 
implications for the entire array of public policy decisions, starting today. (Paragraph 
56) 

20. This highlights the need for greater public debate on what the UK’s longer term 
emissions targets should be. Even more, it highlights the need for much greater 
international focus on a global target. The Stern Review makes a powerful argument 
for an urgent new international agreement on climate change, and for it to be framed 
in terms of a target for the global stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere in 
2050. The Government should work urgently to influence international negotiations 
in this direction. (Paragraph 57) 

Pre-Budget 2006: Shifting the burden of taxation 

21. The picture is of an ongoing retreat from the Treasury’s announcement in 1997 of a 
policy to shift the burden of taxation towards taxing environmentally damaging 
activities. As the latest figures show, the proportion of all taxation made up by green 
taxes is markedly less than in 1997, and is indeed at a lower proportion than as far 
back as 1994. This Pre-Budget does contain some limited announcements of rises in 
green taxes, but these are still very modest when set in the context of several Budgets 
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and Pre-Budgets in recent years in which many environmental taxes have not even 
been raised in line with inflation. (Paragraph 61) 

Aviation 

22. While we welcome the Treasury’s decision to double Air Passenger Duty rates, we do 
not feel this goes nearly far enough. Notably,  the doubling of APD rates announced 
in this PBR is, for the majority of flights, only a restoration of the tax rates of five 
years ago—and in real terms, of course, it still represents a cut. This rise will do 
nothing to stabilise aviation emissions, merely slow their growth slightly. Moreover, 
it does nothing to impose an environmental charge on air freight, which lies outside 
the APD regime.  (Paragraph 68) 

23. The Treasury should once more look at reforming Air Passenger Duty, possibly 
levying it per flight rather than per passenger, a reform which would capture air 
freight (and empty flights), and might also incentivise airlines to increase the 
efficiency of their passenger loading further. Equally, the Treasury should look at  
varying APD rates according to the emissions of each flight; if this is not to be 
adopted, the Treasury should give a clear reason why not. Above all, however, the 
Treasury should increase APD so that it becomes more effective in curbing the 
demand for flights. To inform and embed this approach, the Treasury should look 
very seriously at proposals outlined by the Oxford University Centre for 
Environmental Change for introducing an annual APD escalator. (Paragraph 69) 

24. We are also concerned by the manner of the Pre-Budget’s raising of Air Passenger 
Duty rates. The travel industry has argued strenuously against the timing of this rise, 
coming into effect less than two months after its announcement. This contrasts with 
the previous reform of APD, for example, which was announced in Budget 2000 but 
not implemented until April 2001. Our main concern here is that in its handling of 
this rise, the Treasury may have caused unnecessary antagonism, with the potential 
consequence of provoking more opposition to environmental tax rises. (Paragraph 
70) 

25. We cannot understand why the entire aviation industry is zero-rated for VAT, 
meaning that airlines and other aviation companies are able to reclaim the VAT they 
pay on a whole range of goods and services. As a first step towards greater public 
consideration of this issue, and to aid Parliamentary scrutiny, the Treasury should 
publish figures of the full costs to the Exchequer of reimbursing aviation companies 
in this manner. (Paragraph 73) 

26. The Treasury should end the anomaly by which airport vehicles are allowed to use 
“red diesel”, taxed at 7.69 pence per litre, rather than ordinary road fuel, carrying the 
normal duty rate of 48.35ppl. While airport vehicles may not indeed be running on 
public roads, it seems utterly perverse to offer them such a large tax reduction, 
considering the large impacts of airports, not just on global warming, but on local air 
quality. (Paragraph 74) 
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Motoring 

27. We are disappointed with the Treasury’s arguments surrounding its fuel duty 
policies. What was widely reported as a rise in fuel duty in this year’s Pre-Budget  
Report was only a rise in line with inflation, and this was only the second time it had 
been revalorised since 2000. As the PBR confirmed, what this means is that fuel duty 
is 15% lower in real terms than in 1999; and, that moreover, this real terms cut has 
offset the rise in oil prices over this period. Finally, there is surely a strong case for 
building on what instruments are already available and which could achieve rapid 
results—ongoing, real terms rises in fuel duty being one of the prime examples. 
(Paragraph 77) 

28. We recognise the environmental benefits of a properly sustainable and well-
regulated expansion in the use of high-blend biofuels such as E85. Under the current 
fiscal regime, however, it is unlikely that the market for high-blend biofuels will take 
off, due to its increased costs. The Treasury should therefore increase the duty 
differential available to high-blend biofuels in order to make them cost-competitive.  
(Paragraph 80) 

29. Our over-riding concern regarding biofuels is that in increasing the volume of 
biofuels imported into the UK, the Government must ensure that these come from 
sustainable sources, do not encourage deforestation of tropical rainforests to be 
replaced with biofuel crops, and minimise the carbon inputs which go into growing 
the crops and transporting and refining the resulting fuel. On this point, given that a 
coalition of major environmental organisations has such reservations that it is 
refusing to support the Government’s Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation – in 
stark contrast, for instance, to their support for the Renewables Obligation in energy 
generation—we cannot but be disquieted. The Government must do more to 
implement a truly effective and convincing international sustainability assurance 
scheme for biofuels. (Paragraph 80) 

30. Vehicle Excise Duty ought to be reformed to widen the differentials between each 
band. Band G in particular ought to be raised substantially in cost. The Treasury 
should at least publish its rationale for the VED differentials it adopts, in terms of the 
overall impact on the new car market and on average CO2 emissions per kilometre of 
new cars it seeks to achieve, and also in terms of the VED charge as a proportion of 
an average car’s sales price and g/km for each VED band. The Treasury should also 
examine whether differential rates of VAT can be charged on new cars to benefit 
lower carbon models. (Paragraph 82) 

Waste 

31. While we welcome the ongoing decreases in amounts of waste going to landfill, we 
remain unsure as to the direct impact of the Landfill Tax at current levels in terms of 
disincentivising landfill use. To aid Parliamentary scrutiny of the workings of this 
tax, the Treasury should publish analysis which clearly isolates and accounts for the 
direct disincentivising impacts of Landfill Tax to date. The rate of Landfill Tax 
should then be increased, steeply, to the level at which it imposes an effective driver 
against landfill use in its own right. (Paragraph 85) 
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32. We are sympathetic to the idea of a broader use of Landfill Tax, or other financial 
instruments, to guide the development of waste disposal, in particular to incentivise 
the organisation of waste so as to maximise the material which is recycled, and 
maximise the energy that can be gained from the rest while minimising the resulting 
emissions. As a first step, the Treasury should consult on the introduction of an 
Incineration Tax.  (Paragraph 87) 

33. We are not especially convinced by the Treasury’s reasons for failing to introduce 
any taxes on environmentally inefficient products, such as plastic bags, non-
recyclable batteries, and incandescent lightbulbs. There would be a double purpose 
to such taxes: not only would they disincentivise the use of such products in 
themselves in favour of more efficient alternatives, but they would help to raise 
awareness generally as to the desirability to shift whole arrays of purchasing 
decisions and other daily habits in an environmentally friendly direction. Such taxes 
would surely not harm the economy or provoke great popular opposition. In cases 
such as this, the onus should be on the Treasury to provide a convincing reason why 
not to introduce such taxes. (Paragraph 90) 

Energy 

34. Our main verdict on the PBR’s new announcements on energy policy is that these 
were welcome but only small steps in the right direction, and that much swifter and 
bolder action is required. The new measures in this PBR tended to be either well-
defined but rather modest in aim, or ambitious but rather vague or lacking in teeth. 
On Carbon Capture and Storage, for instance, the main announcement is of an 
intention to issue a tender for consultants to help the Government assess whether to 
fund one demonstration project. As for the headline announcement on household 
energy efficiency, that all new homes are to become “zero carbon” by 2016, we note 
that the PBR refers to this as an “ambition”, and that the building regulations which 
are to make it happen will only be “progressively strengthened”. Overall, these 
measures do not represent the kind of radical acceleration of policies and funding we 
would expect to see following the Stern Review.  (Paragraph 91) 

35. Where grant monies are distributed to subsidise heating bills or to subsidise the 
installation of central heating, this must be complemented in all cases by 
programmes to make energy efficiency improvements to the same properties. This 
year’s PBR contains a welcome announcement of “£7.5 million to improve the 
coordination between, and effectiveness of, Warm Front  and the Energy Efficiency 
Commitment”. However, when we asked the Treasury whether this means that all 
households which receive warm front grants will have energy efficiency measures 
fitted as well, the answer did not suggest such universal coverage. It seems clear to us 
that the Treasury, for reasons not just of reducing carbon emissions but of social 
equity and simple value for money, should do more to ensure that grants to subsidise 
central heating are always paired with energy efficiency improvements. Otherwise, 
public money will be leaking through doors and rooftops as surely as warm air. 
(Paragraph 92) 
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Company reporting 

36. We welcome the Government’s amendments to the environmental reporting 
requirements of listed companies, following consultation during the passage of the 
Companies Bill last year. However, these requirements still fail in certain important 
respects. Most of all there is no mandatory guidance on the form they must take, nor 
are there any requirements to have the information that is published independently 
audited. The former is particularly bad: not only does this undermine transparency 
and comparability (and thus the main purpose of the requirement), but it also poses 
a problem to companies themselves. The Government must implement mandatory 
reporting standards when it reaches its two-year point at which it is to review the 
workings of the Act. (Paragraph 100) 

Conclusion 

37. The Stern Review highlights what is perhaps the central problem of tackling climate 
change: the need to take profound action before the more serious effects of global 
warming have begun to be felt. Because of the time-lag between emitting greenhouse 
gases—especially CO2—and experiencing their ultimate effects, it means that today’s 
generation will be asked to make sacrifices, change habits, and face higher costs of 
carbon-intensive activities, in order principally to benefit future generations. To a 
considerable extent, given the unequal nature both of current per capita emissions 
and long-term vulnerability to climate change, it also means those in the UK and 
other Western countries taking bigger actions in the interests of people in poorer 
countries. All this means that reducing emissions according to the trajectories 
suggested by Stern will not just be practically but—perhaps an even bigger 
problem— politically very challenging. (Paragraph 102) 

38. On the practical challenge, the Government can rightly point to a variety of activities 
which fall within the main policy areas recommended by Stern. But what is required 
now is for the Government seriously to accelerate its policies, to begin to achieve the 
kind of steep cuts in emissions Stern demonstrates are necessary. For this reason, we 
were very disappointed in this year’s Pre-Budget Report. The PBR was a grossly 
inadequate response to the hardening evidence as to the increasing risks of major 
and irreversible impacts of climate change. Coming in the wake of the Stern Review, 
the PBR’s lack of boldness raises major doubts as to the Treasury’s seriousness about 
implementing Stern’s recommendations in domestic policy. However, Pre-Budget 
2006 was simply the first major opportunity for the Government to implement the 
conclusions of the Stern Review. There are many others to come, beginning with 
Budget 2007, the Climate Change Bill and the forthcoming Comprehensive 
Spending Review. We look forward to seeing an appropriate response to Stern from 
the Government in its forthcoming fiscal policy, legislation, and, potentially, 
machinery of government changes. (Paragraph 103) 

39. Beyond this, there is still the political challenge.   Most importantly, there needs to be 
more and better informed discussion of the science of climate change. The 
Government needs to do more with the Stern Review in this respect, using it as a 
springboard to raise levels of public discussion about the risks and impacts of global 
warming and what needs to be done to mitigate them. (Paragraph 104) 
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40. If there is one key conclusion to draw from the Stern Review it is that we today are 
living at an important moment: we still have a limited window of opportunity to 
prevent greenhouse gases growing to dangerous levels. As Stern underlines, once we 
overshoot a target stock of greenhouse gases it will be very difficult and may be a very 
slow process to reduce it again. Thus if we fail to act swiftly enough, it may be 
impossible to reduce greenhouse gases to safer levels for decades or centuries to 
come—during which time the risks of major irreversible impacts will grow ever 
larger. But Stern’s accompanying argument is that the sooner the world begins to cut 
its emissions, the easier and less costly mitigation will become. Both conclusions 
need to be widely discussed.  
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Introduction 

1. Since its inception in 1997 the Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) has held annual 
inquiries into the Treasury’s Pre-Budget Reports. In these inquiries our core objective is to  
review the annual progress made by the Treasury in placing environmental protection at 
the heart of its tax and spending policies. In addition, we usually choose one or more 
topical developments or more specific areas of Treasury policy to focus on. 

2. In reviewing the Treasury’s overall momentum in building environmental objectives 
into the heart of its policies, in recent years we (and, in the last Parliament, our predecessor 
Committee) have expressed a mounting frustration with what has appeared to be a 
dwindling of action. Last year we concluded: “PBR 2005 signifies a continued slowing 
down of the Treasury’s momentum in turning its rhetoric on the environment into 
action.”1 Reflecting this growing frustration, we took the unusual step in October of writing 
to the Chancellor prior to publication of Pre-Budget Report 2006 (PBR 2006), to highlight 
a number of our more recent findings and recommendations, and to urge him to make this 
PBR more ambitious than those of recent years.2 Following the main themes pursued in 
this letter to the Chancellor, and reflecting the memos we received for this inquiry, in this 
report we focus in particular on the ambition of the PBR’s fiscal policy announcements in 
four areas—aviation, motoring, waste, and energy. 

3. Our major additional—indeed, owing to its importance, our primary—focus in this 
year’s report is the Stern Review,3 the much anticipated report on the economics of climate 
change published last autumn. Its importance was underlined by the remarks made at its 
launch on 30 October, the Chancellor describing it as “the most comprehensive analysis yet 
done of not just the challenges, but the opportunities from climate change”,4 while the 
Prime Minister remarking that it had “demolished the last remaining argument for 
inaction in the face of climate change.”5 In our report last year, we looked forward to the 
Stern Review’s publication, voicing some of our hopes and concerns as to its findings. 
Notably, one concern was that it should focus primarily on achieving safe limits to 
greenhouse gases and only secondarily on the cost of these reductions, while another 
related to its possible use of cost-benefit analysis, given the intrinsic difficulties in placing 
monetary values on the effects of climate change. We concluded by suggesting: “We may 
review the Stern Review’s final report once this is published, to examine the extent to 
which it takes these […] points on board, […] in our inquiry into Pre-Budget 2006.”6 We 
do that here in the next chapter. Beyond this, throughout the report we focus on the extent 

 
1 Environmental Audit Committee, Fourth Report of Session 2005-06, Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and 

climate change, HC 882, para 15 

2 “Pre-Budget 2006: Issues of particular interest to the Environmental Audit Committee”, letter from Tim Yeo MP to 
the Rt Hon Gordon Brown MP, Chancellor of the Exchequer, 26 October 2006 (unpublished) 

3 HM Treasury, Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, October 2006 

4    “Remarks by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Rt Hon Gordon Brown MP, at the launch of the Stern Review on 
       the economics of climate change”, HM Treasury, 30 October 2006 

5    “PM's comments at launch of Stern Review”, Cabinet Office, 30 October 2006 

6      Environmental Audit Committee, Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and climate change, para 69 
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to which Stern’s conclusions are reflected in Pre-Budget 2006, and make recommendations 
as to how they ought to be reflected in future PBRs. 

4. We also return to a theme we examined last year, statutory reporting by listed 
companies of their environmental impacts. Our report last year dealt with the abolition at 
short notice of proposals to require listed companies to publish annual Operation and 
Financial Reviews, which would have included requirements to publish audited 
information on environmental factors affecting companies’ businesses. In that report we 
noted that the Government had at the time issued renewed consultation on the form in 
which business reporting on environmental factors should take; and concluded that: “We 
may return to these Business Reviews, and the form they finally take, in our inquiry into 
next year’s Pre-Budget Report”.7 The outcome of that consultation was seen in the 
Companies Act 2006, receiving Royal Assent on 8 November 2006. In this report we review 
the reporting requirements as finally established and contained in the Act. 

5. In our inquiry we received memoranda from 21 organisations, and took evidence from 
Sir Nick Stern, Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace, Green Alliance, the National Industrial 
Symbiosis Programme (NISP), Biffa Waste Services, and the Financial Secretary to the 
Treasury, John Healey MP. We thank them all for their assistance. 

 

The Stern Review 

6. Commissioned jointly by the Prime Minister and Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Stern 
Review was tasked with assessing the economics of moving to a low-carbon global 
economy, the potential of different approaches to adaptation to global warming, and 
specific lessons for the UK.8 The key messages of the Review are set out in Figure 1. 

 
7 Environmental Audit Committee, Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and climate change, para 64 

8 Stern Review, p i 
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Figure 1   Key messages from the Stern Review 

The over-riding message: 

• “The scientific evidence is now overwhelming: climate change is a serious global threat, and 
it demands an urgent global response.” 

• “the benefits of strong and early action far outweigh the economic costs of not acting.” 
• “There is still time to avoid the worst impacts of climate change, if we take strong action 

now.” 

On the size of emissions cuts required: 

• “The risks of the worst impacts of climate change can be substantially reduced if greenhouse 
gas levels in the atmosphere can be stabilised between 450 and 550ppm [parts per million] 
CO2 equivalent (CO2e).”  

On the urgency of the problem: 

• “The current level is 430ppm CO2e today, and it is rising at more than 2ppm each year. […] 
It would already be very difficult and costly to aim to stabilise at 450ppm CO2e. If we delay, 
the opportunity to stabilise at 500-550ppm CO2e may slip away.” 

On the costs and effects of climate change if we do not limit emissions: 

• “Hundreds of millions of people could suffer hunger, water shortages and coastal flooding” 
•  “overall costs and risks [… are] equivalent to losing at least 5% of global GDP each year, 

now and forever. If a wider range of risks and impacts is taken into account, the estimates of 
damage could rise to 20% of GDP or more.” 

On the economic costs and benefits of taking action to limit greenhouse gases: 

• “Central estimates of the annual costs of achieving stabilisation between 500 and 550ppm 
CO2e are around 1% of global GDP, if we start to take strong action now.” 

On the international nature of the problem: 

• “The most vulnerable—the poorest countries and populations – will suffer earliest and most, 
even though they have contributed least to the causes of climate change.” 

• “Even if the rich world takes on responsibility for absolute cuts in emissions of 60-80% by 
2050, developing countries must take significant action too. But developing countries 
should not be required to bear the full costs of this action alone” 

On the policy responses required to reduce emissions: 

• “Three elements of policy are required for an effective global response. The first is the 
pricing of carbon, implemented through tax, trading or regulation. The second is policy to 
support innovation and the deployment of low-carbon technologies. And the third is action 
to remove barriers to energy efficiency, and to inform, educate and persuade individuals 
about what they can do to respond to climate change.” 

On the need to adapt to the effects of global warming: 

• “Adaptation efforts, particularly in developing countries, should be accelerated.” 
Source: “Summary of Conclusions”, Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, pp vi-ix 
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7. The Review was published on 30 October 2006 to a broadly very favourable reaction 
from a wide audience. For example, Stern received very positive endorsements from many 
leading economists, including Nobel Laureates Amartya Sen (“The world would be foolish 
to neglect this strong but strictly time-bound practical message”), Joseph Stiglitz (Stern 
“shows convincingly that the benefits of early global action to mitigate climate change will 
be far lower than the costs”), and Robert Solow (“If the world is waiting for a calm, 
reasonable, carefully argued approach to climate change, Nick Stern and his team have 
produced one”).9 Stern also received a generally very warm reception from leading 
environmentalists. Sir Jonathan Porritt, chairman of the Sustainable Development 
Commission, for example, said of it: 

The significance of this is enormous. The call from the scientific community for 
action has been clear for some time but there are still large numbers of people who 
argue that we cannot address climate change on a precautionary basis because it will 
cost too much and affect GDP. The Stern review almost completely destroys the 
intellectual basis of that argument. It creates a platform on which to move forward 
far more purposefully and radically than has happened up until now.10 

Similarly, Tony Juniper, Executive Director of Friends of the Earth, said: "This report turns 
the conventional attitude to the economics of climate change on its head. For too many 
years industry lobbyists have claimed that action on climate change was not affordable, but 
this proves this is not the case.”11 Many leading business figures also welcomed the report. 
Richard Lambert, for instance, Director General of the CBI, said: “The Stern Review adds 
up to a powerful argument for collective action by the nations of the world. Provided we 
act with sufficient speed, we will not have to make a choice between averting climate 
change and promoting growth and investment.”12 

8. At the same time, there has been some prominent negative criticism of the Review. Some 
environmentalists, for instance, have criticised it for what they have seen as a lack of 
ambition in terms of its main target limits on emissions. Some economists, meanwhile, 
have criticised it for its estimates of the relative costs of mitigation versus the future costs of 
unchecked climate change under a “Business As Usual” (BAU) scenario in which 
emissions are allowed to grow; they have argued that these relative cost estimates present 
aggressive mitigation in too advantageous a light. 

9. We took evidence from Sir Nick Stern himself, to discuss these issues, and also to bring 
out implications of his work for policymakers, paying particular interest to lessons to draw 
for the domestic policies of HM Treasury. In reviewing the conclusions of the Stern 
Review, we also took into account the hopes and concerns for the Review we had 
previously set out in our report on PBR 2005 last year. 

 
9 “Responses to the Stern Review”, HM Treasury, www.hm-

treasury.gov.uk/independent_reviews/stern_review_economics_climate_change/sternreview_index.cfm  

10     “Spend, spend, spend plan to tackle warming”, The Guardian, 28 October 2006 

11      “Stern measures required”, Friends of the Earth press release, 30 October 2006 

12     “Amber alert over green taxes”, The Daily Telegraph, 31 October 2006 
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The target level of emissions used in the Stern Review 

10. The Stern Review focuses on stabilising atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse 
gases (GHGs) at between 450 and 550 parts per million carbon dioxide equivalent, or CO2e  
(see Figure 2 for explanation of the way in which total GHGs are expressed in terms of 
carbon dioxide equivalent). The reason Stern gives for focusing on this range is that 
“stabilisation at levels below 450 ppm CO2e would require immediate, substantial and 
rapid cuts in emissions that are likely to be extremely costly, whereas stabilisation above 
550 ppm CO2e would imply climatic risks that are very large and likely to be generally 
viewed as unacceptable.”13 The Review expands on its lower band choice of 450ppm by 
arguing that anything lower would not just be very costly but practically extremely difficult 
to achieve: 

The lower limit to the stabilisation range is determined by the level at which further 
tightening of the goal becomes prohibitively expensive. On the basis of current 
evidence, stabilisation at 450ppm CO2e or below is likely to be very difficult and 
costly. […] 

Even stabilising at 550ppm CO2e would require complete transformation of the 
power sector. 450ppm CO2e would in addition require very large and early 
reductions of emissions from transport, for which technologies are further away 
from deployment. Given that atmospheric greenhouse gas levels are now at 430ppm 
CO2e, increasing at around 2.5ppm/yr, the feasibility of hitting 450ppm CO2e 
without overshooting is very much in doubt. And it would be unwise to assume that 
any overshoot could be clawed back.14 

Meanwhile, in arguing that 550ppm should be the upper limit, it highlights that even this 
level of emissions risks very serious and potentially irreversible consequences, thereby 
suggesting that this truly ought to be a maximum limit: 

Expected climate-change impacts rise with the atmospheric concentration of 
greenhouse gases […] The evidence strongly suggests that 550ppm CO2e would be a 
dangerous place to be, with substantial risks of very unpleasant outcomes.15 

At the same time, it suggests that the target range of concentrations ought (at least under 
current scientific understanding) still to go to up as far as 550ppm on cost-benefit grounds 
—i.e., as a result of weighing up lower (shorter term) costs against increased (longer term) 
risks of stabilising at closer to 550ppm rather than 450ppm—especially “if climate-change 
impacts turn out to be towards the low end [of projections …] and mitigation costs 
towards the high end”.16  

 

 
13 Stern Review, p 194 

14 Stern Review, p 299 

15 Stern Review, p 292 

16 Stern Review, p 299 
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Figure 2    CO2 and CO2 equivalent 

Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is the universal unit of measurement used to indicate the global 
warming potential (GWP) of different greenhouse gases.  GWP is defined as the warming influence of a 
gas over a set time period relative to that of carbon dioxide. For illustration, the GWP values used for 
methane and nitrous oxide are 23 and 296 respectively. This means that emissions of 1million tonnes of 
methane are taken to be equivalent in global warming impact to 23 million tonnes of carbon dioxide, 
with 1 million tonnes of nitrous oxide being equivalent to 296 million  tonnes of CO2. 

Greenhouse Gas GWP 

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 1 

Methane (CH4) 23 

Nitrous Oxide (N2O) 296 

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) 12-12,000 

Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6) 22,200 

Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) – eg, CF4 5700 

The lifetime of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere varies, but for carbon dioxide it is estimated at 5-200 
years, while for CF4 it is estimated at 50,000 years and for CH4 around 12 years. 

While other gases have a higher GWP, CO2 still has the largest impact in terms of direct anthropogenic 
emissions, given the volume of emissions and length of time they remain in the atmosphere. For 
illustration, as the Government has put it: “the current concentration of carbon dioxide is 380ppm, while 
the level of all greenhouse gases is equivalent to around 430ppm, i.e. other gases, mainly methane and 
nitrous oxide, have a warming effect equivalent to 50ppm of carbon dioxide.” 

The Government has stated: “A [global] stabilisation goal defined in terms of CO2e has the advantage of 
representing the full effect of anthropogenic greenhouse gases on the atmosphere. It is a quantity that can 
be linked directly to a probable temperature outcome and allows flexibility to achieve least cost allocation of 
emissions reductions between different gases.” 

The CO2e measure usually only includes the six Kyoto gases: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 
SF6, HFCs and PFCs; some definitions include other anthropogenic effects, such as aerosols and CFCs. 
Source: IPCC Third Assessment Report 6.12.2, European Environment Agency; Climate Change – the UK Programme 
2006, Defra, March 2006; Supplementary evidence to this inquiry, HM Treasury; US Environment Protection Agency. 

 

11. In our report on PBR 2005 last year, one concern we registered about the Stern Review 
—and, more pointedly, the Government’s use of it—was that:  

the Government should ensure that, in examining the economics of different 
options for tackling climate change, it starts by deciding the level of carbon 
emissions it wants to achieve, and then looks for the most cost-effective means of 
getting there. This was seen as having a better chance of leading to the level of CO2 
cuts required than the alternative approach of starting by looking for cost-
competitive means of reducing emissions, and then seeing what level of reductions 
these will achieve.17 

 
17 Environmental Audit Committee, Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and climate change, para 68 
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With regard more specifically to the Stern Review itself, the tenor of our recommendation 
was essentially that the Review should start with absolute limits on GHG emissions 
suggested by the science, rather than with a “reasonable” figure of financial costs which 
were assumed to be the maximum that the international community would be prepared to 
spend on mitigation efforts. In this respect, while Stern has used economic calculations 
(i.e., as to the costs and benefits of pursuing different abatement trajectories) to inform his 
choice of targets, we are reassured by the way in which he has very firmly suggested an 
upper limit to concentrations of greenhouse gases above which we should not go, 
paying close attention to the scientific evidence of the increasing risks of more serious 
and irreversible impacts at higher concentrations. 

12. At the same time, many environmentalists have expressed significant concerns that the 
Stern Review focuses mainly, at least in terms of its headline costings of mitigation, at the 
upper limit of its target range, towards 550ppm. Typically, the Review states: 

The extra mitigation costs incurred by stabilising at around 550ppm CO2e instead of 
allowing business to continue as usual would probably be of the order of 1% of gross 
world product. Choosing a lower goal would cost more, a higher goal less.18 

The 1% GDP figure has been widely reported as Stern’s estimate of the costs of mitigating 
climate change; meaning in practice that such reports have also implicitly interpreted the 
Review as endorsing a mitigation target of around 550ppm CO2e. To take a prominent 
example, HM Treasury’s press release accompanying publication of the Review stated: “the 
costs of action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to avoid the worst impacts of climate 
change can be limited to around 1% of global GDP each year.”19 To be clear about this, 
then, in publicising the headline cost figure of 1% of global GDP, the Treasury has 
implicitly chosen to set its sights at the maximum limit of greenhouse gases suggested 
by the Review – the level which Stern characterises as “a dangerous place to be, with 
substantial risks of very unpleasant outcomes”—as the target to aim for. 

13. It is this focus on the upper limit of the target range which has been subject to 
forthright criticism from some environmentalists. An editorial article in The Ecologist, for 
instance, argued: 

Stabilising atmospheric CO2 at 450ppm is what the science tells us we have to do.  
This is the only ‘safe’ option.  The one that gives us a 50-50 chance of stopping 
climate temperature rising by more than 2oC, sending the polar caps and Antarctic 
ice sheets into terminal meltdown, the rainforests perishing or sea levels rising to 
levels that would drive two hundred million people from their homes. […] 

[Stern] takes the realpolitik view that we should aim for somewhere between 500-
550ppm, as it is more politically achievable. […] Yet this will take the climate beyond 
tipping point in all probability.  The increase in climate temperature will be hovering 

 
18 Stern Review, p 296 

19    “Publication of the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate change”, HM Treasury press release, 30 October 2006 
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around the 2.5oC range—the increase that Stern makes plain carries ‘significant risk’ 
of an environmental apocalypse, but less risk of economic meltdown. […] 

This is a hell of a bet against a scenario that the science says has a 63-99 per cent 
chance of failure; a 63-99 per cent probability of sending the climate irreversibly over 
the edge.20 

14. One comment we could make on this is that there would appear to be a degree of 
confusion here, in that while Stern does refer to stabilisation at 550ppm, he clearly states 
that this refers to total greenhouse gases expressed as carbon dioxide equivalent, not to 
carbon dioxide alone. This means that in terms purely of CO2 his target level is significantly 
less than 550 ppm.  As the Review states:  

The stock of different greenhouse gases at stabilisation will depend on the exact 
stabilisation strategy adopted. In the examples used in this chapter, stabilising the 
stock of all Kyoto greenhouse gases at 450–550 ppm CO2e would mean stabilising 
carbon dioxide concentrations at around 400–490 ppm. More intensive carbon 
dioxide mitigation, relative to other gases, might lead to a lower fraction of carbon 
dioxide at stabilisation, and vice versa. Two recent cost optimising mitigation studies 
find that, at stabilisation, non-CO2 Kyoto gases contribute around 10–20% of the 
total warming effect expressed in CO2e. Therefore, a stabilisation range of 450–550 
ppm CO2e, could mean carbon dioxide concentrations of 360–500 ppm.21 

15. Notwithstanding this, the broader point made by The Ecologist still largely stands: even 
a limit of 550ppm CO2e, equating to a concentration in CO2 of around 490-500ppm, would 
ultimately carry very significant risks. The Review itself is clear about this, noting that “for 
a stock of greenhouse gases stabilised at 550 ppm CO2e, recent studies suggest a 63–99 % 
chance of exceeding a warming of 2oC relative to the pre-industrial”,22 at the same time 
drawing attention to the conclusion from current science that a rise of “around 2–3oC” 
might set in chain a number of more serious impacts from climate change, some 
irreversible and very long lasting: 

At roughly 2–3°C above pre-industrial, a significant fraction of species would exceed 
their adaptive capacity and, therefore, rates of extinction would rise. This level is 
associated with a sharp decline in crop yields in developing counties (and possibly 
developed counties) and some of the first major changes in natural systems, such as 
some tropical forests becoming unsustainable, irreversible melting of the Greenland 
ice sheet and significant changes to the global carbon cycle (accelerating the 
accumulation of greenhouse gases).23 

 
20 “The Stern Review: Editor’s Comment”, The Ecologist, December 2006/January 2007, pp 17-18 

21 Stern Review, pp 198-9 

22 Stern Review, Box 8.1, p 195 

23 Stern Review, p 293. The Review also makes it clear that the science predicts that a rise of around 4 – 5oC might 
represent another and even more worrying tipping point. 
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For illustration, Figure 3, taken from the Review, depicts the range of suggested impacts at 
different temperature rises, and their correlation with different target ranges of greenhouse 
gas concentrations. 

 
Figure 3    Stabilisation levels and probability ranges for temperature increases 
 

Risk of weakening of natural carbon absorption and possible increasing
natural methane releases and weakening of the Atlantic THC

400 ppm CO2e

450 ppm CO2e

550 ppm CO2e

650ppm CO2e

750ppm CO2e

5% 95%

Sea level rise threatens 
major world cities, including
London, Shanghai, New
York,Tokyo and Hong Kong

Falling crop yields in many developing regionsFood

Water

Ecosystems
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Source: Stern Review, Figure 13.4 
Notes: As the Stern Review explains, this figure illustrates the types of impacts that could be experienced as the 
world comes into equilibrium with higher greenhouse gas levels. The top panel shows the range of temperatures 
projected at stabilisation levels between 400ppm and 750ppm CO2e at equilibrium. For each stabilisation range, 
the intersecting vertical bar indicates the level to which there is a 50% probability of the temperature rising, 
according to a mean average taken from the Third Assessment Report of the IPCC (2001) and a recent Hadley 
Centre ensemble study (Murphy et al. (2004)). The bottom panel illustrates the range of impacts expected at 
different levels of warming. The relationship between global average temperature changes and regional climate 
changes is very uncertain, especially with regard to changes in precipitation. This figure shows potential changes 
based on current scientific literature. 
 

16. We put the criticism that the Review was focusing on too high a target to Sir Nick Stern 
himself, who argued firmly: 

We did not offer 550 as a target. What we said is, given the risks at 550, any 
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450 and 550. […] 450 is about as ambitious as you could be. 550 is an upper limit 
saying that is 50:50 […] being above or below 3˚ and there is quite a lot of risk in 
that. […What] we essentially said about targets [was] that [they] should be in that 
range; to get it down to the lower end of the range will cost you more and save you 
more risk.24 

17. One reason, it would seem, why the Review was not more prescriptive about stabilising 
closer to 450ppm is that stabilisation even at this level cannot eliminate quite appreciable 
risks of ultimately very dangerous warming. As it notes: “Recent research on the 
uncertainties surrounding temperature projections suggests that at 450ppm CO2e there 
would already be a more-than-evens chance of exceeding 2oC”.25 Indeed, it notes: “Even if 
the world were able to stabilise at current concentrations [430ppm], it is already possible 
that the ultimate global average temperature increase will exceed 2oC.”26 It would thus 
appear, given the cost-benefit approach it adopts, that the Review does not more firmly—
or even exclusively—recommend a stabilisation goal towards the lower end of its 450-
550ppm range, because, while this would certainly reduce the risks of major irreversible 
impacts, we could not be sure that it would in fact do so, and meanwhile the efforts to 
reach it would certainly cost more money in the short term. Another reason why the Stern 
Review may have focused on the 500–550ppm range at least in costing different mitigation 
efforts was pointed out to us by RSPB, who very simply observed that there were extremely 
few studies which had costed a mitigation target of below 500ppm for the Review to draw 
on.27  

18. To sum up, while the Stern Review offers a target range of between 450 and 550ppm 
greenhouse gas concentrations, and while its costings of the efforts required to meet 
these targets focus on the upper limit of this range, governments should not treat the 
upper figure of 550ppm as the target endorsed by the Review and the one which they 
should in practice aim for. Sir Nick Stern himself has made it very clear that the Review 
did not suggest 550ppm as the main target to work towards. Rather, he has emphasised 
strongly that 550ppm is the maximum stabilisation limit for 2050 we should possibly 
consider, and that the further beneath this level at which we can stabilise greenhouse 
gases by 2050, the lower the risk of catastrophic climatic events in the future. We 
therefore urge the Government, in promoting the findings of the Stern Review, to 
ensure that this is the message that is widely understood. 

19. Our own view is that 550ppm CO2e would be an excessively dangerous target, and 
that a prudent approach would be to aim for 500ppm or below if this could be achieved. 
Especially considering the dangers of slipping from and exceeding initial targets, we 
urge the Government to work with international partners towards selecting a global 
stabilisation goal at a level very considerably below 550ppm CO2e.  

 
24 Q 5 

25 Stern Review, p 300 

26 Stern Review, p 295 

27 Environmental Audit Committee, Second Report of Session 2006-07, The EU Emissions Trading Scheme: Lessons for 
the future, HC 70, Q 58 [Mr Lanchberry] 
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The costs and opportunities of mitigation 

20. The Stern Review is clear that even limiting total costs to 1% of GDP will entail 
widespread price rises and economic upheavals: 

Any costs to the economy of cutting GHG emissions, like other costs, will ultimately 
be borne by households. 

Emissions-intensive products will either become more expensive or impossible to 
buy. The costs of adjusting industrial structures will be reflected in pay and profits—
with opportunities for new activities and challenges for old. More resources will be 
used, at least for a while, in making currently emissions-intensive products in new 
ways, so fewer will be available for creating other goods and services.28 

21. Rapidly decarbonising the global economy will indeed not be easy. What the Stern 
Review is saying is that we will all notice it, in the price we pay for emissions-intensive 
goods and services, and thus in the range of economic opportunities open to us. The 
central argument of the Stern Review is that these would still be minor inconveniences 
compared to the potential risks of unchecked climate change. But the Review also strongly 
underlines that, while mitigation would slightly slow it overall, it would still be perfectly 
compatible with continued economic growth. As Sir Nick put it to us: 

[Y]ou can be green and grow.  [… Doing things a bit differently, sometimes very 
differently in some cases, on the energy side will cost you [… But t]hese are the kinds 
of things we have to cope with all the time with changes in exchange rates and 
technical progress of various kinds; and these changes are changes in the economy 
that happen; you have to cope with them; but it is not a story of stopping growth in 
order to mitigate and reduce the greenhouse gases.  That is the key conclusion.29 

Indeed, the Review gives a cash estimate of the costs of mitigation to its trajectory towards 
stabilisation at 550ppm by mid-century, equating to the 1% GDP figure, of around $1 
trillion. While this is indeed a very large figure, Stern is at pains to stress that this is still 
“relatively modest in relation to the level and expansion of economic output over the next 
50 years, which in any scenario of economic success is likely to be over one hundred times 
this amount.”30 Furthermore, as the Review also sets out, the process of aggressive 
mitigation should accelerate the development of new technologies which could in various 
ways improve economic productivity and quality of life. As a major example, an eventual 
replacement of oil-based vehicles with electric or hydrogen-based models might lead to 
significant improvements to urban air quality.31 

 
28 Stern Review, p 212 

29 Q 1 

30 Stern Review, p 236 

31 The Review also draws attention to studies which estimate that resulting improvements to air quality will in fact 
have economic benefits that will in part offset the costs of greenhouse gases mitigation. For example: “Analyses 
carried out under the Clean Air for Europe programme suggest cost savings as high as 40% of GHG mitigation costs 
are possible from the co-ordination of climate and air pollution policies.” Stern Review, p 247 
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22. The Government is right to emphasise Stern’s arguments as to the benefits of an 
aggressive programme to cut emissions. Aside from decreasing the risk of the most 
damaging impacts of global warming in the future, rapid mitigation can be expected to 
deliver a number of benefits in its own right, speeding the deployment of new 
technology, and thereby increasing economic efficiency as well as reducing pollution. 

23. At the same time, the Government should not minimise the challenges of rapid 
mitigation. Rather, it should be honest with businesses and consumers about the price 
impacts on emissions-intensive processes and activities which accelerated emission-
reduction policies imply. This may help to develop the social consensus needed to make 
rapid progress. 

Putting a value on the effects of global warming 

24. While receiving criticism from some environmentalists that his recommendations were 
too weak, Stern has also received trenchant criticism from some economists that his 
recommendations were too strong. The main argument from such economists (for 
instance, William Nordhaus, of Yale University) has been that the Review’s estimates of the 
costs of climate change resulting from a Business As Usual growth in emissions were too 
high, thereby skewing its cost-benefit analysis in favour of steeper and more costly cuts in 
emissions in the short term. 

25. The essential argument made by Nordhaus and others would seem to revolve around 
perceptions as to the approach taken by Stern to discounting the costs and benefits 
experienced by future generations relative to those experienced by us today. Without 
delving too deeply into the economic theory, the broad outline of this issue is the following: 

• actions taken today and in the next few decades to reduce GHG emissions could cost 
the present generation considerable amounts of money; 

• there is a lag between rising atmospheric concentrations of GHGs and rising global 
temperatures, meaning that some of the most serious effects resulting from increases in 
GHG levels will only be experienced by future generations, as well as meaning that we 
today cannot be sure of the precise extent of effects that will only be apparent in the 
future; 

• assuming ongoing economic growth, future generations will be considerably wealthier 
than us today. 

26. In seeking to calculate the optimum rate at which society should invest in mitigation 
efforts, economists take account of these different variables by applying a discount rate to 
projections of the future economic damages resulting from climate change. In brief, having 
projected the future effects of given scenarios of climate change on society, and having 
produced resulting estimates of monetary costs, economists then apply a discount to these 
costs to arrive at figures which can be used in present day cost-benefit calculations. 
Essentially, these figures represent the current generation’s reckoning of the size of 
economic benefits which would be gained by investing in given levels of mitigation, 
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understanding that these benefits would largely accrue to other people—future generations 
—who are expected (at least under mainstream economics) to be wealthier than us today, 
and hence inheriting a higher base level of economic welfare with which to cope with the 
adverse effects of climate change. To put it another way, these discounted projections of 
future costs are used to compare the loss of economic welfare that would be caused by 
taking large sums of money out of today’s relatively smaller and poorer global economy to 
invest now in mitigation efforts, against the loss of economic welfare which would 
experienced by tomorrow’s larger and richer global economy as a result of more dangerous 
climate change, in the event that we today choose to spend more on ourselves rather than 
on cutting back on emissions. 

27. The criticism from some economists has been that the discount rate applied by Stern 
was too small; and thus the estimates given for the economic costs of unchecked climate 
change too high, and with them Stern’s recommendations on the size and urgency of 
mitigation efforts required today and in the next few decades. Indeed, William Nordhaus, 
has argued that the Stern Review’s choice of a low discount rate is essentially the only 
reason why its estimates of damages arising from Business As Usual emissions are higher 
than most other studies.32 To sum up, according to the critics, Stern’s choice of discount 
rate has led him to the conclusion that we today should spend more on mitigation than is 
good for us; us today, that is. 

28. We discussed these criticisms with Sir Nick Stern. One point he made in reply was to 
clarify that “for a number of aspects of climate the discount rate is not a legitimate concept 
for doing the basic appraisal of policy”,33 and that, rather, there were two main elements to 
discounting in such a large, complex, and inter-generational equation. One element is what 
is known as the “pure time discount rate”, reflecting the extent to which, as he put it, you 
“disregard the future simply because it is in the future”. As he expressed his view on this: “I 
would stick very strongly to the argument that the pure time discount rate for issues which 
involve the future of the planet should be very low.”34 The Cambridge economist Sir Partha 
Dasgupta has described Stern’s approach, approvingly, as follows: “The Review, rightly in 
my view, takes it that the tradeoff among the well-being between the present US and the 
future THEMs should be, roughly speaking, one-to-one, or in other words, that we should 
not discount future generations’ well-beings simply because those generations will appear 
only in the future”.35 To put this into alternative language, it appears that Stern’s approach 
to future generations embodies the golden rule of morality, of treating others as one would 
want to be treated oneself. 

29. In addition, Stern describes the other main element of discounting used in the Review 
as that concerning “valuations of richer people in the future versus richer people now [… 
and] richer people here at this moment in time versus poorer people in other parts of the 

 
32    William Nordhaus, “The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change”,  
        http://nordhaus.econ.yale.edu/SternReviewD2.pdf, 17 November 2006, p 21 

33 Q 12 

34 Q 12 

35     Partha Dasgupta,“The Stern Review’s economics of climate change”, National Institute Economic Review, Vol 199, 
         No 1 (2007), 4-7, p 5 
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world.” It appears that this has been rather more controversial among some economists.36 
However, judging by the comments made by Stern and his team in response to such 
criticisms, it may also be that this aspect of Stern’s discounting has been somewhat 
misunderstood. In any case, subsequent to the initial publication of the Stern Review and 
the criticisms which responded to it, the Review team have published on the Treasury 
website a Postscript to the Review and several papers in a series entitled “After the Stern 
Review: reflections and responses”, passages of which deal explicitly and robustly with 
these criticisms.37 The Postscript, for instance, explains in brief: 

Our estimates of damage from business-as-usual are higher than some previously 
published for the following sound reasons:  

• We treat aversion to risk explicitly—this issue is all about risk and we invoke 
the economics of risk directly.  

• We use the more recent literature, from the science, on the probabilities. This 
points to significant risks of temperature increases above 5°C under business-
for-usual by the early part of the next century. Previous studies have focused 
on temperature increases of 2 or 3°C. The damages from 5°C would be very 
much higher—damages rise much faster than temperature.  

• We adopt lower pure time discount rates than some earlier literature and 
thus […] the analysis gives future generations appropriate ethical weight. […]  

• We take account of the disproportionate impacts on poor regions, reflecting 
the fact that those in poverty will feel losses in consumption more keenly.38 

As this underlines, the Stern Review team are very clear that in addition to using different 
approaches to discounting than other studies, they are drawing on more recent science, 
pointing to the greater potential for more serious global warming than costed by other 
economic studies. 

30. We are not in a position to engage in the full detail of the economic arguments over 
the size of the projected costs of unchecked climate change—estimated by the Stern 
Review to be between 5% and 20% of global GDP. However, we would make a number of 
important arguments and observations. Firstly, we most certainly endorse the Review’s 
use of a very low value for its “pure time discount rate”, meaning in effect that Stern 
treats future generations as being of equal importance to those alive today. To think 
otherwise would be morally reprehensible, condemning future generations  to an 

 
36    For instance, in the same essay, Sir Partha Dasgupta writes: “I have little problem with the figure of 0.1% a year the  
        authors have chosen for the rate of pure time […] discount […] But the figure they have adopted for […] the ethical  
        parameter reflecting inequality and risk in human well-being […] is deeply unsatisfactory to me. [… It] is to say that  
        the distribution of well-being among people doesn't matter much, that we should spend huge amounts for later 
        generations even if, adjusting for risk, they were expected to be much better off than us.” Dasgupta,“The Stern 
        Review’s economics of climate change”, p 6 

37 At time of writing, the “After the Stern Review: reflections and responses” papers are presented as “Works in 
progress”, and not intended for quotation or official citation. 

38    Stern Review, “Postscript”, www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/independent_reviews/stern_review_economics_climate_   
        change/sternreview_ndex.cfm, pp 2-3 
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uncertain and, in many parts of the world, possibly calamitous future, out of sheer 
indifference. 

31. Secondly, we would point out that there are many ways in which Stern’s projected 
figures for the costs of global warming are likely still to be underestimates – and that 
other reviews of the costs of climate change are likely to be even further from capturing its 
full potential costs. While the Stern Review offers calculations for the “non-market 
impacts” of global warming on human health and the environment, it does not, as it 
makes clear, offer cost estimates for such “socially contingent responses” to climate 
change as “conflict, migration and the flight of capital investment”. And these could be 
very significant; as the Review underlines: “If the world’s physical geography is changed, so 
too will be its human geography.”39 Indeed, Sir Nick told us: 

It would surely lead to big pressures of population movement, and they would carry 
very large costs.  It is very difficult, in the essence of these things, to model that; but I 
do think it is an important way in which some of what we have done may have 
been underestimating, rather than overestimating.40 

Meanwhile, the Stern Review refers to research which argues that none of the previous 
studies of the economics of climate change contained any monetary assessment of “socially 
contingent responses”, while there was only very little assessment of “non-market 
impacts”. 41 

32. Thirdly, we would argue strongly that, while economic analysis may have its place 
within climate change policy—for instance, in helping to decide between the use and 
terms of emissions trading, carbon taxes, and direct regulation of GHG emissions in 
different cases—it should be strictly subordinated to a scientific understanding of the 
levels of mitigation required to give us best-estimated probabilities of avoiding 
important thresholds in the climate system, which might trigger very serious and 
irreversible impacts. In short, global warming should not be treated like any other 
economic issue. The effects of global warming do not easily lend themselves to being 
quantified and expressed in terms of economic utility, given that they may radically 
alter, not simply purchasing power or productivity, but entire ways of life. Indeed, in 
several parts of the world they threaten to make what are currently densely populated 
areas literally uninhabitable. 

33. In our report on PBR 2005 last year, we expressed in advance our concerns that the 
Stern Review might be undermined by such faults, drawing attention in particular to the 
difficulties of calculating a single “social cost of carbon” (SCC), given the risks of widely 
divergent outcomes depending on whether crucial climatic limits were breached, and given 
the differing values that might be placed on mitigation by different generations, depending 
on whether or not they had already begun personally to experience profoundly negative 
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effects.42 On all these questions, we are pleased to note that the Stern Review itself 
acknowledges the limitations of economic analysis. As the Review states: 

These models should be seen as one contribution […] They should be treated 
with great circumspection. There is a danger that, because they are quantitative, 
they will be taken too literally. They should not be. They are only one part of an 
argument. […] Nevertheless, we think that they illustrate a very important point: 
the risks involved in a ‘business as usual’ approach to climate change are very 
large. 

34. The Stern Review is, indeed, explicit about being “based on a multi-dimensional 
view of economic and social goals, rather than a narrowly monetary one”.43 While it 
does, as it says for illustrative purposes, express a wide range of the potential effects of 
climate change in monetary terms, it also sets out powerful evidence, drawing on recent 
science, of these potential effects in themselves. That is to say, it sets out scientific estimates 
of the probable range of impacts of rising concentrations of greenhouse gases on global 
temperatures, the probable range of impacts of rising temperatures on the environment, 
and the probable range of impacts of environmental changes on macroeconomics, on 
human health, and on social conflict. Thus in addition to estimating costed impacts, it 
spells out the types of “extremely damaging phenomena” which might accompany 
dangerous levels of warming uncosted and in themselves, including, as it puts it: 

• Irreversible losses of ecosystems and extinction of a significant fraction of species. 

• Deaths of hundreds of millions of people (due to food and water shortages, disease 
or extreme weather events). 

• Social upheaval, large-scale conflict and population movements, possibly triggered 
by severe declines in food production and water supplies (globally or over large 
vulnerable areas), massive coastal inundation (due to collapse of ice sheets) and 
extreme weather events. 

• Major, irreversible changes to the Earth system, such as collapse of the Atlantic 
thermohaline circulation and acceleration of climate change due to carbon-cycle 
feedbacks (such as weakening carbon absorption and higher methane releases)—at 
high temperatures, stabilisation may prove more difficult, or impossible, because  
such feedbacks may take the world past irreversible tipping points.44 

Taken altogether, the range of evidence on the natural and human impacts of climate 
change presented in the Review supplements and intensifies its headline conclusions on 
the quantifiable economic costs and benefits of taking action. Whatever the detail of 
the economic analysis, and whatever one’s views of the estimated costs, the dangers of 

 
42 Environmental Audit Committee, Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and climate change, para 69 

43 Stern Review, p 144 
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reaching important thresholds in the climate system are surely so great that the need 
for urgent and aggressive mitigation is overwhelming. 

The scale and urgency of the challenge 

35. The Stern Review is very clear as to the enormous scale and urgency of the challenge of 
avoiding dangerous climate change. To focus on the size of the challenge more than the 
speed with which it must be tackled, Stern offers some striking projections of the 
“mitigation gap” between emissions in 2050 under Business As Usual and under its 
projected mitigation paths to stabilise greenhouse gases between 450 and 550ppm CO2e. 
Accepting that the exact size of the mitigation gap depends on the assumptions chosen to 
project BAU trajectories, Stern estimates that we would need to reduce annual emissions 
by 60-65% from BAU levels in 2050 to stabilise at 550ppm CO2e, and by more than 85% to 
stabilise (without overshooting) at 450ppm CO2e (Figure 4). To further illustrate this 
central need to shift the trend in emissions markedly down from their present BAU path, 
and to illustrate the tremendous challenge this will pose not just the industrialised 
economies but the developing world as well, Stern comments on this: 

Even if emissions from developed regions […] could be reduced to zero in 2050, the 
rest of the world would still need to cut emissions by 40% from BAU to stabilise at 
550 ppm CO2e. For 450 ppm CO2e, this rises to almost 80%.45 
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Figure 4   BAU emissions and stabilisation trajectories for 450-550ppm CO2e 
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Notes: As the Stern Review explains, this figure shows illustrative pathways to stabilise greenhouse gas levels between 450 
ppm and 550 ppm CO2e. In the graph itself, the top line, rising to over 80GtCO2e in 2050, shows a “Business As Usual” 
(BAU) trajectory. The second from top (green) line shows a 550ppm trajectory, third from top (black) 500ppm, and bottom 
(grey) 450ppm. The size of the mitigation gap is demonstrated for 2050. To stabilise at 450 ppm CO2e (without 
overshooting) emissions must be more than 85% below BAU by 2050. Stabilisation at 550 ppm CO2e would require 
emissions to be reduced by 60 – 65% below BAU.  

 
36. The Stern Review also clearly explains the extent to which annual GHG emissions will 
have to be reduced even further than this beyond 2050. As it underlines, in order to 
stabilise greenhouse concentrations at any level, annual GHG emissions must be brought 
into equilibrium with the rate at which the planet’s carbon sinks remove carbon from the 
atmosphere (for instance, through the growth of plant life on land and plankton in the 
ocean). As this rate of natural carbon absorption is projected to decrease, so must 
manmade carbon emissions decrease in step, if stabilisation at a steady concentration of 
GHGs in the atmosphere is to be maintained: 

After stabilisation, the level of natural absorption will gradually fall as the vegetation 
sink is exhausted. This means that to maintain stabilisation, emissions would need to 
fall to the level of ocean uptake alone over a few centuries. This level is not well 
quantified, but recent work suggests that emissions may need to fall to roughly 5 
GtCO2e per year (more than 80% below current levels) by the second half of the next 
century. On a timescale of a few hundred years, this could be considered a 
‘sustainable’ rate of emissions. 46 

The scale of the challenge that achieving this “ ‘sustainable’ rate of emissions” is going to 
represent is emphasised by the Review, where it spells out: 

As reducing emissions in agriculture appears relatively difficult, and that sector 
accounts for more than 5 GtCO2e per year by itself already, stabilisation is likely 
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ultimately (well beyond 2050) to require complete decarbonisation of all other 
activities and some net sequestration of carbon from the atmosphere (e.g. by growing 
and burning biofuels, and capturing and storing the resultant carbon emissions, or 
by afforestation).47 

And, while acknowledging that it is indeed a very long term issue, the Review makes clear 
that ultimately the challenge to reduce annual emissions will grow even tougher: 

However, in the long term, the rate of ocean uptake will also weaken, meaning that 
emissions may eventually need to fall below 1GtCO2e per year to maintain 
stabilisation.48 

37. These are stark conclusions. The Government should do more to publicise the size of 
the challenge as summarised in the Stern Review. As Stern makes clear, the stabilisation 
of greenhouse gases—whether at 450 or 550ppm CO2e—will require ongoing 
reductions in emissions beyond 2050, ultimately necessitating possibly the complete 
decarbonisation of every other human activity beyond agriculture; and that further 
into the future, net emissions must be cut even more deeply, possibly to just a fifth of 
the present day emissions from agriculture alone. The Review is clear that quantifying 
these limits is very difficult and still uncertain. It is also clear that the first of these 
limits would probably only need to be met in the second half of the next century, while 
the second will probably not need to be met for several centuries. Nevertheless it might 
still be valuable to raise awareness of these long term limits; or at least to the conclusion 
that emissions must continue to decline, even if we meet Stern’s targets for 2050. If 
nothing else, this might help to increase popular consciousness of the ultimate 
inevitability of radical changes to familiar technologies and habits of living if climate 
change is to be tackled, which might help to stimulate innovatory thinking and support 
for more radical measures in the short term. 

38. In addition to depicting the size of the challenge, the Stern Review also clearly sets out 
the reasons for urgency. The main reason follows from the limits to the natural absorption 
rate of the planet’s carbon sinks: given that it will be hard in practice simply to reduce 
annual emissions to this rate and thus stabilise greenhouse concentrations, it will be even 
harder to reduce annual emissions to below this level, and thus reduce the amount of 
GHGs in the atmosphere. And even if the latter aim were achieved it would be practically 
difficult to reduce emissions much below the absorption rate, thus it would only lead to 
very gradual reductions in global concentrations. Indeed, these would be progressively 
diminishing reductions, given the expected diminution in the natural absorption rate. 
What this means in brief, as the Review sums it up, is that: “The longer emissions remain 
above the level of natural absorption, the higher the final stabilisation level will be. [… I]f 
action is slow and emissions stay high for a long time, the ultimate level of stabilisation will 
be higher than if early and ambitious action is taken.”49 Another way of thinking about this 
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is to see that even once global annual emissions reach a peak and begin to decline year on 
year, the atmospheric stock of greenhouse gases is going to continue rising year on year, 
until annual emission finally decline to a level that is no higher than the annual amount 
which is absorbed by the Earth’s carbon sinks. 

39. Here again, the Government should do more to highlight another key conclusion 
from the Stern Review: stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations at a chosen level does 
not simply depend on how much we cut annual emissions by, but how quickly we do so. 
Stern repeatedly emphasises the dangers of overshooting a target stock level of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere: once we go above a certain level, it will be very 
difficult and could take a prolonged time to reduce it again. As Stern puts it: 

An overshooting path to any stabilisation level would lead to greater impacts, as the 
world would experience a century or more of temperatures close to those expected 
for the peak level […] Given the large number of unknowns in the climate system, 
for example, threshold points and irreversible changes, overshooting is potentially 
high risk. In addition, if natural carbon absorption were to weaken as projected, it 
might be impossible to reduce concentrations on timescales less than a few 
centuries.50  

40. Stern makes a number of important points in relation to this. First, he points out that it 
makes a big difference how soon global annual emissions reach a peak before declining. 
The longer that global emissions continue to rise year on year, the harder it will be, once 
annual emissions begin to decline, to make annual cuts large enough and fast enough to get 
down to equilibrium with the carbon absorption rate in time to stabilise the final 
atmospheric total at a desired target level. Second, even if such steep reductions in annual 
emissions are achievable, they will be much more costly than a scenario in which annual 
emissions peak early, and thus allow us the time to follow a shallower and less demanding 
reduction trajectory. As the Review expands on this, also commenting on how difficult an 
early peak will be to achieve:  

To stabilise at 550 ppm CO2e, global emissions would need to peak in the next 10–20 
years and then fall by around 1–3% per year. Depending on the exact trajectory 
taken, global emissions would need to be around 25% lower than current levels by 
2050, or around 30-35 GtCO2.  

If global emissions peak by 2015, then a reduction rate of 1% per year should be 
sufficient to achieve stabilisation at 550 ppm CO2e. This would mean immediate, 
substantial and global action to prepare for this transition. Given the current 
trajectory of emissions and inertia in the global economy, such an early peak in 
emissions looks very difficult. But the longer the peak is delayed, the faster emissions 
will have to fall afterwards. For a delay of 15 years in the peak, the rate of reduction 
must more than double, from 1% to between 2.5% and 4.0% per year, where the 
lower value assumes a lower peak in emissions. Given that it is likely to be difficult to 
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reduce emissions faster than around 3% per year […], this emphasises the 
importance of urgent action now to slow the growth of global emissions, and 
therefore lower the peak.  

A further 10-year delay would mean a reduction rate of at least 3% per year, 
assuming that action is taken to substantially slow emissions growth; if emissions 
growth is not slowed significantly, stabilisation at 550 ppm CO2e may become 
unattainable without overshooting.  

Stabilising at 450 ppm CO2e or below, without overshooting, is likely to be very 
costly because it would require around 7% per year emission reductions.51 

Finally, the later the peak in emissions, the steeper the rise in atmospheric concentrations 
of GHGs, and the steeper the rise in annual temperatures; even if atmospheric totals, and 
global temperatures, are ultimately stabilised at the same level as in an early peak trajectory, 
the more rapid the change in temperature and resulting impacts on nature and society, the 
more difficult it may be for wildlife and human communities to adapt.52 Overall, taking all 
these points into account, one of Stern’s main conclusions on the timing of mitigation 
efforts is thus: 

Pathways involving a late peak in emissions may effectively rule out lower 
stabilisation trajectories and give less margin for error, making the world more 
vulnerable to unforeseen changes in the Earth’s system.  

Early abatement paths offer the option to switch to a lower emissions path if at a later 
date the world decides this is desirable. This might occur for example, if natural 
carbon absorption weakened considerably or the damages associated with a 
stabilisation goal were found to be greater than originally thought. Similarly, aiming 
for a lower stabilisation trajectory may be a sensible hedging strategy, as it is easier to 
adjust upwards to a higher trajectory than downwards to a lower one.53 

 

Implications for Government policy 

41. Having presented its evidence and outlined its conclusions on the projected impacts of  
different scenarios of climate change, and the overall cost-benefits of early and rapid 
mitigation, the Stern Review then describes in detail three main recommended policy 
responses for mitigation: imposing an extra monetary charge on emissions; accelerating 
the development and deployment of new technologies; and implementing various actions 
to overcome structural and behavioural barriers to reducing emissions. As it introduces 
these recommendations in summary: 
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The first essential element of climate change policy is carbon pricing. Greenhouse 
gases are, in economic terms, an externality: those who produce greenhouse gas do 
not face the full consequences of the costs of their actions themselves. Putting an 
appropriate price on carbon, through taxes, trading or regulation, means that people 
pay the full social cost of their actions. This will lead individuals and businesses to 
switch away from high-carbon goods and services, and to invest in low-carbon 
alternatives. 

But the presence of a range of other market failures and barriers mean that carbon 
pricing alone is not sufficient. Technology policy, the second element of a climate 
change strategy, is vital to bring forward the range of low-carbon and high-efficiency 
technologies that will be needed to make deep emissions cuts. Research and 
development, demonstration, and market support policies can all help to drive 
innovation, and motivate a response by the private sector. 

Policies to remove the barriers to behavioural change are a third critical element. 
Opportunities for cost-effective mitigation options are not always taken up, because 
of a lack of information, the complexity of the choices available, or the upfront cost. 
Policies on regulation, information and financing are therefore important. And a 
shared understanding of the nature of climate change and its consequences should 
be fostered through evidence, education, persuasion and discussion.54 

In addition the Review contains a cautionary note to the effect that it may take some time 
for such policies to become widely established and acted upon, and that in the meantime it 
will be important to address the potential for public and private investment decisions to 
take us further in the wrong direction for years to come. As it puts it: “In the transitional 
period, it is important for governments to consider how to avoid the risks that long-lived 
investments may be made in high-carbon infrastructure.” 55 

42. We will use these main policy recommendations of the Stern Review to help us assess 
the coherence and effectiveness of the individual measures in Pre-Budget 2006 as we come 
to examine PBR 2006 in the rest of this report; and will continue to refer to Stern’s 
recommendations in examining future PBRs and other major announcements of 
Government policy. In this section, however, we focus briefly on three particular 
implications of the Stern Review which stood out for us in this inquiry. 

43. The first of these is the profound scale and, even more, urgency of the need to act as 
argued by Stern; and the implication of this, that we would expect to see a very noticeable 
increase in Government policies designed markedly to accelerate the reduction in UK 
emissions. Pre-Budget 2006 assumes particular importance here because it was one of the 
first major opportunities for the Government to introduce or increase such policies 
following publication of the Stern Review. In this it disappointed many observers. For 
example, the Environment Agency observed to us: 
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The Pre-Budget Report (PBR) itself announced little new environmental policy, 
somewhat surprisingly in the context of the recent publication of the Stern Review.  
We look forward to a credible response in the Budget 2007, Comprehensive 
Spending Review and any other processes that will unfold through 2007.56 

For their part, Friends of the Earth, told us: 

Certainly the first response that the Government had to Stern in policy terms was the 
Pre-Budget Report and there was shockingly little in there about how to drive the 
UK to a low carbon economy. To our view that was exceptionally disappointing 
given the very strong statements that both Gordon Brown and Tony Blair gave at the 
launch of the Stern Review saying: this is the most important document to come out 
of Government in the last ten years; it is the greatest challenge we face; and it can be 
positive for the economy if we tackle this issue. Then to see so very little in the 
Budget was immensely disappointing.57 

The verdict of Green Alliance, meanwhile, was that: “on the domestic front, there was 
some encouraging shifts in the Pre-Budget Report but in overall terms we found it rather 
disappointing as a follow-up to Stern.”58 Discussing what was required in terms of a 
domestic response to the Review, Green Alliance expanded: 

At present the policy framework does not, in any of the areas, have the ambition or 
the strength to drive us to that kind of speed of emissions reduction. We think you 
need changes across the board on trading, on tax, on spending and on regulation. In 
spending terms, I think obviously there is a research and development element to 
this but we do not see that as central. It is more using the pricing framework, the tax 
framework and the regulatory framework to drive investment in the private sector. 
From our perspective there are a whole number of areas in which there needs to be a 
step change.59 

44. More widely, we heard the criticism that the Government’s approach to the Stern 
Review has been to focus far more on using it to influence international opinion, rather 
than implementing its conclusions in actual policies, especially domestic policies. This, 
again, was certainly the view of Friends of the Earth, who argued: 

Firstly, it is very welcome that the Government is using the Stern Review at an 
international level to drive progress there, to get some of the more recalcitrant 
nations on board. I think that is a very positive step. I think a problem so far has been 
that Treasury ministers in particular have downplayed the potential for UK action. 
They are all arguing that unilateral action is where it is at; we do not need to do very 
much at the national level because, again, the argument comes across that it may 
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damage UK competitiveness, and we should not really act alone. I think that is a 
misreading of the Stern Report. 60 

Green Alliance were somewhat less critical, but echoed this essential point about the 
Government’s international focus: 

From our perspective we agree with the Government that the primary target of the 
Stern report is the international community. It is a global problem but clearly it has 
profound implications, firstly, for the Government's domestic policy but, secondly, 
also for the Government's international policy on climate change and related issues.61 

Elsewhere, Green Alliance have described the Review as “a challenge not just to the 
international community, but also to the UK government that commissioned it”.62  

45. We asked the Financial Secretary whether and how the Treasury, in particular, was 
going to change its policies as a result of the Stern Review. In reply, he suggested that there 
would not necessarily be any radical changes in Treasury policy as a result of the Review in 
itself: 

Joan Walley: […] Obviously the Stern Review is at the top of our agenda and what 
we would like to do is to ask you how has it changed your thinking? 

John Healey: I think the significance of Stern is less in the way that it has changed 
our thinking and more in the way that it has confirmed some of the elements that 
were beginning to emerge but perhaps had not been given a strong enough emphasis 
within government nor a strong enough recognition externally.63 

We then asked him to point to the “specific proposals in the Pre-Budget Report which are 
there directly because of the work of Stern”, to which he responded: 

John Healey: I said at the very outset that what Stern did was to not necessarily 
radically change our view of what was required but confirm the emphasis and 
direction we were giving and in a sense you would not expect a Pre-Budget Report 
delivered a matter of a few weeks after the Stern Report necessarily to be recast in the 
light of that. Nevertheless I mentioned the three principal policy areas that Stern is 
concerned to see and you can look in the Pre-Budget Report and see elements or 
exemplifications of policy action in each of those areas.64 

46. To a certain extent we agree with the Financial Secretary: the Treasury can indeed 
point to already having developed a number of policies which fall under Stern’s three 
main recommendations for government action. Indeed, in commissioning and 
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promoting the findings of the Stern Review around the world, the Government is 
clearly playing a very important role in helping to influence international opinion and 
rally support for concerted and urgent action. But it must respond to Stern’s 
conclusions in its own domestic policies; the profound issue which remains is the scale 
and urgency of its programme. The true test of its policies is very simple: how fast the 
reduction in UK emissions accelerates. 

47. In this respect, we are very disappointed by this Pre-Budget Report. This was the 
Treasury’s first opportunity to incorporate the findings of the Stern Review in a major 
policy statement. It did not take it; we did not see any escalation of the Treasury’s 
climate change policies in this PBR. 

48. A second individual point to focus on is Stern’s work on calculating a Social Cost of 
Carbon (SCC). As already referred to, we and our predecessor Committee have previously 
expressed our reservations regarding the use of an SCC in policy appraisal decisions—i.e., 
to calculate the costs of the extra carbon emissions which would result from a certain 
policy if it were to be implemented, and thus help to inform decision-makers as to whether 
it should go ahead or not—not least arguing that such a figure cannot hope accurately to 
reflect the range of possible impacts arising from certain rises in GHG concentrations. 
Stern’s discussion of SCCs is more complex than this, revolving mainly around establishing 
an effective carbon price, through taxation or emissions trading schemes, for a given 
emissions trajectory.65 However, what particularly interested us was that Stern 
recommends a much higher SCC than that currently used by the Government. 

49. The Government currently uses a figure of £70 per tonne of carbon as its Social Cost 
of Carbon.66 The Stern Review suggests that the current SCC might be around $85 per 
tonne of CO2 (in year 2000 prices). Elsewhere the Review states the conversion rates it uses 
between: i) an SCC in year 2000 US dollars and measured per tonne of CO2, and ii) an SCC 
in year 2000 pounds sterling and measured per tonne of carbon.67 Friends of the Earth 
brought this to our attention, using it to calculate Stern’s suggested SCC in the same terms 
as the figure currently used by the Government: this produces the figure of £238 per tonne 
of carbon, or over three times the Government’s SCC value. Simon Bullock of Friends of 
the Earth expanded on the implications of this to us: 

Mr Bullock: Firstly, we do agree with the Stern Report that there should be the higher 
cost of carbon, both because the old figure is based on old analysis really, a 2002 
Treasury view of 2000 science; we have moved on seven years so it is more up-to-
date science which covers more impact and uses a more ethically defensible discount 
rate, so treats future generations more fairly. We strongly support what is effectively 
a tripling of the Social Cost of Carbon. We think that is right, although probably still 
is an under-estimate given that the science gets stronger every year. 

 
65 Stern Review, pp 301-4 

66  “Climate change: the cost of carbon”, Defra, www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/carboncost/index.htm 

67 Stern Review, p 288 
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In policy terms, I think where it would have the biggest effect is if it was reflected in 
the Government's policy appraisal mechanisms. They currently use the £70 tonne of 
carbon across Government and it affects lots and lots of different things. In the last 
six months we have seen it heavily affect the levels of recycling the Government is 
prepared to countenance in its new waste strategy. If you triple the rate of the Social 
Cost of Carbon that would mean, in the options you put across and what recycling 
you go for, it would come out much higher than incineration or other options. That 
is a practical example of where it would be very different. 

If it was applied to the Aviation White Paper, again that would dramatically affect 
cost benefit calculations the Government has there. Currently I think they use a 
figure of aviation's climate costs of £2-4 billion. If you triple that that then radically 
affects the net balance of net positives or negatives for that expansion programme. It 
comes across in lots of other ways as well. Building regulations is another recent 
example. I think it was Yvette Cooper who considered standards for building 
regulations being unnecessary gold plating. However, if you use a higher figure for 
the Social Cost of Carbon then they are absolutely justified.68  

50. In discussing this point with us, the Financial Secretary told us that the Government 
does not accept that Stern’s figure is applicable for Government decisions within the 
UK: 

David Howarth: […] It seems to me the question for the Treasury and not just for 
each individual department is whether the Stern figure will henceforth be 
incorporated in policy evaluation across government because, if it is, it will start to 
transform the policy choices of every department, not just the ones that are obviously 
environmental. 

John Healey: I suppose the short answer to this is that Stern was trying to do an 
assessment of the economics of climate change on a global basis so therefore he was 
looking at elements and assumptions on a global basis, including one that led him to 
take a view on calculating the social cost of carbon on that basis which is not 
necessarily and is certainly not directly applicable country-by-country. We are doing 
some quite detailed technical work on this area within government. It is obviously a 
complex and evolving science anyway. However, at present the sort of assumptions 
and the purpose of the Stern calculations, in our view do not directly translate to the 
UK and do not lead us to the conclusion at this point that we need to revise, for 
instance, the Green Book guidance, which is one of the reference points for 
departments making the sort of calculations to which you referred.  

51. We find this argument hard to follow. After all, the Government frequently makes 
the point that the global warming impacts of a tonne of carbon do not differ depending 
on where those emissions are made. The corollary of this should surely be that the 
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Social Cost of Carbon should be the same for any emissions, no matter where they are 
made. We made this point directly to the Financial Secretary: 

David Howarth: But does the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs not make the point constantly that a tonne of carbon somewhere else is the 
same in its effects as a tonne of carbon here, so I cannot see why it is the case that the 
British Government should adopt a different social cost of carbon for its own 
activities from the one that has been calculated to reflect the cost to the world as a 
whole of emitting carbon?  

John Healey: Because the modeling that Stern used was global not UK in scope. It 
dealt with a range of possible outcomes that may have been appropriate in other 
parts of the world and not in the UK. It dealt with likelihoods of their occurrence 
elsewhere and not in the UK, plus a number of other assumptions which are not 
directly applicable to the UK, and it is really for that reason that our preliminary 
conclusion is that there is not that direct transferability of his global calculations to 
what we should using in the UK. However, as I say, we are doing some quite detailed 
internal technical work on that at the moment.69  

We accept that Defra are currently reviewing the UK’s SCC, but we can see no 
convincing reason why the UK should not adopt Stern’s suggested SCC value for the 
current global emissions trajectory. If the Government accepts the findings of the Stern 
Review, it should surely accept its conclusions on the Social Cost of Carbon. 

52. Finally, but most importantly, the third implication of the Stern Review which we 
focused on was the difference between Stern’s greenhouse gas targets for 2050 and the 
target used by the Government. To be clear, Stern recommends a target range in 
atmospheric concentrations of GHGs in 2050 of between 450 and 550ppm CO2 equivalent; 
which, in terms of CO2 alone equates in the main scenarios he uses to between around 400 
and 490ppm CO2. (He also suggests the possibility of a wider range of carbon dioxide 
concentrations, compatible with his target range of 450-550ppm CO2e, of around 360-
500ppm CO2.)70 The Government, meanwhile, has a target to reduce annual UK CO2 
emissions by 60% from 1990 levels by 2050, with real progress by 2020. This target was 
adapted from a recommendation made in 2000 by the Royal Commission on 
Environmental Pollution (RCEP),71 which was itself based on a target of stabilising global 
atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide at 550ppm CO2 by 2050. Clearly, then, the 
Government’s 2050 target for reducing UK CO2 emissions is out of step with the global 
targets recommended by the Stern Review. Indeed, the global target limit for 
atmospheric concentrations of CO2 which underlies the UK’s domestic target for 2050 
is some 50-60ppm CO2, or 10-12%, higher (that is, more lax) than Stern’s upper limit, 
the level of emissions which Stern makes clear would itself be dangerous. 

 
69 Qq 112-3 

70 Stern Review, pp 198-9 

71 Energy – The Changing Climate, Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, 22nd Report, Cm 4749, June 2000, p 
182 
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53. We put this point to the Financial Secretary, who sent us a very interesting written 
answer: 

Stabilisation goals—greenhouse gases compared to carbon dioxide—information 
as provided by Defra  

The EU Council of Ministers has an objective of limiting global average temperature 
increase to no more than 2ºC above pre-industrial levels, which it has associated with 
limiting atmospheric greenhouse concentrations to well below 550ppm carbon 
dioxide equivalent (CO2e), necessitating global emissions to peak and start to decline 
within 2 decades, and global emission reductions of 15-50% by 2050.  The UK 
Government shares the EU's 2ºC objective. Officials are currently exploring the 
linkages between this objective and a prospective long-term stabilisation goal defined 
in terms of CO2e. 

Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is a measure of the total stock (or level) of all 
anthropogenic greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. It represents the total warming 
effect (or 'radiative forcing') of all greenhouse gases, expressed in terms of an 
equivalent atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide. For example, the current 
concentration of carbon dioxide is 380ppm, while the level of all greenhouse gases is 
equivalent to around 430ppm, i.e. other gases, mainly methane and nitrous oxide, 
have a warming effect equivalent to 50ppm of carbon dioxide. A 550ppm CO2e 
stabilisation goal, means a carbon dioxide concentration of only around 450-
500ppm. 
 
The CO2e measure usually only includes the six Kyoto gases: carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitrous oxide, SF6, HFCs and PFCs (NB some definitions include other 
anthropogenic effects, such as aerosols and CFCs). 

A stabilisation goal defined in terms of CO2e has the advantage of representing the 
full effect of anthropogenic greenhouse gases on the atmosphere. It is a quantity that 
can be linked directly to a probable temperature outcome and allows flexibility to 
achieve least cost allocation of emissions reductions between different gases.72 

54. One point of interest in this response is the information that: “Officials are currently 
exploring the linkages between this objective and a prospective long-term stabilisation goal 
defined in terms of CO2e.” This suggests that, whether agreed at an EU level or formulated 
by the UK alone, the Government might at some point in the perhaps near future adopt 
and promote a global stabilisation target for GHG concentrations. This will presumably—
not least because, as the response says, the EU Council of Ministers has already indicated 
that this stabilisation level should be “well below 550ppm carbon dioxide equivalent” —be 
lower than the underlying target behind the Government’s domestic target for 2050. 
Indeed, the Financial Secretary intimated that the Government was already aware that its 
2050 carbon target might have to be made tougher: 
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John Healey: Our 2050 target is for a 60 per cent cut in emissions, as you say. If we 
are looking, as we believe, for global emissions by 2050 to be reduced by up to 50 per 
cent, I think we have to accept following through the logic of the position we are in 
[…] and then that really implies for developed countries potential emissions 
reductions of 60 per cent plus because in order to achieve what really ought to be our 
global goal of a 50 per cent reduction then developed countries are going to have to 
do more of the heavy lifting, so I think we will need to consider this.73 

55. This is of particular interest at this moment because of the Government’s plans to 
enshrine its current 2050 target in law, via the Climate Change Bill. The Government has 
explained that even if its current domestic carbon reduction target, included in the 
Climate Change Bill, becomes law, it may still be altered and made tougher, should the 
science develop and suggest the need for a lower limit to emissions. This is indeed 
welcome. However, the science has already moved on since the UK’s domestic target for 
2050 was first framed. The Government ought to adopt a domestic target in line with 
Stern’s target for global greenhouse gases. 

56. It is useful to go back to the original RCEP report from which the Government’s 
2050 target was drawn. While the report centrally suggested a global stabilisation target by 
2050 of 550ppm CO2 and its associated target reduction in annual UK CO2 emissions, it 
also offered other targets for UK CO2 cuts, associated with other global stabilisation targets, 
should policymakers decide a different global target were needed. For a global 2050 target 
of 450ppm CO2 (roughly in the middle of Stern’s 400-490ppm CO2 target range), RCEP 
recommended that UK annual emissions ought to be cut by 79% from 1997 levels by 
2050.74 Putting this in the form in which the Government adopted RCEP’s 550ppm 
target, this equates to around an 80% cut in UK annual CO2 emissions from 1990 levels: 
a reduction from annual emissions of 592.13MtCO2 in 1990 down to around 
118.43MtCO2 in 2050.75 To illustrate what a difference this would make to the 
Government’s current domestic target, a 60% cut from 1990 levels would result in 
annual emissions in 2050 of around 236.85MtCO2. In other words, a new target for the 
UK, based on roughly the mid-range of Stern’s global targets, would mean that UK CO2 
emissions in 2050 would have to be just half what they would be under the 
Government’s current target, the one that is currently included in the Climate Change 
Bill (Figure 5). We need hardly point out that the choice between such target values 
must have the profoundest implications for the entire array of public policy decisions, 
starting today. 

57. This highlights the need for greater public debate on what the UK’s longer term 
emissions targets should be. Even more, it highlights the need for much greater 
international focus on a global target and a trajectory for getting there. The Stern Review 
makes a powerful argument for an urgent new international agreement on climate 
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75 Emissions figures from 1990 taken from ”Emissions of greenhouse gases: 1990 to 2005”, Defra, 31 January 2007, 
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change, and for it to be framed in terms of a target for the global stock of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere in 2050; it is in these terms that Stern has suggested his target 
range of 450-550ppm CO2e. A more specific target within this range could be chosen by 
first deciding on a level of temperature increase at which to seek to limit global warming; 
then linking this, via the best scientific evidence on the probability of certain temperature 
rises from different levels of GHGs, to a definite target level of greenhouse gas 
concentrations. Once such a global target were selected, it could be used to determine the 
size of the national targets into which it was broken down. The Government should work 
urgently to influence international negotiations in this direction. 

Figure 5   Implications of the Stern Review for the UK’s CO2 target for 2050 
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Sources: 
Historic emissions figures taken from “Emissions of greenhouse gases: 1990-2005”, Defra, 31 January 2007. 
2050a figure calculated by multiplying 1990 figure by 0.4. 
2050b figure calculated by multiplying 1990 figure by 0.2. 
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Pre-Budget 2006: Shifting the burden of 
taxation 

58. Almost a decade ago, in July 1997, the Treasury issued a “Statement of Intent on 
Environmental Taxation”, setting out the Government’s aim: 

to reform the tax system to increase incentives to reduce environmental damage. 
That will shift the burden of tax from 'goods' to 'bads'; encourage innovation in 
meeting higher environmental standards; and deliver a more dynamic economy and 
a cleaner environment, to the benefit of everyone.76 

In our understanding the Government was giving in this Statement a clear commitment to 
alter the balance of tax revenue, increasing the proportion of revenues gained from taxing 
environmentally destructive activities, while decreasing the proportion gained from taxing 
things such as personal income, corporate profits, and employment (eg, National 
Insurance). Following this Statement, the Treasury introduced a number of promising 
measures, including the Climate Change Levy and the Aggregates Levy. However, since 
1999 the Government’s overall impact on shifting the burden has gone into reverse, with 
latest figures showing the proportion of tax revenues gained from environmental taxes has 
gone down once more, and is now at its lowest for over a decade.  

59. As the data on environmental taxes published by the Office of National Statistics (ONS) 
show (Figure 6), Government revenue from environmental taxes rose significantly 
between 1994 and 1999, largely thanks to the fuel duty escalator, before declining again, 
following its abolition. Since 1999, environmental taxes as a percentage of total taxes have 
fallen almost year on year (the single exception being 2002), from a peak of 9.8% in 1999 
down to 7.7% in 2005. 

 
76 “Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation”, HM Treasury, 2 July 1997, www.hm-treasury.gov.uk 
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Figure 6   UK Environmental Taxes 1994-2005 
Tax/£ billion Intro- 

duced 
1994 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Energy            
Duty on 

hydrocarbon 
oils 

 
1928 14.0 18.4 21.0 22.4 23.0 22.0 22.1 22.5 

 
23.4 

 
23.3 

VAT on duty 1973 2.4 3.2 3.7 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.1 4.1 
Fossil fuel 

levy 1990 1.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 - - - 
Climate 

change levy 2001 - - - - - 0.59 0.83 0.83 0.77 0.75 
Road 

vehicles            
Vehicle 

excise duty 1921 3.8 4.3 4.6 4.9 4.6 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.8 4.8 
Other 

environment
al taxes            

Air passenger 
duty 1994 - 0.44 0.82 0.88 0.94 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.86 0.90 

Landfill tax 1996 - 0.38 0.33 0.43 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.60 0.67 0.73 
Aggregates 

levy 2002 - - - - - - 0.21 0.34 0.33 0.3 
Total 

environment
al taxes*  21.8 27.4 30.7 32.6 33.2 32.0 32.7 33.6 35.0 35.0 

as % of total 
taxes and 

social 
contributions  9.3 9.5 9.8 9.8 9.3 8.7 8.8 8.6 8.3 7.7 
as % of GDP  3.2 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9 

Source: UK Environmental Accounts Autumn 2006, Office of National Statistics 

 

60. This year’s Pre-Budget Report contained some key announcements of rises in and 
revalorisations of environmental taxes: Air Passenger Duty rates have been doubled, fuel 
duty rates have been revalorised (raised in line with inflation), and the Landfill Tax raised 
by £3 (in line with the existing Landfill Tax escalator, the Treasury’s policy of increasing the 
tax of £3 per year). However, these rises and revalorisations come in the context of several 
years in which the majority of environmental taxes have been frozen (i.e., not revalorised, 
and therefore cut in real terms) at most Budgets (Figure 7). As we observed last year, this 
forms a contrast with the Financial Secretary’s confirmation of the Government’s 
“standing policy, as with every government in the past, is that we look each year at least to 
revalorize tax rates in order that they at least maintain their value.”77 

61. Overall, then, the picture is of an ongoing retreat from the Treasury’s 
announcement in 1997 of a policy to shift the burden of taxation towards taxing 
environmentally damaging activities. As the latest figures show, the proportion of all 
taxation made up by green taxes is markedly less than in 1997, and is indeed at a lower 

 
77 Environmental Audit Committee, Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and climate change, Q 182 
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proportion than as far back as 1994. This Pre-Budget does contain some limited 
announcements of rises in green taxes, but these are still very modest when set in the 
context of several Budgets and Pre-Budgets in recent years in which many 
environmental taxes have not even been raised in line with inflation. 

 
Figure 7    Changes to five key environmental taxes since 2000-01 

 Fuel duty Vehicle Excise Duty Climate 
Change 
Levy 

Air Passenger 
Duty 

Aggre-
gates 
Levy 

Landfill Tax 

2000-01 Revalorise 
 

Freeze Intro-
duction 

Freeze N/A Rise to 
£11/tonne 

2001-02 Freeze Reform (new bands) Cut 
for smaller cars, Freeze for 
other rates 

Freeze Reform (avg 
rate cut) 

N/A Rise to 
£12/tonne 

2002-03 Freeze Freeze, plus Reform (new 
lower rate for lower 
emission cars) 

Freeze Freeze Introduc
tion 

Rise to 
£13/tonne 

2003-04 Revalorise Revalorise, plus Reform 
(new lower rates for low 
emission cars) 

Freeze Freeze Freeze Rise to 
£14/tonne 

2004-05 Freeze Freeze Freeze Freeze Freeze Rise to 
£15/tonne 

2005-06 Freeze Freeze for lower emission 
bands, Revalorise for 
highest 

Freeze Freeze Freeze Rise to 
£18/tonne 

2006-07 
 

Revalorise Reduction for lower 
emission bands, Frozen 
for bands D&E, Increase 
for band F and a new 
band G for higher. 

Freeze Freeze Freeze Rise to 
£21/tonne 

Source: EAC analysis of Budgets and Pre-Budgets 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006; and Supplementary 
Memorandum from HM Treasury to Environmental Audit Committee inquiry into Pre-Budget 2005 

 

 

Pre-Budget 2006: Key tax and spending 
areas 

62. Chapter 7 (entitled “Protecting the Environment”) of Pre-Budget 2006 begins with the 
following summary of the PBR’s main environmental announcements: 

This Pre-Budget Report sets out the next stage in the Government’s strategy for 
tackling climate change both domestically and globally, including: 

• promoting the development of a global carbon market through the expansion and 
strengthening of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme and linking it to schemes 
outside the EU; 
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• taking further steps towards realising carbon capture and storage technology, 
including tendering for consulting engineers to help enable a decision in 2007 on 
whether to support a UK-based demonstration plant; 

• an increase in all rates of air passenger duty, with effect from 1 February 2007, in 
recognition of the environmental costs of air travel; 

• an inflation-based increase of 1.25 pence per litre (ppl) in the rate of road fuel duty 
with effect from midnight tonight; and the same increase of 1.25 ppl in duty for 
rebated fuels, maintaining the differential with main fuel duty rates; 

• a package of measures to encourage the development of the biofuels market and 
innovative types of biofuels; 

• an ambition for all new homes to be zero carbon within a decade with a time-
limited stamp duty exemption for the vast majority of new zero-carbon homes; 

• legislation to ensure householders installing microgeneration are not subject to 
income tax on any payment for surplus electricity exported back to the grid; and 

• the extension of the Landlords Energy Saving Allowance to 2015 and to corporate 
landlords. 

The Pre-Budget Report also reports on the Government’s strategy for tackling other 
environmental challenges, including: 

• confirmation that the standard rate of landfill tax will increase by £3 per tonne to 
£24 per tonne with effect from 1 April 2007. The Government will also consider the 
case for steeper increases in the tax from 2008.78 

In this section we will concentrate on the announcements made in four main areas: 
aviation, motoring, waste, and energy (including energy efficiency, microgeneration, and 
Carbon Capture and Storage). 

Aviation 

63. Air Passenger Duty (APD) is levied, with some minor exceptions,79 on each passenger 
on flights taking off from UK airports. Between 2000 and 2005, the annual number of 
chargeable passengers rose by nearly 31 million, or around 43%. Annual carbon emissions 
from UK aviation (both domestic and international departures) rose alongside this 
increase, by some 5.4 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (MtCO2) or around 16%.80 Despite 
this, receipts from APD fell by 5%, from £940 million to £896 million (Figure 8). The 
reason for this fall in revenue, even during a significant expansion in the numbers paying 

 
78 HM Treasury, Pre-Budget Report: Investing in Britain’s Potential, December 2006, Cm 6984, p 155 

79 Exemptions include young children; and passengers on flights taking off from airports in the Scottish Highlands and 
Islands. Air Passenger Duty, HMRC Reference: Notice 550, HM Revenue & Customs, January 2003, www.hmrc.gov.uk 

80  Table 5, “Estimated emissions of carbon dioxide by IPCC source category, type of fuel and end user: 1970 – 2005”,  
        Defra, 31 January 2007, www.defra.gov.uk/environment/statistics/globatmos/download/xls/gatb05.xls 
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the charge, was essentially the impact of the Chancellor’s decision, in Budget 2000, to 
“introduce a new, fairer and lower Air Passenger Duty”.81 Where there had been two rates 
(£10 for short-haul, and £20 for long-haul flights), this was changed (from April 2001) to 
four rates, ranging from a new lower rate of £5 for economy flights within the EU to a new 
higher rate of £40 for first class long-haul flights. The net impact of this reform has, at least 
up to 2005, been revenue-negative: as the recent expansion in aviation has mainly been in 
short-haul budget flights, so the introduction of the new lower rate has more than 
cancelled out the revenue gained from the extra 31 million passengers. 

 

Figure 8    Rates of change, 2000-2005: APD receipts, passenger numbers, and CO2 
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Notes: High altitude aviation has a greenhouse effect over and above that of carbon dioxide; its total contribution to global warming is 
commonly considered to be between 2 and 4 times the radiative forcing from its CO2 emissions alone. 

“Passengers” here refers solely to those charged APD; those passengers who do not pay APD (for instance, those transferring to connecting 
flights) are not included in this figure. 

Sources: Passenger numbers from Air Passenger Duty Bulletin, HM Revenue & Customs, February 2007, 

www.uktradeinfo.com/index.cfm?task=airpass 

APD receipts from UK Environmental Accounts Autumn 2006, Office of National Statistics., 

www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_environment/EANov2006.pdf 

CO2 emissions from Table 5, “Estimated emissions of carbon dioxide by IPCC source category, type of fuel and end user: 1970 – 2005”, 
Defra, 31 January 2007 (calculated by adding together Civil aviation (Domestic, Landing and take off), Civil aviation (Domestic, Cruise), 
International bunkers - Aviation (Landing and take off), and International bunkers - Aviation (Cruise)),  

www.defra.gov.uk/environment/statistics/globatmos/download/xls/gatb05.xls 
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64. This year’s Pre-Budget Report contains the major announcement of a doubling in all 
rates of APD: passengers on shot-haul flights are now charged £10 (economy) or £20 (first 
class), while long-haul passengers are charged £40 (economy) or £80 (first class). The PBR 
gave as a reason for implementing this rise the length of time it was taking for other 
measures which might help to impose an environmental charge on aviation, such as its 
inclusion within the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, and international agreement on the 
taxation of aviation fuel, to be implemented. Indeed, it states: “In the light of this, the 
Government recognises the role that air passenger duty can play in tackling the climate 
change impact of aviation. […] This [rise] will deliver carbon savings of around 0.3 MtC 
[approximately 1.1MtCO2] a year by 2010-11.”82 

65. This statement, and its accompanying rise in APD rates, is particularly noteworthy 
given the Treasury’s previous steadfastness over APD’s unsuitability as a measure for 
helping to tackle the environmental impacts of aviation. Indeed, last year the Financial 
Secretary was explicit: “the air passenger duty is not an environmental tax; it is not related 
to a concern about emissions, it is not related to more efficient aircraft, it is not related at 
all to more efficient use of the aircraft which are flying.”83 We asked the Financial Secretary 
this year what had prompted the Treasury apparently to change its mind. He disagreed, 
however, that the Treasury had changed its mind: 

Mr Hurd: What has changed? When you last came before the Committee you were 
quite clear and you are on record as saying the Air Passenger Duty is not an 
environmental tax, although you describe it as such today. You were quite robust on 
some of the inefficiencies of the tax and you were quite resistant to our calls to 
increase it. What has changed? 

John Healey: Nothing has changed. Air Passenger Duty, probably the Committee 
would agree, in my view, is not the most environmentally effective tax for aviation 
but there are very tight legal restrictions on other areas of tax as far as aviation goes - 
for instance, on fuel. Neither is it the most environmentally effective policy for 
aviation, which is why our principal concern and our favoured way of dealing with 
the need for aviation to improve its climate change performance is through its 
inclusion in the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme. There is a case for 
using Air Passenger Duty. It is established; it is available and there is a case for using 
it to make sure that aviation, as Stern argues, as is required of every sector, at least 
pays for the climate change costs that it imposes. There will be an environmental 
gain from the rise.84  

66. The announcement on APD in the Pre-Budget Report did not do much to impress the 
organisations from which we received evidence. Friends of the Earth, for example, argued 
that the APD rise was “too small to deliver much environmental benefit”, and would “not 
even stabilise emissions […] let alone reduce them.” They argued that the announcement 
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would only “be welcome if it was to be followed up in Budget 2007 by a commitment to an 
APD escalator, to curb the demand growth for flights. This is particularly necessary now 
[…] it is crucial to stop “air dependency culture” before it becomes entrenched.”85  

67. Another perspective on the APD announcement came from the Association of British 
Travel Agents (ABTA) who voiced strong criticism as to the manner and timing of the rise 
in APD rates; announced at the beginning of December, the rises came into effect on 1 
February. ABTA argued that: 

Already over 4 million package travel holiday bookings have been made for flights to 
be taken on or after the 1st February.  These will incur real additional costs that will 
have to be paid to the Government.  In some cases the Package Travel Regulations 
will mean that the customer will not be required to pay the additional levy, and this 
will fall to the tour operator; other passengers, who have flight only or non-package 
holidays, may well be asked to pay the additional costs before they fly.  For a family 
of four travelling to the USA this will mean an additional £160 on top of the original 
cost of their holiday.86 

68. We share the view of the environmental critics, and have some concerns relating to 
complaints from the industry. While we welcome the Treasury’s decision to double Air 
Passenger Duty rates, we do not feel this goes nearly far enough. Notably, over 75% of 
tickets sold each year are for short-haul economy-class flights,87 on which the APD was 
previously halved in April 2001, from £10 to £5; thus the doubling of APD rates 
announced in this PBR is, for the majority of flights, only a restoration of the tax rates 
of five years ago – and in real terms, of course, it still represents a cut. This rise will do 
nothing to stabilise aviation emissions, merely slow their growth slightly. Moreover, it 
does nothing to impose an environmental charge on air freight, which lies outside the 
APD regime. While the Treasury projects that this rise in APD will save around 1.1 
million tonnes of CO2, it is important to realise that this is an estimated reduction from 
projections of “Business As Usual” growth; in other words, emissions from aviation are not 
forecast to come down, in absolute terms, by 1.1MtCO2, but rather the rise in emissions to 
2010-11 is expected to be 1.1MtCO2 less than it otherwise would have been, in the absence 
of this tax rise. For context, in 2005 UK aviation emissions had risen by around 5.4MtCO2 
over their levels in 2000. For further context as to the need to constrain the growth in 
aviation in the longer term, Figure 9 adapts Figure 4, to illustrate the difficulty—and, 
depending on certain growth projections—impossibility of meeting tough carbon 
reduction targets for 2050 and accommodating the ongoing expansion in flights. 
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Figure 9    Projected growth of aviation to 2050 in a declining national carbon budget 
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Notes and sources: 
 Under the “High aviation growth” scenario,  emissions from aviation alone are projected to be approximately 

162.95MtCO2. This means that, in this scenario, aviation is  some 44.52MtCO2 greater than the entire carbon 
budget for the UK if this is cut by 80% from 1990 levels. 

 High altitude aviation has a greenhouse effect over and above that of carbon dioxide, which is not represented 
here. Aviation’s total contribution to global warming is commonly considered to be between 2 and 4 times the 
radiative forcing from its CO2 emissions alone. 

 Overall carbon budget in 2050 following a 60% cut from 1990 levels  calculated by multiplying 1990 figure from “Emissions of 
greenhouse gases: 1990-2005”, Defra, 31 January 2007 by 0.4. Carbon budget in 2050 following an 80% cut calculated by 
multiplying the same 1990 figure by 0.2. 

 Under “Best Case Aviation Growth”, the aviation component (57.62MtCO2) of total carbon budget in 2050 taken from “Best 
Case” aviation growth scenario in “Aviation and Global Warming”, DfT, January 2004. Figure used here converts the figure of 
15.7MtC in the  paper into MtCO2 by multiplying by 44/12. “Aviation” here refers to both domestic and international flights 
from UK airports. 

 Under “High Aviation Growth”, figures for aviation emissions are taken from the high-end of projections in B. Owen and D. Lee, 
Allocation of international aviation emissions from scheduled air traffic – future cases, 2005-2050 (Report 3), Manchester 
Metropolitan University Centre for Air Transport and the Environment, Final report to DEFRA Global Atmosphere Division, 
plus Data Appendix, March 2006, cited in Sally Cairns and Carey Newson, Predict and decide: aviation, climate change and UK 
policy, Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford, September 2006, p 14. Figure given in Cairns and Newson as 
44.4MtC; converted here into MtCO2 by multiplying by 44/12. “Aviation” here refers to both domestic and international flights 
from UK airports; but excludes charter flights. 

 

69. To address these problems, the Treasury should once more look at reforming Air 
Passenger Duty, possibly levying it per flight rather than per passenger, a reform which 
would capture air freight (and empty flights), and might also incentivise airlines to 
increase the efficiency of their passenger loading further. Equally, the Treasury should 
look at  varying APD rates according to the emissions of each flight; if this is not to be 
adopted, the Treasury should give a clear reason why not. Above all, however, the 
Treasury should increase APD so that it becomes more effective in curbing the demand 
for flights. To inform and embed this approach, the Treasury should look very seriously 
at proposals outlined by the Oxford University Centre for Environmental Change for 
introducing an annual APD escalator. 
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70. We are also concerned by the manner of the Pre-Budget’s raising of Air Passenger 
Duty rates. The travel industry has argued strenuously against the timing of this rise, 
coming into effect less than two months after its announcement. This contrasts with 
the previous reform of APD, for example, which was announced in Budget 2000 but 
not implemented until April 2001. Our main concern here is that in its handling of this 
rise, the Treasury may have caused unnecessary antagonism, with the potential 
consequence of provoking more opposition to environmental tax rises. 

71. One further issue on aviation and taxation which we considered in this inquiry was the 
VAT status of aviation. This is a much larger issue than the fact that the Government does 
not impose VAT on air tickets. As Transport 2000 explained in their memo, because 
aviation is classified as zero-rated for VAT, airlines and other companies in the UK 
aviation industry are able to reclaim the VAT they pay on a high volume of goods and 
services: 

When VAT was introduced in the UK in 1973 public transport was zero-rated on the 
grounds that trains and buses were mainly used for travel to work, and that 
therefore, like food, public transport was ‘essential’. […] Since air travel is provided 
by private companies at a full market price there is no logic in giving it the benefit of 
zero rating for VAT solely on the grounds that it is ‘public transport’. […] 

Zero rating 

Zero rating is even more favourable than exemption from VAT. Exemption takes a 
sale out of the VAT system, and so VAT paid on supplies (“input tax”) cannot be 
reclaimed. Zero rating, on the other hand, means that VAT is regarded as charged, 
but at 0%, and VAT input tax can be reclaimed. 

Thus, for aviation, airlines and other providers of air travel can reclaim VAT input 
tax paid on supplies such as aircraft and other goods and services (including 
imported items, on which VAT is normally charged). It is not generally realised that, 
in addition to air travel not bearing VAT, airlines, unlike almost all other companies, 
can reclaim VAT in their aircraft, vehicles and general supplies for passenger 
services. […] 

The cost of the VAT relief 

One difficulty faced by those who have studied this issue in recent years has been the 
adamant refusal of the Treasury to give any figure for the cost to the revenue of the 
zero-rating of air transport.  This refusal has been based on the difficulties of defining 
how the tax would operate (and also sometimes on the Chancellor’s pledge not to 
increase VAT).88 
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72. We put these points to the Financial Secretary: 

Mr Caton: Transport 2000 have criticised the effects of the zero VAT rating for the 
aviation industry which lets airlines claim back the VAT they pay on various goods 
and services. What does that cost the Exchequer and are you consider ending what 
does appear to be an anomaly? 

John Healey: No, we are not considering ending it firstly because we have a 
manifesto commitment to maintain the current zero rate the UK has on passenger 
transport tax. Secondly, because like virtually every other Member State we treat 
aviation in the same way as other forms of public transport for VAT purposes. On 
the specific question of how much VAT costs, here we are talking of course about 
VAT on domestic aviation ticketing and fares, the standard rate on that in the UK 
would be about £160 million. To put it in perspective, the total value of our zero 
rating for public passenger transport fares is probably worth about £2.25 billion. […] 
If I may say so, I think it would have such a limited impact and be a significant 
change in the approach that we have taken both to VAT but also to public transport 
fares that I am a little surprised that organisations like Transport 2000 spend such 
time pressing the case.89  

73. It appears to us that the Financial Secretary was referring purely to the costs to the 
Exchequer of not charging VAT on domestic air tickets. That still leaves the wider issue of 
aviation’s VAT status. We cannot understand why the entire aviation industry is zero-
rated for VAT, meaning that airlines and other aviation companies are able to reclaim 
the VAT they pay on a whole range of goods and services. As a first step towards greater 
public consideration of this issue, and to aid Parliamentary scrutiny, the Treasury 
should publish figures of the full costs to the Exchequer of reimbursing aviation 
companies in this manner. 

74. Finally, we would repeat the recommendation we made in our report last year on 
Reducing Carbon Emissions from Transport, that the Treasury should end the anomaly by 
which airport vehicles are allowed to use “red diesel”, taxed at 7.69 pence per litre, 
rather than ordinary road fuel, carrying the normal duty rate of 48.35ppl.90 While 
airport vehicles may not indeed be running on public roads, it seems utterly perverse to 
offer them such a large tax reduction, considering the large impacts of airports, not just 
on global warming, but on local air quality. 

Motoring 

75. The most high profile announcement in PBR 2006 concerning motoring was that fuel 
duty would be raised by 1.25 pence per litre, to keep it in line with inflation. This is only the 
second time since 2000 that fuel duty has even been revalorised; it has not actually been 
increased above inflation since the fuel duty escalator was abolished in 1999. This is despite 
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the PBR’s confirmation that “It is the Government’s policy that fuel duty rates should rise 
each year at least in line with inflation as the UK seeks to reduce polluting emissions and 
fund public services.” The reason successive PBRs have given for not doing so is “sustained 
oil market volatility”, which seems to be used to mean rising oil prices. Certainly, the 
Financial Secretary told us that: “If you look over the last three years, because of world 
energy changes and oil prices, the price at the pump of petrol or diesel has gone up by 
about 18 pence a litre.  That is a price effect with demand consequences, with an impact on 
the environment”.91 As for why fuel duty was revalorised this year, the reason given by PBR 
2006 was that petrol prices had declined again, after hitting a peak in July 2006. 

76. We put the point to the Financial Secretary that the conclusions of the Stern Review 
argued for a much bolder approach to fuel duty. However, he countered by pointing to the 
negative economic and social impacts of raising the cost of road fuel,92 before arguing that: 

John Healey: […] Stern says the costs are in the end only manageable if we build 
much flexibility into the way that we reduce emissions and take policy decisions and 
if we work principally internationally rather than simply seeing our concern as to 
what is happening in the UK. 

Finally, he and Beth Russell, Head of Environmental and Transport Tax at the Treasury, 
argued that fuel duty was already at a much higher level than would be calculated from the 
Government’s current Social Cost of Carbon, and seemed to suggest that it would still be 
significantly higher than if calculated with reference to Stern’s suggested higher SCC.93 

77. Overall, we are disappointed with the Treasury’s arguments surrounding its fuel 
duty policies. What was widely reported as a rise in fuel duty in this year’s Pre-Budget  
Report was only a rise in line with inflation, and this was only the second time it had 
been revalorised since 2000. As the PBR confirmed, what this means is that fuel duty is 
15% lower in real terms than in 1999; and, that moreover, this real terms cut has offset 
the rise in oil prices over this period.94 The PBR also confirmed that the overall costs of 
motoring have fallen since 2000, and, that when measured as a share of household 
disposable income, they “have fallen considerably in the last ten years, as incomes have 
grown on the back of sustained economic growth”. This contrasts with the increasing costs 
of public transport, with the real cost of bus and train fares rising by 31% and 16% 
respectively from 1996-2005, with bus fares in fact outpacing the rise in disposable income 
to make them absolutely less affordable than before, not merely less affordable relative to 
other modes of transport.95 Finally, we have some doubts that using Stern’s Social Cost of 
Carbon might imply a reduction from current fuel duty levels. But even irrespective of this, 
given that we look like falling well short of the UK’s 2010 target for reducing carbon 
emissions, given the fact that the fuel duty escalator is still listed as the Government’s sixth-
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largest carbon saving measure despite having been abolished seven years ago, and given the 
need to begin a steeper trajectory of reductions highlighted by Stern, there is surely a 
strong case for building on what instruments are already available and which could 
achieve rapid results—ongoing, real terms rises in fuel duty being one of the prime 
examples. 

78. Aside from the change to fuel duty, itself very modest, there was very little else 
regarding motoring in the environmental section of the PBR. There were some limited 
announcements on biofuels: for instance, the PBR confirmed that the 20 pence per litre 
duty differential for biodiesel and bioethanol would continue until 2008-09, and signalled 
the Government’s expectation that the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO) 
would increasingly take over as the principal instrument for increasing biofuels take-up 
after that.  It also made a number of small announcements, such as a reduction in duty for 
biofuels used in railway engines (in a number of pilot programmes).  It also announced the 
UK’s initiation of “a joint Task Force with Brazil, South Africa and Mozambique to 
promote the development of a sustainable regional biofuels industry in Southern Africa”; 
but did not say any more about ensuring that imported biofuels come from sustainable 
sources. 

79. In the evidence we received concerning biofuels, there were largely two main 
arguments. The first was typified by Greenpeace, who sounded a strong warning as to the 
wider environmental impacts of increased imports of biofuels: 

We do not believe biofuels should be incentivised or given a target under the 
Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation until mechanisms are in place to prevent 
perverse outcomes of biofuel promotion. EU promotion of biofuels is about 
providing an income stream for farmers and reducing CO2 emissions. However, 
inadequate implementation of climate and sustainability certification would very 
likely lead to opening of a commodity international trade in biofuels grown under 
‘lowest common denominator’ standards, encouraging the conversion of ancient 
forests in Indonesia or savannah grasslands in Latin America. Greenpeace has 
written to Rt. Hon. David Miliband together with FoE, RSPB and WWF to say that 
we cannot support the proposed RTFO because it has inadequate safeguards. Indeed 
without these safeguards, Greenpeace  would advocate a ban on imports from 
countries where forest and ancient grassland habitat ‘conversion’ is taking place. We 
do not regard it as appropriate for biofuels to be the subject of concessional tax 
arrangements.96 

The other argument concerned the fiscal support available for high-blend biofuels in the 
UK, essentially the E85 fuel (85% bioethanol, 15% petrol) which can be used in “Flex Fuel 
Vehicles” (FFVs), which also have the option of using conventional petrol. Somerset 
County Council outlined the issues here from their vantage point as co-ordinating 
organisation of the Somerset Biofuel Project and the UK co-ordinator of the EU-funded 
BioEthanol for Sustainable Transport (BEST) Project—related programmes, “designed to 
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implement the use of bioethanol in road transport fuels to reduce the emission of 
greenhouse gases and to improve security of fuel supply.” Their essential argument was 
that the fuel duty derogation should be increased for E85, taking it to 33.1ppl, in order to 
make it cost-competitive with ordinary petrol. This argument was echoed by General 
Motors (GM), manufacturers of Saab FFVs, who summarised the reason for the extra 
derogation as being that (because bioethanol contains less energy than petrol) E85 provides 
around 25-30% less in terms of miles per gallon than ordinary petrol. As they then argued: 

If consumers are to be encouraged to drive higher blend biofuel cars, we submit that 
there is a strong case for increasing the fuel duty rebate when applied to higher blend 
biofuels in order to offset the increased costs associated with running the car on 
bioethanol E85. Sweden has put in place a fuel duty rebate of around 30 pence per 
litre at the pump, keeping running costs on E85 roughly equivalent to the cost of 
running the car on petrol.97 

GM also argued strongly that the Company Car Tax and Vehicle Excise Duty regimes 
ought to be reformed to better recognise the wider carbon lifecycle savings available from 
FFVs which are able to run on high-blend biofuels. Both GM and Somerset County 
Council argued for greater assistance to speed the growth of a national E85 fuelling 
network, again pointing to the example of Sweden. 

80. Biofuels raise a number of complex and potentially conflicting issues, notably 
concerning the relative environmental impacts of different biofuels types and sources, 
which we have not so far studied sufficiently closely to make detailed recommendations to 
the Government. Notwithstanding this, we recognise the environmental benefits of a 
properly sustainable and well-regulated expansion in the use of high-blend biofuels 
such as E85. Under the current fiscal regime, however, it is unlikely that the market for 
high-blend biofuels will take off, due to its increased costs. The Treasury should 
therefore increase the duty differential available to high-blend biofuels in order to 
make them cost-competitive. Overall, however, our over-riding concern regarding 
biofuels is that in increasing the volume of biofuels imported into the UK, the 
Government must ensure that these come from sustainable sources, do not encourage 
deforestation of tropical rainforests to be replaced with biofuel crops, and minimise the 
carbon inputs which go into growing the crops and transporting and refining the 
resulting fuel. On this point, given that a coalition of major environmental 
organisations has such reservations that it is refusing to support the Government’s 
Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation—in stark contrast, for instance, to their support 
for the Renewables Obligation in energy generation—we cannot but be disquieted. The 
Government must do more to implement a truly effective and convincing international 
sustainability assurance scheme for biofuels. We may look more closely at biofuels policy 
in its full complexity in a future inquiry. 

81. One further point relating to motoring which we would highlight concerns Vehicle 
Excise Duty (VED) rates. PBR 2006 contained no announcements regarding VED. This is 
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perhaps not surprising given that significant reforms were made to VED in the last Budget, 
mainly the creation of a new top band, Band G, for the highest emitting cars (in terms of 
grammes of carbon dioxide per kilometre, or g/km), and the reduction of VED rates to £0 
for the lowest emitting cars in Band A. On the other hand, as we argued in our report last 
year into Reducing Carbon Emissions from Transport, there remain significant weaknesses 
in this VED regime. Notably, we observed that tax differentials between higher and lower 
carbon cars must be made much wider if they are to drive market transformation, and 
cited research by the Sustainable Development Commission on the transformation that 
might follow the increase of band differentials to £300 per band. In particular, we 
concluded: 

[…] the new Band G is ineffective—given that it is so wide and represents so little of 
the purchase price of the vehicles it covers—and needs to be substantially raised in 
cost. As things stand […] the VED paid by the highest emitting 4x4s and luxury 
saloons in Band G represents a lower percentage of their sales price, and works out at 
half the cost per gramme CO2 emitted, than lower emitting hatchbacks in Band C. 
To take an extreme example, the VED on a Bentley Arnage V8 (495 g/km) works out 
at 0.1% of the sales price, and £0.42 per g/km, where for a Smart forfour diesel (121 
g/km) the figures are 0.9% and £0.89 respectively. If VED were designed effectively to 
weight purchases towards lower  carbon cars, we might expect the charge per g/km 
to shift down markedly as it moves through the bands. This is clearly not the case—
other than for the newly reformed Band B, which EST singled out for praise.98 

82. Our recommendation, this time to the Treasury, is that Vehicle Excise Duty ought to 
be reformed to widen the differentials between each band. Band G in particular ought 
to be raised substantially in cost. The Treasury should at least publish its rationale for 
the VED differentials it adopts, in terms of the overall impact on the new car market 
and on average CO2 emissions per kilometre of new cars it seeks to achieve, and also in 
terms of the VED charge as a proportion of an average car’s sales price and g/km for 
each VED band. The Treasury should also examine whether differential rates of VAT 
can be charged on new cars to benefit lower carbon models. 

Waste 

83. The PBR’s main announcement on waste policy was a confirmation that the Landfill 
Tax escalator would apply once more at the rate of £3 per tonne, raising Landfill Tax to £24 
per tonne “as part of the Government’s medium to long-term aim of reaching a rate of £35 
per tonne.” Overall, the PBR was extremely positive about the impacts of the tax so far, 
commenting: “The landfill tax has been very successful: overall quantities of waste recorded 
at landfill sites registered for the tax fell from around 96 million tonnes in 1997-98 to 
around 72 million tonnes in 2005-06, a reduction of around 25 per cent.” Even so, the PBR 
stated that the Government “will also consider” whether the standard rate of Landfill Tax 
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needs to increase more steeply from 2008 onwards, or indeed go beyond the £35 per tonne 
level.99 

84. While the evidence we received stressed the positive contributions of Landfill Tax, there 
were several doubts expressed as to the exact impact of the tax in itself, and several calls for 
Landfill Tax to be raised much more steeply. The National Industrial Symbiosis 
Programme (NISP) drew attention to some of the indirect benefits of Landfill Tax, in the 
form of its own work—helping firms limit their waste and find industrial uses for waste 
products—which is funded out of the tax. Peter Laybourne, Director of NISP, stated that: 
“In the 18 months since the project started it has diverted 1.13 million tonnes of waste 
from landfill”, as well as having reduced “hazardous waste by 123,000 tonnes; brought CO2 

down by 1.33 million tonnes, [and] brought industrial water use down by over 1.13 million 
tones”.100 Nevertheless, NISP told us: “The amount of waste still being sent to landfill is 
alarming and greater increases in landfill tax are needed.”101 Biffa Waste Services reinforced 
this point, arguing that while amounts sent to landfill had indeed declined, the Landfill Tax 
was still too low to be driving this directly, and that rather the reduction in landfill was 
being at least partly driven by other factors, not least grants to local authorities to pay for 
household recycling boxes.102 

85. While we welcome the ongoing decreases in amounts of waste going to landfill, we 
remain unsure as to the direct impact of the Landfill Tax at current levels in terms of 
disincentivising landfill use. To aid Parliamentary scrutiny of the workings of this tax, 
the Treasury should publish analysis which clearly isolates and accounts for the direct 
disincentivising impacts of Landfill Tax to date. The rate of Landfill Tax should then be 
increased, steeply, to the level at which it imposes an effective driver against landfill use 
in its own right. 

86. We heard calls from Biffa and Green Alliance for a much more coherent approach 
from the Government towards waste, including an expanded form of Landfill Tax. Green 
Alliance, for example, called for the reform of Landfill Tax to impose a charge not just on 
landfill but on incineration; they argued that this was particularly important in order to 
promote greater recycling, rather than see an unthinking growth in incinerators simply as 
the default alternative to landfill, as this became more expensive.103 Biffa, meanwhile, called 
for an overarching strategy from the Government on energy from waste, including clear 
cost incentives based on which alternative technologies would generate least greenhouse 
gases.104 

87. Without having studied these proposals in detail, we are sympathetic to the idea of a 
broader use of Landfill Tax, or other financial instruments, to guide the development 
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of waste disposal, in particular to incentivise the organisation of waste so as to 
maximise the material which is recycled, and maximise the energy that can be gained 
from the rest while minimising the resulting emissions. As a first step, the Treasury 
should consult on the introduction of an Incineration Tax. We may choose to look in 
much greater detail at the issues of maximising the efficient and lowest emitting use of 
waste following the forthcoming publication of Defra’s waste strategy.  

88. A further issue which we discussed with Green Alliance, and then with the Financial 
Secretary, was the potential for targeted taxes on selected resource-inefficient products, to 
discourage their use. As Green Alliance described such taxes:  

Ms Hill: There are a number of possible models and mechanisms in use in different 
places all of which bear scrutiny. VAT exemption is one, higher VAT for certain 
products is another, and eco tax which allows a differentiation between project types, 
for instance disposal and non-disposal razors—some countries have levied 
disposable razors to the point where it has become uneconomic to have them and 
they disappear from the market—or a levy to fund greater recycling such as those 
used on containers like Tetrapak. There are a number of models but the overriding 
point is the need to use these kind of instruments to single out what are better or 
worse products. No product is wholly good and probably none is wholly bad but 
there are things that we now want to discriminate between and that is an obvious 
way of doing that.105 

Prominent examples that have been implemented in other countries in recent years 
include the Swedish tax on non-recyclable batteries and the Irish tax on plastic bags. 
Perhaps most prominently, Australia has in the last weeks announced plans to go even 
further and ban outright the sales of conventional incandescent lightbulbs.106 

89. It was the Irish tax on plastic bags which the Financial Secretary focused on in his 
discussions on this issue with us.  

John Healey: Yes, but plastic bags are less than one per cent of the waste stream. 
There have been some perverse consequences of what they have done in Ireland. It is 
not necessarily the right thing for us to be doing in the UK, which is why we have not 
yet decided that it is the right thing for us to do.107 

Following this session, he sent us a written note, setting out “what information and analysis 
we have on the impact of that [tax] at the moment.”108 This set out that the Irish 
Environment Department had estimated that the tax had reduced use of supermarket 
plastic bags by 90%; but that it may have been accompanied by a rise in the purchasing of 
bin liners, with some anecdotal evidence of an increase in shoplifting—“with some 
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customers not using any sort of bag, it is difficult to be sure that the goods have been paid 
for”.109 

90. We are not especially convinced by the Treasury’s reasons for failing to introduce 
any taxes on environmentally inefficient products, such as plastic bags, non-recyclable 
batteries, and incandescent lightbulbs. There would be a double purpose to such taxes: 
not only would they disincentivise the use of such products in themselves in favour of 
more efficient alternatives, but they would help to raise awareness generally as to the 
desirability to shift whole arrays of purchasing decisions and other daily habits in an 
environmentally friendly direction. Such taxes would surely not harm the economy or 
provoke great popular opposition. In cases such as this, the onus should be on the 
Treasury to provide a convincing reason why not to introduce such taxes. 

Energy 

91. We did not focus in great detail on energy (taking this to mean energy generation and 
household energy efficiency) in this year’s inquiry, partly through lack of time, but partly 
through a relative lack of concrete initiatives in this year’s Report (see Figure 10). Indeed, 
our main verdict on the PBR’s new announcements on energy policy is that these were 
welcome but only small steps in the right direction, and that much swifter and bolder 
action is required. The new measures in this PBR tended to be either well-defined but 
rather modest in aim, or ambitious but rather vague or lacking in teeth. On Carbon 
Capture and Storage, for instance, the main announcement is of an intention to issue a 
tender for consultants to help the Government assess whether to fund one 
demonstration project. As for the headline announcement on household energy 
efficiency, that all new homes are to become “zero carbon” by 2016, we note that the 
PBR refers to this as an “ambition”, and that the building regulations which are to 
make it happen will only be “progressively strengthened”. Overall, these measures do 
not represent the kind of radical acceleration of policies and funding we would expect 
to see following the Stern Review.  
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Figure 10    New announcements in energy policy in the environmental chapter of PBR 2006 

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 

• “The Government […] will shortly tender for consulting engineers to ensure that the Government’s 
understanding of the costs of a CCS plant based in the UK is robust, and to help the Government assess 
whether supporting one through a challenge fund or other mechanism would provide value for money. 
The details of any support package will be subject to further analysis and consultation. These actions will 
enable a decision in 2007 on whether to support a UK-based demonstration plant.” 

• “the UK and Norway have agreed the terms of reference for a joint study of the infrastructure needed to 
transport and store carbon dioxide below the North Sea and will work together on an analysis of the 
appropriate market framework and value chain which can help deliver this. The outcome of this and 
other collaborative work will be published by July 2007. [… A] joint Government and industry working 
group will examine the fiscal implications of the current North Sea tax regime in relation to the changed 
and dual use of North Sea infrastructure including for CCS.” 

Microgeneration 

• “[T]he Government will legislate in Finance Bill 2007 to confirm that, where an individual householder 
installs microgeneration technology in their home for the purpose of generating power for their personal 
use, any payment or credit they receive from the sale of surplus power is not subject to income tax, and 
they are not required to include it in their income tax return.” 

Household energy efficiency 

• “It is the Government’s ambition that, as a result of this strengthening [of building regulations in the 
Code for Sustainable Homes], by 2016 all new homes will be ‘zero-carbon’, meeting the highest Code 
standard for energy efficiency. To bring forward progress towards this aim, the Pre-Budget Report 
announces that a stamp duty exemption for the vast majority of new zero-carbon homes will be 
introduced in 2007.” 

• “[T]he Pre-Budget Report announces new investment of £7.5 million to improve the coordination 
between, and effectiveness of, Warm Front [a grants programme targeted at alleviating fuel poverty] and 
the Energy Efficiency Commitment [targeted at improving household energy efficiency]. This will fund 
projects using an area-based approach to identify households and provide the right coordinated set of 
advice and measures for them.” 

• “In Budget 2004, the Government took action […] by introducing the Landlords Energy Saving 
Allowance (LESA) which provides an allowance of up to £1,500 for landlords who invest in cavity wall 
and loft insulation. […] The Government therefore announces, subject to any necessary State aids 
clearance: the expansion of LESA to corporate landlords; an extension to the existing sunset clause from 
2009 to 2015; the application of the allowance per property rather than per building, ensuring that even 
smaller properties have access to the full allowance; and the addition of the acquisition and installation of 
floor insulation as qualifying investment.” 

• “To encourage more households to become low-carbon, and to develop the energy services model, the 
Government will examine the possibility of establishing new methods of financing energy audits and 
energy-saving measures that could over time pay for themselves in lower fuel bills.” 

Source: Chapter 7, Pre-Budget Report 2006, HM Treasury 

 

92. One point that we would re-emphasise following our recommendation on the subject 
last year is that the Treasury must ensure that its policies on alleviating fuel poverty and on 
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improving household energy efficiency are bound together. Where grant monies are 
distributed to subsidise heating bills or to subsidise the installation of central heating, 
this must be complemented in all cases by programmes to make energy efficiency 
improvements to the same properties. This year’s PBR contains a welcome 
announcement of “£7.5 million to improve the coordination between, and effectiveness 
of, Warm Front  and the Energy Efficiency Commitment”. However, when we asked the 
Treasury whether this means that all households which receive warm front grants will 
have energy efficiency measures fitted as well, the answer did not suggest such universal 
coverage: 

Ms Russell:  My understanding is that that money is to try and kickstart local 
partnerships on those sorts of issues.  It is left with these local partnerships to decide 
exactly how that money would be spent and what it would be used for.110 

It seems clear to us that the Treasury, for reasons not just of reducing carbon emissions 
but of social equity and simple value for money, should do more to ensure that grants 
to subsidise central heating are always paired with energy efficiency improvements. 
Otherwise, public money will be leaking through doors and rooftops as surely as warm 
air. 

93. Another aspect of the Government’s energy policy which is discussed in the PBR is 
financial assistance for new and low carbon technologies. The PBR refers to both the 
Environmental Transformation Fund (ETF) and the Energy Technologies Institute (ETI). 
The ETF is set to commence from 2008, and will “support renewable energy, biofuels and 
other non-nuclear, low-carbon technologies including CCS.” The ETI, meanwhile, is “a 
50:50 public private partnership, to deliver a step change in the funding, strategic direction 
and outcome of UK energy science and technology”, which has raised “£550 million in 
public and private contributions […] so far”. These programmes are noteworthy for their 
alignment with the Stern Review’s second recommended approach to mitigation, the 
increase in public and private investment in new technologies. We have not looked at the 
ETI in detail, and so we cannot comment on whether the scale of investment is in keeping 
with Stern’s recommendations. As for the ETF, the Government has so far published very 
little detail as to its aim and design. Indeed, with only a year to its scheduled 
commencement, the Government should urgently clarify the funding and objectives of the 
new Environmental Transformation Fund; when it does so, this needs to feature detailed 
evaluations of where its funding will be most effective. 

94. We may look in much greater detail at many of these issues, notably funding for low 
carbon technology, and regulations and incentives for new buildings, in subsequent 
inquiries. In this inquiry we received some very detailed and interesting evidence, outlining 
many criticisms of and suggestions for Treasury policy from a number of organisations, 
not least the Micropower Council, Centrica, the Carbon Capture and Storage Association, 
and Greenpeace. We may draw on this material in such future work. 
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Company reporting 

95. In our report last year on PBR 2005, we commented on the Government’s sudden 
decision to abolish its own proposals, which had been many years in the making, to require 
listed companies to publish annual Operation and Financial Reviews (OFRs); these would 
have included requirements to publish audited information on environmental factors 
affecting companies’ businesses. In our report we noted that the Government had at the 
time issued renewed consultation on the form in which reporting on environmental factors 
should take in the Business Reviews which were still going to be introduced in the 
Companies Bill; and concluded that: “We may return to these Business Reviews, and the 
form they finally take, in our inquiry into next year’s Pre-Budget Report”.111 

96. The outcome of that consultation was seen in the Companies Act 2006, receiving Royal 
Assent on 8 November 2006. We took evidence from Friends of the Earth, one of the 
leading voices in a campaign to strengthen these reporting requirements during that 
consultation, and asked them to summarise their views of the eventual legislation. They 
characterised it as “two steps backwards and one step forward”: 

[T]the one step forward was putting back some of the reporting requirements from 
the Operating and Financial Review into the Business Review, so we ended up with 
something nearly as good as the OFR but not quite as good. We welcomed the fact 
that the Government widened out the number of factors on which listed companies 
will have to report. Initially the Operating and Financial Review required reporting 
on environmental issues, but also the impact of the company's business on the 
environment which was wider, and social and community issues which would 
include human rights, employee issues and then policies affecting policies in all of 
those areas. During the passage of the Bill through Parliament, again those factors 
were all put back in. We very much welcome that. At the final stages of the Bill, the 
Report stage in the House of Commons, the Government added supply chains to 
that list of factors. Again, that was something that we welcomed. 

However, Friends of the Earth were clear that there were still ways in which the Business 
Reviews were unsatisfactory, and not as valuable as the former proposals for the OFR: 

[T]he report requirements are weaker than they were a year ago. Most importantly, 
there is no reporting standard, so although Government is pointing companies to a 
statement produced by the Accounting Standards Board it is not mandatory. That 
means, not only will it actually make compliance with the regulations harder for 
companies, but it will mean that the reports themselves are less comparable between 
companies in the same sector, and also year on year. Again, that will undermine the 

 
111 Environmental Audit Committee, Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and climate change, para 64 
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role we see for reporting performance. Also the auditing standards are weaker than 
there were for the OFR. We are still also concerned, and Friends of the Earth did not 
think the OFR went far enough to start with. We would like to see mandatory social 
and environmental reporting rolled out to a much wider number of companies, not 
just 1,300 publicly quoted companies.112  

97. We also received a number of interesting memos on the subject. The Association of 
British Insurers (ABI) stressed the value to investors of companies offering narrative and 
forward-looking reporting on environmental and other factors, and further argued for the 
“greater use of key performance indicators and more information on how boards of 
directors oversee the management of material social, environmental and ethical (SEE) 
risks.”113 

98. The Environment Agency, meanwhile, highlighted the “urgent need for Government 
guidance on the publication of non-financial information to address the current confusion 
and ensure consistency”. Indeed, they argued that: “The abolition of the OFR has caused 
confusion as it has provided the impression that large companies no longer need to report 
on their environmental performance”. They further argued that the lack of mandatory 
standardised reporting is reflected in the fact that of the FTSE 100 companies last year, 37 
included in their annual reports what they called a “Business Review”, with 43 including 
what they called an “OFR”, and with five including two sections, both a “Business Review” 
and an “OFR”. Finally, 25 did not a produce separate section clearly labelled either “OFR” 
or “Business Review”.114 

99. The Aviation Environment Federation (AEF), for its part, highlighted the shortcomings 
of current Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reporting by focusing on recent CSR 
reports published by Virgin Atlantic and EasyJet. According to AEF, while Virgin and 
EasyJet published a variety of information in their recent CSR reports, such as their annual 
CO2 emissions per passenger-kilometre, neither published their total annual fuel 
consumption or CO2 emissions. This could easily be misleading, given that kgs of CO2 / 
passenger-km is only a relative, not absolute, measure of how much carbon dioxide is 
being emitted, and could quite easily be going down even while overall emissions are going 
up. In other words, airlines could well be responsible for growing emissions even while 
becoming more efficient, simply by expanding their number of flights faster than their rise 
in efficiency. This indeed appears to be the situation in EasyJet’s case, according to the 
calculations AEF have performed on the figures in EasyJet’s report. AEF comment:  

Easyjet’s CSR report is big on efficiency claims—no-one doubts that new aircraft use 
less fuel per passenger, just like swapping an old car for a newer more efficient 
model. But nowhere are they honest enough to tell us what their total emissions are 
and that they have risen significantly. […] CSR reporting is supposedly all about 
transparency. The atmosphere cannot tell the difference between an “efficient” 
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molecule of CO2 and an ordinary one—unless of course EasyJet’s carbon dioxide is 
orange!115 

100. Summing up, then, we welcome the Government’s amendments to the 
environmental reporting requirements of listed companies, following consultation 
during the passage of the Companies Bill last year. However, these requirements still 
fail in certain important respects. Most of all there is no mandatory guidance on the 
form they must take, nor are there any requirements to have the information that is 
published independently audited. The former is particularly bad: not only does this 
undermine transparency and comparability (and thus the main purpose of the 
requirement), but it also poses a problem to companies themselves, in that without 
mandatory guidance they are not all on a level playing field, and thus those which 
genuinely do more to improve their environmental impacts may not reap the recognition 
this deserves. The Government must implement mandatory reporting standards when 
it reaches its two-year point at which it is to review the workings of the Act. 

 

Conclusion 

101. The Stern Review does a very thorough and authoritative job, based on recent science, 
of setting out the risks of the very dangerous consequences that might flow from higher 
stocks of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and their associated rises in global 
temperatures. Taking these risks into account, and treating the future generations who 
would be most subject to those risks as being of equal importance as those alive today, the 
Review makes a very strong case for incurring costs now in order to avert disaster in years 
to come. 

102. At the same time, the Stern Review highlights what is perhaps the central problem 
of tackling climate change: the need to take profound action before the more serious 
effects of global warming have begun to be felt. Because of the time-lag between 
emitting greenhouse gases—especially CO2—and experiencing their ultimate effects, it 
means that today’s generation will be asked to make sacrifices, change habits, and face 
higher costs of carbon-intensive activities, in order principally to benefit future 
generations. To a considerable extent, given the unequal nature both of current per 
capita emissions and long-term vulnerability to climate change, it also means those in 
the UK and other Western countries taking bigger actions in the interests of people in 
poorer countries. All this means that reducing emissions according to the trajectories 
suggested by Stern will not just be practically but—perhaps an even bigger problem—
politically very challenging. 
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103. On the practical challenge, the Government can rightly point to a variety of 
activities which fall within the main policy areas recommended by Stern. But what is 
required now is for the Government seriously to accelerate its policies, to begin to 
achieve the kind of steep cuts in emissions Stern demonstrates are necessary. For this 
reason, we were very disappointed in this year’s Pre-Budget Report. The PBR was a 
grossly inadequate response to the hardening evidence as to the increasing risks of 
major and irreversible impacts of climate change. Coming in the wake of the Stern 
Review, the PBR’s lack of boldness raises major doubts as to the Treasury’s seriousness 
about implementing Stern’s recommendations in domestic policy. However, Pre-
Budget 2006 was simply the first major opportunity for the Government to implement 
the conclusions of the Stern Review. There are many others to come, beginning with 
Budget 2007, the Climate Change Bill and the forthcoming Comprehensive Spending 
Review. We look forward to seeing an appropriate response to Stern from the 
Government in its forthcoming fiscal policy, legislation, and, potentially, machinery of 
government changes. 

104. Beyond this, there is still the political challenge. Stern emphasises the continued 
prospects for economic growth even with aggressive mitigation efforts, and the added 
benefits such efforts would bring in terms of accelerated technological development and 
other improvements, for instance in air quality. Stern also highlights the trillions of dollars 
that it has been estimated will need to be spent on energy supplies to ensure they meet 
global demand over the next decades, illustrating the fact that much of the policy response 
to climate change would need to take place anyway, as we developed alternative fuels and 
technologies.116 These messages ought to be widely publicised in order to boost public 
support. Most importantly, however, there needs to be more and better informed 
discussion of the science of climate change. The Government needs to do more with the 
Stern Review in this respect, using it as a springboard to raise levels of public discussion 
about the risks and impacts of global warming and what needs to be done to mitigate 
them. 

105. If there is one key conclusion to draw from the Stern Review it is that we today are 
living at an important moment: we still have a limited window of opportunity to 
prevent greenhouse gases growing to dangerous levels. As Stern underlines, once we 
overshoot a target stock of greenhouse gases it will be very difficult and may be a very 
slow process to reduce it again. Thus if we fail to act swiftly enough, it may be 
impossible to reduce greenhouse gases to safer levels for decades or centuries to come—
during which time the risks of major irreversible impacts will grow ever larger. But 
Stern’s accompanying argument is that the sooner the world begins to cut its emissions, 
the easier and less costly mitigation will become. Both conclusions need to be widely 
discussed. 

 
116 Stern Review, p 370 
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Q1 Chairman: Good morning, and a very warm
welcome to the Committee. We are delighted to see
you here and very grateful to you for making the
time to come and talk to us. As you know, there
is intense interest from members of this Committee
in your Report and and the reaction to it. I came
to the actual original launch in November and I
know that at least one of my colleagues was at your
launch yesterday as well. We did ask, I think
through the staV, if you wanted to make a brief
opening statement. Are you happy to do so before
starting with the questions?
Sir Nicholas Stern: Yes, thank you very much.
Thank you for inviting me. I would like to
introduce my colleague Lorraine Hamid. Lorraine
was part of the Stern Review team and came to us
from the DTI. As you know it was very
collaborative and we drew on several ministries’
departments, and Lorraine worked particularly on
EU trading schemes in the DTI, and specialised
with us on that area. Arcane questions about the
operations of the EU and the ETS I may refer to
Lorraine. I thought I would focus my introductory
remarks on the comments that we received in
relation to the backbone of the argument and then
say a little bit about the interactions on the road
and the perspective that that gives us for the
prospects for international action, which is of
course at the heart of the story, because we have
been travelling quite a lot since the Report was
published. The backbone of the argument is in two
parts, corresponding to the two parts of the
Report: why you should act to that urgently, and
then how you act. Why you act, essentially our
arguments were founded on the economics of risk.
We now know from science much better than we
did four or five years ago the relationship between
the concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere and the temperature increases, and the
relationship between the likely temperature
increases and the physical climatic eVects. Those
come with probabilities attached. We say, for
example, that if we did stabilise at 550 parts per
million (ppm) there would be roughly a 50:50
chance of being above or below 3)C eventually. The
key thing is that we now have probabilities from

the science. As you know, the science is very old
science, it is 19th century science, in its basics about
the greenhouse gases trapping the energy coming
out of the earth, and thus warming it up; but the
newer science is built on that but it gives us the
probabilities. That is absolutely crucial because it
allows us to look at the economics of risk and that
together with the international collective action are
the two strong and newish themes of the Report.
Then we applied that in a way that looked at the
costs of action and the costs of inaction. The costs
of inaction are in relation to the damages. If you
act strongly you can reduce the risks of those
damages; you cannot take all the risks away, but
you can reduce them quite sharply. You are
comparing essentially the costs of action with the
damages which are saved by action. You have to
examine both those parts and that is exactly what
we did. We argued that the costs of stabilising for
the world somewhere below 550 ppm would be
around 1% of world GDP. As with all these things,
this is a fairly big plus or minus; we said plus or
minus 2% of national income. That strong action
to stabilise around 550 ppm is essentially like a one-
oV 1% increase in the price index. That is an
extremely strong conclusion because it tells you
that you can be green and grow. It says doing
things a bit diVerently, sometimes very diVerently
in some cases, on the energy side will cost you, and
it will be like a 1% one-oV permanent increase in
costs. These are the kinds of things we have to cope
with all the time with changes in exchange rates and
technical progress of various kinds; and these
changes are changes in the economy that happen;
you have to cope with them; but it is not a story
of stopping growth in order to mitigate and reduce
the greenhouse gases. That is the key conclusion.
In our discussions in Europe it actually was quite a
big part of the story because it says that the Lisbon
Agenda, the growth agenda if you like, and the
climate change or environment agenda, and I
would add to that the energy security agenda, are
actually quite coherent and they are not in conflict.
It is not a horserace between those three things. In
our discussions in Europe that was a particular
theme. I think you can see in the Strategic Energy
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Review that has just been published, a modest
2,000 pages compared with our 600 and something,
it does actually pick up that idea quite strongly. In
our discussions with Mr Barroso, with Dimas, with
Piebalgs and so on that weighed quite heavily. That
part of the cost story was a strong element in the
discussions that we have had so far. I am very
happy to discuss the underpinnings of the cost
story. Some people have said it is too high. The
International Energy Agency published a report
just after that suggesting that in some aspects it
could be lower than we estimated; but that is the
ball park and I think it has stood up quite well to
scrutiny. On the damages side we do get damages
which are higher than some previous studies, but
that is for very clear reasons: one is the economics
of risk. Previously the economics of climate change,
in my view, had not embodied anywhere near
strongly enough the economics of risk. We would
be mitigating, we would be reducing our emissions
in order to reduce risk and, therefore, we have to
analyse the probabilities of the bad events and the
probabilities of the good events and link your
estimate of damages to that. That is exactly what
we did in a standard kind of way in economics
which means, for those of you who like the nerdy
part of the analysis, you work through expected
utilities, which is the standard approach to risk that
you find in portfolio analysis in the City, most
serious forms of cost benefit and so on. We adopted
the standard procedure in economics but it had not
been there in anything like the appropriate degree
in advance of our work. That is one of the reasons
we get results a bit higher. The second is that we
incorporated the modern science. The modern
science is telling us that the risks, in a number of
areas, really are very worrying. For example, if we
follow Business As Usual we are likely to end up
around the end of this century with something
more than 800 ppm CO2 equivalent. We are
currently at 450 and we were at 280. The
consequence of that is above a 50% probability of a
temperature increase of 5)C—above 50%. All these
temperatures are measured relative to the middle of
the 19th century and we are currently 0.7)C above
that. That is very dangerous. Most of the
calculations of costs and benefits in the past have
focussed on 2)C and 3)C increases; and people have
been quite understandably worried abut some of
the consequences of those. We now know that the
risks of Business As Usual are really very great and
world transforming. 5)C is the distance between us
and the last Ice Age, and that was a transformed
world. The physical geography there was of a kind
that the human geography would have to be
extremely diVerent, of course, with all the
movements of people, and all the hardship that that
would involve. We used the modern science with
these probabilities that there are rather unpleasant
high outcomes. We used an approach to the cost
benefit of this whole story which puts a diVerent
perspective on pure time discounting than you
would have for a project which was, say, a railway.
I can explain that, if you like, at probably boring
length if you want to go into the questioning; but

there is a diVerence between discounting and pure
time discounting. There is an appropriate context
for using the shortcut approach which is
discounting; and in other contexts you have to go
back to the underlying basic applied wealth of
economics which drive policy, and for which
discounting is a shortcut. Basically we have strong
discounting in our model for growth because the
future will be richer; it could be even stronger and
we have experimented with some things there; but
we argue that pure time discounting, if you are
talking about the future prospects and existence of
the planet, is something that should be small—
certainly small relative to, say, a railway project
where there is some probability that the whole
context in which that railway project takes place
could be undermined by future changes in policy,
actions and so on. Those are the three reasons why
we get damages a little higher than others. There
are a number of reasons why we may have
underestimated damages. We were quite cautious
on the science. We were quite cautious on
weighting of developing countries relative to rich
countries. We were quite cautious on end points.
We assumed that eventually the damages would
stop rising. There are a number of ways in which I
think we may be said to have underestimated. Some
argue that we have overestimated. We did do some
sensitivity analysis which we published on the web
about three or four weeks after publication of the
Review and called it a “postscript”; and it is in the
book which was published by Cambridge
University Press yesterday and is now in the
bookshops in paperback at a modest price. That is
the story of costs and damages. In the Review and
in the postscript we show that the basic statement
which should drive policy is very robust. That basic
statement is that the cost of action to bring down
emissions, to stabilise below 550 ppm, is small
relative to the damages thereby saved. The
particular numbers there are diYcult to be precise
about; but the broad statement, that the costs are
small in relation to the damages saved, I think is
robust and is standing up to scrutiny and standing
up to the cost benefit analysis we carried out. What
do you do about all of this if you think that this
argument is a strong one? You go for pricing of the
damage that is caused; pricing of greenhouse gases;
it can be trading schemes; it can be taxation; it must
be clear; and it must be forward-looking. We argue
that it must be open to trade in order to keep the
costs down and to promote the involvement of
developing countries in the story, so there is some
flow of carbon finance from rich countries to poor
countries which can pull in action in poor
countries; the private sector; carbon finance arising
from strong targets. I think the reaction to our
arguments on the pricing front has been actually
quite strong. We are not the only players in the
business; we are not the only people who speak on
this; you cannot identify anything that follows from
what we have done, because it follows from what
everybody is saying, not just from what we are
saying; but over the last few months, if you look at
Europe and the attitudes to the Emissions Trading
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Scheme, the Chancellor announced on the day of
publication of the Review, at the event where you
were which you mentioned in your first question,
that we ought to have a 30% reduction target on
the EU ETS Third Phase by 2020, that means 30%.
In the Strategic Energy Review it said at the EU,
published in the last few days, we would go for 20%
and 30% if we see movement from others. That
traction there, in terms of ambition, I think is
coming, and coming quite strongly; and it would
put us well on the way to the 60–80% reduction for
rich countries by 2050 that we argued for. That is
important in terms of the scale of the problem, and
it is important in terms of the equity. It is the rich
countries that put the stuV up there, and the poor
countries feel, understandably, very resentful that
they are being asked to cut back quickly on their
emissions when it is the rich countries that cause
the problem. By having a very strong 60–80%
reduction in rich countries you make the eVort on
a scale which tackles the problem, but also tackles
the equity aspects of the problem.

Q2 Chairman: Can I just stop you on that point, if
I may. I think the message which you summarise
as being one that the cost of action is lower than the
cost of inaction, that is obviously a very important
message. The other message is that the cost of
action is lower if taken sooner rather than later. In
any case this is in the context of a problem which
is quite urgent?
Sir Nicholas Stern: Yes.

Q3 Chairman: You happen to come to us in the
middle of our inquiry into the Pre-Budget Report,
did you share the disappointment I felt at the Pre-
Budget Report, the first major policy opportunity
for the Chancellor after having received a Report
which he had commissioned from you, that it
looked pretty timid in its recommendation in terms
of the kind of conclusions which you have drawn
and urgency of the whole problem?
Sir Nicholas Stern: Obviously I am a civil servant—

Q4 Chairman: Not for much longer!
Sir Nicholas Stern:—and it is not for me to
pronounce disappointment or enthusiasm with
Government policy. What I would like to do is look
at what we said and look at the way the discussion
is going. We argued very strongly in favour of
strong carbon pricing. We did underline (and thank
you for emphasising it) a) the urgency, because we
are building up very quickly these stocks in the
atmosphere through emissions; and b) the costs are
lower if they are measured, carefully and take place
over time. That was a big thing in what we had.
The key elements in the storyline are: the pricing;
the technology; and the removing of barriers to
action in imperfections in capital markets; the way
property markets work; people’s perceptions and so
on. Those are our three broad dimensions for
action. If you look at the first of these, the price of
carbon is most strongly influenced in the UK by
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. It covers about
half of the European carbon emissions. That is the

big one at the moment. That is where attention was
focussed, and rightly so. That is where it was
focussed on the day of the announcement. I have
already emphasised that the 30% reduction by
2020, the third phase of the EU ETS, does seem to
be moving quite strongly in a good direction. I
think it is fair to say that the UK is the strongest
mover in all that; the only one not to get its second
phase national allocation plan sent back; almost
the only one that is meeting Kyoto targets and
pushing very strongly for this way of pricing. That
is the big one. Those got a strong reaction on the
day of launch of the Report, and strong emphasis
in the Pre-Budget Report. There are other areas
which are not covered by the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme: air travel of course is one, and
there was an increase in the air passenger duty
there; and there has been a strong discussion of
bringing in aviation into the EU ETS. Aviation,
and its growth, is important, but it is 2% of world
emission. The EU ETS covers roughly half our
emissions. That is the big one, and I think it is right
to focus attention there and consistent with what
we had. A second part of the policy story
emphasises the whole technology one—and there
the Energy Technology Institute and the emphasis
on carbon capture and storage for coal, do seem to
me to be very much in harmony with lines of
argument of the Report. Things like going for
carbon neutrality on new housing within a few
years again is the kind of thing consistent with the
third part of the story that we had. If you look
across the board at the kinds of policy discussions
that have taken place, and look at these policies as
developing in interaction with our key international
partners, I think you will see that there is actually
quite a strong harmony there. I am going to India
to meet up with the Chancellor, and we will be
talking in India about doing further work on the
economics of climate change for India as part of
the story of bringing in other big players. We had
similar discussions when we were in China. I think
with your steering in the right direction on urgency
that probably completes what I wanted to say by
way of introduction. I am more than happy to talk
about discussions that we had in China, India and
Japan, a lot of discussions within Europe; and in a
couple of weeks’ time I am oV to the United States,
and between now and then I am visiting India, and
I have been asked to address the Heads of State of
the African Union in Addis at the end of the
month. After the United States I will be going to
Indonesia, which of course is a big player in
deforestation, and where the next meeting of the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change will be in November; then
Australia, California and then I will stop, and go
back to LSE I should think!

Q5 Chairman: You have raised quite a lot of issues
which my colleagues will want to come back on.
Can I just take you to one general point at the start.
The compatibility of continued growth with action
to address climate change is obviously a very
positive message from your Report, but there has
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been criticism that the target of stabilisation at 550
ppm is rather unambitious, but actually that by
itself is quite a risky level and you acknowledge
there is only a 50% chance we will keep under a
3)C increase, so it is bordering on a dangerous
level. Would it be a fair criticism to say that
actually you needed that rather unambitious target
in order to achieve the compatibility between
action to address the problem and a fairly
comfortable economic message?
Sir Nicholas Stern: We did not oVer 550 as a target.
What we said is, given the risks at 550, any
reasonable target should be below that. We argued
that the target should be below 450 and 550. We
are already at 430 ppm, and will be at 450 probably
within 10 years given that we are adding at least 2°

ppm a year. Getting below 450 would be very
tough, given that it is so diYcult or, at the moment,
not possible, to extract greenhouses gases from the
atmosphere. Once it is there it is there and takes a
very long time, at least in the case of carbon, to
go away. That is why we said that 450 is about as
ambitious as you could be. 550 is an upper limit
saying that is 50:50, as you mentioned, being above
or below 3) and there is quite a lot of risk in that.
At the same time, it does involve quite strong
action. To get to 550 would involve stabilising
world emissions within 15 or 20 years and that is
a tough call. We argue that if we start now and
pursue it sensibly, we could handle it at 1% of
GDP; but as you emphasise, it does depend on
starting now. That is what we essentially said about
targets that should be in that range; to get it down
to the lower end of the range will cost you more
and save you more risk.

Q6 Tim Farron: Could you describe the reaction to
your Review you have encountered so far,
especially looking at the US, India and China?
Sir Nicholas Stern: I have not been to the US yet.
We have done articles and interviews on national
public radio.

Q7 Tim Farron: You will have read things people
have said.
Sir Nicholas Stern: I have interaction with academic
colleagues in the States. I have not spoken yet to the
Chief Economist of Chrysler; but I have spoken to
academic counterparts. First, with China we should
recognise (and people very often do not) how
ambitious China is being on the environmental
front. Essentially China saw the importance,
particularly under Zhu Rongii, when it started, and
he was PM in the mid 1990s, and the challenges of
air pollution in cities, of soil erosion, water stress and
so on, and that consciousness was strong. They now
have reforestation, increasing forests in China and
not reducing. The headline ambitions in the Chinese
“Five-Year Plan” are two really: growth rate, 9% or
so, which I guess they will achieve; and to cut the
energy output ratio by 20% in five years. In the five-
year plan they talk about a number of harmonies:
harmonies associated with income distribution;
harmonies associated with the economy and the
environment; harmonies associated with the balance

between domestic growth and foreign growth. There
are four or five harmonies of which, I think it is fair
to say, environment and the economy is the leading
one. They are engaging quite strongly in these issues
and that context is very important. I have been
working in China now for nearly 20 years, India for
more than 30 years, and living in both places at
various times, and I think both places in the last year
or two have seen a focus on climate change and
energy eYciency of a kind I have not seen in those
decades previously in those two countries. The
resentment on the equity front is strong in both
places, and understandably. That is why we have to
think through how we can be good partners for
action. I think the key elements (and these were the
key elements in our discussions) are making sure
that the carbon trading scheme, the greenhouse gas
trading scheme, would generally work strongly. We
are going to need carbon financial flows far, far

1higher than the $ billion or $1 billion per year we are2

currently seeing under the CDM. It should be in the
$10/$20/$30 billion in the kind of area we should be
looking at if it is going to play a strong part in
financing the carbon reduction; because India and
China have a very strong and understood (and it is
an action point for them) incentive to be more
energy eYcient—it saves them money and makes
them more secure. It is that carbon step from energy
to carbon where there has to be strong incentives.
That is now I think the subject of discussion, the
carbon flows, which depend on the demand side on
strong action in the rich countries; and we have to
work out with India, China and the other developing
countries, the supply side; which means, how do you
recognise the carbon reduction you are buying? It
needs some kind of benchmarking to do that in order
to have a supply side reduction that matches with the
demand side. The demand side comes from strong
ambitions in the rich countries and that is why we
emphasise the 60–80% reductions in total emissions
by 2050 for the rich countries as being so important.
That is the subject of discussion: how will that work?
The second subject of discussion is the process of
technology transfer. Carbon capture and storage,
for example; there are others: solar; nuclear; wind;
hydro; they will all be very important for India and
China. Nevertheless, there will be at least 70%
electricity generation from coal for the next 20 to 30
years or more. That means the carbon capture and
storage for coal will be fundamental, given that they
are the fastest growing economies of the world in
which there is a population of over a billion; and
they look for a proving of that technology. They,
quite understandably, challenge and say, “Look,
does it work in Europe?” You say, “We’re on the
way”, and we are; we are working on it, but that is
the kind of test that they are looking for, and they
are looking for collaboration there. In both India
and China those are the key issues: the carbon
finance development of technology, and the proving
of technology in the rich countries, as well as in the
partnership with them. In the United States I think
we can see the whole story moving on quite rapidly.
I am not claiming credit for any of these moves. I am
observing these moves. There is lots of discussion
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going on, of which we are just one bit. If you look at
the re-election of Governor Schwarzenegger, with a
handsome majority on, amongst others, an
environmental climate change platform. The US
administration emphasises strongly, and rightly in
my view, their devotion and commitment of
resources to technology. There is this strong
recognition in the administration that this is
something that comes from human action. The
suggestion that it might not has gone. That link is
clearly acknowledged. So you have got strong
movement in some parts of the United States, not
just California which has an 80% reduction target; a
number of US cities, the north-eastern United
States, the policy in the administration; you have
now got Barbara Boxer, Chair of the Environment
Committee and JeV Bingaman, Chair of the Energy
Committee; and I will be giving evidence to
Bingerman’s Energy Committee and meeting
Barbara Boxer. Those two have a very diVerent view
of the challenge of climate change from their
predecessors, to put it mildly. I think you are seeing
strong movement of the discussion in the United
States. I have had tos and froes with my friend and
colleague in economic and public policy Bill
Nordhaus on discount rates; and Bill has organised
a gathering in Yale where we will be discussing these.
My reaction has been fairly robust, it is in the
postscript. Whilst I see good scope for discussion
about the ethics of discounting for growth and how
strongly you would want to discount for growth, I
find high pure time discount rates in the context of
climate change ethically extremely puzzling. I just do
not see a good argument for deciding that benefits a
hundred years from now for somebody whom we
assume today has the same income as now, I do not
see any argument for saying that just because that
person is a hundred years in the future they will get
only 30% or so of a weight relative to me. I just do
not see the logic in that. That is the consequence of
having a 1% pure time discount rate—it is pure time
discounting. We will talk about that, but I do not
find his arguments persuasive and told him so, told
him why and we will go on discussing it.

Q8 Tim Farron: How close do you think the US is to
agreeing to binding action on greenhouse gas
reduction?
Sir Nicholas Stern: That is a very hard judgment call.
All I can say is that the public discussion of these
issues is moving quite strongly in that direction.
When and if it will get there I do not know. I think
it is extremely important that it does, because this
60–80% reduction in the rich countries which we
need must include the United States.

Q9 Mr Chaytor: How do you deal with the argument
that the United Kingdom’s share of global emissions
is so tiny that any action within the UK is almost
irrelevant, because what really matters is growth in
China? Do you think there is a role for the United
Kingdom to take a lead in terms of reducing its own
emissions, or does it not matter, and should we focus
more on building an international framework?

Sir Nicholas Stern: I think that the UK does have to
be seen in the context of how it contributes to
bringing people with us. I have worked in
international institutions as Chief Economist of the
EBRD and Chief Economist of the World Bank for
nearly ten years, and I learnt to be very careful about
“the UK taking the lead”. We are part of an
international community; we have to work together
with partners; and key partnerships, of course, are
the EU, but there are others. I will be going to India
with the Chancellor tonight to work taking forward
work on that partnership. If you just look at the EU
I think we have been pitching our policy, rightly, in
the context of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. It
does cover half of European emissions; and we have
been pushing for ambition. I think we have been
pushing quite eVectively. You have to have
arguments; you have to lay it out; you have to
persuade in a rational way, and that is what we have
been doing. To be persuasive I think you have to
show what you yourself are also doing. Again I think
the UK, in terms of meeting Kyoto targets, is in a
reasonable position to persuade. Our emphasis on
technology research I think puts us in a reasonable
position to persuade. You have to see it in that
context. It is not a matter of the UK being irrelevant;
it is how do we design our policy in a way that makes
us a persuasive partner, and in a way through the EU
ETS, and in other ways in technology, that promotes
international action.

Q10 Mr Chaytor: Would we, therefore, be more
persuasive within the European Union if we were
prepared to take more unilateral action in the UK?
Sir Nicholas Stern: I think it clearly would add to the
persuasiveness. The question is: how persuasive is
that position now? How does that look? I think
relative to other partners it does not look bad. It
means we can be in a position to raise these issues
strongly and say, “Look, let’s work together to move
forward internationally”. The international
perspective, you are right, is absolutely
fundamental.

Q11 Mr Chaytor: You mentioned your discussions
in China and India, but what do you think is the best
formal international framework to really
concentrate the minds of the Chinese and the
Indians on emissions reductions, given the huge
growth rates they are currently experiencing?
Sir Nicholas Stern: As I emphasised, they are very
focussed on energy eYciency and energy security.
Things like renewable, solar, hydro, wind and wave
and so on are all areas where they have a strong
incentive to go forward on energy eYciency
grounds, and on energy security grounds, and this
contributes to carbon and other greenhouse gas
reductions. The key area I think, as I have
emphasised, for both of them is carbon capture and
storage for coal. We cannot just tell them to do that;
it has to be (and this is crucial) in the context of
carbon finance; and it has to be in the context of
developing and sharing the technologies for carbon
capture and storage for coal, including improving
them in Europe. That is a way of linking to your
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direct question about what the UK can do. I think
that is something where the UK should be quite
eVective in strong participation and the
demonstration of taking forward carbon capture
and storage of coal and its sharing; and strong action
in making sure that our action as Europe on the
Emissions Trading Scheme is done in a way that is a)
ambitious, b) long-term and c) open, so that it is
open to start driving those trains. One of the aspects
of the Pre-Budget Report was to see how we can
bring more countries, as it were, to link up with the
EU ETS so it is still stronger in its eVect.

Q12 Colin Challen: One of the reasons you have
given this morning why you have chosen the
discount rate that you have is because it is ethically
motivated and that has been rather controversial
with some other economists who perhaps think that
a diVerent discount rate would have been preferable.
I think the way that you have justified it is very well
summarised by Partha Dasgupta who said: “The
Review, rightly in my view, takes it that the tradeoV
among the well-being between the present US and
the future THEMs should be, roughly speaking,
one-to-one, or in other words, that we should not
discount future generations’ well-beings simply
because those generations will appear only in the
future”. I was wondering if you apply the arguments
not only generationally but inter-generationally; so
it is not just the future generations who take on this
one-to-one basis, but also current generations, if
you like?
Sir Nicholas Stern: The discount rate is quite a
technical subject but essentially what you are doing
is looking at small changes and asking the question:
how much is one unit in the future worth relative to
one unit now? That is the discount factor and its rate
of form is the discount rate. That is the conceptual
question you are asking. Putting it that way, which
is the way you have to put it because it is a technique
for looking at small changes, you immediately
recognise that for a number of aspects of climate the
discount rate is not a legitimate concept for doing
the basic appraisal of policy. Why, because you are
dealing with diVerent strategies which involve very
diVerent growth parts. That marginal technique,
which is what discounting does, is inappropriate.
That is why we go back to the basic underlying
economics of welfare; the basic underlying theory
from which the discounting shortcut is derived. You
have the same conceptual framework, but we say for
many aspects of what we do in the Report you have
to go back to the objectives and you cannot use a
simple discounting shortcut. If you go back to those
objectives you have an element which is called the
“pure time discount rate”, and Partha and I agree
very strongly that the pure time discount rate should
be very low. We were a year or two apart as graduate
students in Cambridge when we were discussing this
issue and that was 40 years ago, so we have been
discussing this issue for some time. The argument
that the pure discount rate should be zero goes back
to Ramsay, Keynes, Solow, Sen—it has got a very
long history and I would stick very strongly to the

argument that the pure time discount rate for issues
which involve the future of the planet should be
very low.

Q13 Colin Challen: That is an economic description
between our relationship and the future.
Sir Nicholas Stern: You asked a question about
wealth in the future versus wealth now; and wealth
now in this part of the world versus now in other
parts of the world. That is a diVerent kind of set of
issues from the pure time discount rate. The pure
time discount rate looks at the question, how much
you disregard the future simply because it is in the
future; nothing to do with people being rich or poor.
There it seems if you are talking about the future of
the planet, then to argue that it might become
irrelevant in some way analogous to an industrial
project or a road or a railway, that is a very diVerent
story. I think the argument the pure time discount
rates should be low is very strong. What we can
discuss, and what people should discuss, is the ethics
(and there can be diVerent views because it is ethics)
of valuations of richer people in the future versus
richer people now. The ethics of richer people here
at this moment in time versus poorer people in other
parts of the world. What we did for that, we used the
same thing as involved in the Treasury Green Book
on cost benefit, we used a formulation which says
that an extra unit for somebody earning 10 times as
much is worth one-tenth of a unit’s worth to
somebody who is getting one-tenth of what they are
getting. That is quite a strong fall, as it were. That is
quite a strong egalitarian approach there, and it is
the one that is embodied in the Green Book. A
number of people would put it and it is an argument
that is interesting but you could have still higher
attitudes to inequality than embodied in that one. If
you want the jargon, in the Report we took the key
parameter, ETA, as equal to one. You can have it as
higher than that, which would involve a still stronger
view of how far your weight on somebody richer
relative to somebody poorer should be lower. In
other words, the higher value of that ETA would
say, “I think an extra unit in the future to somebody
who is richer should be worth still less”, and that
increases your discounting for growth. We do have
discounting for growth in the same way as it is in the
Treasury Green Book. In the postscript which was
published with the book, unless you managed to buy
a book yesterday—

Q14 Colin Challen: I have already got a copy.
Sir Nicholas Stern: Very good. In the postscript in
that, and you heard me refer to it yesterday, we do
do some sensitivity to these higher egalitarian
values. We show that the results we get, in terms of
the basic argument that the costs of action are much
lower than the damages that they say, our argument
is pretty robust, and there are very sensitive league
tables given in the postscript of the Review.

Q15 Colin Challen: Do you not think your argument
on the ethics for climate change should lead to a
description about rights?
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Sir Nicholas Stern: The approach we have got is the
standard one in the economics of policy that looks at
it were at the consumption of people and compares
consumption of people in diVerent parts of the
world, and diVerent scenarios, diVerent times in the
future. It is a diVerent approach from a rights-based
approach. In Chapter 2 we do discuss some aspects
of rights. As ever, these are quite diYcult concepts to
establish. I am more than happy to have a discussion
of how you would do that. I think that on the whole,
if we are to discuss rights, we have to think about the
principles from which they are derived because
otherwise you just assert them. Most of the rights
discussions I think are well founded in a notion of
some kind of equality of people to participate in a
society. That is why we talk about a right to free
education. That is why we worry about some aspects
of rights to health. We speak about equality in terms
of equality before the law. We talk about equality in
the voting procedures. These are about your ability
to participate in a society, and what it means to be a
human being and what it means to be a society, and
those are the kinds of ethical discussions that we
have if we are trying to establish rights. The reason
I go through that is because, if you are talking about
rights to emit, how does that actually relate to the
kind of discussion I have been describing where we
derive rights from other basic principles. I find the
rights discussion in this area a little bit diYcult for
that reason. I like to see how it is derived from other
basic principles of equality and participation, which
we normally use to derive rights in other contexts. A
sense of injustice, a sense of inequality in terms of the
responsibility for where we are now, and that being
much more strongly in rich countries than poor
countries, does seem to be an important part of the
story. It is not necessary a rights based discussion.

Q16 Colin Challen: You might assert the right to
breathe. Of course when we exhale, we exhale CO2

and that certainly must be a right. We can build
from that.
Sir Nicholas Stern: How we do it is building from the
principle.

Q17 Colin Challen: Certainly. Finally, I just
wondered whether or not the process of doing the
Review has changed your view about economics?
Have you gone through any great sea change in your
thinking about how we should be informed by
economics, as this well known “dismal science” as I
believe it is called—by some!
Sir Nicholas Stern: That originated around Thomas
Malthus I think in his doom-mongering in terms of
population and so on. Obviously in doing any piece
of work you learn. I think that the Report itself is
quite optimistic. It is saying that these risks are
severe, but if we act now and if we act internationally
then we can remove a great deal of the risks at an
acceptable cost. It is quite a positive Report in that
sense. What I learnt in doing it—I learnt lots of
things obviously and it is diYcult to be precise about
what you learnt—I was struck by the urgency of the
challenge. I was struck by the fact that we can do
something about it. I would not have been sure

about either of those things in advance of doing the
work. On the basic subjects I think those were the
two lessons that came to me most strongly. I think it
was pretty obvious it was an international collective
action problem at the beginning. In terms of the
scope and the applicability of economics, I hope I
learnt some humility some time ago. I have been
working on the economics of development and the
economics of policy for most of my adult life, 40
years now, in some shape or form, and I think we
have to recognise the limits to what formal
modelling can do, the limits to what formal analysis
can do. We have to do a series of small pieces of work
and put them together with our understanding of
politics, our understanding of the environment, and
our understanding of justice and come to judgments
on policy. You do a bit of work on the costs of
climate change by looking at diVerent kinds of
technologies. You look across the world at the kind
of impacts that you might see from climate change.
You will do a little bit of formal modelling, which is
what was in Chapter 6. You will look at what is
possible in terms of the way in which international
communities can work together. As I say, I have seen
a lot of that in the ten years I was in international
institutions. You put all those bits together and you
try to come to a judgment, and that is setting
economics in a context of internationalism,
environment and political possibilities and trying to
make suggestions on policy by putting that together.
That came through very strongly in this work; still
more strongly probably than I have seen it in the
past. It is the biggest challenge I have seen in terms
of getting people together internationally; the
biggest challenge in what we have to do; and the
biggest challenge in terms of the rewards from so
doing. I think it is the type of experience I have had
before, and perhaps this is a more intense one than
I had before.

Q18 David Howarth: You have mentioned in your
opening remarks various ways in which you have
been quite cautious on the cost side and we do not
have time to go through them all. Could I just
mention one and you have commented on it, and
that was the question of socially contingent events
caused by climate change, wars over water supplies
and massive movements of population caused by an
environmental crisis. You say you do not really take
these matters into account. Could you just comment
further on why that is? Also on the sensitivity side,
how sensitive is the analysis to that omission?
Sir Nicholas Stern: If I can relate that to past work
in the area because that is what you are building on.
Much of it in the past, science and economics, has
looked at temperature increases up to 2)C or 3)C,
and what I describe on the Business As Usual and
the 15% probability or more than of being at a point
in a 100 years’ time which will take us above 5), that
is the kind of thing which the science has not really
come to grips with. It is completely outside the range
of experience of humankind. It is very diYcult for
science to get the data, as it were. There is nothing in
the past; you have to model it in some way and that
is very diYcult to do. That is just a physical eVect.
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We do not know very much about being 5)C, 6)C,
7)C above, although we do know that we now risk
that. You could trigger all kinds of positive feedback
eVects that could take you still further away. The
collapse of the Amazon; the emission of the methane
from the permafrost and so on, there are all kinds of
triggers that could amplify it still further from the
probabilities and give probabilities still higher than
I have described. The first part of the diYculty is not
knowing about the science, other than that there are
big dangers there which are not yet in the mould, and
that we are dealing with experiences way outside
what humankind has seen. That is one diYculty.
Another diYculty is being explicit about movements
of population; reactions of countries to movements
of population; and what kinds of things that would
cause. There are many people who link what we are
seeing now in Darfur to changing environment. We
know that big movements of population can be
extremely diYcult and very costly. If you just look at
the movement of population in the partition of India
in 1947, it was dramatically costly in terms of human
life. I think it is fair to say that the world is not
terribly good at dealing with big movements of
population, and it is probably not getting any better.
If you look at the way in which populations moved
in the first big wave of globalisation prior to the First
World War, you see far higher movements of
population measured by the percentage of people
born outside the country where they now live. You
saw far higher mobility of population than you see
now. I do think that is something that would clearly
transform the physical geography of a world in a
way we do not really understand if we went above
5)C or 6)C. That would surely transform the human
geography of the world. It would surely lead to big
pressures of population movement, and they would
carry very large costs. It is very diYcult, in the
essence of these things, to model that; but I do think
it is an important way in which some of what we
have done may have been underestimating, rather
than overestimating. We did try a little bit in our
sensitivity analysis to pick that up. We did it in a
very, very crude way. There is a relationship in these
models between the concentration of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere and temperature. There is a
relationship between temperature and damages.
What we did—and there is one parameter you can
flick in the model we have been using—you can
change that relationship between temperature and
damages. We did experiment with that, and that is in
the postscript to the Review as a result of questions
to climate you are rightly raising in seminars and
presentations, and that does of course increase the
estimates of the damages. Increase in pure time
discounting drops it down again, as it obviously
would. There are basically three reasons why you
can get rid of all this stuV and just reach for the
suntan lotion and the hat: one is that you deny the
science, in which case you do not have to reach for
the suntan lotion and the hat because you have
denied this thing is happening. That is method
number one. You could say, “Well, maybe it is
happening, but we’ll deal with it when it comes
along. It won’t be hard to deal with it. Humankind

is fantastically adaptable and inventive. We’ll sort it
all out. It may not be as bad as you think and,
anyway, even if it is we’ll handle it”. That is the
adaptation story. We have not spoken much about
adaptation. It is a big part of the Report. We come
back to the discussion we have just had: how do you
adapt to 5), 6) or 7)? We will do something.
Movement of population is adaptation; but it is itself
very, very diYcult to cope with. The third way is to
say, “Sure it might happen. Sure it might be diYcult,
but it’s a long way in the future and I don’t care
about the future”. That gets rid of the problem too.
You see in discussion all three of these ways being
trotted out at some time or another. I do not find any
of them convincing for the reasons we have been
discussing today.

Q19 David Howarth: Could I just ask about another
assumption and that is about the rate of growth,
because there is a whole school of economic growth
pessimists who think, for example, of physical limits
to growth. They would produce a lower band for the
estimate much lower than you have put it at. Could
you comment on that school of thought and on the
eVect it has on your results? One of the mathematical
reasons for urgency is if you assume that economic
growth factors are less in the future that completely
changes what you should do now.
Sir Nicholas Stern: If growth is less you have got
more time; but “completely changes” is too strong.
If you just look at the arithmetic of the accumulation

1story—we are already at 2 ppm adding extra per2

year; that is going up and is going up strongly for the
kind of growth we can see now. Over the next 20, 30,
40 years if you look at the way in which India and
China and other parts of the world are growing, that

12 ppm adding per year is very likely to become at2

least four, probably more; just from the growth we
see now, not thinking yet about your point about
looking out into the very long future. That would be
saying over a century we would be adding another
400 or so, which gets us to the 800 and something
which I was talking about. Even if that is on the high
side, because you might think growth over a century
will not be what we might have thought—adding,
instead of that extra 400, 250 or 300 would still take
you into the order of 650–700, and there are very big
risks involved in that. I think the case for urgent
action, given the way we can see growth in the next
couple of decades, is pretty powerful, even if it does
slow down later on in the century.

Q20 David Howarth: Of course if it is the reverse that
means it could be lower?
Sir Nicholas Stern: If it turns out we are going to
push up the growth rate, we have it at 2%, slightly
less, if the growth rates for the world had been higher
than that; if you pushed it up of course then you get
more emissions earlier than we assume. I do not
think a low growth assumption gets you oV the
particular hook of the need for early action.

Q21 Mark Lazarowicz: In your Report you
emphasise the importance of carbon pricing as a
policy to tackle greenhouse gas emissions. Are you
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concerned there is a bit of tendency to regard carbon
pricing and emissions trading as an easy and simple
solution in terms of the way it has been pursued in
the policy debate in the UK and elsewhere? Is it not
the case that to make an impact there will be
occasions where the impact of carbon pricing means
significant increase in costs in certain sectors? Do
you think there has been suYcient awareness
amongst policy makers? Do you think there is the
real commitment amongst politicians Europe-wide
to actually make the changes to introduce a level of
carbon pricing which would have those significant
cost impacts?
Sir Nicholas Stern: You are right that opening up to
trading brings the possibility of bringing costs down.
That is the point; that is the idea. You want to try to
bring the costs of reducing carbon down as much as
you can; whilst at the same time you want the price
to be suYciently high to give people strong low-run
incentives to produce carbon. I think the way you
bring those two together is very strong targets in the
rich countries. We point to 60 or 80% reductions by
2050. We marry, as it were, strong ambitions with
the openness of trade and thereby bring costs down
and giving incentives for developing countries to
come in. You have to put those two things
together—the ambition and the openness, together
with the long-time horizons that people need for
decision making, which I emphasised as well. I do
not think it is fantastically simple. Anybody who has
tried to explain cap-and-trade to somebody in the
pub would not necessarily immediately regard it as
simple; but I think it is a testimony to the way in
which it has got working that people have got to
grips with it quite quickly, even though it is a
moderately complicated economic idea. Trading is
not the only route. Taxation is one route; and
various forms of regulation, which of course put up
the cost of doing things, whilst bringing down
carbon—so it is an implicit price; and regulation
should be part of the package as well. I think
international standards for electrical appliances,
cars, airplanes and so on, also for methods of
electricity generation. I think some aspects of
international standards will be a very important part
of the story. National standards of course are
coming in directly with new houses being carbon
neutral within a few years. So I think you have to see
cap-and-trade as part of the story, along with
taxation and regulation and standards, and they all
have their roles to play.

Q22 Mark Lazarowicz: Can I put my question in the
specific context of the EU scheme. From your
comments earlier in the evidence session, I take it that
you are fairly positive on the proposals that have
come forward from the Commission recently. Is that
the case? If not, are there any areas in which you think
the Commission proposals need to be tightened up
and, secondly, from what you have said is it right to
conclude that if the European Union were to adopt
anything substantially below the figures proposed by
the Commission that that would be a long way short
of what was required to tackle greenhouse gas
emissions? Thirdly, given that only one country in the

EU, the UK had its national allocation plan accepted,
does that not indicate a worrying lack of commitment
at European level as a whole to actually put the type
of policies into practice which are required?
Sir Nicholas Stern: I think the Strategic Energy
Review which was published in the last few days from
Europe does point to a level of ambition which I think
is higher than we might have expected a while ago.
They are talking about 20% reductions by 2020 and
30% if they see movement elsewhere. The Chancellor
at the time of the launch of the Review pointed to 30%
and that is obviously in the context of a move to 2050
to reduce by 60% or more, so if we did get a 30%
reduction by 2020 for Europe that would be a major
step along the way to the 60 to 80% reductions that
we talk about by 2050 in the Review, so I think we are
starting to see a level of ambition in the right ball-
park in relation to the kind of ideas we floated in the
Review. However, we are early days on this and we
are learning from experience as Europe. We learned
that the excessive handout of rights to emit led—
surprise, surprise—to low prices of carbon, and that
experience in phase one has led to the emphasis on
tightening in phase two, and I think the bigger
ambition in phase three, but that is something where
the countries involved have to be strong in their
ambitions and push those arguments very strongly
because there will always be vested interests who want
to have higher allocations for themselves, and I think
governments have to grasp that nettle.

Q23 Mark Lazarowicz: What does the review by the
Commission of the Emissions Trading Scheme need
to do if it is going to provide a foundation for the
global carbon market which you have identified as
being important?
Sir Nicholas Stern: In a moment I will ask my
colleague Lorraine Hamid, who has worked with her
European counterparts from the DTI and so on, if
there is anything she wants to add, but the principles
that we set out in the Review I think are clear. It has
got to be ambitious in terms of the level of action, and
that is essentially the 60 to 80% that we discussed by
2050, and be strongly on the way by 2020. It has got
to be ambitious in that sense and the Chancellor
pointed to the 30% reduction. It has got to be open to
trade and we have to think very hard about the
technicalities of how we link up our schemes with
action in other countries because not everybody will
have schemes outside Europe which work in the same
way. We hope such schemes will develop but they will
not all work in the same way and it is very important
to design schemes in a way that they can link up and
facilitate trade, and in particular link up with the
developing countries to promote that flow of carbon
finance. So it is the technicalities of being open and
the Chancellor has suggested a conference in the next
few months precisely on that issue which has to be
hammered out internationally.

Q24 Joan Walley: On that very specific issue could I
just follow up on that because one of the things we
looked at when we were out in Brussels was the third
phase of the EU ETS scheme and the particular
concern about intensive uses of energy by companies
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like for example the ceramics companies in my own
constituency, and whether or not at a future stage it
will be possible to have some kind of border tariVs
so that companies in this country or in Europe
would not be put at a real disadvantage because
other companies elsewhere were not restricted to
carbon in the way that companies are here. Have you
got any views on those kinds of tariV arrangements
which are under consideration at the moment?
Sir Nicholas Stern: The competitiveness side of the
story, which is how much are you putting your costs
up relative to other people, has to be quantitative
and we argue that strong action would average
out—or at least strong enough to get below 550 as a
stabilisation goal—at around a 1% cost increase, so
given the way exchange rates move, given the
diVerences in wages between this country and India
and China at a factor of five, 10 or 15, a 1% on
average increase in costs is not something I think
which could really be argued as having a dramatic
eVect upon competitiveness. There will be a few
areas—and we point to some of them in the
Review—where energy is used most intensively, and
of course one of the points of having a price
mechanism is to discourage that energy intensity, or
at least to discourage the carbon intensity in the
energy. You do not want to say everybody has got to
cut back except everybody who uses a lot of energy
and carbon because that would not give you the
result of the cutting back of carbon, but you do have
an adjustment process and that adjustment process
will work more easily if all countries are moving
together. That is why international co-ordination is
so important. In Japan we had very interesting
discussions with the Keidanren on how you would
get international sectoral agreement, for example in
cement which is a very intensive user, like ceramics,
of energy and electricity. This issue was raised in
Monterey in the Gleneagles dialogue in early
October by a gentleman from Lafarge, the French
cement company. Looking at international sectoral
agreements where the industry and the international
governments have worked together will be an
important part of managing that process. Should
you eventually use, if all else fails, border tariVs?
There is an in-principle argument that you should
but it is an in-principle argument and, as somebody
who has worked on development and trade for most
of my life, I am very cautious about generating
reasons for protectionism because any argument is
grabbed by those who want to be protectionist and
we know the benefits of increasing international
trade. However, there is an in-principle argument
and there is the shrimps and turtles argument which
the United States itself used and which was
supported by the WTO. I do not know if you know
that case, but it was where the shrimps in some parts
of South East Asia were caught in a way that made
the lives of nearby turtles rather unpleasant and
therefore it was deemed to be environmentally
damaging, very understandably, and the United
States prevented shrimps from coming in that were
netted in that way and their action was upheld by the
WTO. There is an in-principle case and there is some
precedence but it would be better if we so organised
ourselves not to get there.

Q25 Mr Caton: Moving on to your reference to
speeding up technological change as part of the
answer to climate change, how much more do you
think we need in the UK to do in this respect? You
have already mentioned more than once as a priority
carbon capture and storage, what else do we need to
be investing in and what is the size of the investment?
Sir Nicholas Stern: We talked about doubling public
energy research worldwide. It is very diYcult to
decide on an appropriate level of research. We got to
that because energy research has roughly halved in
the last 20 or 25 years around the world (and we can
discuss why that might have happened) and we said
that at least in the short to medium run we should
work to restore that. We had some calculations of
the kinds of deployment supports that would be
necessary to try to bring closer to market some of
those technologies which are further from market,
like solar and oVshore wind and so on. I think the
Energy Technology Institute is a very important
step. I think there is around ƒ7 billion a year in the
European Union research budgets that could be
further concentrated in this area. I do think the
world needs to see a significant increase in energy
and carbon-related research in the public sector. In
the past we have found that that is pretty well
correlated with research in the private sector because
obviously it is the private sector that will be making
the lion’s share of the investment and developing the
technologies as well, so I think you need a significant
increase. We give some numbers in the Review. You
need collaboration between public and private and
you need collaboration across countries. The forms
that collaboration can take can be more or less
formal. If you are talking about nuclear fusion, it is
on such a scale and is such a risk that you probably
need formal international collaboration. Other
aspects of it can be less formal where you just
exchange information across countries. If you find
out that Japan is making really strong progress on
solar, you might decide to focus your energies
elsewhere and see what you can do on wind or hydro
or wave or nuclear. So I think you can vary from the
very formal, big-scale collaborations like fusion to
the exchange of information and taking what others
are doing to help shape the context of your own
work. I do think that we need to think much harder
about the details of how we take it forward because
we must have a portfolio of technologies. The
answer is not going to be just in one area. I know it
is getting late, Chairman, but there are two things I
want to emphasise as important that we probably do
not have the time to discuss but I would not want
them to get lost. One is deforestation and the other
is adaptation. I guess we do not have time to extend
the discussion of those.

Q26 Joan Walley: I think there is one further issue
as well, and we have just come to it and it is as
important as anything else we have discussed, and it
is that part of your report which talks about
behavioural change and what needs to be done on
that. I am very conscious that you have got other
commitments but I just wondered if you could flag
up for us—and Stuart Rose has just shown what
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Marks and Spencer’s has to do to make behavioural
change within his company—what is the message for
Government in terms of behavioural change so that
for example my constituents and people right the
way across the country who want to be part of your
team in turning things round as far as carbon is
concerned, what do we need to do to get that
behavioural change oV the ground?
Sir Nicholas Stern: I think sharing information in a
way that is as understandable as possible.
Apparently—I did not hear it—Stuart Rose did say
on the Today programme that he read the Stern
Review over Christmas, I missed that but I was told,
and that is one example of sharing information. The
Chancellor commissioned a report, I reported to the
Chancellor and the Prime Minister the work of the
report, and it has been released and discussed. There
is so much more information and discussion there
could and should be. I think that will influence
people. The schools of course over the medium term
are a very important element here and not just for
when the children grow up but for what the children
tell their parents, so I think what happens in schools
is of great importance. Labelling—I had a discussion
with Terry Leahy and various people in Tesco’s a
few days ago and we discussed labelling and
sourcing and information that comes through the
outlets. I think there is public discussion, there is
formal education, there is labelling. Standards
themselves convey information. Once people realise
that they are being required to buy electrical
appliances which use little energy on standby then
they will be recognising that the Government is
taking action in those areas. The action on carbon
neutral homes, I suspect, will make people very
conscious of the issue. Right across the board on
those elements I have described from public
discussions, reviews, education, retail information,
standards. I think those are the kinds of things that
will help people come to grips with what
responsibility means.
Joan Walley: I hope we will have the opportunity
to follow those up through the Committee and on
the deforestation issue as well.

Q27 Chairman: You have been very generous with
your time. Could I just put one final concluding
point to you. I think you have acknowledged that
550 ppm is the highest acceptable target in which
to aim for stabilisation. We cannot risk allowing it

to go beyond that without getting into the realms
of really quite significant chances of dangerous
levels of climate change.
Sir Nicholas Stern: We have more than
acknowledged; we have argued that.

Q28 Chairman: Okay. In Britain I think we are
pretty nearly in the vanguard internationally of
thinking about this issue and trying to work out
what the right way to address it is. Given that is
the case and given that the biggest emissions
trading market in the EU at the moment has not
yet succeeded in producing a significant carbon
price at a level which will drive the low carbon
activity that we need, given that the world’s largest
economy still contains a large number of climate
change deniers—and you suggested three reasons
why they might try and do so but I think none of
us would feel it necessary to consider those
arguments—can you really be optimistic that the
world is reacting with suYcient urgency? Your
report is probably the single most significant piece
of work pulling together the economics of climate
change. Do you really feel optimistic two months
after it has been published that we are
responding—and I am not talking about the
Government’s but the general world’s reaction—
with suYcient urgency to a crisis which eventually
threatens the survival of the planet?
Sir Nicholas Stern: I would say just two things. I
think it is moving strongly in the right direction.
Whether it will get far enough soon enough I do
not know, but it is moving strongly in the right
direction, and we have discussed a number of
examples round the table this morning. The second
thing is well, how much does it matter whether you
are optimistic or pessimistic if you can point to the
kind of policy arguments and the policy directions
you want to go in or you should go in? I like to be
optimistic but I think the crucial thing is to try to
argue to put the right policies in place, to
understand what they are, and to push for them.

Q29 Chairman: Right, okay. Thank you very much
indeed. It has been a most interesting session from
our point of view and it will greatly inform not just
the Pre-Budget Report that we are doing but some
of our other work that we are doing, so thank you.
Sir Nicholas Stern: Thank you, it was a pleasure to
talk to you.
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Introduction

We welcome the opportunity to give evidence to this inquiry.

The first part of our evidence covers the Stern Review and the Government’s response to it so far. The rest
of our evidence looks at the Committee’s questions on aviation taxation, the Barker Review and companies’
environmental reporting requirements.

1. Stern Review

We hope that the Stern Review will be a turning-point in the fight against climate change. The scientific
case for action has been getting stronger with every passing year, however set against this has been the strong
prevailing belief that action to stop climate change would be bad for the economy. This belief has been
perhaps the biggest barrier to action. The Stern Review turns around this consensus by arguing very strongly
that in fact it is far better for the economy to act now, rather than to wait. The costs of action are given as
1% of annual global GDP, with the costs of not acting 5–20% of annual GDP.

The Stern Review goes on to make four broad points:

— Urgent, strong action is needed now to prevent these costs (eg p 208).

— There is not necessarily a conflict between tackling climate change and economic growth. Indeed,
the report states “climate change is the pro-growth strategy” (pviii)

— A global response is needed, involving all countries.

— To tackle climate change, Government intervention is needed—through taxes, trading, regulation,
subsidy and information. Climate change is described as the “greatest market failure the world has
ever seen”—a wide range of policy interventions are needed to address it.

The Government seems to be using the Stern Review predominantly as ammunition in international
climate negotiations. We welcome this, however the Stern Review also makes a strong economic case for
domestic action. The Stern Review—in two detailed chapters (11 and 12)—sets out the case that although
multilateral action is necessary, unilateral action need not be bad, and can be good, for a country’s economy.
This point is being downplayed by Treasury ministers, who are putting almost all emphasis on multilateral
eVorts. Chapters 11 and 12 make four broad points:

— The longer we wait, the more costly the economic transition will be.

— There is very little macro-economic threat to the UK from moving more quickly.

— There are major opportunities in new markets from moving quicker.

— There are major opportunities in rooting out economic ineYciencies; at a company level from
being more eYcient, and at a national level by removing ineYcient subsidies.

The analysis in Stern is that action on climate change is a massive economic opportunity for the UK. Also,
in addition to economic benefits around stimulating innovation, improving resource and energy
productivity, and reducing the economic and social costs of future climate change, there are other ancillary
benefits from reducing our dependence on fossil fuels, for example:

— Reducing the UK’s vulnerability to the global volatility of oil markets and supplies.

— Reducing the UK’s balance of payments deficit.

— Reducing dependence on energy supplies from unstable parts of the world.

— Massive potential for job creation in renewable technologies and energy eYciency.

In this respect, it has been very disappointing to see so little Government response to the Stern Review
on national policy. In particular, there was very little action from the Chancellor in the December 2006 Pre-
Budget Report, his first opportunity to respond to Stern. £5 on a cheap flight and an in-line with inflation rise
in fuel duty were the limits of his ambition on green taxation—this is hardly the type of action that creates the
economic incentives for a transition to a low carbon economy.
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We hope that the Committee will ask the Chancellor—as a national response to the Stern Review—to
implement a national climate change strategy to deliver a low carbon economy. We suggest that the main
elements of a successful strategy would be:

— Set annual budgets for carbon, which fall year-on-year, driving emissions down.

— Set up national carbon accounts, as a central part of the national accounts.

— Use its range of policy instruments as part of a strategy to aVect emissions in all sectors of the
economy.

— Have an annual review of policies to ensure that this budget is kept to, adapting policies
accordingly.

Aside from the broad analysis of the net economic benefits of acting now on climate change, there are two
other points in the Stern Review which should cause changes to Government policy.

1.1 Social cost of carbon (SCC)

The SCC is routinely used by Government to determine what level of carbon emissions to allow in specific
policies and projects—for example the determination of appropriate Building Regulations; levels of
recycling in the Waste Strategy; whether airport expansion is acceptable. The Government currently uses a
figure of £70t/C, based on its 2002 literature review of climate impacts. Friends of the Earth has argued
before that this figure is far too low—it is based on the use of a high discount rate, weak treatment of
uncertainties, and narrow coverage of environmental impacts. The Stern Review argues strongly that these
issues deserve better coverage, and it recommends a figure for SCC of $85 t/CO2, which equates to
£238 t/C—over three times the current figure. If implemented, this would have a major eVect on policy
appraisal across Government, and mean far greater likelihood of policies and projects which cut carbon
emissions.

This new proposed figure is in essence down to three changes:

— It is based on more up-to-date science.

— It is based on a lower discount rate. We note that this is not a “scientific” issue, but an “ethical”
one. Stern states that the lower rate used reflects “the view that this rate should be based largely on
the probability that future generations exist, rather than their having some more lowly ethical status”.

— It covers a broader range of impacts. The 2002 review was based on a literature review of studies
which only cover a small range of the total impacts of climate change.

There still remain diYculties with using SCC—not least that it institutionalises the trade-oV of diVerent
policy objectives, which is conflict with the Government’s Sustainable Development strategy that policy
objectives should be integrated. However, this higher SCC gives a more accurate reflection of the actual
damage from climate change, and is far more appropriate than the current £70tC figure.

So far, it is not clear what the process is for determining whether a new SCC figure should be put in place.
A parliamentary answer from John Healy MP from 18 December 2006 said that Government was “in the
process of reviewing” the social cost of carbon—we advocate that this should be resolved before Budget 2007,
used for policy and project appraisal at Budget 2007 and beyond, and applied retrospectively to major policy
areas to determine whether policy review is needed.

1.2 Policy instruments

The Stern Review is very clear that climate change is a problem caused by market failure. It argues
strongly that a range of policy instruments—from market measures like tradable permits and taxes, through
to Government spending, use of regulations and better information—will all be needed to tackle climate
change. In other words, Government intervention is essential to tackle climate change. The Stern Review
states that tackling climate change is the pro-growth strategy. So the clear inference is that to get a strong
economy, Government intervention is required. This is at odds with the Government’s current deregulatory
focus—where for example stronger building regulations are dismissed as “unnecessary gold-plating”, the
land-use planning system is attacked (through the Barker Review) as an ineYcient and bureaucratic
hindrance to growth, and interventions generally—whether regulatory or fiscal—have an unwarranted taint
of being “bad for competitiveness and UK plc”. This is writ large into the Cabinet OYce’s Better Regulation
agenda—for example in the Autumn 2006 consultation on Regulatory Impact Assessment where it says that
“the new impact assessment is aimed at focusing on whether regulation will impose an unnecessary burden on
the private, public or third sectors”.

In fact what Stern is saying is that free-markets failures are the cause of problems which will have major
negative impacts on the economy. Markets have a central role in all economies, but these markets must be
managed well. There is a strong central role for Government intervention to tackle climate change and
deliver strong economies. We hope that the Stern Review starts to signal the end of the erroneous belief that
generally interventions are bad and to be avoided. On the contrary, it is Government inaction, and letting
the free-market rip, which is the problem.
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2. Aviation Taxation

The Chancellor’s increase in Air Passenger Duty (APD) is too small to deliver much environmental
benefit.

The increases only restore the lowest level of APD to 2000 levels (ie lower in real terms than in 2000). The
increases will not even stabilise emissions (as the EAC recommended), let alone reduce them. APD will still
bring in only £2 billion a year, compared with the £10 billion annual tax exemptions (from VAT and fuel
duty exemptions). This year’s increase (the first in six years) does recognise that APD increases can deliver
environmental benefit, and would be welcome if it was to be followed up in Budget 2007 by a commitment
to an APD escalator, to curb the demand growth for flights. This is particularly necessary now as ETS is
not due until 2011 and even then will only slightly reduce passenger growth, and because it is crucial to stop
“air dependency culture” before it becomes entrenched. We also advocate that the rise in APD is explicitly
linked to a combination of tax cuts in other areas (for example employment taxes) and to environmental
spending—for example providing grants for people wanting to cut carbon emissions in their homes. APD
rises could provide the funds for a major push for households in helping them cut their carbon emissions
at home.

We do not support the use of APD revenues to provide a fund for R&D for new aviation technologies as
some have suggested—giving this revenue back to the aviation industry would be against the Government’s
“polluter pays principle”. The industry is quite capable of funding its own research programme. In this
respect, reform of APD so that it reflects environmental damage more, would create an incentive for the
aviation industry to step-up its R&D eVort. We note however that new technologies will take decades to
diVuse through the fleet, so that other action—in the form of slowing demand growth—is essential.

Other reforms of APD—such as charging per plane to encourage better load factors, and extension to
cover air freight (not currently covered) would all be beneficial, but the main area needed is for the
Chancellor to commit to an APD escalator as part of a overall climate change strategy.

On other areas of aviation policy, it was disappointing that there was:

— No commitment to remove the (Government recognised) anomaly of fuel tax exemptions for
domestic flights. The UK has the greatest number of domestic flights in the EU, despite being a
small country.

— No commitment to work to remove the anomaly of fuel tax exemptions on international flights
between UK and second countries in renegotiated bi-lateral air service agreements.

— ETS proposals are only for 10% auctioning from 2011, with gradual increases in future. This is
well short of the Stern recommendations for greater use of auctioning.

3. Carbon from Buildings and the Barker Review

3.1 Overview

Planning and building regulation can make a major contribution to CO2 reduction. These are powerful
and complementary measures. While some of the actions announced by DCLG on using these mechanisms
are welcome, more eVective delivery in shorter timescales is possible. The final Barker Report will
significantly restrict the ability of planning to deliver on climate because its recommendations will give more
emphasis to business interests and deregulate important planning functions.

3.2 Building regulations

Building regulations have the capability to ensure that new housing is built to carbon zero standards
through detailed regulations on energy eYciency and micro energy generation. The Code for Sustainable
Homes published in December 2006 was announced as a voluntary initiative which signalled the direction
of travel for building regulations so that the most demanding code standards (Carbon zero) would be
incorporated into building regulation in 10 years. Friends of the Earth is concerned that this timescale does
not meet the challenges set out by climate science for greater and faster CO2 reduction (See Tyndall Centre
Research 2006). We regret that the code is voluntary and that it fails to tackle the reform of standards for
commercial and public sector development.

3.3 New planning guidance

The proposed new Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change supplement goes some way
to maximising the potential of the planning system to deal with climate change. The document contains a
framework for estimating CO2 emissions from new development and for setting bench marks for reductions
in the built environment. The policy is also actively supportive of renewables projects. The policy sees
regional and local spatial strategies as shaping “the framework for energy supply in their area” (para 1.11,
Introduction). In addition “development plan documents (DPDs) will set policies on the provision of low
carbon and renewable sources of energy to provide the platform necessary for securing and complementing the
increasingly high levels of energy eYciency required by Building Regulations” (para 1.11, Introduction). The
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extent of the planning authority’s ability to enforce these policies is clearly stated as “where proposals are
inconsistent with the policies in this PPS, consideration should be given to how they could be amended to make
them acceptable or, where this is not practicable, to refusing planning permission.” (para 28).

3.4 The impact of the Barker Report

The policy framework put forward by the Planning and Climate Change supplement, and the Code for
Sustainable Homes are undermined by the recommendations of the Barker Review. A more detailed
assessment of Barker available on request. In short the recommendations of the final report (and the analysis
in the body of the report—see para 1.15) are for a presumption in favour of development outside of the plan
(recommendation 1), and an emphasis on economic factors (recommendation 2) and including price signals
(see Box 1.1 on page 24), removing the needs test for retail development, and emphasising cost and benefit
analysis (recommendation 4). They are therefore directly contrary to making decisions based upon carbon
emissions reductions and sustainable development criteria, as they emphasise economic growth over other
environmental considerations.

One example of how the recommendations would weaken the planning frameworks ability to deliver
carbon reduction is in relation to Sustainability Appraisal. The Planning and Climate Change supplement
to PPS1 envisages Sustainability Appraisal as important, particularly in encouraging “regional planning
bodies as part of their approach to managing performance on carbon emissions, to produce regional trajectories
for the expected carbon performance of new residential and commercial development” (para 1.7, Introduction).
The Barker Review however in Recommendation 15 suggests “streamlining of Sustainability Assessment
(SA) process including removing or reducing requirements where a related higher tier policy has already been
subject to SA and exploring how SA requirements can be streamlined for Supplementary Planning
Documents;” a move which removes important environmental safeguards and will not be eVective in
assessing whether policies and decision-making on applications for development will actually result in the
reduction of carbon emissions from development or retrofit.

4. Companies’ Environmental Reporting Requirements

4.1 Background

In our written evidence submitted to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry into the 2005 Pre-
Budget Report, Friends of the Earth highlighted our disappointment at the Government’s decision to
abolish the requirement for listed UK companies to publish an Operating and Financial Review (OFR).
Introduced in March 2005, the OFR regulations would have required companies to annually disclose non-
financial information on company performance, including on environmental and social issues where these
were material to the company’s business.

As we highlighted in last year’s submission, the OFR would have constituted a major step forward in
terms of corporate transparency and accountability in relation to environmental impacts. Although the
primary audience for the reports was existing company shareholders, the reporting requirements would have
helped to make a company’s board and its wider stakeholders—including employees, consumers, and
potential investors—more aware of any negative environmental and social impacts associated with its
activities, thereby increasing the likelihood that companies would take steps to improve their performance
in these areas.

The OFR regulations had been due to be incorporated into the Companies Bill (previously the Company
Law Reform Bill), along with similar but less stringent non-financial reporting requirements required under
EU law. The latter—originating from the EU Accounts Modernisation Directive—required quoted
companies to include non-financial information in a Business Review as part of their annual Directors’
Report. However, the reporting requirements of the Business Review were significantly weaker than those
of the OFR in a number of key areas, including in relation to the provision of information on environmental
matters, reporting standards, and auditing requirements.

4.2 Progress on environmental reporting in 2006—two steps backwards, one step forward

With the passage of the Companies Bill through Parliament in 2006, some progress was made in
strengthening the non-financial reporting requirements in the Business Review to fill the gap left by the
OFR. Following Friends of the Earth’s launch of Judicial Review proceedings into the decision to abolish
the OFR,1 and a major campaign to strengthen the environmental and social provisions in the Bill by two
civil society coalitions, the Corporate Responsibility (CORE) Coalition and the Trade Justice Movement,
the Government brought forward amendments to the Companies Bill to expand the range of issues on which
companies will have to report in their Business Reviews.

1 This legal action was settled out of court following a commitment by the Government to reopen and widen the
consultation on the reporting requirements in the Companies Bill: http://www.foe.co.uk/resource/press–releases/
friends–of–the–earth–force–02022006.html
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The Companies Act 2006, which received Royal Assent on 8 November 2006, requires that quoted
companies annually disclose information on environmental matters (including the impact of the company’s
business on the environment) to the extent necessary for an understanding of the development, performance
or position of the company’s business. It also requires companies to disclose information on:

— Their policies in relation to environmental matters;

— The eVectiveness of those policies; and

— Persons with whom the company has contractual or other arrangements that are essential to the
business of the company (except where “disclosure would, in the opinion of the directors, be
seriously prejudicial to that person and contrary to the public interest”).

4.3 Key outstanding issues

The audit requirements for the Business Review remain weaker than those for the OFR, with no
requirement in place for auditors to consider whether any other matters had come to their attention during
the course of the audit that were inconsistent with the information provided in the Business Review.

Furthermore, there is no statutory reporting guidance for the Business Review. Mandatory reporting
standards ease compliance with narrative reporting requirements by providing guidance and clarity for
companies on what information to include. They also help to ensure comparability of reports and facilitate
assessment by interested parties of a company’s relative environmental performance vis-à-vis its
competitors, and its own progress in this area year-on-year.

However, despite calls from a diverse range of stakeholders for the Government to provide mandatory
reporting standards for the Business Review, none are included in the Companies Act 2006. The
Government has committed to review the need for a mandatory reporting standard two years after the new
non-financial reporting regulations come into force, but this is still disappointing given that the OFR
regulations were accompanied by a mandatory reporting standard issued by the Accounting Standards
Board (ASB).

Overall, it is regrettable that the Government did not take greater advantage of last year’s major reform
of UK company law to put stronger regulations in place in relation to the transparency, accountability and
responsibility of UK companies for their environmental and social impacts. Despite the improvements to
the Companies Bill, which as a whole represented an important step in the right direction for UK corporate
accountability, the environmental reporting requirements on UK companies are still weaker than they were
under the OFR regulations.

4.4 Recommendations

Friends of the Earth believes that mandatory environmental reporting is one of the essential first steps to
ensuring improved environmental performance by UK companies. In order to provide a level playing field
across business and suYcient incentives for all companies to take their environmental responsibilities
seriously, we believe that the following progress on environmental reporting requirements is essential:

— Extension of reporting requirements to cover all large and medium-sized public and private
companies (with reporting to be consistent with the size and complexity of a company’s business
operations).

— Introduction of mandatory reporting standards for the Business Review through the publication
of statutory guidance developed in consultation with all interested stakeholders.

— Removal of materiality requirements so that information on environmental impacts, including
carbon emissions, is not limited to that which is considered to be material to the company’s
business (as is the case with the Business Review).

— Introduction of stronger audit requirements for information on environmental impacts in order
to ensure the accuracy of the information provided by companies in their non-financial reports.

5. Other Aspects of Environmental Tax and Incentive Policy

We were disappointed that the PBR contained so few new initiatives, particularly given the Government’s
failure to bring carbon emissions down over the last 10 years. In particular, there was a major opportunity
missed to use new tax revenues to make it cheaper and easier for individuals to take the greener option. We
attach below as an annex our December 2006 summary of the PBR’s environmental measures.
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Annex

SUMMARY OF PBR MEASURES

Friends of the Earth’s critique of the Chancellor’s Pre Budget measures:

Transport

Fuel duty

The Chancellor announced an immediate rise in duty of 1.25p, in line with inflation, but ruled out a real
terms increase and reinstating the fuel duty escalator.

The cost of motoring continues to fall, while the costs of alternatives like bus and rail continues to rise.
The 1.25p rise—merely in line with inflation, ie real price staying still—will have almost no eVect. A real
terms increase would also have allowed investment of the funds raised into improving public transport, as
promised in his 1999 report, but there are now no funds for this.

Vehicle Excise Duty

Nothing.

The Government accepts that varying the cost of the tax disc by pollution levels has great potential to
shift buying habits towards greener cars. However the current £20 diVerence between F and G bands for
example is no incentive at all.

Air passenger duty

Rates have doubled—from £5 to £10 for intra-EU flights, and £20 to £40 for longer flights. Business rates
have also doubled from £10 to £20 (intra-EU), and £40 to £80 (rest of the world).

Air Passenger Duty has been frozen (and falling in real terms) since 2000. Today’s announcement brings
the £5 rate back to its 2000 level of £10. This increase is welcome in that the Government has recognised that
interim measures are needed to tackle aviation’s emissions while an international agreement is negotiated. It
is also welcome that the Government accepts that APD rises will have an environmental eVect, and that
demand management is necessary. However, the increases are not suYcient to tackle aviation’s emissions–
larger increases are needed, and an commitment to year on year increases to prevent the continuing falls
in the overall cost of flying. These falling costs are driving massive airport expansion programmes across
the UK.

Biofuels

The Chancellor announced a number of policies designed to increase the support for and uptake of
biofuels.

Biofuels could potentially have a part to play in tackling climate change, but it is essential that there are
strong environmental and social criteria attached to new biofuels projects, otherwise biofuels could
encourage deforestation (monoculture plantations replacing rainforests) threatening biodiversity and
adding to climate change. The Government’s current sustainability criteria are nowhere near strong enough,
and it is a major concern that it is helping this technology expand before ensuring high quality standards
are in place.

Homes

Energy eYciency

No measures anything near the scale of the challenge in the domestic sector. £7.5 million extra for better
co-ordination of the Warm Front and Energy EYciency Commitment.

Almost no new measures here, despite it being a huge source of emissions. Households need financial help
with capital costs for installing energy eYciency measures and new technologies such as solar panels. This
would save people money, create jobs and reduce emissions. An investment of billions is the order of change
needed—to help millions of householders improve the eYciency of their homes. Tiny micro-measures are
not what are required here.

Micro-generations

No increase in the Low Carbon Buildings Programme (LCBP). No measures to ensure a fair price for
power generated and sold to the grid. The sale of power to the grid is now not subject to income tax.

The income tax measure is welcome but small. The overwhelming priority to get these technologies taken
up is help for householders with capital costs. The existing LCBP needs to be massively boosted. Countries
like Germany have a package of strong measures to support micro-generation, and it is taking oV. The UK
is already falling way behind in these future technologies.
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New homes

All new homes to be zero-carbon by 2016.

This is welcome, but the date of 2016 is far too unambitious. Also, a far greater priority is the existing
stock—each year new houses contribute just 1% to the overall stock. The overwhelming priority is measures
for 99% of houses now, not 1% of houses in 10 years time.

Zero stamp duty on new zero-carbon homes.

This is a useful but minor measure.

Landfill tax

A £3 a year increase, in line with existing policy of a £3 a year escalator. David Miliband has said that a
much higher escalator is needed to reduce landfill and its adverse environmental impacts. A commitment to
“consider” steeper increases is not progress.

Climate Change Levy (CCL)

Nothing. Continuing with in-line with inflation rise announced in Budget 2006.

The CCL has been a success, but frozen in recent years. A real-terms increase would have helped
businesses increase eYciency, cut emissions and boosted the further uptake of renewable energy.

Carbon capture and storage

The Government is going to subsidise a demonstration plant.

Emissions trading

The Government continues to place great hope in the EUETS scheme and its potential future expansion.
The “protecting the environment” chapter of the pre-budget report focuses heavily on it. However it is not
a panacea, and is working very badly at the moment—for example the UK power generators made £800
million windfall profits in the first year of its operation. The Stern Report is clear that other mechanisms
including taxes, spending and regulation are all essential. It is also clear that action at the UK level will be,
with well designed packages of policies, good for the economy as well as the environment. There is not a
penalty from unilateral action, and indeed we are not moving faster than many countries in any case.

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr Simon Bullock and Ms Sarah-Jayne Clifton, Friends of the Earth, gave evidence.

Q30 Chairman: Good morning and welcome. I guess
you understand that your fellow colleague has been
defeated by the transport system this morning. A
warm welcome to the Committee. I think you
probably know most of us from previous contacts. I
wonder if you could start by giving a summary of
your views about the Stern Report—its strengths
and weaknesses as you see them.
Mr Bullock: My name is Simon Bullock from
Friends of the Earth and this is my colleague Sarah-
Jayne Clifton who is a corporates campaigner. To
our mind the Stern Report was a major turning point
on carbon change. I think we would probably all
agree that over the last five years or so the science has
really hardened on climate change and things get
stronger every year; but the major stumbling block
and barrier to action has been this perception that
tackling climate change would be bad for the
economy; that is a very prevalent view—without a
lot of evidence, I must argue. What the Stern Report
does so very powerfully is turn that argument
completely on its head and say that in fact it is far
better for the economy if we act now rather than
delay. To our mind, that is the central message from
the Stern Report, that urgent, strong action is

needed now. What would follow from that would be
pretty much a new strategy on climate change from
this Government. As we have seen over the last ten
years, despite a lot of strong rhetoric, carbon
emissions have not come down; and, despite a
number of good measures, they are largely
piecemeal and what we need is a strategy to drive
carbon emissions down in a way that is good for the
economy. Overall we strongly welcome the Stern
Report, and we hope that it will lead to a major eVect
throughout Government. Would you like me to say
what I think about the response to that so far?

Q31 Chairman: Yes.
Mr Bullock: Two things really. Firstly, it is very
welcome that the Government is using the Stern
Review at an international level to drive progress
there, to get some of the more recalcitrant nations
on board. I think that is a very positive step. I think
a problem so far has been that Treasury ministers
in particular have downplayed the potential for UK
action. They are all arguing that unilateral action
is where it is at; we do not need to do very much
at the national level because, again, the argument
comes across that it may damage UK
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competitiveness, and we should not really act
alone. I think that is a misreading of the Stern
Report. The Stern Report has two huge chapters,
Chapters 11 and 12, which set out why action on
climate change unilaterally is good for the
economy, good for the UK’s economy and how, if
we do it properly, there are major economic
benefits from innovation, new technologies and
eYciencies throughout the economy. I think that is
the message that the Government has missed—
whether deliberately or not I do not know.
Certainly the first response that the Government
had to Stern in policy terms was the Pre-Budget
Report and there was shockingly little in there
about how to drive the UK to a low carbon
economy. To our view that was exceptionally
disappointing given the very strong statements that
both Gordon Brown and Tony Blair gave at the
launch of the Stern Review saying: this is the most
important document to come out of Government
in the last ten years; it is the greatest challenge we
face; and it can be positive for the economy if we
tackle this issue. Then to see so very little in the
Budget was immensely disappointing.

Q32 Chairman: That is very helpful. Stern’s
calculations produce a higher figure for the Social
Cost of Carbon than the Government previously
used hitherto. Could you illustrate what diVerence
it would make to environmental taxes, spending
and so on if that high Social Cost of Carbon was
actually factored into the Government’s own
calculations?
Mr Bullock: Firstly, we do agree with the Stern
Report that there should be a higher social cost of
carbon, both because the old figure is based on old
analysis really, a 2002 Treasury view of 2000
science; we have moved on seven years so it is more
up-to-date science which covers more impacts and
uses a more ethically defensible discount rate, so
treating future generations more fairly. We strongly
support what is eVectively a tripling of the Social
Cost of Carbon. We think that is right, although
probably still is an under-estimate given that the
science gets stronger every year. In policy terms, I
think where it would have the biggest eVect is if it
was reflected in the Government’s policy appraisal
mechanisms. They currently use the 70 pounds per
tonne of carbon across Government and it aVects
lots and lots of diVerent things. In the last six
months we have seen it heavily aVect the levels of
recycling the Government is prepared to
countenance in its new waste strategy. If you triple
the rate of the Social Cost of Carbon that would
mean, in the options you put across and what
recycling you go for, it would come out much more
favourable for recycling than incineration or other
options. That is a practical example of where it
would be very diVerent. If it was applied to the
Aviation White Paper, again that would
dramatically aVect cost benefit calculations the
Government has there. Currently I think they use
a figure of aviation’s climate costs of £2–4 billion.
If you triple that that then radically aVects the net
balance of net positives or negatives for that

expansion programme. It comes across in lots of
other ways as well. Building regulations is another
recent example. I think it was Yvette Cooper who
considered standards for building regulations being
unnecessary gold plating. However, if you use a
higher figure for the Social Cost of Carbon then
they are absolutely justified. I do not think it is just
an issue about green taxes; I think it runs right the
way across Government. On green taxes
themselves, I think what the figures do is show that
taxes generally should be a lot higher if we are to
stop climate change; but that the level of taxation
should not be just to internalise the external cost;
but it should be designed in policy packages across
Government so that carbon emissions come down.
That is the overall goal, to have a cap and stick to
it. We hope the analysis behind the Social Cost of
Carbon is that carbon damage is much greater than
we had previously thought, and that is what should
drive policy.

Q33 Colin Challen: I am getting the impression that
you feel the Treasury’s economic strategy lacks
coherence in its attempts to change people’s
behaviour and you have mentioned that taxes need
to be a lot higher. Could you give a couple of
concrete examples of where taxes and perhaps
regulation should be stiVened up to change people’s
behaviour? Could you quantify the level of change
you think that could bring about?
Mr Bullock: Yes, I will give an aviation example to
start with. The Government previously has ruled
out increases in Air Passenger Duty; I think saying
that, it was not really an environmental tax.
However, in this Pre-Budget Report it has changed
its focus and said it is well known that if you
increase Air Passenger Duty it clearly would have
an environmental eVect, because it aVects the level
of growth you get in aviation emissions. It put up
Air Passenger Duty, doubled it from five to ten for
the cheapest flight; and, to our mind, it is a good
thing they have recognised that Air Passenger
Duty, in the absence of Fuel Duty and VAT on
fuel, can have an eVect on slowing the growth in
aviation, but the level it put in place is just not
suYcient. There is a report by the Environmental
Change Unit, University of Oxford on aviation
policy where they say that, if you wanted to slow
the growth in aviation, not stop flying but slow the
growth in aviation as predicted, the doubling or
tripling, then you would need an Air Passenger
Duty escalator every year going up by £10 or £15
a year depending on what type of ticket it is;
obviously the higher rises for the longer haul
flights. That is an example where the Government
is saying, “Yes, it could have an eVect”, but it is
not putting them in place in anything like the level
needed to aVect demand.

Q34 Colin Challen: I think the real question is
whether or not you have to raise the price of travel
to such an extent that it actually puts people oV.
As we know, the cost of travel as a proportion of
people’s disposable income has gone down. Do you
have any evidence that recent increases in fuel costs
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have deterred any motorists from making their
usual number of journeys, because we have seen car
travel, particularly, increasing year on year?
Mr Bullock: Firstly, on the overall costs of diVerent
modes of travel, even though fuel price has gone
up recently, it is still the long-run trend since 1970
that the costs of motoring have gone down whereas
the costs of bus and rail have gone up. What we
would like to see, we are not advocating heavily a
tax on the motorist in any way. What we have got
to do is have a system whereby gradually it
becomes cheaper, easier and more convenient for
people to use alternatives.

Q35 Colin Challen: That will take a very long time.
Why can you not just come along as a pressure
group and say, “Right, fuel duty has to be doubled;
£2 a litre is fairer than 86p a litre for the
environment”; or is that too radical for you?
Mr Bullock: Not at all but, firstly, I would say we
are a sustainable development organisation. To our
mind environmental and social objectives are
equally important. Yes, we have to stop climate
change but we cannot stop climate change in the
way that desperately aVects people who have no
other option. It is currently the case that if you
were to do something as immediate as you say,
double fuel duty overnight, then what would
happen to the people who rely upon the car to get
them to work when there is no reasonable
alternative to get there by any other means?

Q36 Colin Challen: Ken Livingstone introduced the
congestion charge overnight and saw a massive
improvement in public transport almost overnight.
That was a very quick change in emphasis.
Mr Bullock: I think the congestion charge is a very
strong example of how politicians with a clear idea
of what we need to do can eVect change much
quicker than other politicians think is possible.
What Ken Livingstone did was a great thing but
London is a bit of a diVerent example really, in that
even before the congestion charge there were decent
alternatives in most places; there is a decent bus
service; there is a decent tube service. In lots of
parts of the country, for example Manchester
which does not have a decent bus service or a
decent tram service, it would be much harder. What
we would advocate is, yes, fuel. We certainly do
advocate that fuel duty must go up; but we argue
very strongly that it must go hand-in-hand with
that money going directly to improving public
transport; changes to the planning system so that
people do not have to travel 20 miles to their work;
making walking and cycling decent alternatives so
people can feel, yes, they can let their children walk
to school and not having to drive them. It is a mix
of the two things. It is the same argument basically
why we do not advocate at the moment increases
in domestic energy prices; because although that
would have an eVect on climate change, it would
have a desperate eVect upon the millions of people
who live in fuel poverty. That is why we argue that
the first step should be a massive increase in the
spending that Government puts into domestic

energy programmes for energy eYciency and the
like. We would argue that, for example, you could
use the increased aviation taxation—they have just
raised a billion pounds from Air Passenger Duty—
and it would be far more politically palatable if the
Government were to say, “We will invest that
money into a major programme of energy eYciency
grants for people across the country”, particularly
poor households, to have their homes decently
insulated, with decent modern appliances, so they
are not having to spend such a large proportion of
their income on electricity.

Q37 Colin Challen: How much needs to be spent,
do you think, on creating a low carbon economy
based on low carbon technologies? How quickly
could you achieve that? What sorts of sums are
required? Could you do it without making yourself
electorally unpopular because surely these will
mean greater costs on individual consumers?
Mr Bullock: It is almost two or three orders of
magnitude higher spending needed then current
spending. You look at areas such as what the
Government did in the Budget this year, the Pre-
Budget Report on energy eYciency in the home—
I think it put in place £7.5 million for better
coordination of the Warm Front Programme; and,
to our mind, what would be required is spending
in the order of billions. There are 14 million people
with a million households which have absolutely no
basic energy eYciency measures. The Government
should be putting in far greater sums of the order
of £1–2 billion a year to provide grants, whether it
is from council tax rebates or direct grants the
details can be worked out and there are a number
of diVerent ways of doing it; but the issue is the
scale of the change that is required. Rather than
having little demonstration projects which,
although they are worthy, they aVect 5,000 or
10,000 homes, we need to be talking about millions
of homes over the next three or four years. The
Stern Report is correct and he is saying it is not
just action some time in the future, it is action right
now. You are right, there is potential for the green
tax agenda to be politically unpopular; and that is
why we think the spending agenda is such a critical
part. It is very diYcult for things to be politically
acceptable if it is solely exhortation while, at the
same time, the economic signals are all in the
opposite direction. With bus and rail being more
expensive, and planes and cars becoming cheaper
then a political message where it days, “Don’t use
your car so much”, is never going to be successful.
That is why we would argue that the Treasury in
particular needs to have an overall strategy; not
just a green tax strategy but one that links tax and
spending with regulation; so that it is cheaper and
easier for people to go green. Currently if people
who want to go green put a solar panel on their
roof there are planning diYculties, it is expensive,
there is low pay-back and they do not get the
money when they export the electricity to the grid.
There are all sorts of barriers to it which make it,
frankly, a pain in the arse. If it was made cheaper
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and easier for people, and it is the Government who
can do this, then that is what would drive the
change we need to see so quickly.

Q38 Joan Walley: There needs to be a radical
agenda there. How do you get public acceptance
of that?
Mr Bullock: I think things have changed in the last
five years. Five years ago on climate change people
did not see it particularly as a big problem. It was
something that would happen a long way away, or
was not even very certain to happen. That has
changed, that is one thing. Secondly, there was
quite a bit of evidence polling that people would be
prepared to countenance even things which directly
aVected them in a negative way if it could be seen
that it would improve the environment in other
ways. I cite as an example of that the MORI poll
of last year which said that 60% of people would
be prepared to take higher taxes on flights, and that
rose to 73% if the money was then spent on
improving the environment; that is largely an issue
again of linking the tax and spend agenda together;
but it does become very politically unpopular and
diYcult to sell it if green taxes are stigmatised as
being stealth taxes. I can see entirely how people
would think they are stealth taxes if, for example,
Gordon Brown puts up Air Passenger Duty by £5,
raises a billion pounds and there is nothing
throughout the rest of his Budget on spending any
money to improve the environment. It is seen as a
stealth tax and it probably is a stealth tax; so the
way you make it politically acceptable is by saying,
“We will spend it on giving it back to you rather
than keeping it for general Treasury spending”.

Q39 Joan Walley: Just going back to the Treasury
and to Air Passenger Duty, why do you think the
Treasury has changed its mind; why did the
Chancellor change his mind on that? We have had
a Financial Secretary before our Committee in the
past saying that that was not really an option to
increase it. Why do you think there has been a
change of heart?
Mr Bullock: Probably I think it is due to increasing
political pressure on the Government to do
something about climate change, and also the
correct perception that aviation, compared with
almost every other sector, does get away pretty
scot-free with it tax exemption, and not being part
of the Kyoto system as a whole. There was pressure
from within the Government as well; the leaked
letter from David Miliband to the Chancellor in
October was saying basically, “Yes, the EU ETS
system may be a good vehicle for bringing aviation
emissions down in the long-term, but in the short-
term we cannot let nothing happen on aviation in
the next ten years, the next decade”, the next five
or six years I think he meant. There is an
understanding that something needs to happen; but
it was a bit of a strange decision because they did
say that expressly we were going to use Air
Passenger Duty as an environmental measure, but
the level at which they brought it in was not
suYcient to have anything like enough eVect. If you

look at the Aviation White Paper Review in
December that was basically saying that even if you
increase aviation alongside current policy
initiatives, if you raise the cost of flying, it still will
not do much to dent the increase in flying. To do
that, as the Oxford University Report says, you do
need to have high net raises in Air Passenger Duty.
Maybe it is just a sign that they are hoping by
showing they are doing something on aviation that
that is better than nothing.

Q40 Joan Walley: It is a good start?
Mr Bullock: I think it is a good start, that they are
accepting that you have to use tax to tackle
aviation emissions. That is a good sign. It would
certainly be welcome if Gordon Brown said at the
next Budget, “We will commit to bringing in an Air
Passenger Duty escalator”, to say, “Yes, taxes are
the right measure to do this until the Emissions
Trading Scheme is up and running. We will do it
in a way which is genuine and eVective, rather than
just tinkering”.

Q41 Joan Walley: I think we have noted your
support for an annual escalator; but in terms of the
detail of that, in taking what is a good start that
much further forward, how do you go about
establishing what the rate of escalator should be for
Air Passenger Duty?
Mr Bullock: The modelling is in this report by the
Environmental Change Unit. It looks at the
diVerent elasticity of air travel and sets out, if you
put up flights by this much then it would have this
much eVect on demand. Again, it is part of the
overall package which you need for climate change
to say what is the level of emissions that we want
aviation to be at, and then you use your tax
measure, in the absence of the Emissions Trading,
to achieve that. I will send you the report. They go
into far more detail than I can now.

Q42 Joan Walley: We would very much like to see
that. Finally on the issue of aviation, I think we
have seen quite a bit of the Prime Minister’s
comments on it in relation to his holiday over
Christmas. What do you think about the increasing
support from the general public? Is it a political
suicide to be contemplating this? How do you see
the public taking on board what has to be done in
the name of environmental protection and
protecting the planet?
Mr Bullock: I think opinion surveys generally show
a much greater understanding of climate change
and the problems that it brings. I think people
generally do see and want more action from
politicians on it. I think some issues are becoming
quite polarised in the press by unhelpful comments
from people like Tony Blair about flying; because
he was caricaturing things like taxes on flying as
being an issue of either flying or not flying; and that
patently is not what it is about. Nobody is saying
that flying should disappear overnight or even
disappear in 20 years. What we are saying is that
it is the growth of flying which has to be stopped
as a first step. That is not the same as saying that
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people cannot fly at all. It is probable in the future
that people will fly less than is currently the case,
but it will not be overnight. I think it is unhelpful
the way that it is caricatured in the press as being,
“We’re stopping you from going on holiday”,
because that is not the case at all.

Q43 Joan Walley: You are not recommending a Big
Brother house made up of globe-trotting celebrities
discussing aviation?
Mr Bullock: That might put me oV flying anyway
seeing celebrities do it!

Q44 Chairman: Would you acknowledge a case for
those routes where there is a rail alternative for the
case for flying to be very much weaker within
intercontinental journeys?
Mr Bullock: Yes, absolutely. It is certainly the case
that rail, for example, is far less polluting than
going by plane.

Q45 Mr Chaytor: Going back to energy eYciency
and microgeneration, you said earlier that the
problem with microgeneration was that the pay-
back periods were too long and the customer was
not getting paid for the electricity they exported to
the grid. Surely that is not the case because if they
were exported to the grid the pay-back period
would not be so long? The problem is that the
technology as it stands at the moment does not
generate enough electricity for a shorter pay-back
period, surely?
Mr Bullock: I think there are two things in there.
I think the capital costs upfront with technology do
deter a lot of people because they are expensive. I
think that will come down as more people do it,
because there is a certainly a case in the short-term
for Government to massively increase the amount
of financial help it gives to people. The current
amounts work out at 58p per household which is
nothing. There is the issue that, once you have got
it installed, there is an unfair situation where you
are not guaranteed a price for the electricity you
export back to the grid, and if you were that would
dramatically reduce the pay-back period. I cite an
example in Germany where there is strong
legislation on this, the current sell back time is 35p
per kilowatt hour, which is very, very good. I have
a friend who lives in Bavaria who says, “I open my
window in the morning, lie back in bed and my
house is making me money”.

Q46 Mr Chaytor: Is it not the point in the UK, as
it stands, the possibility of selling back to the grid
is pretty remote unless you live in an extremely
windy area and your location is very well endowed,
because the microgeneration technology as of now
is not suYciently eYcient to generate a surplus that
will enable you to sell back to the grid in most
cases?
Mr Bullock: Yes.

Q47 Mr Chaytor: Your submission is very strong
on criticism of where the PBR is weak, but it lacks
specifics about what you would like to see as an

alternative. You say you want to see more spent
on energy eYciency and microgeneration subsidy.
How should that be spent? Should it be through the
energy eYciency commitment, or simply an
increase in grants through the low carbon buildings
programme? What are the pros and cons doing it
through the LCBP as against through the EAC?
Mr Bullock: That is an issue we would have to get
back to you on because I personally do not have
the expertise to answer that. What we have
advocated is the increases in the low carbon
programme, but I will get more information for
you.

Q48 Dr Turner: I do not know about you but I was
personally disappointed with the PBR in that it did
not really eVectively do anything to tackle the
problems with bio-fuels. You recognise in your
submission that bio-fuels have a potential role in
tackling carbon emissions. It is the only obvious
immediate instrument to use with private transport,
for instance; yet at the moment the incentives for
bio-fuel sales are too small for the market to start;
so you can buy a bio-fuel car, with great diYculty,
but you cannot buy the bio-fuel to put into it; and,
if you could, there is the very real concern
expressed by yourselves and by Greenpeace that if
the bio-fuels are not produced under a controlled
environmentally sustainable manner then you do a
lot of damage as well. It seems to me that the PBR
could have addressed both these issues together.
Do you have any views on that?
Mr Bullock: From our perspective the most
important thing is to ensure that bio-fuels are
produced to decent environmental and social
standards. We do not want to see the Government
supporting the technology until it has got those
safeguards in place. There is a very real danger that
if you put heavy subsidies, tax breaks, into
promoting bio-fuels before those systems are in
place then you will set up a large infrastructure
based on extremely damaging technology. Bio-fuels
could be very good but it, equally, has a massive
potential to be very bad. It is all in how it is
designed. We are most concerned for making sure
that the standards are right before it goes ahead
too quickly.

Q49 Dr Turner: There is a chicken and egg
situation here because if the tax incentives are not
there there will not be a significant market for bio-
fuels anyway. Do you not think it sensible to link
the availability of a tax incentive to the certificate
of origin of the fuel, in which case you can actually
use the incentive to drive not only the market but
actually the control of the environmental standards
to which it is produced at the same time?
Mr Bullock: Linking the tax relief, or whatever, to
passing very strong environmental standards, yes.

Q50 Mr Caton: You have expressed
disappointment to the fact that the Pre-Budget
Report did not really address the issues Stern had
raised. One thing it did have in it was the
announcement about zero-carbon homes by 2016.
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What is your response to that announcement, and
how do you see the Government achieving that
target?
Mr Bullock: I think the zero-carbon homes by 2016
is a good policy; it is good the Government has
done it. I think it could have brought it in faster
than that. There is not really a reason why it could
not be in place by 2011, but it is generally a good
thing. The concern we have with, and looking at,
the building stock in general, is that new homes
every year only account for 1% of homes; so that
by 2016 we will have 10% of homes which will
be built between now and then. For the domestic
sector the overwhelming priority is dealing with the
90% of homes which do not fall into that bracket.
Although we do welcome the announcement on
zero-carbon homes, we think there needs to be far
greater emphasis placed on the existing housing
stock in particular, because that is where poorer
people live and one of the biggest problems is with
fuel poverty and carbon emissions.

Q51 Mr Caton: I take your point but the way that
the Government apparently is going to do it is
through building regulation and turning the current
voluntary sustainable homes star rating into a
compulsion over a 10-year period. Do you find that
star rating system a good benchmark? Do you
accept that the six star that is supposed to deliver
the zero carbon option will manage to do that?
Mr Bullock: On the standards I think you may be
better asking Greenpeace and the Green Alliance
who are coming on later. A couple of points on it
though: firstly, for it to be eVective it needs to be
mandatory quicker. It will work better if it is
mandatory. Secondly, again, 2016 is too far into
the future. It should be quicker than that. The third
thing about the whole thing is that it is just for
homes; and there is no reason why it should not
include all buildings that are newly built, that they
should all conform to this. We are missing out a
huge sector of the economy (which you could have
dealt with) by just having it about homes.

Q52 Mr Caton: Do you see any problems in doing
that? As I mentioned, at least we have got the
Sustainable Homes benchmark for domestic
housing. We do not really have anything at the
moment equivalent for the commercial or public
sector. Do we need to get that benchmark in place
and then look at transferring the same principle to
that sector?
Mr Bullock: My understanding is that there has
been a lot of work on this done already, and it
would not be diYcult for Defra, or whichever
government ministry ran with it, to put in place
such benchmarks pretty quickly.

Q53 David Howarth: Turning to the topic of
environmental reporting in the Companies Act, all
a distant memory now, I wondered what you
thought about where the Companies Act ended up?
What do you think should happen now, and what
should the next steps be? What kind of reaction was
there especially from business to that whole saga?

Ms Clifton: As we expressed in our written evidence
to the Committee, we saw 2006 really as a year
when there were two steps backwards and one step
forward on sustainability reporting. We started the
year with the repeal of the Operating and Financial
Review regulations which had been in the making
for some time and were there really to standardise
reporting, reflecting that quite a few companies
were already starting to report on social and
environmental issues but not just for common
standards but were to start to use that as a driver
for better social and environmental performance
that needed to be standardised. They were
identified by the Chancellor as an example of EU
legislation and wrongly, Friends of the Earth
believe, were scrapped and leaving in place, at the
beginning of the passage of the Companies Bill
through Parliament, quite weak social and
environmental reporting requirements on
Companies linked to the EU Accounts
Modernisation Directive. Friends of the Earth and
also a number of other society groups that made
up the corporate responsibility coalition
campaigned very strongly during the course of last
year for a strengthening of the requirements in the
Bill in relation to social and environmental
reporting. We welcomed amendments which were
tabled during the Bill’s passage through Parliament
both in the House of Lords and in the House of
Commons, which put in place the strengthening of
the requirements in a number of diVerent areas. In
terms of actual details, some progress was made in
the sense that the one step forward was putting
back some of the reporting requirements from the
Operating and Financial Review into the Business
Review, so we ended up with something nearly as
good as the OFR but not quite as good. We
welcomed the fact that the Government widened
out the number of factors on which listed
companies will have to report. Initially the
Operating and Financial Review required reporting
on environmental issues, but also the impact of the
company’s business on the environment which was
wider, and social and community issues which
would include human rights, employee issues and
then policies aVecting policies in all of those areas.
During the passage of the Bill through Parliament,
again those factors were all put back in. We very
much welcome that. At the final stages of the Bill,
the Report stage in the House of Commons, the
Government added supply chains to that list of
factors. Again, that was something that we
welcomed. In terms of where we are at now, we still
are concerned to find it regrettable that the report
requirements are weaker than they were a year ago.
Most importantly, there is no reporting standard,
so although Government is pointing companies to
a statement produced by the Accounting Standards
Board it is not mandatory. That means, not only
will it actually make compliance with the
regulations harder for companies, but it will mean
that the reports themselves are less comparable
between companies in the same sector, and also
year on year. Again, that will undermine the role
we see for reporting performance. Also the auditing
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standards are weaker than there were for the OFR.
We are still also concerned, and Friends of the
Earth did not think the OFR went far enough to
start with. We would like to see mandatory social
and environmental reporting rolled out to a much
wider number of companies, not just 1,300 publicly
quoted companies. Also we are really concerned
about what is called the “materiality limitation”, in
relation to reporting. Those factors which I
mentioned earlier, companies who only need to
report on them so long as they have a bearing on
the company’s financial performance, it is not even
clear whether that will mean that companies have
to report on carbon emissions. The DTI have said
that some companies will because in the directors’
judgment they will have a bearing; but it is certainly
not clear as to whether all those quoted companies
who have to report will have to report on carbon
emissions. We are glad essentially that those
improvements were made during the passage of the
Bill and combined with the inclusion in the
statement of directors’ duties a duty for directors
to have regard to environmental impacts. We see
the Bill as a whole, as a step in the right direction
of UK accountability but we have very much now
got our eye on the two-year point where the
Government is going to be viewing a system of
voluntary standards, and are very much going to
be pressing for a widening of the number of
companies who have to report on environmental
issues, and a strengthening of standards as well.

Q54 David Howarth: What do you make of the
business reaction especially on the supply chain
issue where business seemed to say that on the one

Memorandum submitted by BiVa

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your enquiry—our specific points relate to the last item on
your call for evidence on “any other aspects of environmental tax and incentive policy”.

BiVa Waste Services is one of the largest waste management companies operating in the UK and can
justifiably claim to be the most diverse in terms of its spread of interest in industrial/commercial and
domestic collection, landfill, liquid waste, and specialist hazardous waste management systems, and has a
turnover of just under £800 million at a current annualised rate. We have over 150 operating centres
throughout the UK and handle 14 million tonnes of material that is treated, landfilled or recycled on behalf
of an extensive customer base exceeding 85,000 in the public, commercial and industrial sectors plus
collection services to 1.3 million households.

Rather than come up with a further recitation of long held beliefs regarding the reasons for market failure,
I thought it might be more appropriate to innumerate below abstracted paragraphs from letters sent to
members of the government on this subject [letters not printed]:

— Our figures—supplied by HM Customs—suggest that in the 10 years since the tax was introduced,
inputs declined from 97 million tonnes to 74 million tonnes per annum and, as you state, the
amount of active waste declined by 16%. However, the tax increased by 300% in that period,
reinforced by (our estimate) over £250 million in grants for plastic recycling buckets to local
authorities. The latter led to a seven million tonne diversion of municipal waste (not only the tax),
or over 50% in reduction. (Letter to John Healey, page 1, paragraph 3, dated 2 October 2006.)

— Why is the (landfill) tax not working? Because the six or so Boards of the major waste companies
still find it is in their economic self interest to do so (ie continue using landfill). The tax, coupled
to average gate fees (today totalling around £35 per tonne), is still well below the threshold for new
technologies (which require gate fees of £50–£60 per tonne) to be attractive. (Letter to John Healey,
page 1, paragraph 4, dated 2 October 2006.)

side they did not know where they stood because
the standard was too vague, and when they were
oVered a mandatory standard they did not want
that either? How are relations between Friends of
the Earth and business now?
Ms Clifton: The reaction mainly in relation to the
supply chain amendment came from business, and
I think that is quite important to stress. We know
of quite a few businesses who are supportive of the
mandatory standard but obviously there are lots of
sensitivities around those that do not come out
publicly. We were very concerned about the
reaction of the lobby groups but also the
justifications that they used for criticising the
supply chain amendment; and our legal advice
advised that they were pretty unfounded. There
was one concern which we shared, or appreciated
at least, which was the one about disloading
information which could be picked up by
extremists groups and the Government addressed
that in the end; but there are other concerns about
commercial confidentiality, about current excessive
burdens on small on small quoted companies. We
did not think they were suYciently justified really.
Essentially we understood their reaction as just one
of general hostility to the fact that a concession had
been made and in the interests of wider social
environmental eVects—instead of just going along
with the main direction of the whole Bill, which is
about creating an environment in which UK
business is researched.
Chairman: Thank you very much for coming in—
a useful session with lots of clear answers to many
of the questions. We are very grateful to you
indeed.
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— This lack of understanding of the dynamics in the waste industry has resulted in us being left in
limbo—enjoying substantial cash flow from our legacy investment in landfill but lacking any case
for investment in new technologies for another year or so due to lack of bankability in a
competitive landfill market. In consequence, you have witnessed a bout of activity in terms of
venture capital and market consolidation. (Letter to John Healey, page 2, paragraph 6, dated
2 October 2006.)

The essence of our case is:

(i) The waste industry re-investment programme is in limbo because the landfill tax escalator is too
relaxed.

(ii) When that ceases to be the case, waste processes can assist with the looming energy gap with an
abundant supply of short cycle renewable carbon feedstock.

(iii) Those technologies need to be regulated in the EU ETS framework to ensure that overall CO2

emissions impacts are properly internalised. (Letter to John Healey, page 3, paragraph 17, dated 2
October 2006.)

Examples of the need to establish (these) cross cutting trade-oVs abound, of which the following are
examples:

(i) Linkages between agricultural support strategies for biomass and the Energy Strategy.

(ii) Trade-oVs between micro generation support and decisions on centralised power generation
plants, nuclear or otherwise.

(iii) Flexing between stack emissions/discharges to sewer and hazardous waste arisings.

(iv) Assessments of logistics impacts for material diverted from landfill in coming years and those
planning road/rail transport capacity over the same period. (Letter to David Miliband, page 1,
paragraph 3, dated 12 June 2006.)

At the moment, the lack of an integrated approach (in part because DEFRA is the lead department on
the environment but lacks the necessary powers to cover all the cross cutting environmental issues) results
in all that one would expect where misinformation and poor communication proliferate:

(i) Gladiatorial approaches between industry and government.

(ii) Failures in the bankability of new projects until government passes regulations and/or confirms
appropriate tax structures.

(iii) Substantial negative reaction in terms of public perception of the wider game plan and resistance
to environmental improvements.

(iv) Poorly implemented, non integrated programmes which leave gaps or duplicate, unnecessarily,
costs in the water/waste and/or IPPC framework. (Letter to David Miliband, page 2, paragraph 5,
dated 12 June 2006.)

There is a need for DEFRA to map the full extent of the technological and operational framework needed
to deliver a 2020 environmental framework for Britain, including a 20% minimum reduction in CO2

emissions. Out of such a technological assessment, one can then draw conclusions with regard to:

(i) Trade-oVs between emissions to air, ground, and water.

(ii) Implications for spatial and transport planning strategies.

(iii) Identification of economic blockages in terms of economic cost pass throughs into society (through
producer product responsibility, environmental cost allowances in regulated sectors, Traded
Pollution Permits, metering, or whatever).

(iv) Establish the “low hanging fruit” to identify where (for instance) substantial reductions in CO2 are
available at least internality economic cost. (Letter to David Miliband, page 2, paragraph 6, date
12 June 2006.)

I suggest it is in our interest to adopt a more continental approach to these challenges by identifying the
scale and direction of the destination we are setting ourselves first, in advance of setting out on the journey.
In all likelihood, such a methodology is more likely to assure us of value for money and success. In total the
capital expenditure investment for a state of the art 2020 clean economy could thus be of the order of £80
billion–£100 billion (approximately equivalent to the sunk capital cost in the NHS). (Letter to David
Miliband, page 3, paragraph 8, date 12 June 2006.)

Behind this investment requirement lies huge opportunities for industry, the City, academics, job seekers,
and government, in the form of genuine economic growth, research/development and innovation,
employment, and lending opportunities which can create an underpinning opportunity to export no-how
and skills at a time when mass manufacture is no longer an option for us. The Swedes, Danes, and Swiss
have recognised this process for decades in the environmental area, and it is about time that we in Britain
utilised our core strengths in terms of enterprise, academia, and sound finances to develop these
environmental opportunities as a platform for that future prosperity. (Letter to David Miliband, page 3,
paragraph 9, date 12 June 2006.)
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The real sadness of this process is that since the September 1998 discussions around “Less Waste, More
Value”, there has been much activity but still little in the form of outcomes after eight years, in terms of
delivering a significant shift up the waste hierarchy across all waste streams. A failure to make these projects
bankable due to a pedestrian rate of increase in the landfill tax, coupled to a fragmented and uncoordinated
approach to Producer Responsibility (which could have initiated large scale recovery for around 10 million
tonnes of materials in the domestic stream, and transferred the cost from the public to the private sector)
and the relative level of ignorance in the general population on the looming crisis in waste reprocessing, is
a testament in itself. We really are in the last chance saloon, and the time for yet more consultation is over—
the final strategy should make clear, unequivocal statements of what government’s intentions are, rather
than embarking on yet another endless round of consultation. (Response to DEFRA Waste Strategy Review,
1 May 2006.)

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP)

Summary

1. The landfill tax is the key policy to provide the incentives needed to business to reduce the waste it
produces, and limit its environmental impact. Investment of revenues to support increased SCP have been
shown to be successful and a substantial increase in this tax together for support to business to make
necessary change will deliver further benefits.

2. The amount of waste still being sent to landfill is alarming and greater increases in landfill tax are
needed to support market and business changes needed to reduce its impact on the environment.

3. Government has already set in place strategies supported by fiscal instruments to penalise landfill and
energy use. Although there is recognition of the problems of impending water shortages more needs to be
done to reduce water consumption by business.

About NISP

4. The National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) is an innovative business opportunity
programme delivering triple bottom line, environmental, economic and social benefits across the UK.
NISP’s mission is to eVect long term cultural change in business.

5. As a holistic programme, NISP impacts across the entire resource hierarchy, delivering environmental
benefits by encouraging the adoption of more ecological principals through practical implementation of
Industrial Symbiosis by business. NISP has attracted international attention and is cited as an exemplar
programme of eco-innovation by the European Commission. NISP’s support has also been sought by the
State of Illinois to advise on setting up a similar programme in the USA.

6. NISP has diverted more than 1.13 million tonnes of waste from landfill in the first 18 months of
operation. NISP has also reducing over 1.33 million tonnes of CO2 emissions, saved over 1.89 million tonnes
of virgin materials, reduced industrial water use by over 1,133,347 tonnes, and eliminated more than 425,000
tonnes of hazardous waste.

7. Engaging industry from across the UK the programme has generated more than £39 million in
additional industry sales, saving businesses up to £47 million and being instrumental in securing private
investment in reprocessing and recycling facilities to the tune of £33 million.

8. All figures are independently and externally verified and relate to actual achievements within the first
18 months. Many of these outcomes will have ongoing cumulative benefit for years to come, and such
persistence impact figures, available upon request, include for example cost saving to industry of over
£145 million.

9. NISP views its remit as being central to the Government’s Strategy on Sustainable Consumption and
Production (SCP).

10. NISP has a Local Government Liaison role and led the consortium that worked to found the Local
Government BREW Centre which encourages and disseminates best practice in business waste management
and infrastructure planning.

11. Peter Laybourn, is Director and creator of NISP. He was originally inspired to create NISP after first
hearing from Andy Mangan at the US BCSD about by-product synergy programmes operating in the Gulf
of Mexico. At this time, he was working as a sustainability consultant with Shell Exploration and
Production. After graduating from university in 1977 with a degree in Economics and Ecology, Peter spent
18 years in the aerospace manufacturing industry as contracts and commercial manager at GEC Marconi,
Smiths Industries and Meggitt Aviation & Marine. After completing a second degree in environmental
management, he went on to work as environmental co-ordinator for a local authority, where he helped to
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set up an Eco-Management and Audit Scheme and an energy eYciency charity. Using his wealth of
expertise, Peter has also put together two widely recognised national educational programmes—Energy
Matters and Education for Sustainable Development.

Landfill Tax

12. The experience of NISP suggests that Landfill Tax is an eVective environmental policy in achieving
its aim. The return of some portion of the tax through Treasury via Defra BREW to UK Business and
Industry has enabled NISP to provide a world leading programme across the UK delivering significant value
for money to both business and Government.

13. We welcome the statement by the Government that consideration will be given to the case for steeper
increases in the tax from 2008.

14. A continuation of investment in Defra BREW funding derived from landfill tax would also enable
greater co-ordination of policy development and action by government.

15. Increasing the amount of landfill tax will also result in the following:

— Strengthening the markets for recycled materials by alerting business to possibilities of alternate
uses for those materials and resources currently discarded to landfill.

— Encourage increased production eYciencies.

— Encourage eco-innovation in order to design out production and end of life wastes.

— Provide further social return through job creation and retention.

— Act as a driver for investment in new technologies.

— Act as a driver for UK business to develop its global competitiveness in environmental
technology markets.

— Have beneficial impacts on other environmental indicators such as greenhouse gases, water use,
pollution, hazardous wastes, use of virgin materials, water use etc.

— Assist in knowledge transfer, adoption of best available technologies and increase innovation (a
study by Birmingham University on 125 NISP case studies showed that 75% included innovation,
50% involved best available practice and 20% involved new research).

16. The Industrial Symbiosis approach has already demonstrated the potential for a strong return on any
Government investment of landfill tax through Defra BREW in so far that capital programme support is
not required per se in order to secure private investment. If business is given the right economic signals and
the opportunity to both identify and embrace innovative solutions, it is able to find the capital.

17. We also expect, as a result of the Companies Act 2006, to see business taking a greater interest and
responsibility for the environmental impact of their activities, through reporting and increased director
responsibility. Action by government in respect of landfill tax would send a clear signal to business and
strengthen the impact of the Act.

Meeting the Productivity Challenge

18. The Pre-Budget Report proposes that there be greater flexibility in the land use planning system to
ensure that it contributes to economic growth while delivering wider sustainable development goals. NISP
believes that there is a need to communicate that resource eYciency is an economic growth sector supported
by a planning framework to attract in potential players.

19. In order to meet the aims and targets proposed by the Government’s Waste Strategy Review and the
Landfill Directive, new facilities will need to be built and new technology encouraged. There needs to be an
adequate infrastructure to help businesses with all their reduction, recycling, reuse and re-manufacturing
ambitions. EVective strategic and spatial planning is critical to enable the infrastructure to be built that will
contribute to SCP.

Protecting the Environment

20. The Government has said in the Report that it is committed to the principles of sustainable
development but that economic growth need not be at the expense of the environment.

21. NISP has been able to demonstrate that a cross sector, business opportunity approach to resource
management can deliver economic growth as well as environmental benefits. We recognise that rising levels
of waste together with water scarcity and water quality are long-term challenges and welcomes the
recognition that businesses and government—both local and national as well as individuals have a role to
play in meeting the challenges. Within its own activities, NISP helps businesses reduce the amount of water
they use. To date the emphasis by government has been on energy and waste reduction, and on the reduction
of water use in homes.
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22. We believe that there are further opportunities to reduce water usage by business through wider
adoption of the Industrial Symbiosis approach, recognising the important role that the approach will
increasingly play in the more sustainable management of natural resources.

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr Peter Laybourne, Director, National Industrial Symbiosis Programme and Mr Peter Jones,
Director, BiVa, gave evidence.

Q55 Chairman: Good morning and welcome to the
Committee. We are most grateful to you for coming
in. Did you want to introduce yourselves so we are
clear who you are from?
Mr Laybourne: Good morning, and thank you for
the invitation. My name is Peter Laybourne and I
am Director of the National Industrial Symbiosis
Programme.
Mr Jones: Thank you very much for the invitation,
Chairman. I am Peter Jones, a Director of BiVa
Waste Services.

Q56 Chairman: Perhaps I could kick oV. This is
more for you, Mr Laybourne. You talk about how
the Landfill Tax has achieved valuable
environmental objectives through allowing the
Treasury to use part of the revenue it generates to
fund certain projects, including your own work.
Could you give us an overview of the impact those
projects have?
Mr Laybourne: What I would like to do is perhaps
just cover the main objective of the tax in terms of
the landfill diversion. In the 18 months since the
project started it has diverted 1.13 million tonnes of
waste from a landfill. This waste is on an annual
basis, so that will be repeated year after year, not ad
infinitum but certainly for a significant period of
time. The exciting thing for me, not reaching that
prime objective, it is a foot in the door to
engagement with industry to get other
environmental benefits. For example, in that same
time we have reduced hazardous waste by 123,000
tonnes; brought CO2 down by 1.33 million tonnes,
brought industrial water use down by over 1.13
million tonnes, so it has got that much wider impact
than its initial design purpose.

Q57 Chairman: Thank you. Could both of you say
how the eVective you think the Landfill Tax itself has
actually been in its direct impact of discouraging the
use of landfill? I think there has been some debate
about exactly how big that eVect has been.
Mr Laybourne: We engage with about 6,000
companies in the programme and the clear intent of
an escalator from a Landfill Tax has been a major
factor in those companies engaging with the
programme.

Q58 Chairman: Is that your view as well?
Mr Jones: Slightly more robust I guess, Chairman,
in the sense that we have 82,000-ish customers—we
think that the Landfill Tax is an instrument that has
been woefully inadequate and that in fact has not
taken us anywhere near the economic boundary for
the waste industry to make its transition
technologically from burial to the innovative new
technologies of various sorts that are opening up for

us. The harsh reality is that in 1996 landfill gate fees
for mixed organic waste were of the order of £6–£7
per tonne and now running at the order of £35 per
tonne, of which £21 per tonne of course is tax. That
sevenfold increase in the cost of landfill has resulted
in a reduction of putrescible inputs (as is confirmed
in fact by Government statements, we agree with) to
the tune of a 16%. Anybody claiming that a
sevenfold increase in prices results in around about
a fifth of behaviour change and argues that is in fact
having an impact is, I think, slightly away from
reality. We have a long way to go. If you look at
municipal impacts, there has been a more significant
reduction. Municipal organic inputs to landfill has
gone from 18 million tonnes to 13—that is a
reduction of 27% but you have to remember that, as
well as being hit by the Landfill Tax, they also have
the additional threat of the trading permit regime
coming up, the so-called LATS regime; and also they
have received (we think) of the order of £200 million
to £300 million worth in subsidies to implement
separate recycling systems in terms of plastic buckets
and so on, of which the waste industry has been the
beneficiary.

Q59 Joan Walley: If you are going to get the waste
industry out of this limbo land and look at
behavioural changes and the general public’s role,
what role do you think the Landfill Tax escalator as
it currently stands at the moment could take? We are
going to have to collect a £3 a tonne increase in April
and then a possible further increase in 2008. What do
you make of that? Is that suYcient, or is it going to
leave us in limbo, or do we need to be making more
of a step change? What is your advice from the
Treasury on that?
Mr Jones: The way that the public responds to its
consumption of any good or service is a function of
how that good or service is delivered by the supply
chain. What I mean by that is that the public landfills
the majority of its waste because the six major waste
companies find it in their economic interests to bury
that waste rather than do anything else with it. If it
was in our economic interest to either recycle it, or
create energy from it, or to bio-digest it in various
forms we would do that and the public would receive
that service. The public do not get excited about the
design of motor cars because they disagree with it.
They get that design because Ford or General
Motors’ R&D departments decide that in response
to legislative, regulatory and fuel cost influences that
is the way you design a car to remain competitive in
the market, and the waste industry is no diVerent.
The reality for is us that the tax needs to be at least
£35 per tonne. It should have been escalated far
more quickly and there should have been an RPI
adjuster put on that which, by 2010, would put in a
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tax of the order of £50 per tonne. It is at that level it
then becomes attractive for us to switch from what
would then be uneconomic landfill. You can make a
perfectly acceptable profit from landfill within the
current regulatory framework at a gate fee of £15 per
tonne. To operate anaerobic digesters, gassifiers,
waste incineration plants, composting plants and
recycling you need to look at a cost of the order of
£40, £50 or £60 per tonne, and the tax is the
mechanism by which that gap needs to be closed if
we are to design our delivery service diVerently.

Q60 Joan Walley: You are not saying that what is in
your economic interests is just going to be solely
determined by the rate and speed of the new
formulas which may apply to the Landfill Tax credit,
are you?
Mr Jones: Yes, in a way, because if BiVa went out
and invested in these new technologies on the basis
of our own balance sheet they would be uneconomic.
Therefore, if we have got stranded assets that are
uneconomic our dividends would fall, our share
price would fall and then we would be taken over.
The only reason that these new plants are being
bought is that there is a subsidy on capital charge on
those plants through the PFI process; and also the
promise of a 30-year guaranteed contract and
therefore those plants are being built. I do not know
of any waste companies that are voluntarily on their
own balance sheet investing in these new
technologies, because landfill is still the cheapest kid
on the block.

Q61 Joan Walley: Just in terms of where we get from
where we are now to where we need to be, what is the
mechanism you have got for, if you like, discussing
this both with the Treasury and with the DTI in
terms of a competitiveness agenda for UK
companies, and in terms of shaping and influencing
a new formula or a step change or an accelerated use
of the escalator?
Mr Jones: Every year for the last five years I have
written to the Chancellor and to the incumbent
Permanent Secretary pointing out these facts and,
indeed, even when the tax came in at £7 10 years ago
we indicated to the Government that, although that
was arrived at through a process of cost benefit
analysis, it did not in fact fit with the realities of the
economic world. I have continued to do that on a
regular basis. As far as the DTI are concerned, I
think it takes us into the realm of how this debate
should really be conducted, which is that we are
eVectively tackling the carbon agenda. All we have
to do is to place the waste industry (which is
currently disposing of around 40 million tonnes of
carbon material in the scrap economy each year), in
the context of our fight against global warming and
the whole resource eYciency debate; that impacts on
air, ground and water (but waste is primarily
involved with ground issues). Then as a subset of
that we ought to establish what the options in terms
of the CO2 impacts might be, of moving from
disposal by burial to disposal through these new
technologies. Once we understand the carbon
dioxide release implications of those new

technologies, (in terms of incineration, gasification,
anaerobic digestion, composting and, indeed,
recycling and transport logistics), then we are in a
position to see where the pricing systems are at
variance with the true CO2 impact; and then taxes,
subsidies, stimulants like NISP and so on, can
interact to move behaviour towards improved
carbon eYciency. We lack that knowledge at the
moment. We do not have a cohesive data capture
framework for the movement of these materials
through the economy and, as a result, we are getting
spontaneous, shoot-from-the-hip, reactions that are
in no way coordinated.

Q62 Joan Walley: Would you say that you have a
sponsoring angel or guardian angel, or somebody
inside Government who is actually at the focal point
to bring together all the diVerent bits to put the waste
industry into that driving seat in terms of the climate
change agenda?
Mr Jones: Yes, I think all ministers in Defra have
been on board with this message—Elliot Morley,
and Michael Meacher indeed. Elliot Morley and
Michael Meacher when they were ministers were on
board with this message.

Q63 Joan Walley: Ian Pearson?
Mr Jones: The current Minister is indeed onboard
with that message, and David Miliband has made
public statements to that eVect. I believe
progressively as they warm the seat, so to speak, they
realise that their actions are severely proscribed by
the economics of this issue, rather than the
technology or the public acceptance issues. The guts
of this process is the need to stimulate the industrial
investment in carbon and resource eYciency. You
can do that by supply side factors through producer
responsibility on the automotive, electronics and
various other industries supply chains in the
economy; and you can do it through demand side or,
if you like, the waste side of the equation through the
drivers that influence our thinking about rates of
return on investment.

Q64 Joan Walley: Mr Laybourne, would you like to
comment on that?
Mr Laybourne: I appreciate that for some
technologies there will be a tipping point in the
Landfill Tax that makes them economic, but I think
there are encouraging signs and I would just cite two
examples: we did some work with UK Coal where
we managed to divert 10,000 tonnes in landfill; as a
result of the engagement programme they are now
doing projects on their own which are far greater
than that. Another example would be KP Foods
who have saved some considerable landfill saving in
costs under the programme; and now United
Biscuits are rolling out that programme across the
whole company. We are beginning to see some
evidence of culture change in industry and a strong
signal that Landfill Tax is heading in an upward
direction and will continue to push that programme.

Q65 Joan Walley: You believe that reinforces the
case for an enhanced escalator?
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Mr Laybourne: I absolutely do, and I go back to my
previous comment that I think that does open the
door to bring in all the other environmental benefits
as well.

Q66 Mr Caton: Carrying on with that theme, you
both argued that the UK would achieve a number of
wider benefits from a substantial increase in the
Landfill Tax. Could you tell us what the benefits are?
Mr Laybourn: We recently undertook a study of the
case studies that we have under the programme,
something like 125. Birmingham University did a
study, which is available, and in something like 70%
of those case studies looking at using best available
technology about 20% involved some pure research
or technology update. I actually worked with Peter
under another guise as chairman of the Resource
EYciency Knowledge Transfer Network and what
we begin to get now is a framework whereby we can
get the new technology into the market quicker and
more eYciently by having an organisation on the
ground working with companies. There has always
been this disconnect between what is very good
research in its own silo but if you get the practical
application by having people on the ground it is that
much more eYcient.
Mr Jones: I would certainly echo that comment. I
was a keen proponent in the lobby for what
eventually became the NISP case for being
established and accepting the landfill taxes when
management of those taxes was removed from waste
companies, in our case BiVa, and handled by Defra.
I think the major benefit would be simply through
the wallet to impact on industrial and commercial
attitudes to resource eYciency. That is what would
come out of greater landfill taxes. The entire landfill
industry, with a turnover of about £7 billion for
industrial, commerce and domestic waste, is less
than °% of the entire UK economy. It does not
register on the radar for big companies but it is
beginning to register now. We see the need for that
transition because we do not foresee any
technological blockages to delivering improved
resource eYciency or carbon eYciency as far as
waste is concerned; we see attitudinal blockages in
the boards of major companies. Clearly what you
have seen coming out of America in the course of the
last week, and comments from British major plcs,
suggest that this attitude is changing and that a
company stance, through CSR and through its
management of waste and through its management
of carbon, is now being seen as an important element
of industrial competitiveness. Organisations like
NISP are going to be very important to us because
they will reinforce the case that it is of worth to these
companies through an independent route.

Q67 Mr Caton: Mr Jones, you in BiVa have called on
the Government to commit very large sums, between
£80–100 billion by 2020, to create what you call a
state-of-the-art clean economy. How did you come
to that figure? What sort of response have you had
from government?

Mr Jones: No formal response although, in fact,
what I was asking, and what I started asking about
a year ago, subsequently came out in the form of the
Stern Review. The basis of that £80 billion is that the
turnover of the waste industry to be transformed
from where it is now, (with around 74 million tonnes
of material going to landfill), to one where maybe
that figure drops to 10 to 15 million tonnes, will
probably move the turnover of the sector by another
£10 billion a year because these new technologies are
more capital intensive and more labour intensive
and they require a lot more maintenance. The other
figures I drew from what was coming out of the
water industry in terms of the Regulatory Reviews
and the end game in terms of the Drinking Water
Directive. Also figures that are published by the
electricity industry, to move from a situation where
we have the dirtiest coal-fired power stations in
Europe to one where we have clean coal and CO2

sequestration, where the costs are generally
reckoned to be, (the figure in the FT last week),
about 30% to 50% increase in the embedded
investment in the new energy industry. If you look
at delivering the full cost of IPPC regulations for air
emissions, in chemicals, cement, and the other big
CO2 production industries, then I believe I mooted
that figure of £60–80 billion a year. That would be
the annual cost to the British economy. That is a lot
more than the 1% that Stern advocates but what
Stern says is that this is also an economic
opportunity. As an economy we can, by moving
down that track, be creating a basis for the next
industrial revolution in the UK whereby we will
have value industries that will be supplying all forms
of services to developing economies in terms of
know-how, IT, hardware and so forth. It is less likely
that it is hardware because the manufacturing is now
more appropriately done in cheaper wage cost
economies. EVectively the gross cost of delivering a
world that would meet the requirements of 2050—I
will not be around then—my guess is it will be not
unlike £80 billion investment at today’s prices, of the
order of 8% impact on our annual GDP. That is
where the debate needs to start with the Treasury. I
am not convinced that the Treasury have started
with what the perfect world will cost and then work
back in terms of the economic, attitudinal and
technological implications.

Q68 Mr Caton: That ties in to my next question.
What both of you have been saying seems to
resonate very strongly with one of Stern’s main
themes, which is that there are actually substantial
economic benefits by taking early action on the
environment. As you indicated, Mr Jones, we have
not yet had any evidence that the Treasury really
recognises the need or the scale of radical action to
actually deliver. What do you think we need to do to
get things happening?
Mr Laybourn: One quick answer to that, I certainly
believe the programme at the moment is actually
revenue positive to the Exchequer. These figures
have been externally verified. We calculate that we
have saved the industry £145 million so far against a
£6 million income. That goes straight on to the
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bottom line of companies who will pay the relevant
rate of tax on that, and that is irrespective of the new
company start-ups and the jobs that have been
created. We can actually demonstrate through
audited figures that particular programmes are
revenue positive to the Exchequer.
Mr Jones: I suspect they have thought about it. I
trained as an economist and the big issue around
environmental taxes is when they are successful they
self-extinguish. Unlike income tax, VAT, and so on,
you have taxes that are predictable. The big issue,
and I think it is borne out by the yield that has come
from the Landfill Tax for the Treasury, is a
successful tax means you end up with no income.
This is a major philosophical challenge for the
Treasury: what happens when we move into this
perfect environmental world and we have no income
source because the UK has metaphorically cleaned
up. If you make the transfer from direct and indirect
tax structures that we have now, which operate on
consumption, to one that alters consumption in such
a way that it becomes self-extinguishing, that is quite
a risky source of action. We are in the bow wave of
that appreciation in the Western developed
economies.

Q69 Dr Turner: Your letter to the Treasury refers to
diVerent technologies. To call them new, I think in
consideration it is not exactly new, is it? It is the
principal technology which you and your
competitors are locked into at the moment,
particularly through large municipal waste
incinerator contracts which seem to me to be a
product of the fiscal regulation structure at the
moment. The Landfill Tax is not high enough to
make it prohibitively expensive to dispose of the
large volume of fly ash that is still left from
incinerators. Their capital cost is underwritten
through the PFI contracts. That is not the only
downside of incinerators: they emit CO2, they are
not very eYcient at electrical generation, and very
unpopular with people. What would it take to get
you to move over to newer technologies like plasma
technology which leaves very, very small residues for
landfill and is much more eYcient at energy recovery
and so on?
Mr Jones: I most certainly rebut in BiVa’s case we
are wedded to incineration. We are being asked to
tender contracts that involve incineration but as a
company we set ourselves apart from the rest of our
competitors. It would be invidious to name those
competitors and their attitudes. As far as we are
concerned, mass burn incineration is not
technologically or economically sensible on the
grounds that it has low eYciency. As you mentioned,
the ash factor is about one third of the residue that
goes through and they generally need to be very
large. Our approach tends to favour the biological
gasification and we are looking at plasma as well. As
you go through these other technologies, with the
exception of plasma in terms of operating and
capital costs, they are not seriously diVerent from
those for high temperature incineration. The other
weakness of mass burn incineration without steam
recovery, ie non-CHP systems, is that they generate,

we believe, far more CO2 than these alternative
enclosed systems. I need to declare an interest
because I am involved with the Defra New
Technologies Working Group and we are involved
in looking at, with a number of Universities, the CO2

footprints of these diVerent technologies. It is our
belief that within the next 10 years, and indeed it is
more than probable, the waste industry, and
industry in general, will be taxed on the basis of
carbon emissions as part of the general approach to
improved carbon and resource eYciency. If that is
the case, then saddling ourselves alongside mass
burn incineration could expose us to substantial
need to purchase European tradeable permits. I am
lobbying Defra and the Government that the waste
industry should be brought into the European
carbon trading framework because carbon
emissions do need to be considered by local
authorities and by us when considering these new
technologies. In short, we are strong proponents not
only of these alternative technologies to mass burn
incineration but they need to be installed on a
combined heat and power basis where you capture
both the steam and the electricity. They need to be
of a scale that is in keeping with the transport
movements that can be accepted by local people.

Q70 Dr Turner: You clearly agree that large scale
incineration is something of a dinosaur and it would
be desirable to accomplish its extinction as rapidly as
possible. At the moment government policy actually
encourages the continued life of the dinosaur. What
would you suggest, in terms of government policy
change, both fiscally or by regulation, that would
encourage infinitely more environmentally friendly
policies?
Mr Jones: The issue around incineration is about the
questions of CO2 emissions. Our challenge on
incineration is nothing to do with emissions or the
reasons against it that have been put forward, by and
large, in terms of their toxic impacts. We are
completely satisfied that as a technology it is as good
as the others in terms of dangers to human health
and so on. That debate has been well and truly run.
Our concerns are around the issues of how fiscal
instruments might impact on them diVerently to the
alternative technologies that are well proven in
Europe and that Defra is now considering. It is really
about bottom line exposure to future tax increases.
It is highly likely that if carbon dioxide emerges as a
rampant threat (and the next ten years should show
that one way or the other) then it is in our economic
and shareholder interests to make sure that we are
associated with logistics and technological
combinations that minimise that carbon or CO2

footprint.

Q71 Dr Turner: When you describe CO2 as
potentially a rampant threat, you mean a rampant
financial threat?
Mr Jones: No, I mean a rampant societal threat in
terms of global warming, changes in weather
patterns and human migration. We are talking here
about a process that represents a major species
threat if all that is suggested transpires. We are
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almost in limbo at the moment in the sense that if we
recognise that threat then it is in all our interests, not
just in the waste industry, to get moving with this.
Usually technology is not the problem. The long
fuses are around altering economic frameworks,
which you are now considering, and the even longer
fuse is then explaining that to the great British public
as to how they change their attitudes.

Q72 Dr Turner: Most of us on this side of the table
would think that the rampant threat is clearly
established already beyond argument and the
question is how do we get the right fiscal and policy
framework to tackle it particularly as far as your
industry is concerned.
Mr Jones: The Government has commented, in its
response to your findings, in terms of a Green Tax
Commission. This is almost like 1940 I guess. We
need to be considering air, ground and water on an
integrated basis. Below that I have had discussions
just this week with Sir Ben Gill on the issue of the
need for a combination of a group of experts to be
working for government around the interaction
between the energy debate, the waste debate and the
agricultural debate. Waste is linked to energy. I can
let you have other papers I have done suggesting that
maximising the energy retrieval from waste with a
low CO2 footprint could reduce the need for two or
three nuclear power plants. That is a submission to
the DTI that went in last year. We do need a
consensus on how the technological, economic and
societal frameworks for air, ground and water issues
need to be developed. That then needs to go back
into government to be considered between the
principal departments impacting on it, whether it is
DTI, ODPM, Treasury or Defra, and out of that we
then need to achieve some sort of integrated policy
response. What we are doing at the moment is
tackling these things from a bottom up process and
we are now beginning to see the dysfunctionality
between Producer Responsibility, waste definitions
and planning policy. We are not going to solve it—
or we will but it will take a lot longer.1 We need some
form of consensus from within government and
within the Cabinet as to how we are going to drive
the ship of State through these turbulent waters.

Q73 Joan Walley: Could I ask you, in terms of the
discussions you are having, what input the local
authorities are having on that? I can think of many
local authorities with incinerators who, through PFI
or through investment, are already locked into a
long-term facility which in itself would perhaps
make them less than enthusiastic for the kind of
green thinking that you are thinking about taking
this whole policy initiative further forward.
Mr Jones: Hampshire is a classic example of that.
They have three medium-sized incinerators and that
is an excellent setup. The Hampshire example is a
tremendous operation but it is not all about
incineration but about resource eYciency as an
entity. What we have done is put guillotine dates
down and there are markers in the sand. We have left

1 Clarification inserted by witness 29.01.07: if we carry on as
we have been.

ourselves five years where we are dealing
retrospectively with that guillotine. We do not have
long to act. Generally I get the impression that most
local authorities are now confused. Their major
diYculty is there are 260-odd active landfills at the
moment taking a third of a million tonnes on
average each. That may fall by about 200 to 230 so
we will end up in 2012–15 with as few as 50 or 60
landfills. To replace 200 landfills we are going to
need between 800 and 3,000 new places to manage
this waste diVerently. The land take on that is
substantial; for the whole UK it is around about 10%
of the entire land mass of Birmingham. Whether you
go down the incinerator route or composting or
whatever. We are having to do that in five years.
London should be consenting to an incinerator the
size of Belvedere at the rate of one a week to meet its
obligations by 2011 but it has taken 12 years to
consent to one. It is a joke. They will be
overwhelmed by this process. What NISP is doing
on the industrial and commercial side is a superb job
preparing industrial and commercial users for that
process but the local authorities are probably going
to need some life boats.

Q74 Dr Turner: Can I ask you about the current
planning system? There are several dinosaur
incinerators going through the planning process
right now. What eVect do you think the Barker
Review will have on this? What changes do you want
to see in the planning system to facilitate proper
waste management?
Mr Jones: I am not a planning expert but I believe
the process would be accelerated if there were a clear
understanding from this top down process at the
heart of government as to exactly what it wants.
Government has not really said explicitly that the
key driver on management of waste in ten years time
is the lowest carbon footprint as its first objective.
That, for me, should be a very clear message. If we
had that message we could communicate that to
the City.

Q75 Dr Turner: You would want to see that
embedded into planning guidance.
Mr Jones: Yes. The same would apply in terms of
transport, in terms of health, in terms of schools. We
are building schools and hospitals and public
buildings at the moment with complete disregard to
what another arm of the Government is talking
about in terms of building eYciency and carbon
eYciency. We are seeing from Mr Miliband
indications of that process but I believe it is, at the
moment, an aspiration rather than a mechanism
whereby it is absolute. If carbon and carbon dioxide
is the major threat facing humanity, then it suggests
that maybe we ought to readjust our priorities a
little.

Q76 Joan Walley: Can I follow that up finally in
terms of planning? Taking it right down to the
bottom level in terms of planning design and
building design of new houses, if we are going to
increase recycling and all the other components
there is not much thought given to the layout of new
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homes and where you put your waste while it is
waiting for its fortnightly collection. It is not really
embedded in building regulations and planning
design, is it?
Mr Jones: No.

Q77 Joan Walley: Could it be?
Mr Jones: It could be but then if you look at the
supermarket debate, the packaging debate, and the
campaign being waged by The Independent at the
moment, there are other mechanisms to produce a
responsibility that could alter the profile and shape
of the domestic dustbin. That is why I use the word
limbo. We are having to second guess, on the
balance of probability, how these trends might work
through. That really is a reason for us, in terms of
our thinking around technologies, not to go the Big
Bang route with gigantic energy from waste plant
that deals with everything, which is very convenient
for a local authority, but to actually think in terms
of flexible systems because the plastic may not be
there in 15 years in a 30 year contract.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme

NISP is one of the few government programmes working to influence the upstream, production side of
the sustainable production and consumption paradigm. Working at the upper level of the waste hierarchy
to avoid landfill through more eVective use of resources we build partnerships between businesses to enable
surplus resources which might otherwise become waste to be used by others. This is Industrial Symbiosis
in action.

There is a continuing need for government to address the problem of business waste. In practice only 9%
of waste is household waste. The rest is from a variety of sources including business and industry, minerals
and aggregate, and farm waste.

Through its partnership style of working NISP is able to deliver lasting business solutions. Reliability of
funding is essential to continue to gain substantial benefits from the programme which is totally dependent
on landfill tax. Through the building of long term relationships with our members we are able to change the
way business views resources which might become waste.

As a beneficiary of the income from landfill tax we believe that not only do we deliver, through Industrial
Symbiosis substantial benefits back to the environment in terms of savings in landfill, energy, water usage,
greenhouse gas emissions and hazardous waste (the “bads”) but that we also deliver social and financial
benefits in terms of jobs created and secured, and bottom line growth for business. However we have studied
and indeed visited the approach by other countries to Industrial Symbiosis and it is very clear to us that we
could not do this without the benefits of the funding from landfill tax. Business is not structured to identify
the cross sectoral opportunities which we can exploit nor to ensure that funding is diverted to the work which
we do.

The cost of action is less than the cost of inaction, the basic thrust of the Stern Report, is very true in our
experience. We believe that we can demonstrate that in the case of landfill tax the cost of action can in fact
be neutralised through the opportunity to gain more eYcient use of resource. It might be useful at this stage
to also point out that as a result of the benefit NISP returns to business, government recovers more than the
amount which is invested in us. This isn’t necessarily true for all the BREW partners as each has its own
function, and for all of us, the primary objective is to make an impact on our current generation of waste,
greenhouse gases and energy use.

There is a further dimension in the argument of how we deliver benefit to business. Demand for raw
materials, particularly by the tiger economies is driving up cost, not only in financial terms but in
environmental terms. The greater the investment in resource recovery the greater the long term benefit.
Raising landfill tax encourages business to find another way of disposing of materials for further use—at
no cost or at a profit.

Q78 Joan Walley: Compost would be.
Mr Jones: Food might become a lot more expensive
if we are suddenly shutting great hectarage in the
world on a global sale to produce biofuels. The price
of wheat will rocket because the biomass of the
world is largely exploited at the moment in terms of
its growing capacity. We are switching grain from
food to running our cars. These are the sort of big
macro issues that government is not thinking about
it seems to us. This is what this group ought to be
considering and then sending clear messages to the
CBI and industry for a consensual process with local
government that (on the balance of probability) we
know where we want to be and we know where we
are and how we are going there rather than the way
we are at the moment,2 which is think of a number.
Chairman: That takes us out of time. Thank you very
much for coming in. It has been a very useful session
from our point of view and I am sure we will reflect
much of that when we write the report.

2 Clarification inserted by witness 29.01.07: (which is more
based on informed guesswork.)
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NISP would welcome a more pro-active approach to the recovery of waste and resources. We have seen
£33 million invested in recycling and reprocessing facilities but we are concerned that investment in processes
to recover and reuse materials can be impeded by the long lead time on planning which acts as a disincentive
for investment.

February 2007

Memorandum submitted by Greenpeace

Greenpeace believes that in the light of increased evidence about the impact and urgency of climate change
that the attempts to tackle it in the Pre-Budget Report (PBR) have generally been weak and are likely to
be ineVective, although with notable exceptions such as the initiative on zero-emission homes. Progress on
incorporating environmental considerations into Treasury policy has been far too slow and partial. Nor
does there seem to be a coherent strategy at its core. In particular the Treasury needs to decide objectives
of policy, and whether fiscal measures and taxation are being employed as a means of pricing externalities,
or whether they are being used as instruments of policy to change behaviour and purchasing decisions. Fiscal
measures to aVect behaviour through a purely market mechanism would in some sectors need to be much
larger than those which would, from an economically dogmatic point of view, only include the social cost
of carbon.

This submission will address most of the bullet points raised in the call for evidence.

Reflection of the Stern Review

The Stern review findings have found very little reflection in the PBR. The Stern Review emphasised
policies of fiscal measures, carbon pricing and technology R&D. PBR only covered only ONE of these and
only to a very small extent—the first of these. The headline measures of PBR were the doubling of Air
Passenger Duty and a small increase in vehicle fuel duty. We are unaware of any evidence that these will
aVect carbon emissions in the aviation and surface transport sectors. The elasticity of demand for road
vehicle fuel is known to be relatively low, and the inflationary rise is most unlikely to aVect travel behaviour
given the large fluctuations in fuel costs recently. The increase in APD is welcome as a short-term measure
to increase prices, however it is not nested in a longer term strategy for continuing to increase the cost of
flying (see below). There are significant uncertainties over the elasticity of demand for air travel, but raising
the costs of tickets through APD may well have an impact.2

The further more general point made by Stern, that it is economically worthwhile to spend now in order
to prevent much larger economic impacts later has also found no reflection in the PBR, nor any process to
attempt to do so.

Infrastructure

The Stern review did not address infrastructure as explicitly as it should have—pricing carbon and fiscal
measures can only partially aVect long-term infrastructure decisions, for example on building construction,
appliance purchase, choice of vehicle and form of the energy and power system. This is because running
costs are rarely considered at the point of investment, and the criteria for purchase of eg a new car or fridge,
are numerous and generally include several that are more pressing to the purchaser than environmental
considerations.3 Under these circumstances fiscal measures and changes in taxation need too be part of a
broader strategy of standards and regulation. It is well-known that the Treasury has considerable influence
on domestic policies in all departments. In fact, the PBR had an excellent example of how joining up policies
can be done—the very welcome initiative on zero-emissions homes from DCLG, combined with changes to
stamp duty in PBR. However, joined-up Government is not always displayed. There seems to be very little
coherence between raising APD (ostensibly on climate grounds) and the DfT’s Aviation White Paper
advocating further growth of airports and demand expansion.

Aviation

In addition to comments above, we believe that VAT should be applied immediately to ticket prices for
domestic flights in UK. We are in a considerable minority in the EU in not doing so (the others being Ireland,
Denmark and Malta4—and we assumes that the number of purely domestic flights in Malta is rather
limited). The UK should take the initiative in getting intra-EU flights subject to VAT.

2 Cairns, S and Newson C, 2006. Predict and Decide. Environmental Change Institute, Oxford.
3 In our discussions with companies including the refrigeration service sector, we have been told on numerous occasions (and

with considerable frustration) that large organisations like supermarkets and Government departments still do not consider
running costs in investment decisions on cooling even thought eh capital costs may be only 20% or less of the life-cycle costs.

4 Cairns and Newson, ibid p 82.
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Including a carbon price in flight tickets would be a useful measure, however, some figures produced by
DfT suggest that even large increases in the cost of carbon would have little impact on flight numbers,5 and
that any burden of either taxation or charges would need to be very burdensome in order to contain
expansion of aviation emissions. This emphasises the importance of a joined up strategy for containing the
growth of aviation including a cap on flights. Financial measures alone will not be enough. Further, recent
remarks by Environment Minister Ian Pearson6 demonstrate that aviation industry responsibility cannot
be expected and that Government will need to take a firm lead.

Biofuels

We do not believe biofuels should be incentivised or given a target under the Renewable Transport Fuels
Obligation until mechanisms are in place to prevent perverse outcomes of biofuel promotion. EU promotion
of biofuels is about providing an income stream for farmers and reducing CO2 emissions. However,
inadequate implementation of climate and sustainability certification would very likely lead to opening of
a commodity international trade in biofuels grown under “lowest common denominator” standards,
encouraging the conversion of ancient forests in Indonesia or savannah grasslands in Latin America.
Greenpeace has written to Rt Hon David Milliband together with FoE, RSPB and WWF to say that we
cannot support the proposed RTFO because it has inadequate safeguards. Indeed without these safeguards,
Greenpeace would advocate a ban on imports from countries where forest and ancient grassland habitat
“conversion” is taking place. We do not regard it as appropriate for biofuels to be the subject of concessional
tax arrangements.

New Buildings

We very much welcome the initiative on zero-emissions home, and that taxation (through stamp duty) is
being aligned with initiatives from other Government departments, to realise an ambitious target, through
building regulations and planning. We would like to see this extended to all kinds of buildings and not just
domestic properties.

Support for Micro-generation and Energy Efficiency Programmes

Given the over-subscription of the Low Carbon Building Fund the failure to give adequate support to
these developing technologies is an utter failure of governance. It would appear that previous monies have
only been forthcoming after political pressure from the Opposition. There appears no conception in
Treasury of the value of localised generation; supplying power to buildings is not just about generating
electricity, but getting it from the point of generation to the point of use. The IEA estimates that for most
developed countries the capital costs of transmission and distribution will be similar to that for generation
out to 2030. Decentralised generation avoids these costs. Whilst the avoidance of income tax for individuals
on the revenues from sales of power (as announced in the PBR) is worthwhile, we understand that a larger
barrier to local generation is that it is diYcult to get a reasonable price from the distribution companies for
exported power. This particularly applies to small companies and energy providers, something missed
simply by discussing “microgeneration”. Greenpeace believes that it is the SME sector that is most likely to
lead in getting decentralised generation going, not the individual.

A similar point could be made about Energy EYciency. It is impossible to ignore that much energy
wastage is a consequence of ignorance and behavioural choices. Global Action Plan has conducted studies
in schools, businesses and even households which largely looked at behavioural change through peer
support and community building.7 Savings on energy are around 20% (with wide variation) in schools and
over 20% in households. It is noteworthy that roll-out of this programme in schools across the country is
estimated to cost £4 million over three years with estimated savings to the public purse of £50 million per
year.8 Failing to develop this programme is, therefore, not only environmentally irresponsible, but
financially absurd.

Statements from Gordon Brown on the price of power suggest that the Treasury is still wedded to “cheap
power” as a medium of economic growth, and the power of the market in delivering this. This
philosophy has:

(1) Failed—price rises have gone up very greatly over the last few years.

(2) Gets in the way of energy policies which develop environmental responsibility and security.

A long term strategy to deal with energy would not purely focus on low-cost generation to the exclusion
of other considerations. The financial framework, despite some attempts to change recently, is still biased
in favour of large power producers because of tax breaks including ratable values and corporation tax.

5 DfT, The Future of Air Transport Progress Report. Table C1, Annex C, December 2006 http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/
groups/dft–aviation/documents/page/dft–aviation–613841.pdf

6 Guardian, 8 January 2007.
7 Global Action Plan Programmes overview, August 2003.
8 Personal communication, Alexandra Hollingsworth, Global Action Plan.
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More generally localized generation, including CHP systems larger than homes, has much to oVer in
emissions savings and eYcient use of fuel. Decentralised generation of power also reduces the need for
expensive upgrades of the transmission and distribution electricity grids. A study by the World Alliance for
Decentralised Energy, using an economic model used by Foreign OYce, German and Canadian
Governments amongst others, demonstrates that decentralizing power could deliver CO2 emissions and gas
savings of 17% and 14% respectively compared to a conventional power generation route with nuclear
power. This is because the conventional power generation system wastes enormous amounts of heat in
cooling water and up cooling towers. It would also be cheaper both in capital costs and retail costs.

Carbon Capture and Storage

We believe that under the “polluter pays” principle, the costs of dealing with CO2 emissions from fossil
fuel power stations should be borne by the generators, and the development of this technology, if it works,
should not be borne by the taxpayer. Government needs to act as regulator and establish standards, not to
subsidise polluters to cope with their problems.

January 2007

Witnesses: Mr Russell Marsh, Head of Policy, Mr Stephen Hale, Director and Ms Julie Hill, Associate,
Green Alliance and Dr Doug Parr, Chief Scientific Adviser, Greenpeace gave evidence.

Q79 Chairman: Good morning and welcome. I
think you are very familiar with the Committee so I
can dispense with introductions. Perhaps I can start
straight away with Stern, which I think the Green
Alliance described as a challenge not just to the
international community but to the UK
Government that commissioned it. Are you able
yet to detect any changes in government thinking
or actions as a result of Stern? I ask that question
in the context of this inquiry which is a Pre-Budget
Report and the first big opportunity for the
Government to respond to the Stern report.
Mr Hale: The first thing to record from anybody
who gives evidence to you on the subject is to
emphasise the starting point that was there and was
clear before Stern, which is that we face here a
profound global emergency and we have a very
short period of time, the next few years, in which
to secure action domestically and trigger action
internationally to drive global emissions reduction
in perhaps ten years. That is the context, and Stern
has amplified that argument, but the foundation
has been clear for some time. From our perspective
we agree with the Government that the primary
target of the Stern report is the international
community. It is a global problem but clearly it has
profound implications, firstly, for the
Government’s domestic policy but, secondly, also
for the Government’s international policy on
climate change and related issues. From our
perspective on the domestic front, there was some
encouraging shifts in the Pre-Budget Report but in
overall terms we found it rather disappointing as a
follow-up to Stern. We are aware that the policy
mix here is much broader than environmental tax.
Trading, for instance, is increasingly recognised as
absolutely essential to this regime. We have laid a
lot of emphasis and published this report, looking
beyond Stern, at the Spending Review because on
the domestic agenda we have taken the Chancellor
and the Government at their word when they say
the Spending Review is a potentially profound and
strategic moment for the Government in terms of
its future direction, not coincidentally around the
time when the Chancellor is likely to become Prime

Minister. We see that as an extremely important
moment, from an intellectual and policy basis, to
set out the new direction. Just a brief comment on
the implications for the Government’s international
thinking, we would welcome much of the initiative
that the Prime Minister has taken in terms of
raising this issue. Without him it is probably true
to say that climate change would not, once again,
be a heads of government issue as it shouldbe.
There are two serious weaknesses in the approach.
First of all, it has been much too US-centric and
relied on a shift in the US and it should be more
European-centric. Secondly, and this is very
relevant to your work and to our report, the
international diplomacy has to be backed much
more aggressively by real resource and serious
spending both domestically and internationally. If
we are going to bring China and many other
players into this regime, then we have to start
backing up our diplomacy with hard resources.
Stern had a lot to say about the need to spend now
and save in the future and we support that.

Q80 Chairman: Can you be more specific about the
spending implications in terms of the Spending
Review? What do you see as the shift in
departmental priorities and spending programmes
that would be required to do what you want?
Mr Hale: Again we would look at it in broad terms.
There needs to be a step change across the policy
areas and across departments. If you take the
aspirations the Government has signed up to in
Europe for European emissions to fall by 30% by
2020, then that means the UK will have to go much
further given the mix within the EU. I have heard
the Commissioner suggest that the UK needs to
reduce emissions by 40% by 2020. At present the
policy framework does not, in any of the areas,
have the ambition or the strength to drive us to that
kind of speed of emissions reduction. We think you
need changes across the board on trading, on tax,
on spending and on regulation. In spending terms,
I think obviously there is a research and
development element to this but we do not see that
as central. It is more using the pricing framework,
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the tax framework and the regulatory framework
to drive investment in the private sector. From our
perspective there are a whole number of areas in
which there needs to be a step change.

Q81 Chairman: What about Greenpeace and your
reaction to the PBR posts?
Dr Parr: There were some good things particularly
as part of a package that is hopefully going to
deliver zero emission homes by 2016. There could
be other things to stimulate that further but, as an
example of integration between departments
showing that the Treasury and DCLG working
together to deliver something, we think it is a good
example. It is a pity it is not replicated elsewhere.
It is certainly not replicated in transport or waste.
I am not particularly convinced it is being
replicated in planning, although obviously steps
have been taken there. We do have a sense of
disappointment about it because Stern and other
news about climate change over the last year has
for us marked a noticeable shift in the sense of
importance and significance that climate change
confronts us with in the business community in the
public sector and amongst the general public at
large. This is very noticeable but we do not find
that reflected in government.

Q82 Joan Walley: You were talking about the step
change that is needed. What I would like to do is
zoom in on the Treasury, because you have had
experience of working inside government, and ask
you about what you were saying just now about the
culture inside the Treasury. We have had
government saying we have this policy of shifting
taxation from taxing goods yet the proportion of
green tax has gone down. We have the right
rhetoric but in practice it has not delivered. Why
do you think that is? Is there anything inside the
culture of the mandarins inside the Treasury that
is preventing this? Could we have greater optimism
now? What is your insider’s view?
Mr Hale: I did work inside government for four
years but obviously not within the Treasury but I
did have a lot of interaction with them. One of the
points I made in the forward to our paper on the
Spending Review is I do think that the Treasury
has in general used its power negatively in
government rather than positively. They have used
their power to block proposals that have come on
the environment from other parts of Whitehall
more often than they have used it to generate new
and innovative ideas. I am sure some of the
brightest brains in Whitehall are in the Treasury
and they are perhaps capable of coming up with
smarter approaches than are being generated
elsewhere in Whitehall. I do think the approach so
far has been more negative than positive. I think
there has been a shift, over the last couple of years
in the run-up to the G8, to a new political
environment more recently and post the Stern
Review but clearly, in overall terms, it is still very
disappointing. I would say there are three specific
reasons: firstly, I think there is a belief in
government and in the Treasury that the UK is

already leading the world in this agenda and so
there is not a strong case for going further.
Secondly, there is a lack of conviction about the
prospects of there being a global climate deal. If the
UK is signing up to minus 30% by 2020, with
implications of more action in the UK, then it is
logical, sitting here in 2007, to strength the policy
framework across the board to drive us towards
those targets and that is not happening. There are
diVerent reasons for that but it seems to me there is
a lack of conviction about the prospects for global
action on climate. The third reason is a perception
that the business community would not support a
more ambitious approach. There have been
important shifts in the attitudes of the business
community over the last couple of years as new
coalitions of businesses have emerged, partly
triggered by the G8 process. In some case you now
have some very loud, and certainly visible and keen
to engage with government, business groups setting
out a diVerent perspective to government on
climate change policy and that ought to be the
trigger for much more ambitious actions.

Q83 Joan Walley: Do you think that the Treasury
is in the process of converting to a “can do”
culture?
Mr Hale: I did not say that. I said that there were
a number of reasons. I felt there is movement. I
think there is continuing movement. If you read the
Chancellor’s speech on the day of the launch of the
Stern Review, that is probably the most ambitious
speech and the strongest speech the Chancellor has
made on environmental issues and, from a Green
Alliance point view, going forward rather than
backwards but if you read the Chancellor’s speech
in acknowledging, at the outset, that we now need
to bring the environment alongside our economic
and social objectives, de facto one recognises that
over the last nine years that has not been done.
There is a shift. It is more important to look
forward, from our perspective, to see if the policy
framework moves to reflect that. I would just make
one other comment. The focus of your question is
on taxation but the focus of my answer and our
interest is actually much broader. It may be that in
the future as an instrument tax is less important
than it was in the past. Trading is going to come
to do a job in a number of areas that the tax system
actually cannot achieve. While tax has certain
benefits, emissions trading does give you certainty
of environmental outcome which is critical in this
area. You cannot predict confidently the
environmental impact of a tax but you can do so
with a trading system. That is a strong advantage
and it seems to me that much of the public debate
about the Stern Review did lead us into tax,
perhaps partly because David Miliband’s letter was
leaked on Sunday just before the launch so you had
a lot of public comment and media comment about
taxation, but actually Stern was putting trading
well up ahead of taxation as a policy leader.
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Q84 Joan Walley: That is a point well made and
that is something I hope, when we reach the
conclusions in our inquiry, we can really look at.
Before we finally leave the tax issue, I can see why
you could have public outcries about certain
increases in tax but there are some benefits that
could be gained, for example where we have seen
in Ireland taxes on plastic bags and all that kind of
thing. That would be something much easier for the
Treasury to do and yet they have shied away from
that kind of thing because of this fear of public
response and vested interests.
Mr Hale: I agree with that. I am not talking down
tax as an option, I am just making a comparison.
In the waste area we in Green Alliance have worked
very hard to make the case here and elsewhere for
a shift in tax. We think Landfill Tax in particular
is absolutely vital to our future ambitions there. If
you look at the transport area, we need to have
much stronger incentives and the framework that
aVects whether people buy a car, what form of
transport they chose to use and whether they then
choose to drive that car. Whether it is car purchase
taxes or vehicle excise duty, there are lots of
diVerent tax systems that will need to be used to
drive change in the sector.

Q85 Joan Walley: Looking at where we are now
and where we need to be and your experience from
working inside Defra as well, do you feel with the
change that you want to see towards use of tax
instruments but also looking at the whole trading
culture, there is a culture inside government and
Defra to match that? Do you feel that public
support for a shift of emphasis is changing?
Mr Hale: I think David Miliband sometimes
quotes John Maynard Keynes who says “When the
facts change, I change my mind.” In this case the
facts have been clear for a very long time but what
is changing is the politics, both the political profile
of this agenda; secondly, public attitudes towards
this agenda; and, thirdly, business attitudes which
are shifting in a very positive way towards both
voluntary business actions, the kind of remarks
from Marks & Spencer and Tesco in the last week,
but also support from business for government
action. I think there are shifts going on at all of
those levels and that is the thing I hope is going to
drive culture change and policy change in
Whitehall.

Q86 Joan Walley: Can I ask Greenpeace, because
I know you have done a lot on this, as a Committee
we are very interested in your aviation model group
SPURT. Do we need things like humour as well to
change public attitudes and awareness? Was it
successful?
Dr Parr: SPURT was an attempt to be humorous
about what we see as a distinctive business lobby.
There are sectors of business, and Stephen has
given examples of retailers, that have shifted.
British Telecom is now looking to source its
electricity from renewable sources for a further few
years, et cetera. Those who are dug into the existing
system, energy companies, some waste companies

and certainly the airlines, are definitely a regressive
force. They like the status quo very nicely. SPURT
was a way of trying to bring that humorously to
the fore and act as a stimulator for discussion
about what this was all about and the role of
aviation because we see it as a significant threat.
I think these kind of tactics and communications,
particularly with humour, have definitely a role as
well but the focus has to be on providing the kind
of structures that deliver change.

Q87 Joan Walley: Do people get it?
Dr Parr: Certainly people I dealt with thought it
was very funny. Possibly my cohorts are not a
perfect example of the British public but a good few
people were laughing at it but there was a real point
to it as well.

Q88 Joan Walley: Can I move on to this promised
carbon committee that we are going to have? What
do you think government should be looking at in
its design which is going to be the tanker that is
going to set on course the future developments of
successive governments in the future? How do we
make sure that we engineer it in such a way that it
is going to be fit for purpose?
Mr Marsh: We are not very keen on tanker
analogies at the moment! The two key things would
be we need to be seen to be independent and
credible. I have seen a number of diVerent
proposals including the Conservative Party
proposal for their climate change bill and they have
indicated that the committee should be made up of
some government-appointed representatives and
representatives recommended by the Royal Society.
From our point of view, we need to be looking at
something like that in terms of the strategy. The
carbon committee can only have value if outside of
government it is seen as being both independent
and having some clout and people feel that it is not
just plain dancing to the Government’s tune but
actually making recommendations to government
and actually has the clout that government has to
take notice of. The Government is saying “We are
not taking on board its advice because”, and it can
give you a good reason, or in actual fact its
recommendations have to come to be parliament
and be voted on, so I think the suggestions that
were put around by a number of diVerent groups,
including the Conservative Party’s own climate
change bill, would be the sort we would be looking
for. Whether or not we would say “Yes, it should
certainly be the Royal Society who you go to for
independent advice and recommendations to the
committee”, that is up for discussion. Certainly it
needs to be seen to be independent and not dancing
to the Government’s tune.

Q89 Joan Walley: Do you think it could help take
the political football out of environmental issues?
Do you think it should do that?
Mr Marsh: I think it could. It depends how the
committee is constituted and how the people who
go on the committee are put onto the committee
and how it is constituted in terms of the powers
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that it has. Are you ever going to take the politics
out of it? It is unlikely that you would ever have a
committee that is completely independent of
politics. Even the Conservative’s suggestion was
that half the members of the committee would be
nominated by government. I do not think you will
ever be able to make it completely non-political or
non-partisan but you should be able to get at least
some level of independence and some level of
credibility from external people so it is not just
government saying this but there are some external
people looking at this and you can see both what
recommendations the committee has made and the
reasons why the Government at the time has not
taken them up. The Government has to give very
good reasons or there is a process of going through
for the committee’s recommendations to be taken
up. It has to go through parliament or the
Government has to report back and give very good
reasons as to why it has not taken up the
recommendations.

Q90 Chairman: Could I take you back to the point
about the importance of trading as an instrument?
I recognise the force of the argument that tax can
produce changes in behaviour but you cannot
predict the volume of change. We have just
completed an inquiry but not yet published it on
the EU ETS. One of our clear concerns is that is
the first really big international practical example
of trading. It is somewhat flawed in phase 1, and
even possibly phase 2, by inadequately tight limits.
Specifically on aviation, which we hope will come
in although it will take time to negotiate the details,
it seems crucial as a litmus test to its credibility that
the limits on aviation when it goes into trade should
be very tight so they are consistent with the
downward path in carbon concentrations. It seems
to me there is a risk if you do not get that right
the credibility of trading as an instrument, which I
believe is potentially a very valuable one, could be
seriously toned down.
Mr Marsh: That is completely true and we have to
be very careful. As we move forward with the
emissions trading scheme it needs to be seen to get
tighter and to be delivering more carbon emission
reductions in coming years, otherwise we do run
the risk of the whole concept of trading not
working. Yes, it has role but it has to be based on
tight caps that do actually deliver emission
reductions and do actually make a diVerence to
carbon emissions.
Mr Hale: The central flaw in the scheme, as it is
currently designed, is the Commission has not got
suYciently strong powers either to set uniform caps
in a uniform way across Europe or to impose caps,
so you get a tussle between Member States and the
Commission. It was very welcome in a speech quite
recently that Ed Balls accepted the argument for
the Commission having stronger powers in the
future design of the trading scheme. That is
absolutely essential.
Dr Parr: We do support emissions trading and we
do see it as a useful tool but I support everything
Russell said on the need for a tight cap. In this

instance we would see there would be value in the
European Commission setting an overall cap for
Europe within which individual national
allocations could be decided. We obviously want to
see more auctioning and other details, but on
aviation we are of the view that actually there
would be more value in having an aviation trading
system that is closed from the rest of the emissions
trading system otherwise we do not see that the cost
of emissions trading would necessarily impact on
the upward trends in passenger numbers and
aircraft emissions. We would like to see a closed
system and, therefore, bring transparency to the
contribution that aviation is making to climate
change emissions rather than putting up the price
of people’s electricity bills, which is more likely to
happen if it is connected to the main system.

Q91 Chairman: To take it one stage further, if there
was an EU wide cap, and if in those sectors where
it was possible to have 100% auctioning without
undermining the competitive position of individual
industries, say for example power generation or
aviation, you would not need national allocations
at all. You could just auction within the EU which
would guarantee a sustainable carbon price and a
downward market.
Dr Parr: Yes.

Q92 Dr Turner: Before we leave trading, do you
think that surface transport should be included in
a future phase of the EU trading scheme?
Dr Parr: I am a bit of an agnostic on that at the
moment. We see it as having a fairly low demand
with fuel price at present because the need for road
surface transport has become embedded in people’s
everyday lives and it is quite diYcult to tackle. I
would say that emissions trading, although we
support it as a tool just like we support
environmental taxes, would never be enough on its
own. One of the weaknesses that we think was
evident in the Stern Review, although it has made
good points, is that it focuses insuYciently on what
I would call infrastructure policy. If you say that
in general in developed nations climate change is
about energy use—and energy use is about
infrastructure, either roads, power systems, power
generation, homes, buildings, et cetera, then there
needs to be a much greater focus on infrastructure
policy and getting infrastructure right. In the case
of transport, that means, firstly, the planning
system following the sort of model that the Dutch
have been operating for nigh on 20 years, obviously
the usual improvements in public transport and so
on, but also a focus on the things that go about on
the roads, the cars. That is the kind of
infrastructure where the UK and Europe have not
been nearly strong enough in driving down on the
obligations on manufacturers to produce a fleet of
cars that has a lower level of carbon emissions than
it currently does. On emissions trading: part of the
solution; agnostic on whether road transport
should be in there. If it was it might do some good,
but really the focus for road transport needs to be
elsewhere.
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Mr Hale: We are agnostic verging on sceptical. If
you look at the tax system at the moment, you
could argue that in fact the costs are already
presented as users of public transport and drivers
and clearly the price signal is not proving strong
enough to drive down emissions from the sector. I
worry about the idea that we imagine that a trading
system in the future is going to take us forward on
transport. I do not think it will be a major
contributor on surface transport. If you take the
example of road pricing, which is often presented
as the key potential shift in transport policy,
actually at the moment that debate and the design
process is very much focused on congestion. Unless
the overall tax burden is increased, it is quite likely
that road pricing could increase emissions from the
sector rather than reduce them. That is evidence to
me of the need to be more radical in how we think,
both in terms of technology, and other things that
Doug was hinting at, and in terms of the pricing
system.

Q93 Mr Chaytor: Moving on to waste, Green
Alliance published your zero waste statement at the
back end of last year. Could you tell us what you
think are two or three absolutely key issues to move
towards a zero waste society?
Ms Hill: We identified at least the ten key actions
but perhaps if I concentrate on the ones that are
relevant to Treasury competence and thus PBR.
One of the overriding points is that we think waste
and resource user suVers from severe political
neglect, the consequence of which has really been
that the Government as a whole, and particularly
the Treasury, do not have a vision of the UK as a
resource eYcient economy. We do not feel the
Treasury has yet fully bought into the idea of
resource productivity being as important a
determinant of economic wellbeing as labour
productivity. If we are taking the message of Stern
seriously, we would see the need to measure
ourselves by our resource productivity as much as
by a lot of these other economic measures. Reading
things like the Treasury’s challenge document
which talks about the challenges for the
comprehensive Spending Review and indeed the
PBR, what comes over is a slightly begrudging
acceptance that recycling may be a good thing
economically and environmentally but it does not
go as far as to say we have to make this shift from
being a very linear economy, in terms of resource
use, to a much more cyclical one. We are a severely
linear economy. We extract, produce things,
consume them and discard them extremely rapidly.
Some estimates suggest that as little as 1% of
resources may be still in the economy after six
months, which clearly has severe environmental
consequences and economic consequences that are
buried in the fact that we do not concentrate
enough on this wastage. There is economic wastage
and we do not see it but in the long term there are
severe environmental consequences associated with
that pattern of use. In our discussions with the
Treasury we feel this vision of a more cyclical,
resource eYcient economy has not hit home. It

seems to imply to them vast short-term cost and
they do not see the long-term benefits in the same
way that Stern characterises the long-term benefits
of tackling carbon. We are left with a slightly
grudging acceptance of more recycling and EU
landfill targets and that is it. The consequences of
that have been an unwillingness to deploy what are
really some rather obvious fiscal instruments. The
Landfill Tax that was elaborated by Peter Jones is
the obvious one. There is a clear case for raising
that faster and quicker and further which has not
yet completely been accepted. There is also, in our
view, a clear case for the charging of householders.
I am fairly sure the Treasury has a view on it which
is not wholly positive. The other element is possibly
product taxes, which again are to us a clear way
of signally the relative resource merits of diVerent
products. So, we have lacked an overall vision, we
have lacked deployment of some of these critical
instruments and we have, therefore, left ourselves
with very few direct mechanisms particularly for
tackling business waste. We have clear mechanisms
for household and municipal waste because of
LATS to meet EU targets on biodegradable waste
but we have no equivalent for industrial waste. The
Landfill Tax is the only direct instrument and, as
we have heard, it is not enough. We have not taken
producer responsibility to nearly the lengths that
other countries have done or have used that
mechanism properly. That is our view of the
deficiencies.

Q94 Mr Chaytor: The product tax would be a
variable VAT reflecting the relevant environmental
damage inherent in the product.
Ms Hill: There are a number of possible models
and mechanisms in use in diVerent places all of
which bear scrutiny. VAT exemption is one, higher
VAT for certain products is another, and eco tax
which allows a diVerentiation between project
types, for instance disposable and non-disposable
razors—some countries have levied disposable
razors to the point where it has become
uneconomic to have them and they disappear from
the market—or a levy to fund greater recycling
such as those used on containers like Tetrapak.
There are a number of models but the overriding
point is the need to use these kind of instruments
to single out what are better or worse products. No
product is wholly good and probably none is
wholly bad but there are things that we now want
to discriminate between and that is an obvious way
of doing that.

Q95 Mr Chaytor: Your analysis about the
diVerence between a linear economy and a cyclical
economy, does that have implications for the
conventional way in which GDP is constructed?
Ms Hill: It does in the sense that there is a
government objective to decouple GDP from
waste. GDP in itself is a measure of one thing, a
measure of one aspect of the health of the economy.
Certainly the history of developing nations has
been that waste production mirrors the growth of
GDP. According to OECD analysis, there is almost
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an inevitable growth in waste as GDP increases.
There is an explicit government objective outlined
at the beginning of the Strategy for Sustainable
Consumption and Production to decouple those,
that increasing economic wealth should not mean
increasing waste of resources. Frankly this
Government has done nothing to make that a
reality. There are some signs that waste growth is
slowing for reasons that nobody quite yet
understands. It may be that we are measuring more
accurately, and in the past we have slightly over-
measured so the figures coming in now for
household waste are more accurate and slightly
lower than expected. Until we have a trend on that
data for three, four or five years as opposed to one
or two it would be very hard to say whether that
is a genuine slowing. Industrial waste is very much
linked to economic activity so the fact we are losing
our manufacturing base will be one reason it is
going down. It does not necessarily imply better
resource eYciency. There are a number of things we
might want to measure. The overwhelming point is
that on the long-term basis we must improve the
value we get out of every single bit of resource if
we are not to breach environmental limits of which
carbon is one. It is not a bad proxy for resource
eYciency in some places but there may be other
environmental limits or resources we come up
against and we want to be looking at those as well.

Q96 Dr Turner: You have advocated variable
charging by waste authorities for household waste.
What impact do you think it would have on
people’s behaviour patterns?
Ms Hill: The evidence that is coming from other
countries, and the OECD has published quite
extensive case study evidence of these mechanisms
in play in other countries, is that it does improve
recycling rates and, depending on the way the
charges are applied, can give net benefits to
householders. Whether it works in the same way in
this country depends very much on the conditions
under which it is applied. We think there are pre-
conditions for making these schemes successful. It
is not an automatic mechanism. One thing is
obvious: it must be easy for householders not to
pay the charge which means it must be easy to
recycle. We have to keep reminding people that the
proposition here is being charged for waste not put
out for recycling. Well organised doorstep
collection services for the diVerent recyclates are a
prerequisite to being able to escape the charge and
recycle better. We have to devote more resources,
or at least be on alert to the need to devote more
resources, to fly tipping because again evidence
shows that there can be an increase in that, perhaps
a short-term and not disastrous increase. We must
not allow people to opt out of local authority waste
collection, as has been the case in Ireland, and
therefore lose people altogether from the system
and lose the data that the system is generating. It
is not an automatically beneficial mechanism any
more than a council deciding to collect more
recyclers. It has to be done properly.

Q97 Dr Turner: How do you think the public are
going to respond to it? There has been a little
controversy about the idea of councils putting
microchips in everybody’s wheelie bins to monitor
how much they are throwing away. Clearly you
would need some sort of measuring system if you
were going to have a variable charge system. What
do you think the public reaction is going to be and
can you meet it?
Ms Hill: I would hope the reaction to the bugs in
the bin is one that will pass. I suspect that was
largely due to the element of supposed secrecy
attached to it and it was clear that communication
to householders from some of the councils trialling
it was not good. On the other hand, there were
some councils trialling it that made it perfectly clear
what they were doing and it was no big surprise.
The story about the secrecy was overblown. I think
when people think about how far their personal
habits are monitored in other ways, by the
supermarket store cards which know exactly what
people buy whereas the chips in the bin know how
much you throw away not what you had for dinner,
this is something that can be addressed. I think the
longer term aim is to get people to buy into the
whole notion of being a resource eYcient society
and we should not want to be a throw-away
society. When we did the press surrounding of the
Zero Waste Report and floated this idea of variable
charging, the overwhelming response from
householders who contacted us was “This is not
our waste; it is the supermarket’s waste. This is not
our fault. This is imposed on us. Do something
about that.” That sense of producer responsibility
for waste, packaging particularly but other kinds of
waste, has come very much to the fore which is why
we feel the time has never been better for the
Government to act on the notion of producer
responsibility and make that much more real and
biting than it has been to date. We know of
countries on the Continent who make the
producers of waste share the cost of municipal
collection and treatment on the basis that it is their
waste, it belongs to the companies and it is not the
householder’s fault or responsibility to necessarily
deal with it. We have to change our attitude to
producers.

Q98 Chairman: In the earlier session, which you
were not able to be here for, we touched briefly on
microgeneration. I know you have argued for more
focus on SMEs to get a bigger chunk out of
decentralised generation. Can you enlarge on that
point?
Dr Parr: Microgeneration is often seen as being
something for the individual household but I would
say where we see the big environmental benefits in
terms of carbon would be slightly larger scale
schemes, blocks of flats, small communities. There
is, at least according to the community not-for-
profit group Energy-for-All, a real hunger out there
for communities to try to do something about
climate change but they are not entirely sure what
or how, et cetera. There are various barriers put up
by the system, both planning, financial and so on.
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When I say SMEs, it is perhaps a simplification.
Although there would be companies who would be
involved in this scheme, it would also mean not-
for-profit enterprises rather than simply businesses.
It would mean in some cases public sector, like we
have seen in Woking, but at a smaller sale than the
national utilities, considerably smaller, but still at
a larger scale than the individual householder. That
is where, particularly when applying combined heat
and power in small, but not micro, turbines for
windmills as an appropriate sites when the wind
really does blow, I think a local scale generation
could play a big part.

Q99 Chairman: Is there a role for the developers
here as well to take the initiative more than in the
current system?
Dr Parr: In terms of the volume developers, their
business is construction and I do not think they will
be wanting to get into the generation business,
operation and maintenance and so on. I think with
planning authorities there probably is a role in
ensuring rules, like the Merton Rules and beyond,
that there is the availability of that infrastructure

that can deliver energy, including biogas, to deal
with some of our waste issues. I do not see it as
being for the construction industry but they could
play a very important role in brokering a
partnership so the space was made available and
made ready for the relevant infrastructure to be put
in. I would also say that another important aspect
of the developer’s role is in the possibility of heat
networks. With a heat network in a development,
new or old, you have one central plant that is
providing the heat. At the moment that would
almost certainly be gas but as time goes by other
fuels would become available, biofuel, hydrogen,
whatever it happens to be. Then you have the
flexibility of being able to switch fuel as necessary
rather than having 200 diVerent houses where you
have to change individual boilers to get the
environmental advantage. The value of community
small scale developments run by a small
organisation is clear.
Chairman: We are running out of time. Thank you
very much for coming in. I am sorry you had a
disruptive morning but it is good to see you and it
is very much appreciated.
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Q100 Joan Walley: Minister, if I could kick oV and
say how welcome you are yet again to our
Committee and say how relieved we are that you
have taken your jacket oV because we would like
it to be a long session! Clearly there are many issues
for us to cover today but I do understand that you
have got just over an hour, so I think the message
to everybody is the more succinct we can be with
our questions and answers the more we will be able
to get through what we hope to cover. Obviously
the Stern Review is at the top of our agenda and
what we would like to do is to ask you how has it
changed your thinking?
John Healey: Thank you very much and can I say
to the Committee that it is a pleasure to be back
here again. I am entirely in your hands and if you
want to go on well beyond the hour whatever else
I may have next can be put back. Can I introduce
Beth Russell before I start; Beth is Head of the
Environmental and Transport Taxation Policy
Team in the Treasury, a team which is playing a
more and more important role. I think the
significance of Stern is less in the way that it has
changed our thinking and more in the way that it
has confirmed some of the elements that were
beginning to emerge but perhaps had not been
given a strong enough emphasis within government
nor a strong enough recognition externally. I think
the significance of Stern will be very widely felt for
some time. I think what Stern helped us to do really
is the following: first of all, to make clear with a
very detailed, a very authoritative and widely
recognised as expert report that climate change is
the greatest environmental threat that we face; that
the science about climate change is now
overwhelming and increasingly accepted even by
the most reluctant administrations as such; that all
countries are aVected by the potential threat of
climate change; that the costs are significant in
taking steps to deal with climate change but the
costs of not taking the necessary action are
significantly greater; and at the heart of any
eVective action must be multilateral eVorts,
multilateral eVorts both to tackle climate change
and to do so in the best possible way to keep the
costs down as far as possible. I think what that
leads us to is an inescapable conclusion that the
UK is going to have to meet much more stringent
targets and take more stringent steps on emissions
over the next few years. I think it leads us to the

conclusion that the key test of any policy has got
to be its impact on global emissions not just a
concern for UK emissions. I think the three
principal elements of the policy framework that
Stern set out as his view of what was required for
an eVective global response are very useful ways of
us thinking about that in the UK as well, and they
of course are creating a common carbon price,
encouraging greater innovation in low carbon
technologies, and removing the barriers to
behavioural change, particularly as he identifies on
energy eYciency.

Q101 Joan Walley: We will come to the detail of
those three responses from Stern, but can I thank
you for that starting point that you have given us
and just press you a little bit more. Now that you
have confirmation of the direction of travel that the
Government should be going in, could I just ask
you what specific policies are actually implemented
in this year’s Pre-Budget Report which relate
directly to the detail that is in the Stern report?
John Healey: I am happy to pick up some of the
specifics in the Pre-Budget Report but I think it
would be a mistake, if I may say so to the
Committee and a mistake which this Committee
does not normally make, simply to narrow the
focus on the Pre-Budget Report because prior to
Stern last year we had a very significant
Government piece of work with a set of policy
actions for the future in the Climate Change
Programme review, we had the very important
Energy Review, we have coming up the Energy
White Paper, we have a Climate Change Bill in
prospect, we have the Comprehensive Spending
Review across government that we are working on,
clearly we have a Budget, and so in a sense what
one might expect in a Pre-Budget Report or the
Budget tends to deal specifically with taxation and
so is only a rather narrow part of what one might
look to see as a proper government strategy in light
of the Stern analysis.

Q102 Joan Walley: I do not think there is any
suggestion from this Committee of all committees
that we would expect the environmental global
warming policies to be pursued just through the
Pre-Budget Report and we acknowledge all the
other joint actions that are being taken through
diVerent parts of government, but what we want to
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just focus on at least in this introductory part of
the questioning is whether or not there are specific
proposals in the Pre-Budget Report which are there
directly because of the work of Stern.
John Healey: I said at the very outset that what
Stern did was to not necessarily radically change
our view of what was required but confirm the
emphasis and direction we were giving and in a
sense you would not expect a Pre-Budget Report
delivered a matter of a few weeks after the Stern
Report necessarily to be recast in the light of that.
Nevertheless I mentioned the three principal policy
areas that Stern is concerned to see and you can
look in the Pre-Budget Report and see elements or
exemplifications of policy action in each of those
areas. On the question of carbon pricing—

Q103 Joan Walley: We will move on to that
directly then. What do you think the carbon price
should be if we are being true to the Stern
recommendations?
John Healey: In a sense that is not a matter of
judgment for me. The important thing about the
carbon pricing, if you follow the analysis of Stern,
is first of all that you have a system which can
increasingly and eVectively limit emissions and
therefore set a firm price but it can do so in a way
that is not simply in one country but is in as many
countries as possible; and that you have a system
that helps you do that, and our favoured system is
quite clearly the carbon trading system, the
European Emissions Trading System at its heart,
that allows also investments and emissions
reductions and the development of lower carbon
technologies in developing countries. It seems to me
that those are the facets in the end that in policy
terms it is important to concentrate on because
unless you have an eVective and international
carbon trading system, you do not have a
consistent and international carbon price, and you
do not therefore create the incentives for the longer
term investments that we need to see in lower
carbon activity.

Q104 Joan Walley: Does the Treasury have any
view as to what the carbon price might have to be
if it is really going to drive that investment in the
low carbon technology and in the change in
infrastructure that we are really wanting to see or
indeed any mechanism for working that out?
John Healey: I do not think that there is an obvious
single critical price level. If you look at the forward
price for 2008 of the EU ETS that is currently
around ƒ15 a tonne. Clearly the more eVective and
the stronger that the EU ETS system is the better
the carbon cost will be reflected in the carbon price
and the more eVective that will be in driving the
sort of investments that we need to see for the
future.

Q105 Mr Hurd: Has any serious consideration been
given within the Treasury to proposing the notion
of a mechanism to create a floor for the carbon

price inside the European Emissions Trading
Scheme to give some stability and some sense of
certainty?
John Healey: I think our first priority within the
European Emissions Trading Scheme is first of all
to lead by example, as we have done both in the
development of Phase I and in setting our overall
national allocations plan in Phase II; secondly, to
reinforce the hand of the Commission in seeing a
tighter overall allocations limit in order that the
system can properly work; and thirdly as I have
suggested, to see as Stern encourages, the European
Union ETS as a cornerstone of a global carbon
pricing system. This means providing the ability for
other countries that are also developing carbon
trading to link up with that system and in
particular through some of the mechanisms like the
Clean Development Mechanism to see the cost of
investments in lower carbon technologies in
investments in developing countries rightly borne
by the developed countries and having an impact
in those areas of the world where really we need to
encourage a great deal more activity if we are going
to deal with what faces us all which is the global
climate change and carbon emissions threat.

Q106 Joan Walley: I think Mr Lazarowicz will be
looking at the ETS in a short while. Finally on the
introductory question, I think it was the American
economist William Nordhaus who complimented
the Stern Review for its acknowledgment of the
politically unpleasant truth that tackling carbon
emissions must include making them in eVect more
expensive. Do you think the Treasury is going to
be able to take people along with them in terms of
the changes and the adaptations to that? Is the
Treasury up to weathering that storm?
John Healey: I think what Stern makes clear to us
all is that there is a hard truth at the heart of the
threat of climate change which is in fact there are
going to be significant costs for us all, as
individuals, as countries, as businesses, and as
governments, and we have to be prepared to take
those on. In a sense it is a much wider challenge
that all of us that are concerned about climate
change need to contribute to, it is not just a
question of the Treasury dictating the costs that
people are going to have to bear and who is going
to have to bear them.
Joan Walley: Thank you. Dr Turner?

Q107 Dr Turner: John, the Stern Review
highlighted the need to double public investment in
energy and carbon-related research on a worldwide
basis and speaking to us he praised the Energy
Technology Institute as an important first step.
How big a diVerence do you think UK investment
in this and the forthcoming Environmental
Transformation Fund is going to make? What are
your expectations of these innovations?
John Healey: The impact of the Environmental
Transformation Fund will depend on its size and
scope, precisely some of the details that we are
examining in government at the moment, and the
sort of decisions that we will take are most likely
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to be taken in the context of the spending review
and to the extent that at the moment that is an area
of active government policy analysis and work
internally, any views that the Environmental Audit
Committee has on what it sees as the scope and best
purpose of the Environmental Transformation
Fund would be very welcome. In terms of the
Environmental Technology Institute, potentially I
think this is a very important vehicle to help drive
both the investments and the priority that is given
to developing technologies that are increasingly
lower carbon. We now have seven very significant
private sector companies signed up to contribute a
total of £325 million to this. The Chancellor has
undertaken to match whatever the private sector
are prepared to invest in this. We only launched the
prospectus for this in the autumn and our ambition
is by 2008 to have a fund that will allow £100
million a year each year over ten years to invest in
the not just direct investments in trying to promote
greater R&D in lower carbon technologies but also
potentially, if it works in the right way with the
right people leading it, I think this could be an
institute that helps beyond its own financial
revenues that it can deploy to bring together some
of the crucial academic, business and government
interests in this wider area so that we can see
perhaps more impact than we have had in the past.

Q108 Dr Turner: You would anticipate a
considerable degree of leverage?
John Healey: Sir David King, alongside the Chief
Executive of Eon, has done a remarkable job in a
remarkably short time so far. What I think the scale
of the financial commitment and the level of
interest from the private sector has shown is that,
first of all, many leading businesses recognise that
they have got to play an increasingly serious role
in this but, secondly, they are ready if the terms and
the vehicle are right to work very closely with
government in trying to do more together. And so
to that extent what I like about this is precisely
your point, Dr Turner, which is that you are
potentially as a government—by giving the sort of
commitment that the Chancellor has—leveraging
in not just public money but significant private
sector investment and expertise and reach that
would not necessarily otherwise be at our disposal
if we simply looked at what traditionally might be
public spending, publicly funded programmes and
channels of research.

Q109 Dr Turner: Thank you. The review also
talked about the ways in which barriers to
behavioural change can be overcome. The Treasury
is in something of a key position obviously here, in
the sense that fiscal instruments are determined by
yourselves. Does the Treasury have a coherent
strategy to overcoming these barriers?
John Healey: If I may say so, there is a general and
there is a specific question here. The general
question is really for government; does government
have a coherent strategy to tackle these barriers
because clearly what is required very often is not
just what may be narrowly the Treasury’s principal

responsibility, which you indicated you are
interested in on the fiscal side, but more potential
regulatory measures and potential information and
communication measures as well which lie
elsewhere. In tackling the sort of behavioural
barriers that Stern identifies, particularly with the
concern over energy eYciency, it is very rarely tax
alone that is the answer. Therefore I think the
specific question that is there for us is to what
extent should tax play a role in trying to achieve
some of these environmental policy aims. Stern
again in a sense confirmed the sort of approach that
we take and indeed that we set out in the 1997
Statement of Intent where we said really for the
first time that we would explore the scope to use
the tax system in combination with other measures
to see if we could achieve environmental aims. The
specific question, if I may interpret it, is does the
Treasury have a coherent tax policy that can
contribute to overcoming these behavioural
barriers. First of all, the answer is yes our
framework was not just set out in the 1997
Statement of Intent but in that 2002 document that
I published alongside the Pre-Budget Report on the
way that we would approach these questions. The
first important thing for a government is you pick
the policy measures either singularly or together
that are likely to be most eVective and within that
tax can clearly play a role. It is better for certain
things perhaps than it is for others. It can be, for
instance, an eVective policy instrument if what you
are looking to do is to capture the external costs
that a particular activity may impose on the
environment. It is probably less eVective if you
want certain behaviours established and in
comparison for instance to regulation, which has a
greater capacity to specify the sort of standards or
behaviours that you want, tax can be relatively
blunt. I think tax does have a role. There is always
a judgment for the Treasury at the heart of
government in balancing environmental aspirations
that we might have in policy with some of the
economic competitive eVects or indeed the social
eVects. If you wanted me to summarise in a sense
what the potential roles for tax might be in the
environmental field, I think there are four and I
would see them as this: to follow on from Stern,
where there is some sort of carbon trading system
in place where you have prices and controls of
emissions as a result of that system, I think tax can
play a useful supportive role. Within the many
areas of business, we have the European Union
Emissions Trading Scheme and we also have the
Climate Change Levy which encourages more
eYcient use of business energy. Where there is no
carbon trading system then I think tax can play a
part in helping to price and control emissions, so
the use of fuel duty for instance for road fuels
arguably helps to play something of that role in the
absence of any trading system covering surface
transport. Thirdly, I think tax can also play a useful
role in signalling and supporting other measures,
so for instance, you take a particular interest, Dr
Turner, in biofuels, you have argued with me on
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more than one occasion that the duty discount of
20 pence per litre is insuYcient and not generous
enough on the Treasury’s part—
Dr Turner: We will be coming back to that later!

Q110 Joan Walley: You got your oar in first!
John Healey: My point at this stage is this: actually
the market will be transformed less by the duty
discount that is in place and more by the fact that
we are introducing a Road Transport Fuel
Obligation. It is that supported by the tax discount
that will mean that by 2010 we have one million
tonnes of carbon saving eVectively because we have
a 5% move to biofuels. The same could be true with
the CCL exemption for renewables. What will drive
and is driving the development of renewables is not
that but the Renewables Obligation, but it plays a
useful part. The same could be true of the PBR
announcement of zero carbon homes, the aim to
make all new homes zero carbon by 2016. Actually
it is more likely to be what Ruth Kelly has
published in December with plans on planning and
building regulations rather than the time-limited
stamp duty exemption that will deliver that, but
nevertheless it is an important signal and support
for that. I think you will find in a number of areas
where tax is used to signal and to support principal
policy measures which will deliver what we are
really looking for. Fourthly and finally, I think tax
has a role in this field in a way that is well-
established whether some taxes that are classed as
environmental taxes also have an established role
to raise revenue for the Treasury, to raise revenue
for the Government which is available there to
spend on essential public services and investments.

Q111 David Howarth: You have mentioned the
Comprehensive Spending Review a couple of times
and could we just focus in on that specifically.
Increasing pressures on natural resources and
global climate was one of the five key challenges
identified and of course we have also had Stern, as
we have already talked about. How will those two
things—identifying the problem and the Stern
Review—impact specifically on departmental
spending priorities and in particular how will it
impact on PSAs? Can we look forward in this
round for there to be a specific climate change PSA
for every department and not just as at present a
PSA on climate change for Defra with some help
from DTI and Transport, because what is I think
missing at the moment is that an across-the-board
climate change PSA would specifically put in
targets on each department to deliver them?
John Healey: Mr Howarth, I am interested because
I very rarely hear arguments for more PSAs and
for more centrally set targets on departments. In
fact in general what we are attempting to do in this
spending review is to reduce the number of public
service agreement targets that we have across
government. That does not mean to say that there
are not some important environmental targets that
are not applicable to all departments, so for
instance you will have remembered and recognised
that the Prime Minister in June last year set some

new and pretty tough targets for all government
departments, the whole government estate, on
greater energy eYciency, on eYcient use of water
and on waste and on emissions. Those are targets
which apply equally to every department and will
be enforced and required of every department, but
they will not necessarily be captured in the current
Comprehensive Spending Review as PSAs. In
terms of the broader question, part of our purpose
in trying to identify what the Chancellor recognised
in terms of the five long-term challenges that face
us as a country and therefore as a government,
including the increasing pressures on natural
resources around the world and in particular
climate change, was to set the context for the way
that departments think about their own policy
priorities as well as their likely spending priorities
for the coming period. As part of our internal
guidance and preparation for the Comprehensive
Spending Review we are expecting all departments
to reflect in submissions they make in the
Comprehensive Spending Review the principal
conclusions and elements of the five long-term
challenges, including as you quite rightly say
climate change.

Q112 David Howarth: There is a diVerence between
environmental targets and specifically climate
change targets. Lots of departments have
environmental targets but I was talking specifically
about climate change. I suppose another way of
asking the question is this: at the moment
departments are supposed to use a social cost of
carbon figure of about £70 a tonne in policy
evaluation. Stern suggests that the real cost could
be anything but the minimum level is about three
times that, £200 per tonne or more. It seems to me
the question for the Treasury and not just for each
individual department is whether the Stern figure
will henceforth be incorporated in policy evaluation
across government because, if it is, it will start to
transform the policy choices of every department,
not just the ones that are obviously environmental.
John Healey: I suppose the short answer to this is
that Stern was trying to do an assessment of the
economics of climate change on a global basis so
therefore he was looking at elements and
assumptions on a global basis, including one that
led him to take a view on calculating the social cost
of carbon on that basis which is not necessarily and
is certainly not directly applicable country-by-
country. We are doing some quite detailed
technical work on this area within government. It is
obviously a complex and evolving science anyway.
However, at present the sort of assumptions and
the purpose of the Stern calculations, in our view
do not directly translate to the UK and do not lead
us to the conclusion at this point that we need to
revise, for instance, the Green Book guidance,
which is one of the reference points for departments
making the sort of calculations to which you
referred.
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Q113 David Howarth: But does the Secretary of
State for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs not
make the point constantly that a tonne of carbon
somewhere else is the same in its eVects as a tonne
of carbon here, so I cannot see why it is the case
that the British Government should adopt a
diVerent social cost of carbon for its own activities
from the one that has been calculated to reflect the
cost to the world as a whole of emitting carbon?
John Healey: Because the modelling that Stern used
was global not UK in scope. It dealt with a range
of possible outcomes that may have been
appropriate in other parts of the world and not in
the UK. It dealt with likelihoods of their
occurrence elsewhere and not in the UK, plus a
number of other assumptions which are not directly
applicable to the UK, and it is really for that reason
that our preliminary conclusion is that there is not
that direct transferability of his global calculations
to what we should using in the UK. However, as
I say, we are doing some quite detailed internal
technical work on that at the moment.

Q114 David Howarth: Would it be possible to
publish the results of that work so that we can
compare the Stern work and the Treasury’s view?
Ms Russell: It is actually work led by Defra so I am
not quite clear what their plans are for publication.

Q115 Joan Walley: Perhaps through the
Committee Clerks we can explore whether that
might be a possibility.
John Healey: If I may be perhaps a bit bolder and
more committing than Beth, the last piece of work
that we did in government was undertaken by the
Government Economic Service and that was a
paper that was entitled Estimating the Social Cost
of Carbon. That was published and it was
important that it was published because it allowed
technicians and others more widely to see the basis
on which we were making those calculations and
take their view accordingly. I think that is an
important element of this sort of work and so I
would expect the conclusions of the sort of
technical work that is going on at present in this
area certainly to be published at some point
although, as Beth quite rightly says, it is being led
not by the Treasury but by Defra.
Joan Walley: The importance to this Committee is
how that technical work is actually influencing and
informing the Treasury in respect of how it is
taking it further forward, so perhaps we can leave
that there for now. Mr Lazarowicz?

Q116 Mark Lazarowicz: We discussed briefly the
EU Emissions Trading Scheme and this Committee
has just been doing an inquiry into that, and one
of the issues that came out of that was the tension,
or at least the apparent policy tension between the
need for a carbon price that is high enough to bring
forward low carbon investment on the one hand
but also the desire to expand the scope of the
scheme because it was felt that that was necessary
in order to lower the carbon price because of the

impact it has on business and consumers. Do you
recognise there being a tension there and, if so, how
do you think it should be resolved?
John Healey: I do not think there is necessarily a
tension there, particularly if we hold in mind what
has got to be for all of us our principal policy
concern which is to see an impact and ultimately a
limit and a control on global emissions, and in
order to do that we clearly have got to find ways
of encouraging the sort of activity that can
contribute to that well beyond the European
Union. We have got to do it, as Stern quite rightly
emphasises, not just multilaterally but as flexibly as
possible. This is the critical time I think. In many
ways I think you can see Phase I of the EU ETS as
a first stab at setting up a system which was largely
honoured in the breach by all countries other than
the UK in terms of the national allocation plans
and caps they set. I think you can see the role of
the European Commission in their job of agreeing
the national allocation plans as signalling a much
more serious intent which is increasingly being
accepted by other Member States for the second
phase, so I think the prospect of seeing a second
phase now where we do have an eVective limit and
therefore a hardening carbon price and therefore a
more active carbon trading market is good, but the
really important work now is less to do with Phase
II and more what happens after 2012. That is really
the reason, led by the Chancellor but also with the
DTI and Defra, that we published in the autumn
our vision for the future of the EU ETS and one
which we are gradually getting other countries to
sign up to and support. I think that stresses that
you can deal with the two together, you can deal
with your concern to see emissions reductions
achieved by the European Union but actually
investment in emissions reductions achieved in
developing countries as well.

Q117 Mark Lazarowicz: So we are envisaging the
scope therefore for the scheme to be extended but
at the same time the level of the cap being reduced
in such a way that the overall price of carbon
continues to increase? So we are not really
envisaging a reduction in carbon price by an
extension of the scope of the scheme?
John Healey: No, I do not think the way the EU
ETS is set up to work necessarily means that you
are likely to see a weaker market or a lower price
if the emissions reducing investments happened to
be delivered in countries that are outside the
geographical scope of the EU ETS.

Q118 Mark Lazarowicz: Do you think the EU and
the Member States have suYciently developed a
scheme which is transparent enough to make sure
that the savings are actually delivered? Clearly
there are some problems but overall do you think
the scheme is suYciently transparent yet because it
does so much depend upon activities not just
outside the UK but also activities outside the
European Union as well?
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John Healey: No, it is not suYciently transparent
and it is not suYciently liquid at the moment. I
think the signs are encouraging that it is moving in
that direction but the decisions taken over first of
all the commitment to a continuation of the EU
ETS but also the design of that and the way it will
operate will be absolutely crucial post 2012.

Q119 Mark Lazarowicz: Do you think there is a
case for the Commission having a direct
enforcement and monitoring role rather than
leaving it to a great degree to the Member States
to ensure compliance?
John Healey: In a sense the Commission at the
moment has a degree of authority. It has the
authority to insist on amendments to the national
allocation plans, which it is doing and has done
with every Member State’s cap except ours which
it has accepted. It clearly needs to have a role if it
is going to help manage the system in being able to
monitor how it is being done. The central question
is not whether the Commission should have a
stronger role in the areas that you suggest but what
would make the scheme tougher and stronger and
more capable of delivering what we need it to
deliver in the EU and beyond. If the answer to that
question is that the Commission’s role needs to be
developed, then I think that is the right way to
approach it.

Q120 Joan Walley: I certainly think it is worth
noting on that that when the Committee was out in
Brussels earlier this year the Commission was very
complimentary indeed on the leading role that the
UK Government had taken on that. I just throw
that in.
John Healey: I am very glad to hear that.
Sometimes I think the standards we are trying to
set in the UK and the leadership we are trying to
give in the UK are better recognised outside the
UK than inside, so I am glad the hear that.

Q121 Colin Challen: The UK Government Vision on
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme published last
year called for a 60% cut in emissions by 2050 and
30% by 2020. Given that we are one of the largest
emitters in the EU of greenhouse gases here in the
UK, does that suggest we should have a greater
proportion of that overall cut in the EU that we
are calling for?
John Healey: I think in a sense what the trading
system starts to do, and Stern is clear about this,
is make the location of where the emissions are
achieved less important than the contribution that
is made by a country to those emissions, so in other
words clearly the founding logic and operation of
the Emissions Trading Scheme is that emissions
reductions which may be achieved elsewhere in the
European Union but under the tradeable permits
purchased by businesses in the UK count equally
as emissions achieved and reduced actually in the
UK. I think what that means is that as we look to
how we develop the system more strongly that we
have to have the capacity for a system both to more
eVectively set a cap on the emissions because in a

sense that leads you to a harder price and it gives
you the possibility of much more tradeable
investment both within the EU and beyond.

Q122 Colin Challen: Also our target of a 60% cut
in emissions by 2050 is emissions of CO2 only
whereas the document UK Government Vision talks
about a 60% reduction in all greenhouse gases for
the EU. How do you reconcile that diVerent
approach? Does it not suggest that our targets
should be altered if we are suggesting what might
be a more demanding target across the board in
the EU?
John Healey: At the moment we have both a
domestic focus and targets relating to carbon
dioxide. The logic of that is that first of all it is the
principal climate changing gas, it is also the
principal emission from energy, so clearly it makes
sense to give some concentration to that, but the
cluster of other gases which are also and in some
cases much more aggressively climate changing
(although in smaller quantities) is also important—
methane and nitrous oxide for instance—which are
the second and third for the UK. Kyoto and the
international agreements tend to focus on
greenhouse gases, so at this point our belief in the
approach we are adopting is if the European Union
(and this is what we are arguing) will commit itself
as a whole to a 30% reduction on 1990 levels of
greenhouse gas emissions it puts us, the European
Union, in a strong position to argue internationally
for a post-Kyoto greenhouse gas agreement. So I
think that is the rationale for saying at this point,
with an eye to the importance of a post-Kyoto
international agreement, let us concentrate on
greenhouse gases. What we have said as part of the
vision, as you know Mr Challen, is as we look to
post 2012 to the Emissions Trading Scheme within
Europe to ask whether there is a case for extending
the scheme to cover other greenhouse gas/climate
change emissions beyond carbon dioxide. To some
extent for the trading scheme itself that is quite an
open question.

Q123 Colin Challen: I am interested to know what
you feel about the EU’s range of targets for
concentration of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. They are talking of trying to fall
somewhere between 450 parts per million CO2

equivalent and 550 parts per million, suggesting
that somewhere within that range you would try
and limit the probability of a two degree
temperature increase, which is our target too, but
as Stern has shown us that really is a very small
probability. Do you think that our targets really
should be tightened considerably if we are to
achieve that two degree cut-oV point or at least to
improve our probability of not exceeding it?
John Healey: As we reflect on Stern’s analysis it
may require us all to recalibrate the sort of levels
that we need to aim at. What I think would be a
mistake is the UK somehow breaking ranks and
deciding to set unilaterally in contrast to where the
European Union believes we should be because I
think if you accept that the UK alone cannot stop
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climate change, the only way of giving ourselves a
serious chance of dealing with this threat is to act
multilaterally, and with the European Union I
think we should be making sure that our
aspirations are consistent with theirs, that their
determination and commitment to play the sort of
leadership role that it is capable of playing (and
perhaps has not yet internationally) is reinforced,
and so I am reluctant particularly post Stern to put
too much emphasis on the unilateral UK approach
to this.

Q124 Colin Challen: I agree with you that we
cannot solve it on our own, quite obviously it will
take every country in the world to solve the
problem, but I also agree with you that we are
leading in the European Union and I would also
assert that the European Union is leading in the
world, so that puts us in a key position, particularly
with a Climate Change Bill coming up soon which
will put in statute a 60% cut in CO2 emissions. That
rather conflicts with the open-minded approach
that you have expressed to the last question which
suggests that this might need recalibrating. Is it
likely that we could still recalibrate our targets to
be more, shall we say, up-to-date and in accordance
with the science or at least reducing the
probabilities of overshoot on the two degrees
target?
John Healey: Our 2050 target is for a 60% cut in
emissions, as you say. If we are looking, as we
believe, for global emissions by 2050 to be reduced
by up to 50%, I think we have to accept following
through the logic of the position we are in and quite
rightly what you advocate, which is a greater
readiness to lead by the European Union, and then
that really implies for developed countries potential
emissions reductions of 60% plus because in order
to achieve what really ought to be our global goal
of a 50% reduction then developed countries are
going to have to do more of the heavy lifting, so I
think we will need to consider this.

Q125 Colin Challen: Moving on to the question of
environmental taxation, as we all know the burden
of environmental taxes in the context of the total
tax take and GDP has dropped. Bearing in mind
your previous comments this afternoon to the
Committee, are we in a position where we could say
happily that the further use of environmental
taxation can be classed as perhaps a little bit
redundant since the Government on previous
answers to this question have always said that this
shows how our taxation in this area has succeeded,
it is working, and we have not really seen any
significant eVort to maintain their percentage take
in the economy?
John Healey: Environmental taxes are emphatically
not redundant, their role is important, their place
as part of a range of policies is important, and I
tried earlier on to give the Committee some idea
of the framework and the principles on which it is
sensible to consider that. What for me is a
redundant yardstick for trying to measure either
the commitment or the success of a government’s

environmental tax policy is to use the total
aggregate revenue yielded by what are classified as
environmental taxes as your principal way of
judging either the commitment or the success on
the environment. The reason for that—and we have
discussed this before—really is threefold. High tax
receipts on the environmental front can result
either from high rates of tax, which many green
pressure groups advocate, or it can result from high
levels of environmental damage that are being
taxed. That is the first point. The second point is
that if one simply uses the total tax revenue take
from environmental taxes as the yardstick then all
the policies which are perhaps incentive policies
which may reduce the tax take or indeed improve
environmental performance leading to a drop in
environmental tax revenues work against a simple
test; so climate change agreements, the 80%
discount on the Climate Change Levy, responsible
for delivering by 2010 2.8 million tonnes of carbon
a year reduction or, as we touched on earlier, a
biofuel duty discount of 20 pence per litre. At a
2.5% market for biofuels by 2008 that is going to
cost the Government, the Treasury, the public
purse £300 million. The duty discount so far has
helped lead to a doubling of the biofuels market,
but if you simply judge—and this is my third point
really—the commitment to green taxes or the
success of green taxes by the total take, you miss
those important elements and really it is
behavioural changes and environmental gains that
should be the measure of success of such policies.

Q126 Colin Challen: If the tax take is smaller as a
proportion of the country’s wealth, surely people
will feel less impelled to make any behavioural
changes? I am sure that the tax take to the Treasury
on tobacco has probably been in freefall for quite
some time but that has not stopped the Treasury
from putting the taxes up every year to try and
change people’s behaviour. It does suggest that
there is an easing oV on the pedal.
John Healey: If you are right, Mr Challen, then
those businesses which qualify and are part of
climate change agreements and therefore pay the
Climate Change Levy at 20% of the rate that other
businesses are paying would take the importance of
climate change and of energy eYciency less
seriously than others that were paying the full rate.
Actually the evidence shows that that is not the
case. The evidence shows that the climate change
agreements alongside what is being delivered
through the levy itself are contributing to the very
policy purposes and aims that I am sure the
Committee would share with the Government,
which is to see business make more eYcient use of
energy and in doing so reduce the level of climate
change emissions that are coming from parts of our
industry in this country. The test of the Climate
Change Levy is surely less the £760 million revenue
that it raises and more the 28 million tonnes of
emissions reductions that since it was introduced it
is responsible for—more than a quarter of our
Kyoto target.
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Q127 Colin Challen: Let us just have a look at one
of the recent highlighted things in the Pre-Budget
Report which was the increase in Air Passenger
Duty. What are the eVects that you predict that
increase will have? In fact, I did ask a question on
which you gave a very precise figure in tonnes of
carbon. How is that worked out and how is that
going to be shifting the burden, to coin a phrase?
John Healey: First of all, the Air Passenger Duty
is one of those established classified environmental
taxes that has an environmental impact but also
plays a role in raising revenue that we can invest
in important areas like the environment and
transport. You asked me specifically how its
climate change impact was calculated; essentially
we have used the HM Revenue and Customs’
model for Air Passenger Duty using the demand
elasticities that are built into that. That model
suggests that by 2010 the suppression of passengers
flying as a result of the doubling of Air Passenger
Duty will be around five million out of 140 million
a year. So if you then translate that to flights and
emissions reductions it leads you to a range of 0.2
to 0.5 million tonnes of carbon saved, central point
0.3, so you can say that the model that we use
suggests a demand impact of 0.3 million tonnes of
carbon saved by 2010. Then on top of that the
eVect of the emission of other greenhouse gases at
high attitudes suggests that when you add that to
the 0.3 the overall climate change equivalent eVect
is 0.75 million tonnes of carbon by 2010–11. That
is how the figures we have used on the climate
change side of the APD have been calculated.

Q128 Colin Challen: I hope we are right on that. I
think I might be more happy with the answer if
Michael O’Leary also attests to these figures’
veracity but we will wait and see on that one.
John Healey: I do not know what Ryanair’s model
of demand elasticity for Air Passenger Duty is but
that is based on HMRC.

Q129 Colin Challen: He will do everything he
possibly can to make that particular tax redundant,
I am sure. Just lastly from me, I think the CCL has
been successful but why has the Government
stopped that kind of approach? Could it not have
applied it elsewhere as well to make a direct shift
from bads to goods?
John Healey: Which other areas do you have in
mind particularly?

Q130 Colin Challen: It is an open question really.
We have had that approach to business, to high
energy users, but in terms of wider society who has
noticed? In terms of leading to behavioural change,
who has noticed? You could perhaps have a tax on
one thing and then use that revenue to have some
relief on VAT on another so you could have
something which then supports microgeneration or
other things which currently have a higher level of
VAT on them.
John Healey: I would not entirely agree with you
that that which was captured in our 1997 Statement
of Intent to look to shift from bads to goods is not

a feature of some of the other tax decisions we have
taken. When we introduced the Aggregates Levy,
like we did with the Climate Change Levy, we cut
national insurance contributions for employers.
When we introduced the escalator on the Landfill
Tax we have to date recycled that into a fund for
business to invest in more eYcient use of resources
and energy. When something like the fuel duty or
indeed the Air Passenger Duty is increased,
arguably a tax on environmental bads, it means
that a tax on other areas which may be regarded
as goods is not required.
Joan Walley: Did you want to come back on that,
Mr Challen?
Colin Challen: I am thinking particularly about
how we can use this approach to aVect consumer
behaviour. The APD might do that but to reference
Michael O’Leary again, one of his complaints is
that there is no evidence that the Government is
recycling the extra receipts or any of the receipts
from APD directly to another area within the
environmental context. That is the real question;
how we influence consumer behaviour.

Q131 Joan Walley: We will come to the detail of
aviation in a minute. Just before we leave this set
of questions, can I ask if it is possible for you to
clarify not necessarily now but maybe in writing for
the Committee just so that we are clear, assuming
that the Government is aiming for a global target
by 2050 of 550 parts per million of carbon dioxide
could you just confirm for us whether or not it is
that or in respect of 550 parts per million of all
greenhouse gases expressed as a carbon dioxide
equivalent. We wanted to try and understand the
Treasury’s thinking in respect of the greenhouse
gases and carbon dioxide, if you could just clarify
that for us, not necessarily now but later in writing.
John Healey: I am very happy to do that. Just to
be clear, it is Government thinking but I will
certainly let you have that from the Treasury.
Joan Walley: Thank you.

Q132 Mr Hurd: Can I bring you back to Air
Passenger Duty? Can we clarify one thing about the
legality because some people are exercised about
whether it is legal to bring in a tax without a
resolution before Parliament. Can you assure the
Committee on that point?
John Healey: Yes, it is legal. As you would expect,
we have taken legal advice on it. It is fairly
consistent practice in many ways, in the way that
we have done these things before. It is not
exceptional or unprecedented. Neither is it
retrospective which is an argument that has been
used. It was announced on 6 December. The duty
point is the point at which passengers depart the
UK, not when they purchase their ticket. The APD
rise therefore will come into eVect almost two
months after it was announced on 1 February. As
with other tax rises—for instance, when we
increased the supplementary charge for North Sea
oil—we similarly announced it in the Pre-Budget
Report before Christmas. In that case it came into
eVect for accounting periods from 1 January 2006.
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There was then, in the normal way, a Budget
resolution tabled following the Budget. It was part
of the Budget debate and it was registered in 1984
in the Finance Bill. That is precisely what we plan
to do with the Air Passenger Duty.

Q133 Mr Hurd: What has changed? When you last
came before the Committee you were quite clear and
you are on record as saying the Air Passenger Duty
is not an environmental tax, although you describe
it as such today. You were quite robust on some of
the ineYciencies of the tax and you were quite
resistant to our calls to increase it. What has
changed?
John Healey: Nothing has changed. Air Passenger
Duty, probably the Committee would agree, in my
view, is not the most environmentally eVective tax
for aviation but there are very tight legal restrictions
on other areas of tax as far as aviation goes—for
instance, on fuel. Neither is it the most
environmentally eVective policy for aviation, which
is why our principal concern and our favoured way
of dealing with the need for aviation to improve its
climate change performance is through its inclusion
in the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme.
There is a case for using Air Passenger Duty. It is
established; it is available and there is a case for
using it to make sure that aviation, as Stern argues,
as is required of every sector, at least pays for the
climate change costs that it imposes. There will be an
environmental gain from the rise.

Q134 Mr Hurd: Earlier you cited four reasons where
tax could add value to this. One was to be supportive
of carbon trade. The second was to fill in for carbon
trade. The third was to send signals. The fourth was
to raise revenue. Should we consider this increase to
be number four?
John Healey: It will raise revenue that will help in the
coming spending review to support the investments
we want to make in priorities like the environment
and transport. It will have an environmental impact
as well and we have just discussed that. It is not the
best conceptually. It is not the best tax instrument
for aviation. It is certainly not the best policy
instrument for aviation but, given that our aim to get
aviation included within the EU ETS despite good
progress from the Commission looks unlikely to be
delivered by 2008 now and may well be 2010 or 2011,
there is a case for using APD. It is available. It is
established. It is relatively straightforward.

Q135 Mr Hurd: In practice, if this data is right and
75% of tickets sold each year are for short haul
economy class flights, the rate on which the
government halved in April 2001, you have done no
more than restore the tax rate of five years ago.
John Healey: If you think back, the rate of APD was
cut on some tickets and it was increased on others
and—

Q136 Mr Hurd: The point is that what you cut was
three quarters of the traYc and therefore to all
intents and purposes what you have done is really no
more than restore the value of the tax as it was set
five years ago.
John Healey: We have doubled all Air Passenger
Duty rates from 1 February. It has a significant
revenue impact and an important environmental
impact.

Q137 Mr Hurd: Is it just a start in your mind in terms
of the direction of travel in relation to the APD rate?
John Healey: Our first priority for aviation remains
working with the Commission and with other
countries to get it included in the European Union
ETS. It is important that aviation, like other sectors,
pays for the costs it imposes on the climate and the
environment. The rise in APD helps us ensure that.
In terms of any tax changes, rate or design, generally
we will keep those under review and should any
further changes in our judgment be the right things
to do we will announce that in the normal Budget
process.

Q138 Mr Hurd: What was the main driver in
deciding the actual level of tax rise? Was it elasticity,
impact on emissions or just a political judgment that
it was the most you could get away with?
John Healey: Given that we are not going to see
aviation included in the European Union Emissions
Trading Scheme by 2008 as we had originally been
arguing for, the principal case for the APD rise is one
to ensure that the aviation at least covers its
environmental costs.

Q139 Mr Hurd: There is an argument that if you
need to change behaviour in relation to aviation you
need to move from the situation where you have 32
flights a day from London to Manchester. If you
want to change that behaviour you have to provide
people with an attractive alternative to flying and
this leads people to believe that any tax increases on
aviation should have a degree of hypothecation in
terms of the infrastructure required to present a
compelling alternative to flying. This approach
would deliver much greater public support to
taxation on aviation. Do you have any comment
on that?
John Healey: If you are interested in the sort of
investment the government is making in transport
generally which arguably is part of providing
alternatives to flying, (a) the sort of levels, (b) the
sort of increases that we have been prepared to make
in transport investment and spending totally dwarf
the revenues that come from Air Passenger Duty.
The rise in Air Passenger Duty will contribute to
what we have available to spend in the coming
spending review period on priorities like
environment and transport. As a government we are
now spending £260 million a week on transport. We
have more rail journeys each year now than in any
year since 1960.
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Q140 Mr Hurd: You still have 32 flights to
Manchester. Do you think you might get more
popular support for environmental taxation if there
was a clear link and people could see an eVect, could
see the money being recycled to some more
transparent environment gain? I am not getting
obsessed with railways but just so that the money is
being recycled into some clear environmental area.
John Healey: As I tried to explain earlier on, in some
cases, we have taken the decision that that should be
a part of the design or the changes we are making.
But in other cases we have not2. Fuel duty was
introduced in 1928. It is well established. It is
categorised as an environmental tax because it has
an environmental impact as far as the OYce of
National Statistics goes. There is a tax which has a
crucial role in raising revenues for government
spending as well as potentially an important role to
play in helping deal with emissions and climate
change.

Q141 Mr Caton: Transport 2000 have criticised the
eVects of the zero VAT rating for the aviation
industry which lets airlines claim back the VAT they
pay on various goods and services. What does that
cost the Exchequer and are you consider ending
what does appear to be an anomaly?
John Healey: No, we are not considering ending it
firstly because we have a manifesto commitment to
maintain the current zero rate the UK has on
passenger transport. Secondly, because like virtually
every other Member State we treat aviation in the
same way as other forms of public transport for
VAT purposes. On the specific question of how
much VAT costs, here we are talking of course about
VAT on domestic aviation ticketing and fares, the
standard rate on that in the UK would be about £160
million. To put it in perspective, the total value of
our zero rating for public passenger transport fares
is probably worth about £2.25 billion.

Q142 Mr Caton: You say we are in line with other
EU countries but when you are talking about
domestic flights we are one of only four countries
that does not put VAT on. Why is that?
John Healey: You may have knowledge that I do
not. I thought there were only two countries,
ourselves and Malta, that had a zero rate of VAT.
Other countries may choose to have diVerential
rates. We are in a position where we have a zero rate.
We had a zero rate when we joined the European
Community as it was at that time in the early 1970s.
We were allowed to retain our zero rate and that is
what we have done.

Q143 Mark Lazarowicz: How do the sums that
would be raised by VAT on domestic flights
compare with the sums that are raised on APD on
domestic flights?
John Healey: I do not have the specific figures for
APD just levied on departures for internal, domestic
flights. I can certainly provide that for the
Committee. If I may say so, I think it would have

2 Sentence inserted by witness 12.02.07

such a limited impact and be a significant change in
the approach that we have taken both to VAT but
also to public transport fares that I am a little
surprised that organisations like Transport 2000
spend such time pressing the case.

Q144 Mr Caton: Can we move on to road transport?
The Pre-Budget Report says, “Real costs of
motoring as a share of household disposable income
have fallen considerably in the last ten years, as
incomes have grown on the back of sustained
economic growth, while motoring costs have
remained broadly constant.” Over the same period,
on the other hand, the real cost of bus and train fares
increased by 31 and 16% respectively and very
recently there has been another big hike in rail fares.
Should not the government be doing more to alter
the balance of aVordability between private and
public transport both for social reasons and for
environmental reasons?
John Healey: That is over simple and an approach
that does not really aVect the central importance in
our particular country to road transport both for
individuals and families and also for the economy.
To that extent, I do not think it is possible to make
that broad argument that the approach should
somehow be equivalent. The role that road transport
plays in our life, our society and our economy is
quite diVerent to that of other forms of transport. In
the UK, it is diVerent to the circumstances and
position in other countries as well.

Q145 Mr Caton: Is not the reality that fuel protests
some years ago ended the Government’s
commitment to the fuel duty escalator which was
and could be a much stronger environmental tax?
John Healey: The eVectiveness of tax on things like
fuel often turns on its impact on price. When any
government is taking decisions about things like fuel
duty, we may have a concern about the environment.
Clearly we have a concern about the economy and
the diVerential impact it may have on diVerent
groups. If you look over the last three years, because
of world energy changes and oil prices, the price at
the pump of petrol or diesel has gone up by about 18
pence a litre. That is a price eVect with demand
consequences, with an impact on the environment
that it is diYcult to see, even with an escalator in
place, one would have achieved simply by a fuel duty
decision. The idea that you do not take fuel duty
decisions with a concern also for the economic or
social impact as well as the environmental gain that
may be there is imperfect and too limited a view of
policy taking.

Q146 David Howarth: Is not the counter to that that
we are not going to meet the 20% reduction target by
2010? Why did not policy change back to induce
higher increases in the price of fuel than the ones that
the market produced by itself? As the PBR says, even
with the increase by 1.25 pence per litre, the tax rate
itself remains 15% lower in real terms than 1999
when the escalator was abolished. EVectively, there
has been a real terms tax cut at a time where we are
not meeting important climate change objectives.
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Does not what you have just said simply amount to
saying that climate change is important but it is not
as important as other things so we are not going to
deal with it in this way?
John Healey: I appreciate your party has a policy to
reintroduce the fuel escalator. That in my view does
not make suYcient recognition of the potential
economic and social costs. I suspect its punitive
eVect, not just on the average motorist and
household but on the economy, would lead to very
serious problems should it ever be pursued. You
started with a point about the concern to see CO2

emissions reductions. That was the purpose of the
climate change review. It is why there will be further
policies that we put in place as a result of the energy
review. In part it is designed to try and help us get
closer towards the CO2 emissions target reductions
that we seek. All sectors have to play a part in that.
The importance of the work we are doing in
government is to try and make sure we use the best,
most cost eVective way to do that.

Q147 David Howarth: Is not the whole point of the
Stern Review that in economic terms the costs of
inaction are greater than the costs of action? Is this
not also one of those policies which would change
fundamentally if the Stern social costs of carbon
were adopted across the board in government
policy, not just at the rhetorical level?
John Healey: Yes because Stern says the costs are in
the end only manageable if we build much flexibility
into the way that we reduce emissions and take
policy decisions and if we work principally
internationally rather than simply seeing our
concern as to what is happening in the UK.
Ms Russell: It is also worth remembering with
regard to fuel duty that the level is already far in
excess of the externality level if it was just pricing
carbon.

Q148 David Howarth: At the Stern level at 2010?
Ms Russell: At the current level.

Q149 David Howarth: That is the point I was trying
to make.
John Healey: If one were simply concerned to set the
fuel duty at a rate that covered its climate change
externalities, you would be looking at a duty cut of
around 40 pence per litre.

Q150 Dr Turner: The Chancellor reformed Vehicle
Excise Duty in the last Budget with a new band G for
higher emitting vehicles but abolishing VED for the
lowest in band A. We welcomed those reforms but
we were critical because they did not go far enough
to have much of an eVect on the market for high end
vehicles. It has been there for several months now.
Have you any evaluation of the changes and their
eVects on vehicle sales?
Ms Russell: Not yet. It is too early, although there is
some indication that the number of cars in band B
has increased. We need to do further work on
understanding what exactly has been driving that.
Apart from that, it is too early to have any
evaluation.

John Healey: The policy purpose, using the VED
system, reforming it in the first place and reforming
it further at the Budget, is essentially to send signals
to motorists at the point at which they are
considering purchasing vehicles rather than
necessarily trying simply by price alone to drive
behaviour.

Q151 Dr Turner: Are you satisfied with the great
width of band G which includes quite modest
vehicles and goes up to vehicles which have the most
gargantuan fuel consumption of 10 or 12 miles per
gallon? Do you think it could be subdivided and
have a more swingeing rate at the top end?
John Healey: We based our decisions on where to set
particularly the new top band on a level which did
not necessarily apply to only certain types of vehicle.
We wanted to ensure, even for those who need or
choose to have 4x4s, that there are models available
with emissions performances that do not bring them
into band G but sit them in band F. It was an
attempt to introduce this new top band but to do it
in a way that also allowed people a range of choice
over the purchases they made.

Q152 Dr Turner: As for the renewable transport fuel
obligation, that has been criticised by Greenpeace in
particular because of the lack of control over the
environmental sustainability of the source material.
Are you taking any steps to guarantee that biofuels
consumed in the UK come from sustainable sources?
Are you relating for instance the obligation and the
duty reduction to sustainable certification?
John Healey: We are taking steps to try and deal
with those concerns. The work is being led by the
Department for Transport. It is part of the
preparations we are making for the introduction of
the obligation in 2008–09 that we have some sort of
carbon assurance system as a working concept or
title. There is clearly a case for that. We obviously
want to try and make sure that where biofuels are
used and used increasingly they deliver the
maximum possible environmental gain and
emissions impact that we can achieve. You will
appreciate it is not straightforward, particularly
when one considers the fact that any system like that
would need in time to be able to deal with imports
of biofuel which may be sourced and produced in a
number of other countries. It is one reason why the
Chancellor is taking a step to try and build what
might be called a biofuels international partnership
which does involve discussions on precisely these
sorts of questions and work with countries like
Brazil, a major biofuels producing country, over
how we can increase the use of biofuels in a way to
get the maximum climate change impact.

Q153 Dr Turner: Is the Treasury doing anything to
accelerate the development of second generation
biofuels?
John Healey: Yes. We have been prepared to put in
place a provision within the VED system. We have
said that we will do work on how the obligation
might count and encompass the next generation of
biofuels. Although they are at a relatively early stage
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at the moment, we want to see the mechanisms,
whether on the tax or regulation front, that provide
the incentives to improve what we can get.
Ms Russell: Both ourselves and HMRC are in very
regular dialogue with the industry to understand
what new fuels are coming forward. We made some
announcements in the Budget extending the 20
pence duty diVerential to some new fuels. We are
looking in conjunction with the industry at when
new fuels come up and as to the case for including
them.

Q154 Dr Turner: What is your estimate of the
penetration of the transport market biofuels so far?
Are the RTFO and the 20% discount having the
eVect of stimulating much penetration? How much?
John Healey: We start from a low base, particularly
compared to some other countries. I think that is
important to recognise at the outset. The
introduction of the duty discount is clearly having an
impact. The biofuels market between 2004–05
increased fourfold. It looks as if it doubled between
2005 and 2006. I think we are making some progress.
Our judgment has been—it is why we are now
designing and preparing to introduce the
obligation—that the duty discount on its own is not
the best way to develop the market for biofuels in the
UK. The obligation, as you will know, means that in
2008–09 2.5% of the fuel market must be sourced as
biofuels. By 2010–11 that is 5%. We see that as just
a start. How we develop it and see a greater
proportion of our road fuel market coming from
biofuels will depend on a number of factors but I am
confident that we will deliver that type of market
expansion and share. As we have indicated from the
answer to your previous question, we are looking
not just at 2010–11 but where we go beyond that
as well.

Q155 Dr Turner: Have you modelled the final aim
for percentage of biofuels?
John Healey: That is diYcult to do because it
depends on a combination of things. It depends on
developments in fuel design and production. It
depends on developments in engine technology, on
cost and what is acceptable to the consumer too. It
depends on developments in fuel standards. I would
not necessarily want to fix an end point, even if it
seemed intellectually or technically feasible to do
which it does not seem to me to be at this point.

Q156 Joan Walley: In the Pre-Budget Report it sets
out something like a 25% reduction in terms of waste
sent to landfill sites since 1997, but we have been
urged to do more and more. Both BiVa and the
Green Alliance told us in their earlier evidence that
the tax is still too low. Is it too low and what are you
doing to really isolate and assess the eVectiveness of
the landfill tax in terms of disincentivising the waste
companies using landfill?
John Healey: First of all, the annual increase that we
signalled and have started to implement of at least
three pounds per tonne a year for the standard rate
has been important. It has helped to deliver what
you have rightly cited as the 25% reduction in what

is registerable for landfill tax being disposed of in
landfill by 2004–05. It has also contributed to the
fact that local authorities in England are now
recycling 27% of their domestic waste which is a
tremendous achievement when you consider that in
1997 it was only 8%. They should be congratulated
on that. We look as if we are therefore on target to
meet the European Landfill Directive target for
2010. The ones beyond that are going to be more
diYcult. It is for that reason in the Pre-Budget
Report that we did say that we would consider
whether or not there was a case for changing the
steepness of the escalator. We said we would look
again at whether our judgment about £35 per tonne
was the right level in the medium term. I do not want
to encourage too strong expectations on that. It is
work that we will do seriously but I am well used,
having done this job for three or four years now, to
the arguments of the waste industry in particular as
well as the environmental groups saying, “This is
simply not enough.”

Q157 Joan Walley: It is work in progress?
John Healey: It is work in progress but it is
important to see the landfill tax rate as part of a
number of policies that are in place to try and help
deal with the waste and landfill challenges we have.
Also, it is important to see where some of the
barriers are. Simply focusing on the rate of landfill
tax will not help us deal with some of the other
challenges that are there in the waste disposal and
recycling system. The work Defra are now leading in
government and the prospect of a fresh waste
strategy being published shortly will be an important
step on that as well.

Q158 Joan Walley: Last week we had BiVa giving
evidence to us. They were really calling for there to
be more diVerentiation and looking at diVerent fiscal
instruments so that we have diVerent methods of
dealing with waste that reflect the diVerent amounts
of carbon that come out. Is that something you are
looking at? One of the other issues is the evidence we
have had calling for the landfill tax to be extended to
incineration as well. Might that be part of the Defra
strategy that you just talked about?
John Healey: I cannot anticipate what is in the Defra
strategy. I am familiar with the BiVa argument,
questions of the steepness of the increase, the extent
of the increase, the nature of the landfill tax system.
We are looking at those, as we said we would do in
the Pre-Budget Report.

Q159 Joan Walley: You are moving along those
lines?
John Healey: I do not think you can say we are
moving along those lines. We are examining the
arguments that have been put to us by BiVa and
others, not for the first time.

Q160 Joan Walley: One thing which keeps on raising
its head over and over again, particularly in respect
of popular campaigns, are campaigns for example in
respect of things like carrier bags and I think
batteries in Sweden. Is the Treasury doing anything
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that could replicate the successful campaigns like for
example in Ireland, the 10p tax on plastic bags? Are
we likely to be examining the options of those kinds
of taxes?
John Healey: We have been watching very closely
what the Irish have done with their bag tax. I am
happy to send you what information and analysis we
have on the impact of that at the moment.

Q161 Joan Walley: When the Treasury has looked
at it in the past it has not really looked at it
necessarily from the environmental perspective. Is
that something that you are looking at with Defra
as well?
John Healey: Yes, but plastic bags are less than 1%
of the waste stream. There have been some perverse
consequences of what they have done in Ireland. It
is not necessarily the right thing for us to be doing
in the UK, which is why we have not yet decided
that it is the right thing for us to do.

Q162 Joan Walley: It may be part of the whole
public debate about behavioural change as well.
There could be spin oVs in other directions.
John Healey: That is one of the arguments I have
heard for a plastic bag tax, that it is in your face
and helps people think more carefully about their
use of them.

Q163 Mr Caton: If we could move on to
microgeneration, Greenpeace have argued strongly
to us that rather than focus on individual
households the government ought to be looking at
larger units: blocks of flats, oYce blocks, retail
parks and community buildings. They argued that
this would be a lot more eYcient and would lead
to far swifter progress. Do you have policies for
accelerating microgeneration in these sectors?
Ms Russell: The DTI low carbon buildings
programme in phase one provides grants not just
to domestic but also to commercial customers and,
in phase two which is being developed, to public
sector and charitable bodies as well. The existing
measures are not just focused on the domestic
sector.

Q164 Mr Caton: Do you feel that there should be
greater emphasis, as clearly Greenpeace do, on the
rather larger units?
John Healey: Yes, and that is why in the Budget
the Chancellor announced another £50 million that
would be put into these programmes. It is why in
phase two it will not just be the domestic and
commercial that are eligible for this support. It will
be public and communal buildings, precisely the
sorts of buildings that Greenpeace are concerned
about.

Q165 Mr Caton: Greenpeace have also argued that
the government is underestimating the eYciency of
decentralised electricity production given its
reduced losses in transmission. Indeed, BiVa made
the same argument in relation to energy production
from waste. What is your response to this and are

you prepared to reassess the cost eVectiveness of
increased support for these sorts of energy
production?
Ms Russell: I suspect—although I do not know—
that these are the sorts of issues that the DTI are
looking at as part of their Energy White Paper. It
is not something that we have looked at specifically
in the Treasury.
John Healey: Ofgem as well are at the moment
doing a review on where the incentives and the
barriers are to more distributed electricity
generation. You may have noticed that in the Pre-
Budget Report we have also given a commitment
to legislate in the Finance Bill to make clear that
anybody who installs microgeneration in their
home and, as a result of that, has a surplus that
they may want to sell back to the grid will not be
chargeable for income tax on those receipts.

Q166 Mr Caton: Also in the Pre-Budget Report
there was an announcement of 7.5 million to
improve coordination between government grants
to alleviate fuel poverty on the one hand and to
improve household energy eYciency on the other.
Does that mean all households which receive warm
front grants will have energy eYciency measures
fitted as well?
Ms Russell: My understanding is that that money
is to try and kickstart local partnerships on those
sorts of issues. It is left with these local partnerships
to decide exactly how that money would be spent
and what it would be used for.
Joan Walley: I am very pleased that Stoke-on-
Trent is about to benefit from a warm home zone.

Q167 Mark Lazarowicz: The PBR announced the
Government’s ambition for all new homes to be
zero carbon by 2016. That was welcomed by the
NGOs and did not get too bad a reception from
the industry as well. Is that target a UK, GB or just
England and Wales target? Although the ambition
for new homes is welcome, why did the
Government not consider extending the target to
all commercial and public buildings as well?
John Healey: We have said that we will set out the
full details of what we aim to try and do on zero
carbon homes and the incentives in the Budget.
Bearing in mind what I said earlier on, this is an
example where tax can support other policy
measures which are likely to do more of the heavy
lifting. The logic of that would suggest that as
planning is a devolved function then clearly as the
UK Government we are in a position to make these
sorts of commitments and put in place the planning
or the building regulations or codes that may be
required to help deliver this for England. It would
be something for the devolved administrations, the
extent to which they use some of their planning
policy instruments to pursue the same ends,
something I very much hope they would do.

Q168 Mark Lazarowicz: There are other fiscal
instruments that you have at your disposal which
would apply there as well, provided it does not slip
in the middle between the two administrations.
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John Healey: To the extent that the fiscal system—
stamp duty in this case—is UK wide, that will be
available UK wide.

Q169 Mark Lazarowicz: The other question was
more generally about commercial and public
buildings. You indicated in your answer that the
consultation was in relation to policy as far as new
homes. Does that mean you have ruled out the
possibility of extending it to commercial and public
buildings or not?
John Healey: You are right. It is specifically
connected with new homes. We have not ruled out
extending it but we have not yet had the case made
and the evidence that suggests that extending that
wider than new homes is deliverable or a sensible
thing to do. If through the Committee I can invite
Budget representations, I am happy to do so.

Q170 Mark Lazarowicz: Are you considering them
at the Treasury at the moment?
John Healey: We are concentrating at the moment
with DCLG on how we can put in place what is
needed to deliver the 2016 commitment on all new
homes being zero carbon.

Q171 Mark Lazarowicz: You are waiting for the
case to be made for commercial and public
buildings?
John Healey: I am happy to receive a case if there
is one from whatever source for other buildings.

Q172 David Howarth: One final point about a
completely diVerent topic: corporate reporting and
environmental impacts. I do not want to go
through the saga of the OFR and the business
review, especially as I have spent months of my life
on the Companies Bill. Could I put it to you that
the final position does seem to be unsatisfactory in
one important respect? Directors themselves decide
what is material to report on environmental
impacts. There are no mandatory standards. The
audit regime is less than full. That puts good
companies with good environmental stories to tell
at a disadvantage because there is no level playing
field. They will not get the full credit for their
actions because there is no great credibility in the
market for the statements they make because of the
lack of a mandatory framework. When business
complained on one side that they did not like the
extension of the business review, for example, to
supply chain issues, and on the other side they did
not know where they stood, they were
contradicting themselves. If there had been
mandatory standards they would have known
where they stood and the whole system would have
worked better for all concerned. Are you prepared
to accept that there might be a problem here and
that it might be something we should come back to
at a later date?

John Healey: Like you, I am not really keen to
reopen the original arguments on this. You will
remember better than most if you served on the
Companies Bill—you are probably as relieved as
others that it is now the Act—that there was a
balance in our view to be struck between ensuring
that information that was useful, meaningful and
forward looking was provided with the imposition
of something that may be unnecessarily inflexible
and costly for business. You are right obviously
that the Companies Act places the business review
at the heart of this reporting regime. It brings
together important reporting on commercial and
sustainability grounds. It does so to the extent that
it is necessary to understand the business. I think
that is the right balance. It is a good starting point.
You may follow these things, having served on the
Bill, more closely than I do and more consistently.
What I now get are reports that analysts
increasingly are including this in their assessment
for clients of business information, business
performance and business reporting. If that is the
case—you are nodding which suggests I am not
wrong here—that is likely to be much more
eVective in driving the importance of this within
board rooms and within reports. It is an
encouraging sign that here we have a basis on
which the sort of information you are concerned to
see regularly published and regarded as important
in place.

Q173 David Howarth: It is certainly an advance and
what you are saying is going on. It is just that
analysts would find it much easier to do their jobs
and their clients would find it much easier to believe
them if there was comparability, if there were a
common set of standards which companies could
be judged against.
John Healey: I understand that argument and that
was an argument that we took into account when
we made our decision before. On the other hand,
if analysts are now actively looking for and
demanding this information, I would suggest there
is going to be quite a strong incentive on businesses
that are concerned to see the view of analysts,
which will potentially aVect investors and others,
taken in a company. That is likely to drive more of
the sort of reporting you are concerned to see in
the future.
Joan Walley: Thank you very much indeed. There
are lots of very complex issues but can I genuinely
thank you. In a way, what this session has
demonstrated as we move towards our Pre-Budget
Report is there is lots of opportunity for this
Committee to drive some of the thinking in terms of
things like the environmental transformation
problem but equally, hopefully, our report when it
comes out will be looked at very closely and carefully
by government and may even be a way of putting
further pressure on taking the whole environmental
journey further forward. Thank you.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by John Healey MP, Financial Secretary, HM Treasury

During my appearance before you on 31 January 2007 I agreed to provide further information for you
on emissions targets, our assessment of a plastic bags tax and figures on air passenger duty.

As I mentioned to the committee, Defra hold responsibility for emissions targets and they have provided
the information requested. Also attached is the Treasury’s assessment of the Irish plastic bag tax. I trust that
these will be helpful.

The committee asked for data on the APD revenues arising from domestic flights. As APD does not
distinguish between domestic flights rather than flights within the EEA, HMRC do not hold firm data on
this. However using survey data we would estimate that, in 2005, about £137 million was raised in air
passenger duty from domestic flights.

You also requested information on the work that Defra is carrying out on applying the Stern Review’s
work on the social costs of carbon to the UK. I think that this request would be better addressed directly
to Defra, and I have therefore alerted David Miliband to the committee’s interest in this.

Stabilisation Goals—Greenhouse Gases Compared to Carbon Dioxide—Information as Provided
by Defra

The EU Council of Ministers has an objective of limiting global average temperature increase to no more
than 2)C above pre-industrial levels, which it has associated with limiting atmospheric greenhouse
concentrations to well below 550ppm carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e), necessitating global emissions to
peak and start to decline within 2 decades, and global emission reductions of 15–50% by 2050. The UK
Government shares the EU’s 2)C objective. OYcials are currently exploring the linkages between this
objective and a prospective long-term stabilisation goal defined in terms of CO2e.

Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is a measure of the total stock (or level) of all anthropogenic
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. It represents the total warming eVect (or “radiative forcing”) of all
greenhouse gases, expressed in terms of an equivalent atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide. For
example, the current concentration of carbon dioxide is 380 ppm, while the level of all greenhouse gases is
equivalent to around 430 ppm, ie other gases, mainly methane and nitrous oxide, have a warming eVect
equivalent to 50 ppm of carbon dioxide. A 550 ppm CO2e stabilisation goal, means a carbon dioxide
concentration of only around 450–500 ppm.

The CO2e measure usually only includes the six Kyoto gases: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
SF6, HFCs and PFCs (NB some definitions include other anthropogenic eVects, such as aerosols and
CFCs).

A stabilisation goal defined in terms of CO2e has the advantage of representing the full eVect of
anthropogenic greenhouse gases on the atmosphere. It is a quantity that can be linked directly to a probable
temperature outcome and allows flexibility to achieve least cost allocation of emissions reductions between
diVerent gases.

Plastic Bag Tax Assessment

HM Treasury—December 2002

This assessment sets out some of the key facts relating to the idea of a possible plastic bags tax.

2. Some facts on plastic packaging and plastic bags and the part of the waste stream which they make up
are as follows:

— UK consumers use approximately eight billion plastic carrier bags a year—134 bags for every
person in the UK;

— This is equal to about 80,000 tonnes of landfill per year (based on an estimated weight of 10 grams
per bag). This translates to about 0.3% of the municipal waste stream or less than 5% of all plastic
packaging:1

— This is equal to, on average, 0.2% of the average household dustbin;

— However, overall packaging waste is increasing (almost a 5% increase from 2000–01 from 1,600,
000 to 1,678,900 tonnes);

3. The tax on plastic bags introduced in the Republic of Ireland has reduced the use of disposable plastic
bags by 90%. This can help reduce litter and public nuisance as well as waste. The Irish tax appears to have
been generally well received. However, the Government currently does not have any plans to introduce a
plastic bag tax in the UK, as plastic bags do not form a significant part of the waste stream.

1 Assumes 28 million tonnes of municipal waste in 2000–01 and 1,678,900 tonnes of plastic packaging waste in 2001.
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4. Any considerations of possible measures would be assessed according to the principles set out in Tax
and the environment: using economic instruments, the Government’s recent document published alongside
the Pre-Budget Report, which reaYrms the Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation of July 1997
and provides a framework based on an analytical, economics-based approach to assessing the case for using
environmental taxes.

5. Annex A outlines the Irish Tax and initial UK reaction to it. It also provides some information on what
other countries are doing on this issue. Annex B provides information on Packaging Waste and
Biodegradable Plastics and Annex C on Voluntary Action by Retailers and Others.

Annex A

Ireland

1. The Irish plastic bag levy entered into force on the 4 March 2002, in response to a consultancy study
on plastic bags (1999) commissioned by the Irish government. In addition to potential environmental
impacts, the study gave consideration to issues relating to administrative costs, secondary environmental
impact and eVects on employment.

2. A range of diVering policy options to address the environmental problems created by plastic bags were
identified, with the conclusion that some form of levy oVered the most appropriate means of reducing the
consumption (and subsequent disposal) of plastic shopping bags. It was decided that the levy should be
introduced at the point of sale, in order to adhere more tightly to the “polluter pays” principle. The purpose
of the levy is to discourage the use of plastic bags by consumers in order to protect the environment, decrease
the amount of litter and reduce the volumes going to landfill each year.

3. The levy is set at 15 cents (or 9 pence) for every plastic bag used by consumers at retail outlets
(supermarkets, service stations and other sales outlets), and is added onto their till receipt. Levies collected
by the retailers are remitted to Revenue on a quarterly basis. The monies collected from the levy are paid
into an Environment Fund that will be used to finance a range of waste management, litter and other
relevant initiatives aimed at protecting the environment.

4. Although some consumers initially viewed the levy as just another assault on their wallets, evidence
suggests that reactions to the levy have generally been positive, and that the number of disposable
polyethylene bags being used by consumers has decreased. The tax has been in place for nine months and
no rigorous assessment has yet been done. However, the Irish Environment Department has stated that the
levy has already led to a 90% decrease in the number of bags used. However, there appears to have been an
increase in purchases of bin bags and some anecdotal evidence of an increase in shoplifting (with some
customers not using any sort of bag, it is diYcult to be sure that the goods have been paid for).

5. Supermarkets in Ireland have tended to support the levy because it saves them the cost of supplying
plastic bags to customers. According to Superquinn, one of the biggest supermarket chains in Ireland, the
number of bags it distributes since the introduction of the levy has decreased by 97.5%. Tesco Ireland has
estimated that the levy will reduce its distribution of plastic bags to consumers by 40%. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that some retailers have changed to paper from the traditional plastic bag, in order to avoid passing
the levy onto customers.

6. The Irish Business and Employers Confederation (IBEC) have reported that businesses’ views towards
the levy have been mixed, but overall supportive, due largely to the wide-ranging consultation that took
place prior to its implementation. Meanwhile in the United States, the Film and Bag Federation, a trade
association representing the plastic film and bag industry, has stated that it has met with the US Department
of Commerce in order to discuss the potential impact of the Irish policy (along with similar policies of other
countries) on the ability of US manufacturers to conduct business in such countries. The Commerce
Department has stated its intention to continue to monitor the compliance of such countries with
international trading rules.

Other Countries

7. Elsewhere in the world, more stringent policy instruments have been introduced to deal with the
environmental and nuisance impacts associated with the use and disposal of plastic bags:

— South Africa—in November 2001, the South African Cabinet prohibited the distribution of thin
plastic grocery bags (thinner than 80 micrometers), which was due to be eVective from January
2003. However, in the face of fierce resistance from the packaging and retail industries, the
government has hinted it may relax this regulation.

— Bangladesh—in March 2002, polythene bags were banned after they were found to have been one
of the key causes of the 1998 floods which led to the inundation of approximately two-thirds of
the country. It was discovered that discarded plastic bags were choking the drainage system.

— Taiwan—has taken steps to ban the distribution of free plastic shopping bags in an eVort to cut
down on pollution. The law is being gradually phased in and will apply first to government
agencies, schools and the military first, and will later be expanded to include supermarkets, fast
food outlets and department stores.
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— India – the council in Bombay banned plastic bags in 2000 in order to stop them littering streets
and clogging up the city’s sewerage system. It has recently stepped up its campaign by undertaking
police raids on factories and shops that may be manufacturing or handling them.

Reaction in UK

8. There was considerable media interest in the Irish scheme that in turn stimulated interest amongst
organised and disparate groups within the UK:

— Consumers—According to a BBC News survey carried out on shoppers in Belfast, mixed views
exist on the potential introduction of a plastic bag levy in the UK. A number supported any
potential levy and viewed it as a useful tool for reducing waste. However, some members of the
public stated that they used the bags for collecting their household waste and that they would not
be in favour of the introduction of charges.

— Food Retailers—Supermarket chains have publicly provided a wary response to the potential
introduction of a tax, saying their own bag recycling schemes are doing the job. Sainsbury’s, for
example have estimated that their “Bag for Life” campaign has led to a 64 million reduction in the
numbers of new plastic bags supplied to consumers. A representative from Tesco has commented
that additional regulation, particularly in the taxation field may be unpopular with consumers as
well as commenting that it would be bad for business, and that it could have unforeseen and
unintended consequences. Safeway (now Morrisons) considers that retailers are already being
taxed on carrier bags in the form of the UK packaging regulations, and that any additional
taxation imposed on them (should the UK choose to impose the levy upon retailers and not
consumers) would be viewed as a double tax. However, the annual cost to retailers of giving away
eight billion bags is estimated to be in the order of £1 billion, and therefore the introduction of a tax
discouraging their use by consumers is likely to result in significant savings to the retail industry.

— Non-food Retailers—Department stores and clothes and shoe chains feel that their interests have
not featured in the debate. While their usage of plastic bags is less, it is still significant and their
bags tend to be of a higher quality than the bags used by food retailers. The other main diVerence
is that their customers did not necessarily go out to buy something from their store so would not
come prepared (eg by bringing a store plastic bag). Those stores that have turned to paper bags
have had a significant increase in their transport costs (including fuel usage), because of the
greater bulk.

— Industry Associations—The British Plastics Federation along with the Packaging and Industrial
Films Association have argued that the introduction of a levy on plastic bags would result in
“insignificant” environmental improvements due to the fact that plastics manufacture requires
significantly less energy than for other materials, such as paper.

— Bio-degradable Plastic Bag Manufacturers—These manufacturers believe their products are more
environmentally sound and this fact should be reflected in any new policy.

Annex B

PACKAGING WASTE AND BIODEGRADABLE PLASTICS

1. The EC Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste (94/62/EC) came into force in 1994. The
Directive required at least 50% of packaging waste, by weight, to be recovered by 2001, at least half of which
must be recycled, with a 15% minimum recycling per material. Parts of the Directive, including the recovery
and recycling targets, were implemented in Great Britain through “The Producer Responsibility Obligations
(Packaging Waste) Regulations 1997” (“the packaging Regulations”) which came into force on 6 March
1997; parallel Regulations were made in Northern Ireland.

2. A business is obligated under the packaging Regulations if it has a turnover of more than £2 million
pounds in its last audited accounts, and if it handled more than 50 tonnes of packaging or packaging
material in the previous calendar year. The obligated business must take reasonable steps to recover and
recycle a specified tonnage of packaging waste each year. The business must also register with the
Environment Agency or the Scottish Environment Protection Agency, and certify annually to the relevant
agency that the required tonnages of packaging waste have been recovered and recycled.

3. Although the Government cannot impose a legal limit on the amount or type of packaging a producer
chooses for his product, (eg, plastic for plastic bags) the packaging Regulations do include incentives for
businesses to minimise the amount of packaging they use because where they reduce the amount of
packaging used they will also reduce their costs of complying with their obligation. As a result, since the
packaging Regulations came into force many shops, particularly supermarkets have introduced the “bag
for life”, with a view to using less plastic and getting more back for recycling.

4. Packaging regulations also address the fact that consumer education and awareness has an important
part to play in reducing packaging and increasing recycling. The “consumer information obligations” in the
Regulations require businesses whose main activity is “selling” (eg retailers), to provide specific information
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to consumers. This information, relates, for example, to the return, collection and recovery systems that are
available to them, and what the consumer’s role can be in contributing to increased reuse of packaging and
increased recovery and recycling of packaging waste. While the Regulations have clearly had an eVect on
plastic bag usage, and the new tightened version will continue to ratchet up that eVect, this approach suVers
from a lack of visibility and direct relationship to the litter and nuisance problems caused by plastic bags.

5. Currently, the packaging Directive is being revised with a view to introducing new recovery and
recycling targets for the next five-year period—the deadline to be either 2006 or 2008. The quantity of plastic
packaging waste that is recycled will have to increase to meet these targets. It is expected that from around
2005–06, inroads will have to be made on plastic packaging waste from the household waste stream.

Bio-degradable Plastic

6. The majority of degradable plastics available to the market today are based on conventional plastics
prepared from mineral oil. They contain additives that cause the plastic to break down under the action of
sunlight, temperature or mechanical stress. Once the physical degradation starts the material is then open
to biodegradation when placed in a suitable environment eg a compost heap. So these materials are both
degradable and biodegradable. The degradation products are carbon dioxide and water, so no biomass is
produced.

7. There is probably a wide range of niche products and applications, for example in agriculture and
horticulture, marine and packaging applications where degradability would be a benefit when considering
disposal options. However, it is not clear that this approach is a sustainable answer to the general problem
of managing plastics waste.

8. While the advantages of the ability of certain types of plastic products to biodegrade on disposal may
appear be to immediately obvious, the waste strategy for England and Wales, Waste Strategy 2000,
emphasises the need to gain more value from waste through re-use, recycling, composting and the recovery
of energy. Most degradable plastics, which are specifically designed for disposal, with no beneficial recovery
potential, run counter to this approach.

9. The concept of a biodegradable plastic concedes that a resource (in this case the mineral oil from which
the bulk of plastics are manufactured) will be deliberately and totally lost. Since plastics are manufactured
from a fossil fuel resource, there is a release of carbon dioxide from the decomposition of a degradable
formulation. Public response to biodegradable products may also become an issue. People may actually be
encouraged to dispose of biodegradable plastic products in an irresponsible manner, believing it doesn’t
matter because the litter will disappear.

10. However the Government does support the development of biodegradable plastics from non-fossil
sources. The Government Industry Forum on Non-Food Uses of Crops was set up in March 2001 to provide
strategic advice to Government and industry on the development of non-food uses of crops. The Forum has
examined the UK potential to produce compostable packaging materials from mainstream agricultural
crops and has concluded that there is a clear opportunity for both UK agriculture and industry to develop
these materials. The Forum is developing a series of recommendations designed to encourage industry to
respond and develop to supply an expanding market. A number of companies are bringing plastic type
products made from corn or potato starch to the market.

Annex C

VOLUNTARY ACTION BY RETAILERS AND OTHERS

1. A number of food retailers have introduced bag for life schemes. These schemes all follow the same
basic pattern; a charge is made for a strong and durable plastic bag and that bag is replaced each time it wears
out. The plastic from worn out bags is then recycled. While some retailers have had considerable success with
such schemes, they are yet to take oV in any major way.

2. Generally, retailers see “bag for life” schemes as a better way forward when compared to the tax
approach. However, they do recognise the overall lack of success of such schemes and have shown interest
in a national approach (advocated by the curator of the Science Museum).

3. This approach takes the view that what is missing at present is a properly promoted and co-ordinated
scheme covering all retailers throughout the country. To encourage reuse of bags, motivating consumers is
crucial. A tax-based policy moves consumer behaviour in the right direction. But it works by encouraging
consumers to avoid or reuse bags for a negative reason: to avoid tax. If consumers are to have positive
reasons for changing their behaviour, as some argue, there is a need to raise their awareness and convince
them of the environmental benefits of reducing waste and recycling used bags.

4. The aim is to encourage people to support the scheme for positive reasons. By deliberately choosing to
use a bag-for-life, they reduce the amount of resources consumed, recycle materials, reduce carbon dioxide
emissions and slow the eVects of climate change.
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5. A project has been set up by the Wales Environmental Trust and ASDA on the re-use of plastic carrier
bags. The objective of the project is to find an eVective means of reducing the number of plastic single trip
supermarket carrier bags used in Wales.

6. The project seeks to answer two main questions:

— can the attitudes of the general public on the reuse of supermarket carrier bags change without the
introduction of a charge (eg a tax)?

— if so, what is the best reusable option to provide for consumers?

7. Answers to these questions will be sought in a two part project over a period of 10 weeks. For a trial
period of six weeks, single trip carrier bags will be removed from all ASDA stores in Wales and bags for life
will be issued free of charge in their place. This will be coupled with an intensive awareness raising campaign
in-store and through all media across Wales, both leading up to the project and during the trial itself. At
the end of the six weeks, single trip bags will be reintroduced and a small charge made for bags for life. ASDA
customers will also be encouraged to return all single trip bags for recycling.

8. Another initiative drawn up by a packaging company relates to charity collections of clothes and other
jumble. These collections would also take plastic carrier bags for re-cycling into new polymer; this polymer
has value from which the charity would benefit.

9. A well publicised and promoted (voluntary) national “bag for life” scheme may have attractions,
particularly if it followed the Science Museum idea of promoting the scheme with:

— a national logo and strapline on every bag;

— customised for each supermarket chain and type of retail outlet; and

— a bag designed to be as environmentally friendly as possible.

10. The rationale would be that by buying a bag-for-life a consumer shows active support for reuse/
recycling. The scheme has further benefits because it is:

— Multi-stakeholder—leading to greater public participation.

— More eVective than existing arrangements because it could cover more outlets.

— Backed up by publicity materials to engage and motivate the public.

11. The downside is that it is voluntary so has no guarantee of success, although once one or two major
stores participate, others may follow. It may also not be suitable for all retailers, in particular non-food
retailers and small businesses.

12. Combining a national bags for life scheme and the charity collection of old plastic bags with whatever
conclusions are drawn from the ASDA research project in Wales may also be an option.

February 2007
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Written evidence

Memorandum submitted by the Association of British Insurers

Summary

The Association of British Insurers (ABI) is the trade association for Britain’s insurance industry. Our
400 member companies provide over 94% of insurance business in the UK and a sixth of all investment on
the London Stock Exchange. We have also taken a major role in promoting increased investment and
improved management of flood risk in response to climate change, and as investors, we have argued for
improved reporting by companies on environmental issues.

The ABI believes that macro-economic stability will only be achieved by ensuring that climate-proofing
measures, which Stern estimates will cost 0.05–0.5% of GDP each year, are taken in the UK and promoted
elsewhere in both the developed and developing world.

The measures taken by the Government must address both the causes of climate change and its already
inevitable impacts. Stern considers that whilst mitigation measures can reduce much of the longer-term
risks, “adaptation policy is crucial for dealing with the unavoidable impacts of climate change, but has been
under-emphasised”.1 The Government, which has shown considerable international leadership on mitigation
issues, has set out significant plans to address energy use and emissions in the PBR and its planned legislative
programme. However, we believe that it is failing to tackle adequately the social and economic impacts of
escalating climate risks, for example, not ensuring that new homes are resilient to changes in climate and
not investing suYciently in flood and coastal defences. Policy statements consistently fail to address these
issues despite Stern’s warnings.

The ABI supports the Government’s market-based approach to tackling energy use and emissions. But
short-term cost considerations and market failures create barriers to adopting measures that are cost-
eVective in the long-term. We support the Government’s conclusion that “climate change is the most
widespread market failure the world has faced”.2 We believe that the response to such market failure must
deploy a full range of policy measures. The Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) and other policy
measures should take account of the likelihood of increased flooding risks and drought.

Any steps taken by the Government should include proportionate and well targeted regulatory and fiscal
instruments and spending commitments. The right set of policies will enable UK business to become world
leaders in adaptation technologies in addition to the global role in carbon trading envisaged for London.

Putting Stern into Effect

Even if current international plans to reduce emissions are successful, climate change will continue for
some decades. So we need to take action on adaptation as well as mitigation. This means action needs to be
taken now on land use planning, resilience and investment. Infrastructure, including housing, has a long
legacy (around 1% of the housing stock turns over each year) so we need to build houses that are suYciently
weather-proofed to meet the likely severe weather conditions of 2050 and beyond, and protect communities
with better flood defences.

Britain is one of the few countries where flood insurance is widely available from the private market.
Insurers want this to continue, but it is dependent on adequate risk management. Some 570,000 homes are
now at high flood risk, compared with the estimate of 220,000 when current flood defence spending levels
were set in 2002. This is despite considerable recent eVorts to reduce the size of the problem. Expenditure
peaked in 2004 and is now falling in real terms—indeed the Government cut the Environment Agency’s
flood management budget by £15 million in 2006.

We need to understand the consequences of climate change to make informed choices about the future.
Policy-makers should incorporate financial assessments of the impacts of extreme weather, as well as on
average weather, in cost-benefit analyses of options. As New Orleans witnessed, low probability, high
impact events cannot be ignored.

The Tax and Incentive Regime for Biofuels

The scale of climate change, together with uncertainties over the cost-eVectiveness of the technological
solutions available, means that a diverse and flexible programme of measures must be developed. Biofuels
should form part of this programme. However, the infrastructure costs involved in switching from oil limit

1 Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, 2006.
2 Long-term opportunities and challenges for the UK: analysis for the 2007 CSR, Chapter 7, Pressures on Natural Resources

and Global Climate.
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the uptake for non-fleet vehicles and for many small businesses and households. Fiscal incentives should
promote blended fuels (ie existing vehicles being able to use a proportion of biofuels distributed through
the conventional fuel network) as well as supporting large-scale users investing in their own distribution
networks. Incremental but widely adopted change can make a significant contribution, particularly where
it is not dependent on transition to new technologies. We are also playing our part and some companies
are encouraging the purchase of environmentally friendly cars through lower premiums.

The Effectiveness of Regulatory and Incentive Policies

Increasingly, a number of industries are showing that eYcient markets enable companies and others
to respond to the eVects of climate change. Regulatory intervention should be restricted to those areas
where market failures are evident, for instance because they prevent “public goods” from being adopted.
Where regulation is introduced, business needs clear, long-term signals of regulatory requirements to
ensure the smooth adoption of higher standards.

The most immediate impact of climate change is the action of weather on our built environment and
infrastructure. Adaptation measures therefore need to be incorporated at least as quickly as those
designed to mitigate carbon emissions. Mitigation technologies must also not be adopted if they increase
the cost of repairing after a flood or other bad weather for example cavity wall insulation in flood areas,
or inadequately secured external cladding or roofing systems, unless adaptation issues are considered at
the same time.

We consider the Code for Sustainable Homes a missed opportunity as it fails to give suYcient weight
to adaptation measures, has relatively modest mitigation targets and is to be introduced over a prolonged
period. Similarly, the Climate Change Planning Policy Statement (PPS26) gives too little weight to climate
proofing, even though there are well known technologies available which are already being used elsewhere.
Whilst we applaud the ambition of achieving carbon neutral homes, we question whether the incentive
oVered will ensure a holistic approach is taken in achieving climate-proof homes. Here again insurance
costs, which must reflect risk, may provide some additional incentive to owners and occupiers. These
“whole life” cost eVects may be of particular importance to low income and key worker households.

Companies’ Environmental Reporting Requirements

The ABI supports the need for firms to provide more forward-looking analysis in the enhanced
narrative reports they are required to produce under UK and European Company Law. The ABI has
issued a position paper (enclosed) [not printed] designed to help companies maximise the value to investors
of the new Business Review, which is required under the European Accounts Modernisation Directive.

Understanding companies requires more than just looking at the financial numbers. Narrative reporting
has made great strides forward in the last few years. Institutions welcome this because it creates an
opportunity to take a long-term and broader perspective on the companies in which they invest. ABI
members want to work with companies to build on this.

Investors would also welcome greater use of key performance indicators and more information on how
boards of directors oversee the management of material social, environmental and ethical (SEE) risks.
Many companies are starting to incorporate SEE risks into their mainstream risk management. These
should not be an “add-on” consideration. ABI members would welcome narrative reporting that sets
material SEE risks in the context of the overall strategic and financial development of the business. We are
currently working to refresh the ABI’s “Guidelines on Socially Responsible Investment”, first published in
2001.

Other Aspects of Environmental Tax and Incentive Policy

We consider that where employers wish to oVer incentives to promote action by their employees at
home, Government should ensure that there are no fiscal disincentives to action. Employer funding for
micro-renewables or energy eYciency measures should be non-taxable benefits, analogous to the time-
limited waiver on computer equipment designed to promote the uptake of IT. Such measures could both
reduce the pressure on publicly-funded grant schemes and assist in the early development of markets,
leading to reduced production and distribution costs as critical mass is achieved.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by the Association of British Travel Agents Ltd

About ABTA

ABTA was founded in 1950 and currently has 1,600 members with 6,300 outlets. Members include travel
agents, tour operators and support services right across the spectrum from small family-owned businesses
to the “Big Four” tour operators.

ABTA is the largest travel trade association in the UK and its members provide 90% of the foreign
package holidays in the UK as well as selling millions of independent travel arrangements.

As part of its comprehensive package of services to members, ABTA, as a non-party political
organisation, also provides an eVective voice to represent the interests of its members and consumers to
government and key opinion formers at the highest levels.

In Europe, ABTA is forming close ties with members of the European Parliament, the European
Commission and staV within the Director Generals’ Secretariats. ABTA works in partnership with ECTAA
(the European Grouping of National Travel Agents and Tour Operators) to lobby on interests relevant to
its members.

PBR

ABTA is extremely disappointed that the travel and tourism industry’s attempts to oVset its
environmental footprint have been severely undermined by Government actions.

The increase in Air Passenger Duty (APD), announced by the Chancellor in his Pre-Budget Report, has
absolutely nothing to do with mitigating the environmental impact of air travel and everything to do with
raising revenue for the Treasury’s latest pet projects.

Government claims that it has been listening to business and that it champions the small business
entrepreneur seem not to be true in this instance; it appears that it is suVering from a severe case of deafness
over the implementation of APD from 1 February 2007.

Already over four million package travel holiday bookings have been made for flights to be taken on or
after 1 February. These will incur real additional costs that will have to be paid to the Government. In some
cases the Package Travel Regulations will mean that the customer will not be required to pay the additional
levy, and this will fall to the tour operator; other passengers, who have flight only or non-package holidays,
may well be asked to pay the additional costs before they fly. For a family of four travelling to the USA this
will mean an additional £160 on top of the original cost of their holiday.

When we put to the Treasury the iniquity of this retrospective tax, a tax that the Treasury estimates will
raise £1 billion, they confirmed that they were well aware of the impact on holidaymakers and business. The
Chancellor himself in December, in front of the House of Commons Treasury Select Committee, confirmed
similarly that he was aware of the impact of this tax. There was no consultation with the industry before the
announcement, and subsequent discussions with Government have proved less than productive.

It is estimated that the package travel industry is set to lose over £44 million due to this increase and it is
not just the larger companies. Many ABTA members are small family businesses—local high street travel
agents, the sort of businesses the Government has pledged to support. Many of these will see their 2–3%
profit margins wiped-out and will struggle to survive.

We are not against the principle of APD, but rather against the way in which it is being implemented. In
fact, we have been working closely with Government on ways in which the industry can reduce its
environmental footprint, including carbon oVsetting schemes and more recently, with DEFRA, a
benchmark approach to oVsetting. These eVorts have been undermined by the PBR announcement.

We have called on the Government to review its announcement to bring in this retrospective tax from 1
February in the knowledge that its impact on the travel industry will be devastating. It also has the eVect of
derailing our industry’s pro-active measures to monitor and ultimately reduce its carbon emissions.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the British Cement Association

Executive Summary

1. The British Cement Association (BCA) welcomes the Stern Review of the Economics of Climate
Change and the introduction of forward-looking approaches to environmental and other measures. It is
vital, however, that the Government learns from and acts upon the experience gained from its own current
policies, and those of the European Union, in reviewing its climate change programme.
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2. While the BCA supports the broad conclusion of the Stern Review that action to tackle climate change
should not be delayed, there is a danger that the regulatory impact of resulting policy instruments developed
directly from the Review, without further qualification, may have a substantial adverse influence on specific
industry sectors, such as cement.

3. To date, industry has been the primary focus for measures designed to tackle climate change. This base
needs to be broadened to include transport and the domestic sectors. BCA would recommend that the
aviation sector operate within a separate or ring-fenced emissions trading system.

4. While the UK cement industry has made a significant reduction in emissions since 1990 (by around
28%) there are technical limits to the amount of abatement that can be made in the future. Industries should
not be expected to reduce emissions beyond their abatement potential. Further CO2 reduction will, however,
require a regulatory environment that encourages greater long term certainty for capital investment
strategies in new plants and technology.

5. The cement industry has begun to investigate the opportunity for Carbon Capture and Storage, but
believes the Government should do more collaborative research to investigate CCS options for industrial
emitters of CO2.

6. BCA would like to see an open and unbiased domestic market in biomass to facilitate the replacement
of traditional fossil fuels in all sectors.

7. While BCA welcome the setting of a clear target for “zero carbon homes”, further clarification of the
definition of its usage in the Pre-Budget Report is required. BCA believes that the definition should be based
on a whole building performance of a home, which, inter alia, takes into account its design life and thermal
mass properties.

8. Currently, all BCA member companies report their environmental performance through ISO 14000,
EMAS and other initiatives. Any additional requirement to report should take account of these initiatives
and not require separate measuring and reporting regimes.

Introduction

1. The British Cement Association is the trade and research organisation that represents the interests of
the United Kingdom cement industry in its relations with Her Majesty’s Government, the European Union
and relevant organisations in the United Kingdom. The members of the BCA (Buxton Lime Industries,
Castle Cement, CEMEX, and Lafarge Cement UK) are the major domestic manufacturers of Portland
cement, producing over 90% of the cement sold in the UK. Additionally, BCA supplies services concerning
climate change issues to Quinn Cement.

2. The UK cement industry is committed to sustainable development with the launch of its strategy in
November 2005, an important component of which is the development of a carbon profile that will make a
substantial contribution towards the Government’s target reduction of emissions by 60% or more by 2050.

The main ways in which the cement industry can help tackle climate change are by:

— Reducing direct emissions from cement kilns, as well as from related activities such as transport.

— Further improving its energy eYciency so as to reduce indirect emissions from electricity use.

— Working with the design and construction industry to promote low carbon long-life dwellings,
oYces and other buildings that can adapt to a changing climate through the eVective use of cement
and concrete.

To deliver this approach will, however, require the following:

— A recognition of the importance to UK infrastructure of cement as the essential ingredient in
concrete without which no house, school, hospital, bridge or road would be built.

— A coherent Government strategy for investment in sustainable construction.

— Greater Government support for investment in energy eYciency and in resources for the
acceleration of the deployment of innovative technologies, such as carbon capture and storage.

— Tax reforms that contribute towards tackling greenhouse gas emissions whilst safeguarding
national competitiveness. Action should be balanced across all sectors of the economy.

— A regulatory environment that encourages greater certainty for capital investment strategies in
new plants and technology.

— A regulatory environment that allows the cement industry to maximise the use of waste as fuels.
This will avoid emissions from landfill and incineration and contribute to the minimisation of non-
renewable fossil fuel resources. A key element is the removal of the extra-statutory Substitute Fuels
Protocol (SFP), whose provisions are now covered by EU legislation. Its retention adds
unnecessary costs to the industry and administrative burden to the industry and the Environment
Agency. Furthermore, it places the cement industry at a competitive disadvantage to other users
of waste derived fuels.

— The proper accounting of innovative passive heating and cooling technologies in building
regulations and the code for sustainable homes.
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3. Energy represents an increasing proportion of the variable cost of cement manufacture ((35% to
40%). It is therefore a primary concern of the industry to take all cost eVective measures to improve energy
eYciency and thereby reduce its emissions of carbon dioxide. The industry has achieved a 25% improvement
in its energy eYciency since 1990 and is on track to deliver an improvement of 26.8% by 2010 against a base
year of 1990.

Climate Change Agreement Performance and Targets 1990 to 2010
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4. The cement industry supports the principle of emissions trading. It has been one of the sectors in the
vanguard of those addressing the challenges posed by climate change and the need to secure a more
sustainable future for all. Globally, the 10 leading cement companies have established the Cement
Sustainability Initiative (CSI) through the auspices of the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development. Through their parent companies, Lafarge Cement UK, Castle Cement, and CEMEX are
committed to carbon reductions through the CSI. In addition, Buxton Lime Industries has undertaken to
adopt the commitments within the WBCSD CSI.

Specific Inquiry Questions

5. How the recommendations and implications of the Stern Review have been—or should be—translated into
Treasury policy.

5.1 The British Cement Association (BCA) welcomes the Stern Review of the Economics of Climate
Change and the introduction of forward-looking approaches to environmental and other measures. It is
vital, however, that the Government learns and acts upon the experience gained from its own current
policies, and those of the European Union, in reviewing its climate change programme.

5.2 Having reviewed the Report, the BCA has identified specific areas that do not reflect the technical or
economic issues associated with the manufacture of cement in the UK and Europe, viz.

— The diYculty of the industry to pass on its costs.

— The threat of imports of cement and clinker and associated transport emissions of CO2.

— The large CO2 emissions per unit of production/profit.

— The impact of energy costs.

— The impact of electricity cost rises.

5.3 The following points should be reflected in the translation of the Stern Review into both Treasury
and wider Government policy:

— The Climate Change Agreement and EU ETS are directed towards the same goals and provide a
clear example of the “double banking”, contrary to the EU and UK aim of “Better Regulation”.
These two trading schemes are incompatible, place burden on industry, and generate carbon
credits that require unnecessary double accounting arrangements.

— In order that the UK is a model for other member states the overlapping climate change policy
measures need to be reviewed and rationalised.
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— The UK should continue to take the lead in developing a global trading scheme. International
agreement to ensure that UK industry is not unduly aVected by the European regional approach
is therefore necessary for industries that are subject to international competition, such as cement.
A global CO2 market will ensure that there is a level playing field and ensure all citizens contribute
to address a global problem.

— Until the achievement of a global scheme the UK should protect the interests of the UK economy
by advocating EU border tax adjustments on products arriving from non-carbon constrained
economies. Border tax adjustment will propagate the transition to a global trading system more
quickly in a field of environmental action where speed of action is vitally important. Border tax
adjustment will also minimise the amount of “carbon leakage” as production shifts to other
countries from the UK.

— BCA supports the view of EU Enterprise Commissioner, Gunter Verheugen, who stated that
Europe must create a special framework for energy-intensive industries, such as cement, exposed
to international competition.3 EU competitiveness and the global environment will both suVer if
policies simply encourage such firms to relocate to other world regions. Cement will always be
needed, thus the question is one of where it will be produced. It is preferable that it is manufactured
in a country with a carbon constrained economy and close to its market.

5.4 In a report of the complexity of the Stern Review, the industry accepts the diYculty in assessing data
from many diVerent sources in order to give a fully accurate representation of each industry/sectors
considered, and this is so for cement manufacture. Whilst this does not in any way negate the broad
conclusion that is drawn in the Review that action to tackle climate change should not be delayed, there is
a danger that the regulatory impact of resulting policy instruments developed directly from the Review,
without further qualification, may have a substantial adverse influence on specific industry sectors, such
as cement.

5.5 To date a total of 168 countries and other governmental entities have ratified the Kyoto agreement
(representing over 61.6% of emissions from Annex I countries).4 However, notable exceptions include the
United States and Australia. Whereas other countries, like India and China, which have ratified the
protocol, are not required to reduce carbon emissions under the present agreement despite their large
emission potential.

5.6 Consequently there is a real risk for displacement of manufacture from the UK and EU to non-carbon
constrained economies. Not only does this displacement counteract EU climate change polices by
transferring manufacture and emissions; it makes the problem worse by increasing the emissions from the
transport of material. CEMBUREAU (the EU cement association) estimates that the extra emissions from
seaborne transport of imported cement are about 10–20% of the total emissions of CO2 per tonne of product.

5.7 The UK cement industry is mainly owned by large multinational companies and key investment
decisions in the cement industry are generally taken outside of the UK. If the supply of cement from
developing countries is not subject to the same pressures to address climate change as the UK then
investment (and emissions) will be displaced.

The irony is that the UK and EU could meet its climate change targets by the displacement of industry
overseas. To address this, UK government should not base its climate change policies on UK emissions
alone. Rather it also should consider the emissions generated from imported products consumed in the UK.

5.8 To address global competitiveness issues, whilst at the same time addressing climate change, the UK
Government should, in conjunction with industry, investigate the potential for global sectoral agreements.
The aim would be to create uniform emissions reduction targets for individual sectors on a worldwide basis.
For example, the UK cement sector has, at present, a diVerent emissions reduction target than the cement
sectors in other EU member states. This lack of parity has an impact on competitiveness.

6. The tax and incentive regime for biofuels.

6.1 At national level BCA would like to see an open and unbiased market in biomass to facilitate the
replacement of traditional fossil fuels in all sectors. One means of facilitating the uptake of biomass fuels
would be to incentivise the growth of energy crops in the agricultural sector. BCA supports the
recommendations of the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution study on the use of biomass for
heat and power production.5 Furthermore, the use of non-bio waste as fuels could be expanded with a
provision that creates a zero carbon consideration for both bio and non-bio waste derived alternative fuels
(on the basis of CO2 emissions deferred from incineration processes and also emissions of methane deferred
from landfill operations). Waste derived fuel use is regarded as carbon neutral under the UK Climate
Change Agreements, but under the EU ETS only biomass is considered carbon neutral. BCA therefore urge
the Government to pursue carbon neutral status for non-bio waste derived fuels in the EU ETS.

3 Letter from EU Enterprise Commissioner, Gunter Verheugen, to Commission President, Jose Manuel Barroso, dated 21
November 2006, setting out a 10 point blueprint for reconciling and “binding together” policies for environmental
sustainability, competitiveness and energy security.

4 http://www.climnet.org/EUenergy/ratification/calendar.htm
5 Biomass—as a renewable energy source. Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution. Special Report Launched 11

May 2004.
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6.2 In the UK, the power generation sector has been set increasing targets of up to 10% renewables by
2010 by the Renewables Obligation. Renewable Obligation Certificates can be sold by the renewables
generator either with, or separately from, the electricity generated. The incentives and penalties associated
with the Renewables Obligation oVer restrictions to the use of renewables to the power generation sector.
As such those industries that have the technical ability to use biomass fuels, such as the cement industry,
are constrained from doing so by the influences and distortions of the biomass fuel market by the Renewable
Obligation Certificates.

7. Taxation of aviation, including its VAT-status.

7.1 The BCA believes that with the planned inclusion into legislation of the Government’s target of a 60%
reduction in CO2 emissions on 1990 levels by 2050, all sources of carbon emissions must be addressed at an
early stage. The ability for sectors, such as aviation, to pass through the potential cost of allowances to
consumers is much greater than industries that operate in an internationally competitive commodity
business such as cement. BCA therefore believes that this ability to pass through cost would lead to an
increase in the price of carbon allowances and consequently the burden of UK CO2 reduction would
continue to fall upon a small number of heavy industrial sectors. As such, we would recommend that the
aviation sector operate within a separate or ring-fenced emissions trading system.

8. The eVectiveness of the regulatory and incentive policies to reduce carbon emissions from new and existing
buildings, and the extent to which they are joined up with the Barker Review of Land Use Planning.

8.1 While BCA welcome the setting of a clear target for “zero carbon homes”, further clarification of the
definition of its usage in the Pre-Budget Report is required. BCA believes that the definition should be based
on a whole building performance of a home, which, inter alia, takes into account its design life and thermal
mass properties (the ability of a material to absorb and retain heat). Rigorous accounting of innovative
passive heating and cooling technologies in building regulations and the Code for Sustainable Homes will
be a critical element in reducing the carbon footprint of residential properties.

8.2 New homes represent less than 1% of the existing UK housing stock. The big wins in terms of carbon
savings are in the existing housing stock, which is typically four times less energy eYcient than housing built
in accordance with the existing building regulations. Improving the existing housing stock by 1% each year,
would save more energy than making the entire housing new build zero carbon. Separately, there is a need
to reduce VAT to 5% on all energy saving construction products in order to encourage uptake by the public.

8.3 Realisation of the government’s own policies for maximising spatial use could be achieved through
the utilisation of basements. Increased use of basements would not only help alleviate the housing density
issue, but would much improve land utilisation thereby relieving pressure on land availability. Building
below ground rather than up means more housing space can be provided without requiring additional land.
A further advantage of basements is that they are energy eYcient thereby meeting the demand for high-
density sustainable communities as well as the requirements for greater adaptability in housing to cater for
changes in lifestyle. Basements can be built both on flood plains and contaminated land and thus are very
much a part of the housing solution.

9. Support for low-carbon energy and energy eYciency programmes, including microgeneration and Carbon
Capture and Storage.

9.1 The UK cement industry is committed to the development of a path of carbon dioxide reduction[1]

and is collaborating with the International Energy Agency in its project to determine the practicalities of
applying Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) to cement manufacture. To date, the industry’s energy
eYciency improvements/CO2 reductions have been achieved by conventional methods such as on-going
programmes of equipment and plant improvements, and the replacement of old kilns with new, state-of-
the-art plant. Between 1990 and 2005, the industry reduced its carbon dioxide emissions by 25% through
energy eYciency improvements, and DTI has recognised that the scope for further reductions is quite
limited. Consequently, CCS presents one of the few opportunities to make further reductions, and the
industry is currently exploring the feasibility of applying this technique.

9.2 BCA is a member of the Carbon Capture and Storage Association (CCSA), as it believes that the
industry has an important role to play in the development of CCS. BCA believes that CCS is an important
part of the future solution to tackling climate change and that getting the regulatory framework right from
the outset is critical.

9.3 At present, research and development into CCS is dominated by the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI)
and oil companies. However, the ∼25% concentration of CO2 in the oV-gas from a cement kiln is
substantially higher than the 15–18% in power generation, and as a consequence the eYciency of capture is
potentially much higher.

9.4 60% of the industry’s CO2 emissions are process emissions (derived from the decomposition of
limestone). On today’s technology very few new improvements can be made to drive out carbon emissions
from the production process. BCA therefore urges Government support for collaborative research with the
industry to investigate CCS options for industrial emitters, such as the cement industry. The value of this
work would be to ensure that the UK becomes a world leader in CCS. This would allow the export of
technologies and knowledge to assist developing countries adapt to climate change.
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9.5 There is further scope for the Government to capitalise on energy saving improvements in buildings,
especially in the field of thermal mass. Thermal mass is a term used to describe the ability of a material to
absorb and retain heat. It can be used to good eVect in the fabric of a building by allowing it to absorb excess
heat gains during the day and subsequently releasing them at night with the aid of natural or mechanical
ventilation, this is particularly relevant in a warming climate. This process has the eVect of moderating the
temperature swing within the building and lowering the peak temperatures experienced during the summer
by approximately 3)C.6

9.6 However, uptake of this technology would benefit from greater recognition within government
initiatives such as the Code for Sustainable Homes and the Building Regulations; recent revisions to Part
L1 of the Building Regulations, which deals with conservation of fuel and power in dwellings, have largely
failed to credit the use of thermal mass and much more will need to be done to realize the full potential of
this simple but eVective technology.

9.7 Traditional masonry built houses and larger buildings incorporating concrete elements provide a high
level of thermal mass and perform particularly well. For example, the energy consumption of a naturally
ventilated high thermal mass oYce is typically about half that associated with a modern, good practice air
conditioned oYce such as Building Type Three described in Econ 19.7 This is particularly important given
the recent findings of research undertaken by Arup, which highlights the key role that thermal mass is set
to play in minimising overheating and helping avoid air conditioning as climate change drives up
temperatures.8 Predicted changes in the UK climate, indicate that average annual temperatures are likely
to increase by 2)C to 3.5)C this century.9 This will result in warmer summers and increase the demand for
energy intensive air conditioning systems. To counter this, the exploitation of thermal mass in building
design could make a useful contribution in preventing growth in this area. As the operation of buildings
account for a large proportion of UK energy use, even a small improvement in this sector will translate into
significant savings in both energy and CO2 emissions.

9.8 As the largest procurer of construction industry services, Government is in a privileged position to
set the benchmark for sustainable construction projects for schools, hospitals, other public buildings, as well
as transport infrastructure projects. The setting of benchmarks in the built environment based on whole life
performance should be a priority. The same principles should be extended to local government.

10. Companies’ environmental reporting requirements, following the abolition of the proposed Operating
and Financial Reviews last year.

10.1 All BCA members have ISO 14001 and the majority have EMAS (Eco-Management Audit System).
However, the benefits of accreditations such as these are often not fully taken into account in legislation and
regulatory eVort.

10.2 In addition to the above, all BCA members report against the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development’s Cement Sustainability Initiative (WBCSD CSI), as well as issue company
Sustainable Development Reports. Most of these use Global Reporting Initiative Criteria. Any additional
requirement to report should take account of these initiatives and not require separate measuring and
reporting regimes.

11. Any other aspects of environmental tax and incentive policy.

11.1 The BCA urges the Treasury to bring forward a package of financial and regulatory measures that
encourage all parts of the economy to play its part in tackling climate change. Hitherto, the focus has been
placed on industry, but the transport and domestic sectors also have a role to play. The Treasury should,
however, take care to balance the action that needs to be taken against the potential harm to UK industry
competitiveness. If the Climate Change Levy is to be retained, a 100% rebate for energy intensive industries
that are part of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme with strict emission reduction targets would help protect
and encourage investment and jobs here in the UK.

11.2 The 2006 UK energy review recognised that the UK is well on target to meet its Kyoto commitment
and as such does not need to take radical decisions to meet its international commitment. To ensure equity
with cement industry colleagues in mainland Europe, BCA urges UK Government to replace the
aspirational goal of "20% CO2 by 2010 with the UK Kyoto agreed improvement of 12.5%. Alternatively,
Government’s aspirations could be modified to meet a 20% goal by 2012, consistent with Kyoto, and
incorporating reduction in all greenhouse gases not just CO2. In addition, BCA notes that carbon dioxide
emissions from the UK cement industry are already more than 28% below the 1990 level.10 In accordance
with the Climate Change Agreements the industry has already committed to meeting targets on fuel
eYciency and waste derived fuel use, thereby demonstrating the cement industry’s commitment to climate
change and waste recovery targets and illustrating that further caps on CO2 emissions are not necessary.

6 Building Research Establishment. Information paper IP6/01. Modelling the performance of thermal mass. N Barnard, P
Concannon, Denice Jaunzens. April 2001. 12 pp.

7 Energy Consumption Guide 19. Energy Use in OYces. Best Practice Programme. 2003.
8 Science in Parliament Vol 63 No 4 Autumn 2006.
9 Climate Change Scenarios for the United Kingdom. The UKCIP02 Briefing Report. April 2002.
10 28% reduction in absolute carbon dioxide emissions between 1990 and 2005.
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11.3 Although the UK cement industry has made a significant reduction in emissions since 1990 there are
technical limits to the amount of abatement that can be made in the future. The FES-Carbon Consortium
report11 concerning the carbon dioxide abatement potential of certain sectors correctly identifies the limited
potential for carbon dioxide in the cement sector. The cost curves in this report state that cost eVective
emissions savings are in the range of 0.3% to 0.5%. All technical potential savings are only a fraction greater.
This is mainly because around 60% of cement industry emissions originates from the raw materials rather
than the fuels. Consequently, some of the emission is essentially fixed by the laws of chemistry and thus
places a limit on abatement even if all kiln fuel was switched to biomass, which is a long way from happening
due to legislative and market barriers.

12. Comments on any other aspect of the Pre-Budget Report and associated documents which are relevant.

12.1 Defra, Dti, DCLG and HM Treasury have all contributed to the development and implementation
of climate change measures. Co-ordination between them, let alone the implementation of holistic and
complimentary policies has proved elusive to date. Energy policy, building regulations, waste and climate
change policies and environmental taxation currently each reside in a diVerent government department. In
order that further steps towards a more sustainable future can be made it is imperative that public policy is
overseen, co-ordinated and guided from one point.

It is hoped that the OYce of Climate Change will elucidate coherent UK and international policies.
However, at present the remit of this oYce is unclear and BCA would welcome further information.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Carbon Capture and Storage Association

Introduction

The Carbon Capture and Storage Association welcomes this opportunity to respond to the Committee’s
inquiry into the Pre-Budget Report 2006, in preparation for the Budget 2007.

In October 2006, the long-awaited and high-profile Stern Review was published, setting out a detailed
view of the economics of climate change. This Review, prepared by HM Treasury is highly regarded
internationally, raising the UK’s profile in the ongoing global battle against climate change. The UK
government therefore has created the opportunity to take a leading role by acting upon the urgency
expressed.

The CCSA was formally launched in March 2006, bringing together specialist companies across the
spectrum of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies, as well as a wide range of support services to
the energy sector. The Association exists primarily to represent the interests of its members and to assist the
UK Government in developing a robust framework for the CCS industry, as a means of abating carbon
dioxide emissions. In addition, the Association supports UK interests in international developments in CCS,
as well as providing a sound and transparent information base for the public, professions and policy makers
on the benefits of CCS.

Pre-Budget Report 2006: Support for Carbon Capture and Storage

The publication of the Stern Review on behalf of HM Treasury, sparked a positive reaction across the
environmentally conscious business world, with its sense of urgency leading many to expect an advance in
policy to mirror the messages contained within the conclusions of the Review.

The Review concludes that even with “very strong expansion of the use of renewable energy and other
lowcarbon energy sources, fossil fuels could still make up over half of global energy supply in 2050” and that
“extensive carbon capture and storage would allow the continued use of fossil fuels without damage to the
atmosphere”.12

Over the next 10–15 years, the UK will need to install 20GW of power generation to cope with the energy
gap resulting from the closure of the UK’s four Magnox nuclear stations and the early retirement of many
coal-fired power plants under the EU Large Combustion Plant Directive.13

The Association supports the continued development of renewable technologies. However, it is unlikely
that these technologies will reach a scale large enough to fill the energy gap within the next decade, and a
mix of technology options is therefore necessary. As construction of large power projects take a number of
years from conception to operation, it is vital that the UK makes a start at the earliest opportunity.

11 Industrial Sector Carbon Dioxide, A report for the Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs Produced by Future
Energy Solutions and the Carbon Consortium, July 2005.

12 Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury, October 2006.
13 How to Plug the Energy Gap, John Loughhead, UKERC, November 2005.
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CCS has the ability to make a significant contribution towards filling the UK energy gap whilst containing
emissions increases arising from the closures of nuclear plant. There are currently eight CCS projects under
development in the UK, representing all technology options and with a combined capacity of almost 7GW.
Of these eight projects, seven are coal-fired. Energy markets currently favour coal-fired power generation
and we face the prospect that coal fired plant will be built to service demand without CCS unless appropriate
incentives are put in place. Most importantly, these projects could help to reduce UK annual carbon
emissions by more than 30 million tonnes of CO2.

CCS does not suVer from technological barriers, due to the fact that the technology components (capture,
transport and storage) have been in operation for many years. However, CCS is in the category of “early
mover” technology, and such technology has associated risks. Special consideration is needed for “early
mover” projects, and the process for building these projects should be initiated as soon as possible to enable
industry to achieve optimisation of cost and eYciency

However, for a successful CCS market to be established, the regulatory and financial framework must be
in place to induce the long-term confidence required for industry to invest. To stimulate the development
of other low-carbon technologies the UK Government has already introduced regulation such as the
Renewables Obligation, a Microgeneration Strategy and a Combined Heat and Power Strategy, and a
number of government departments are already working to address the regulatory barriers to CCS.
Unfortunately, this has not been matched by similar progress within HM Treasury to develop the incentive
structure needed to kick-start this new industry.

CCS has been gathering significant media and public attention. Over the past year and within
Government, positive announcements have previously been made by HM Treasury as well as other
government departments, leading industry to believe that an incentive structure for CCS has been under
development and would be announced in the near future. Based on this belief, industry has made
considerable investments in project development putting the UK in a lead position in respect of project
development.

It was therefore with extreme disappointment that the announcement in the Pre-Budget Report was
received by the Association and throughout the CCS industry. The statement that following a “tender for
consulting engineers to ensure that the Government’s understanding of the costs of a CCS plant based in the
UK is robust, and to help the Government assess whether supporting one through a challenge fund or other
mechanism would provide value for money”,14 a government decision in 2007 to support only one project will
be made, presented a blow to the industry. With eight project proposals currently waiting for a green light,
at least seven projects will be rendered unsuccessful and the UK’s power generation investment programme
will fail to meet the required targets.

Other countries are actively developing CCS proposals including USA, Canada, Australia and in Europe.
There will be intense competition for massive CCS investments. Failing to send the right signal, HM
Treasury has thereby missed an opportunity to ensure that British business takes a leading role in what is
likely to be the biggest single world market stimulated by climate change mitigation.

The Pre-Budget Report also announced that the “details of any support package will be subject to further
analysis and consultation”,15 adding a further delay to the decision on a financial structure for CCS which
altogether will delay the start of CCS developments in the UK by at least one year. As mentioned above,
large power projects require a certain lead-in time for development, and the Governmen therefore cannot
aVord any delay at this time. In addition, any delay in the deployment of CCS represents a significant lost
opportunity to avoid many millions of tonnes of CO2 emissions.

Conclusion

The UK and global climate change issue is currently in the phase of “early-mover” or “first generation”
low-carbon technologies, requiring significant political and financial input to enable these technologies to
reach a stage competitive with existing power generating technologies. For the market to favour low-carbon
technologies, a shift in the regulatory framework is needed, where low-carbon technologies receive a benefit
above that of conventional fossil-fuelled power plants.

During the second phase of the EU ETS, HM Treasury is expected to receive approximately two billion
Euros from the auctioning of allowances. This is in eVect a tax on fossil fuels, and in particular on fossil fuel
power generation, as the allocations of these power generators are subject to a scale-back in Phase 2. Using
this income to fund low-carbon technologies such as CCS is a clear opportunity to provide the benefit that
would encourage the market to favour these technologies.

14 Pre-Budget Report 2006, HM Treasury, December 2006.
15 Pre-Budget Report 2006, HM Treasury, December 2006.
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The Association is greatly encouraged by the work of the government to develop a CCS regulatory
framework however, without the complementary financial support system needed to ensure the building of
these projects is initiated in the immediate future, the UK is in danger of creating a global image of “all talk
and no action” with regard to this vital technology.

The view expressed in this paper cannot be taken to represent the views of all members of the CCSA.
However, they do reflect a general consensus within the Association.

Annex 1

CCSA List of Members 2006–07

Air Products

Alsthom

AMEC

BG Group

BOC Process Systems

BP

British Cement Association

British Geological Survey

Chevron

Climate Change Capital

Coal Authority

Conoco Phillips

Denton Wilde Sapte

DNV

Drax Power

E.ON UK

ERM

General Electric Int

Herbert Smith

Independent Resources

Linklaters

Marathon Oil

Mitsui Babcock

Nexen Exploration

Norton Rose

Power Fuel

Progressive Energy

PWC

Renew Tees Valley

Rio Tinto

RWE

Schlumberger

Scottish & Southern

Scottish Centre for Carbon Storage

Shell

Statoil

Watson Farley & Williams

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by Centrica

Introduction

1. Centrica welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry on
the Treasury’s Pre-Budget Report 2006. Our response focuses on the Government’s current environmental
fiscal strategy as it relates to energy and environment policy, and how we believe it could be strengthened.

2. Centrica believes that environmental fiscal strategy can play a significant role in promoting a more
sustainable society by sending appropriate market signals to eVect behavioural change. It is vital, however,
that the practical limitations of fiscal drivers to change are understood. Furthermore, it is important that
environmental fiscal measures work together in support of specific policy aims, and do not promote
contradictory policy outcomes. Whilst we recognise the significant steps that have been taken in recent years
to utilise fiscal strategy in support of environmental goals, we believe that there is significant room for
further measures.

EU Emissions Trading Scheme

3. Centrica is strongly supportive of the EUETS. We believe it remains the major mechanism to reduce
emissions across the EU, and are in favour of cap and trade schemes as a preferred market mechanism.

4. Centrica welcomes the UK Phase II cut in emissions at the top end of the previously published range—
8mt of carbon (29mt CO2) against a Business As Usual (BAU) projection. The Commission did not ask for
reductions in the UK NAP and we believe this reflects the strong leadership the UK government has taken
on the climate change agenda to date. We are supportive of this approach.

5. If left unchecked, the combined original EU NAP submissions would not have brought about the
necessary shortfall in allowances to create a credible carbon market. Centrica is therefore strongly
supportive of the European Commission taking a strong line on other country NAPs thus far.

6. However, we are concerned that some Member States are challenging the Commission’s decisions and
that there remains a lack of clarity on some NAPs. For this reason we believe it is important to maintain
pressure on the Commission to ensure Phase II sees a significant shortfall, and that substantial and enduring
emission reductions result. The significant cuts in submitted NAPs requested by the Commission reflects in
part the over-allocation in Phase I, and, if over-allocation can be eradicated this time, far more moderate
phase-on-phase cuts will be required in future phases.

7. The free allocation of allowances to sectors which recover the cost of allowances via their received price
(primarily the power generation sector) remains the Scheme’s fundamental flaw. Centrica welcomes the
introduction of auctioning in the UK under Phase II, but would have preferred to see the maximum 10%
auctioning allowed under the scheme, compared to 7% announced. Similarly it is disappointing that there
hasn’t been greater use of the auctioning provision by other member states.

8. We are concerned with the proposed restrictions on the use of project credits. The UK is becoming a
world leader in the financing of climate change services to the developing world. Project credits kick-start
CO2 reductions in developing world countries, support innovation in UK business and allow reductions to
be made at lowest cost. We understand, however, that a balance needs to be struck between eVort at home
and abroad. We believe that the ability to use project credits for compliance should be restricted to sectors
being asked to make cuts, rather than spread across all participants in the scheme equally.

9. Looking forward, the most fundamental issue to be addressed is clarifying the future of the scheme
beyond 2012. We believe that it is suYcient to clarify two key points. Firstly, that the scheme is here to stay,
until at least 2040, and secondly, that each phase of the scheme will tighten the cap on the level of total
emissions.

10. The UK government should therefore continue to strive for early EU agreement on the continuation
of the scheme post 2012. Should it prove impossible to reach the necessary international agreement at an
early stage, however, we favour unilateral action to replicate on an interim basis the expected eVect of Phase
III. We are not in favour of interventionist tools including carbon contracts, and believe these will be far
less eYcient in providing long-term carbon support without distortive eVects.

11. In future phases, Centrica would like to see maximum use of auctioning to mitigate the adverse
impacts of free allocation and believes that full permissible auctioning should be focused on the power sector
at least. Ideally we would like to see the elimination of any free allocation, although we recognise that some
non-ESI sectors may need protection where they are facing international competitors not similarly carbon-
constrained.

12. Where practical and material, we are supportive of broadening the scheme to include other sectors
and gases. It is vital that the increased level of allowances as a result of broadening the scheme is robustly
determined to ensure that the over-allocation seen in the first year of Phase 1 is not repeated. Consideration
could be given to running “parallel” schemes for new sectors for an initial period.
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13. Significant harmonisation across the EU would help to remove the potential for any sector within
an individual country to become uncompetitive with respect to its EU counterparts. Potential areas include
accurate allocation, use of project credits, sector coverage and key definitions including that of installations
covered by the scheme.

14. In order to preserve and extend the emissions reduction investment streams seen under the Kyoto
flexible mechanisms, it is vital that both the UK and Commission continue to recognise the need for the EU
ETS to link to other carbon markets. The current restrictions on the use of project credits should be removed
for post 2012 periods.

Renewables Obligation

15. Centrica has recently submitted a response to the Government’s preliminary consultation on reform
of the Renewables Obligation.

16. Overall, the RO seeks to generate 15.4% of the UK’s electricity requirement from renewable sources
by 2015–16, with an aspirational target of 20% by 2020. This objective is a key element of the government’s
climate change strategy but it cannot be achieved without the widespread development of higher cost
renewable technologies, in particular, oVshore wind.

17. Round 2 oVshore wind projects are currently faced with a substantial funding shortfall. Investors will
only commit to projects if the financial returns are attractive and therefore if government is to ensure the
development of these key projects and the delivery of the RO objective, all practical options must be
considered for bridging the funding gap for oVshore wind technology.

18. Our preference is to fund higher cost technologies, including OVshore Wind, outside an unchanged
RO, but if the additional funding that this would require cannot be provided, the government proposals to
introduce banding represent the next best solution.

19. Centrica therefore broadly welcomes the proposals that Government has brought forward to band
the RO as they have the potential to result in the deployment of a range of renewable technologies, including
oVshore wind. We believe that in general the proposals are workable and that with some modification can
realise a significant upturn in the generation of renewable electricity.

20. Having reviewed all the proposals to improve support for emerging renewable technologies, Centrica
believes that banding is the only option that has the potential to deliver significant volumes of renewable
generation with minimum disruption to the RO. However, we believe that if the proposals are to be
successful government must also:

— reverse its intent to remove the RPI escalator on the ROC buyout price,

— set targets based on expected ROCs rather than expected generation; and

— overturn the commitment to net neutrality.

21. If banding is introduced, we remain convinced that emerging technologies (such as wave and tidal)
should be funded outside the RO until the costs and risks are fully understood. Funding for this could be
delivered from the NFFO surplus. This is money that is taken from consumers to fund the RO, but is
returned to Treasury via the NFPA auctions. Centrica does not believe that this provides value for money
for consumers and believes there is a compelling case for the surplus to be recycled back into the renewables
industry.

22. Centrica also believes that a unified approach for England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern
Ireland is essential to reduce complexity across the RO and to prevent cross border gaming and arbitrage.
The distortions that can occur when this unified approach is abandoned were demonstrated over several
years in the RO before the England and Wales and Scottish buyout funds were amalgamated.

23. Finally, an eVective RO can only be achieved if the planning consent and grid connection issues are
addressed in tandem with the funding mechanism. Without eYcient approval procedures any proposed
funding arrangement is likely to struggle. In relation to oVshore wind, grid socialisation is a key issue that
must be resolved if the technology is to reach maturity.

Clean Coal Technology

24. Centrica has recently acquired an option to participate in what would be the UK’s first complete clean
coal power generation project. We are now at the start of a two year development phase to take this project
through the development and consenting phase through to a firm investment decision in 2008.

25. If progressed the project will combine the construction of a new 800MW Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle (IGCC) clean coal power station in Teesside which will supply electricity to British Gas
customers, and Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) capabilities to enable CO2 emissions to be captured and
stored in the North Sea in saline aquifers or depleting oil fields for the purpose of Enhanced Oil Recovery.
If we go ahead, the plant could be operating in 2012–13 (CCGT operation) followed by CCS operation
in 2013–14.
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26. In order to be financially viable, all clean coal projects are likely to need the combination of a visible
forward carbon price as well as additional government support.

27. Government has already indicated that it is likely to give initial support for one or more CCS
demonstration projects. The Chancellor’s pre-budget report delayed a decision on how much support to
provide, and in what manner, for another year in order to continue discussions with industry. We believe
that, when the government is developing criteria for which project(s) to support, priority should be given
to projects that provide full CCS rather than just “capture ready” and should be targeted on technologies
that are most likely to be suitable for wider deployment at least cost.

28. Whilst we are expecting to continue discussions with government over the coming months around the
nature and level of support we believe is necessary for our project to become viable, support could include
enhanced capital allowances, capital support, and changes to the fiscal treatment of incremental oil
produced under enhanced oil recovery.

29. We welcome the commitment to date shown by the government for this technology, and in particular
the Treasury consultation on barriers to deployment of CCS and the commitment to further consultation
and cost assessment in the Chancellor’s pre-budget report.

30. We also welcome the amendment in November 2006 to the London Convention allowing the use of
oVshore geological CO2 storage from CO2 capture processes, and look forward to a similar amendment of
the OSPAR Treaty later this year.

31. At a national level, the UK will need to develop a regulatory regime for developing storage sites on
the UKCS. In addition, CCS will need to be brought into the Kyoto Process and EUETS.

Microgeneration

32. The microgeneration industry is in the relatively early stages of market development, with a range of
technologies at diVerent stages. Some are poised for mass market deployment, some are still in development
stage. Some of these technologies will reach mass market production which will help reduce the costs of the
technologies but fiscal incentives such as capital grants or VAT reductions/exemptions on technologies will
also help stimulate demand.

33. Centrica is actively exploring a range of microgeneration technologies including domestic combined
heat and power, wind turbines and solar thermal panels. We are working with Microgen to develop a
domestic combined heat and power boiler for UK homes. These developments have the potential to
significantly change the type of boilers we use for our heating and hot water in the UK.

34. We also have a relationship with Ceres Power to develop the world’s first mass-market, household
boiler powered by fuel cells. Unlike many fuel cells, the Ceres fuel cell can work on natural gas as well as
hydrogen, making the technology immediately accessible by UK households with a gas central heating
system.

35. Micro CHP is an important carbon reducing technology which is advancing towards a stage where
it can now be manufactured to a high reliable standard at an acceptable size and at reasonable cost.
However, pump priming of this market is important if consumers are to be persuaded to buy them and help
the technology achieve critical mass.

36. Centrica does not believe, however, that a Renewable Heat Obligation is the most appropriate
mechanism to support renewable heat. Measures which should be considered include:

VAT reductions

37. We support the decision by the Government to reduce VAT on grant funded microCHP as a move
which could oVer reduction in household energy bills. However, for these savings to be significant it is vital
that this reduction should be available for one-oV domestic customers and on the total installation of the
microCHP boiler and not just the product. In addition, microCHP should be given the equivalent grant
funding on start up as other energy eYciency products such as photovoltaics.

Grant funding

38. Interaction with the Low Carbon Building Programme (LCBP) is currently a barrier for inclusion in
EEC. Current rules restrict EEC funding potential for renewable technologies, and, in the future,
microgeneration. Under the current rules the energy saving attributable to EEC is in direct relation to the
contribution made versus the LCBP grant contribution. Removing this restriction so that the entire savings
are attributed to EEC would increase EEC funding in this sector and further support the growth of
renewables/microgeneration technologies. The funds available from the three year EEC3 programme could
therefore, if used in this way, make these products more attractive and attainable through maintaining
consumer interest.
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EEC uplift

39. We would urge that that all categories of micro renewable and other microgeneration technologies
qualify for an innovation uplift under EEC, something currently only aVorded to MicroCHP. The
development and growth of these products over the course of the EEC3 programme is essential to the success
of this and future programmes. An uplift in the order of 50%, would encourage suppliers to invest in bringing
forward these technologies earlier. To further complement this uplift, we would suggest, as stated earlier,
that the current practice of restricting energy savings when interacting with the Low Carbon Building
programme is removed. The framework of EEC should be flexible enough to allow other product categories
to be added if necessary.

40. Microgeneration technologies are going to be essential during EEC3 but also particularly post EEC3
if they are to develop and fulfil mass market potential in the longer term. These products will therefore need
additional support, and we see EEC3 as being one of the key ways of achieving this. The inclusion of
microgeneration technologies, including renewable heat technologies, will incentivise investment, help
suppliers to reduce their reliance on the insulation sector, and also deliver carbon savings in an area where
early indications appear to suggest some consumers are becoming increasingly aware/engaged.

41. In addition, we believe that the structure of EEC3 should be such that merging microgeneration
technologies can be easily introduced into the programme.

Household Energy Efficiency

42. The Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) is the principle policy mechanism driving improvements
in household energy eYciency. It requires electricity and gas suppliers to achieve energy saving targets
through promotion of improvements in domestic energy eYciency to domestic customers by encouraging
and assisting energy savings from the installation of energy eYciency measures in their homes.
Improvements made under this mechanism are not limited to suppliers’ own customers.

43. Government is currently consulting on changes to the next phase of EEC, and Centrica has responded
to the preliminary consultation. We believe that EEC3 must provide an environment where new approaches
and technologies that contribute to demand reduction are nurtured and embedded. To this end, we welcome
the proposed inclusion of microgeneration, feedback devices, and behavioural changes within the product/
measure mix.

44. It is critical that there is a realistic balance between supporting the Government’s carbon targets and
delivering carbon reductions in the most cost eYcient way. Implicit within the decision making about an
increase in the size of the EEC3 target is the consequential impact on consumer bills, and Government must
take full account of this in their final decision.

45. It is equally important that the size and scale of the next phase of EEC is achievable, and that this is
agreed with both energy suppliers and the energy eYciency industry. This should take full account of factors
such as product range, industry capacity, market potential, changes in market dynamics and Building
Regulations. Additionally, the target must be achievable within the three years of the obligation, and should
not exert undue pressure on cost eYciencies. It is important that suppliers continue to be incentivised to
invest in delivering carbon savings as cost eVectively as possible.

46. As in previous programmes the government is proposing that the entire risk, and cost, associated with
the delivery of EEC lies with the energy suppliers and their customers. The Government’s proposal to
increase the target by between 50% and 100% will take the programme to the absolute extremes of, and
possibly beyond, what is physically achievable, thereby increasing stakeholder risk. We strongly believe
therefore that supplier (and customer) risk and liability from the EEC programme should be capped, and
that this will provide greater certainty.

47. In the current environment there is undoubtedly greater awareness and, to a lesser degree, increased
participation of consumers in energy eYciency. Over the last eight months, 1.5 million households have
completed the British Gas Energy Savers Report, which enables households to undertake an energy
eYciency survey of their own property. Whilst this is a phenomenal response, and one which suggests
consumers are interested in, and ready, to change behaviour, the underlying growth in our energy eYciency
product sales has been modest. This may well be a consequence of consumers understanding through
participation in the survey the straightforward, simple, measures they can undertake to reduce their
consumption (ie turning appliances oV standby etc). It is therefore important, and appropriate, that the
recognition of behavioural change programmes and initiatives are fully incorporated within the EEC
mechanism.

48. A key aspect of the transition to EEC3 is to ensure that, as a minimum, the EEC2 momentum is
maintained. Innovative and imaginative solutions will be needed, supported by government, suppliers, and
other stakeholders, alike.
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49. There are ways of further increasing customer interest in this area. The success of the British Gas
Council Tax Rebate scheme has clearly demonstrated the value of fiscal incentives in driving consumer
engagement in energy eYciency. We strongly support the view that the Government should build upon the
success of our Council Tax Rebate Scheme by introducing a range of fiscal incentives, for example, Council
Tax, Stamp Duty, Personal tax Allowances, and VAT equalisation, to stimulate increased consumer pull
for energy eYciency solutions.

50. EEC should, first and foremost, focus on delivering improved energy eYciency. The root causes of
fuel poverty are complex, and holistic solutions, broader than energy eYciency, are needed. We believe that
the co-existence of both carbon and social targets within the same mechanism restricts suppliers’ ability to
properly address fuel poverty, which requires more innovative and complete solutions. We therefore believe
that EEC has to be restructured to facilitate the delivery of both energy eYciency and “social” measures to
those homes that suVer the consequences of fuel poverty, whilst not increasing the overall cost of the total
programme.

51. The proposed heavy reliance on insulation brings with it an increased high risk for the programme.
Whilst this sector has managed to deliver moderate increases in capacity over the EEC2 period, the
incremental growth needed for EEC3 is, we believe, significantly beyond the existing capacity, and the
growth capability of the sector.

52. We must develop a broad and diverse product portfolio if we are to achieve the EEC3 goals. Centrica
therefore very much welcome the inclusion of microgeneration, feedback devices, and the inclusion of
services which influence behavioural change, within the product mix. However we need to find simple and
easy ways to administer the processes for accrediting these new services technologies, and incentivising their
growth, by uplifting the associated energy savings.

53. The current rules of the EEC programme can, in some instances, act as a barrier to entry for
innovation. A more streamlined process, with fewer restrictions, is needed. Whilst we recognise that this may
introduce greater uncertainty, we also believe that it is possible to manage the impact. Essentially, the EEC
mechanism should embrace new ideas, not create barriers.

Environmental Reporting Requirements

54. The abolition of the proposed Operating and Financial Review has not significantly altered
companies’ environmental reporting requirements. Centrica’s public reporting on environmental matters
encompasses both mandatory and voluntary aspects.

55. The Companies’ Bill requires publicly-listed companies to publish an annual business review setting
out their approach to managing significant non-financial matters including the environment, their
employees and the community. We are establishing non-financial key performance indicators to enable
year-on-year comparison. Centrica will therefore continue to take account of relevant non-financial matters
in both our Annual Report and Accounts and our Annual Corporate Responsibility Report.

56. Centrica’s gas production and power generation assets must comply with the Integrated Pollution
and Prevent Control Directive and, as such, we report publicly on our performance in relation to the
Directive. The Group is also required to disclose the environmental (carbon emissions) performance of our
gas production and power generation plants under the requirements of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.
The Environmental Management Systems of all Centrica’s upstream assets are accredited to the ISO 14001
standard, which is subject to annual audit.

57. Stakeholder expectations of companies’ environmental performance meanwhile has intensified
significantly over the past year, largely due to increased public awareness of climate change. At the same
time, the appetite for public reporting in this area has increased, with companies being closely scrutinised
for underperformance and/or lack of action. Given this trend, enlightened companies recognise the
commercial value in going beyond compliance where appropriate.

58. Centrica has published a standalone corporate responsibility (CR) report for the past four years. We
report our performance across a number of key impact areas including “environment”.

59. We report our CR performance in line with the Global Reporting Initiative—the international
standard for sustainability reporting. In addition, we make public disclosures to research organisations
working on behalf of Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) Funds. Centrica is a constituent of the Dow
Jones Sustainability Index and FTSE4Good Indices. Whilst these are the most recognised indices Centrica
also provides sustainability performance information to a number of other SRI Funds and to international
research projects such as the Carbon Disclosure Project.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by the Environment Agency

Summary

HM Treasury plays a critical role in delivering the government’s environmental and sustainable
development policy.

The Pre-Budget Report (PBR) itself announced little new environmental policy, somewhat surprisingly
in the context of the recent publication of the Stern Review. We look forward to a credible response in the
Budget 2007, Comprehensive Spending Review and any other processes that will unfold through 2007.

Although the Stern Review has a focus on international action, it also has important implications at the
domestic level. The Stern Review concluded that domestic action to reduce the carbon intensity of the UK
economy would be likely to have limited impacts on competitiveness. In this light, HM Treasury should
consider:

— building risk management into the domestic economic responses to climate change, so that
unexpected changes in circumstances are met with a policy response that ensures our climate
change objectives are still achieved;

— prioritising domestic action in sectors with least competitiveness exposure, such as power and
commercial sectors and through promoting “no-regrets” measures such as cost-eVective energy
eYciency measures;

— avoiding lock-in to high carbon infrastructure, particularly in medium term investments in the
energy sector through the establishment of a credible policy framework to establish a realistic
carbon price over the medium to long term, with interim measures as required;

— ensuring adequate investment in adaptation to climate change, such as improving flood defences,
securing water supplies and coastal realignment and directing our rapidly rising aid spend to assist
developing countries in climate-proofing their development.

Following the Stern Review, HM Treasury needs to adopt improving resource productivity, particularly
the carbon intensity, of the economy, as a core objective, and to approach it with similar rigour as, for
instance, it does labour productivity.

Following the abolition of the proposed Operating and Financial Reviews and continuing poor and
erratic environmental reporting, there is an urgent need for Government guidance on the publication of non-
financial information to address the current confusion and ensure consistency with current Government
guidelines on environmental KPIs.

Translation of the Stern Review into Treasury Policy

The Committee asks “how the recommendations and implications of the Stern Review have been—or
should be—translated into Treasury policy”.

The emphasis in the Treasury response to the Stern Review is on the need to promote international action
to address climate change, particularly through championing a stronger cap in the EU ETS. This is a key
theme of the Stern Review and certainly needs to be an essential part of Treasury policy. However, there
are also clear implications of the Stern Review for domestic action that the Treasury needs to respond to,
particularly in the light of Stern’s conclusions that this should have limited competitiveness impacts.

Take a risk-based approach: Stern emphasises the importance of framing policy responses to climate
change in terms of managing risks. Because we cannot know now what will work or how the economy,
energy prices or technology will change over time, we will need to review and adjust the mix of policies to
ensure that clearly stated outcome goals are achieved. This would mean adopting a portfolio of responses,
covering energy and transport demand, energy and transport infrastructure development, non-CO2 sources,
land use and, importantly, adaptation to climate change. More pervasive and aggressive use of economic
instruments would enable the response to be adjusted to changing circumstances.

Prioritise where competitiveness exposure is least: Stern concludes that the risks of competitiveness impacts
to early movers in carbon reduction are limited to carbon intensive, highly traded sectors—this is a small
part of the economy. HM Treasury should therefore take an ambitious approach to domestic carbon
reduction in non-carbon intensive, low traded sectors, such as the power, commercial, transport and
domestic sectors. This would suggest, for instance, supporting the more ambitious approach of a mandatory
trading scheme (under development as the Energy Performance Commitment) should be taken to promote
energy eYciency in large non-energy intensive organisations.

Avoid low-carbon lock-in: Stern warns of the danger that “investments made in the next 10–-20 years could
lock in very high emissions for the next half-century” before regional or global carbon pricing is established
at a credible and adequate level to factor into investment decisions. In the light of this, HM Treasury needs
to give serious consideration to domestic action, rather than relying on the EU ETS alone. At present, the
EU ETS and carbon policy framework is not providing strong incentives to invest in low carbon
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generation—on the contrary, there have been recent Electricity Act licensing applications for construction
of large new coal-fired power stations. Proposals have been made for long-term contracts for low-carbon
electricity and auctions for realising future carbon reductions. One of the most important tasks for HM
Treasury is to ensure there is a credible market-orientated policy framework that creates a realistic carbon
price in which investors can have suYcient confidence over a realistic investment horizon.

Ensure eVective adaptation to climate change: Stern highlights the lack of adaptation in developed
countries and lack of quantitative information on the costs and benefits of economy-wide adaptation. It is
notable that the PBR does not contain a section on adaptation, although this involves potentially large
expenditures. HM Treasury should recognise the likely magnitude and distribution of welfare and economic
impacts arising from climate change and invest in adaptation and resilience where it is cost eVective. That
would mean, for example, a substantial increase in flood risk management expenditure. Climate change
threatens international development objectives and it is vital that we align the UK’s large and rising
development spend with climate-proofing investment in vulnerable developing countries.

Companies’ Environmental Reporting Requirements

Our research concludes that the quality of environmental disclosure is very poor with only 24% of FTSE
all share companies reporting providing quantitative information on their environmental impacts. We
believe that the integration of more quantified environmental information into corporate disclosures is
essential if investors are to truly assess the future prospects of a company.

In November 2006 we published, “Environmental disclosure in the FTSE All Share: First 100 FTSE All
Share Companies to report under the new Company Law reporting requirements”. A report covering the
FTSE All-share will be published in Autumn 2007.

Key findings from the 2006 report:

— There is evidence that there is more environmental reporting. However much environmental
reporting is still at a very basic level—it may be just a one-word mention of a key phrase that this
study was designed to identify. 96% of the companies referred to the environment in 2006,
compared to 89% in 2004.

— There has been an increase in the level of quantified disclosures (nearly half of companies survey
in the 2006 report provided statistics compared to 24% in 2004). However there are still too few
quantified disclosures to make meaningful comparisons between the environmental performance
of companies—only 21% of companies provided quantified disclosures that enabled meaningful
comparison.

— 83% of the companies reported on just one topic out of water, waste, and energy use/climate
change. 26% reported on all three topics. (In 2004 the figures were 58% and 10% respectively.)

— A standard structure for annual report and accounts would help readability and comparability.
The present naming convention adds to the confusion:

— 37 companies included a Business Review, 43 include an OFR, five did both.

— 25 did not a produce separate section clearly labelled OFR or Business Review.

The abolition of the OFR has caused confusion as it has provided the impression that large companies
no longer need to report on their environmental performance, while in truth reporting of non-financial
information is still required following UK implementation of the EU accounts modernisation directive.
There is an urgent need for guidance to companies on their reporting requirements that clarifies their legal
requirements and ensures consistency with government guidelines published by Defra on environmental
KPIs for businesses. In particular, reporting of CO2 emissions should be relevant to all companies.

We welcome the introduction of some new reporting requirements in the new Companies Act 2006 but we
strongly urge the Government and bodies such as the Financial Reporting Council and Financial Services
Authority to enforce the use of the DEFRA environmental reporting guidelines and KPIs by business.

Whilst we commend businesses who make disclosures in corporate responsibility reports, web sites and
other publications, we strongly believe statements on financially material environmentally related business
risks should not be sidelined but held in the same regard as other risks to future business performance. All
business, no matter what size or sector, aVect and are aVected by the environment, be it the availability and
quality of natural resources, resulting energy prices and water shortages or the impacts of climate change.
Yet only six companies16 link environmental issues to financial performance or to shareholder value.

January 2007

16 From the first 100 companies to published their Annual Report and Accounts under the EU Accounts Modernisation
Directive. The Directive aVects all reports for financial years from 1 April 2005. It applies to all EU countries and in the UK
it is part of the Companies Act 1985.
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Memorandum submitted by Flybe

1. About Flybe

Flybe welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Environmental Audit Select Committee inquiry on the
Pre-Budget Report.

Flybe is one the leading low cost airlines in the UK and Europe’s largest regional airline following the
proposed acquisition of BA Connect. We will now have 10 million passengers per year. Eighty per cent of
our flights are domestic and our low cost services focus on providing point-to-point routes connecting
regions in Britain and the rest of Europe.

Flybe is a low-cost airline committed to providing new opportunities for people from all walks of life to
enjoy the convenience of accessible air travel. We are driven by the Flybe diVerentials which mark us out
from many of the other leading players in the industry by providing our customers with many of the “frills”
of premium carriers including pre-assigned seating, lounges for our business customers, and additional
passenger legroom in our aircraft.

2. Opening Comments

Flybe does not underestimate the scale of the challenge faced by the impact of climate change, and accepts
that aviation must play an important role in the global eVort to control carbon emissions. However we also
believe that the contribution of aviation to climate change should be set in context, in terms of the emissions
from other forms of transport—including private cars, trains, buses, and the road haulage industry, and
indeed power generation and other industries—and the level of taxation (combined with minimal subsidies)
that airlines and passengers are already subject to each year.

The aviation industry in Britain, and much of Europe, is a success story for jobs and investment, and this
has been driven by the growth of highly-eYcient low cost airlines operating in a liberalised market and
bringing air travel to people from all walks of life. Unlike roads and railways which consistently fail to meet
the demands of customers, the airline industry now provides aVordable fares and does not depend on the
Government for operational subsidies or funding for infrastructure. There is a dangerous myth being
perpetuated, that air travel is enjoyed by an elite minority who do not pay their own way in terms of
environmental eVects or fuel taxation, when the reality is very diVerent. Britain’s airlines operate is an
extremely competitive market and the industry pays its own way.

The eVect of carbon dioxide emissions from aircraft is indistinguishable from that of carbon dioxide
emitted by other sources, including alternative forms of transport. As the Stern Report confirmed, the
emissions from aircraft are currently less than 2% of total carbon dioxide emissions from human activities,
with this share expected to reach up to 3% by 2050.

This provides a useful context for the arguments for aviation to be labelled as a major contributor to
climate change. Flybe does not believe that this is an excuse for inaction, but it does clearly demonstrate
that many of the claims of environmentalists are exaggerated, and that other industries should be the priority
for Governments to target when seeking to control emissions.

3. Summary

— Air Passenger Duty revenues now cover the external costs of air travel, but we do not believe this
provides the best mechanism to promote sustainable growth in the industry.

— Flybe is a strong supporter of emissions trading, but the proposals from the European Union to
introduce a scheme that only includes intra-EU flights (only 20% of emissions) is unacceptable and
unfairly discriminates against low cost airlines.

— The successful introduction of emissions trading will ensure that the external costs of air travel are
determined by the market for carbon, and will make APD a redundant form of taxation.

— The aviation sector has introduced a number of innovative mechanisms to reduce emissions and
combat climate change, including Flybe’s eco-labelling scheme for the industry due to be
launched shortly.

— Aviation fuel tax can only be eVective at a global level due to practical issues that may increase
overall emissions and discriminate against short-haul operators, and as such eVorts should be
focused on creating a workable and eVective ETS system.

4. Air Passenger Duty

Flybe strongly opposes the 100% increase in Air Passenger Duty announced by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer in the Pre-Budget Report.

We regard Air Passenger Duty as an anomaly that serves no purpose other than a revenue raising
mechanism for HM Treasury. Air travel uniquely, unlike any other form of transport is, subject to APD
which amounts to an estimated £1 billion per year in contributions (projected to rise to £1.8 billion) to the
Treasury.
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Flybe accepts that the aviation sector should be responsible for the external environmental costs of its
activities, provided that this principle is extended to all other alternative forms of transport.

Flybe welcomes the DFT’s plans in the Review of the Aviation White Paper for an “emissions cost
assessment” to consider whether the aviation sector is meeting its external climate change costs.

Although APD revenues now cover the external costs of air travel, we do not believe this provides the
best mechanism to promote sustainable growth in the industry.

Firstly, there is no commitment from the Government that the revenue from APD will be ringfenced for
carbon abatement measures, oVsetting or other environmental purposes.

Secondly, climate change will never be solved by increasing taxation, even if this revenue is used for
environmental purposes, it will be solved by providing incentives to promote low carbon air travel to reduce
emissions in the first place. It is far more eVective to reduce the emissions of aircraft than to seek to put an
end to low cost air travel, which provides jobs, innovation and investment in the British economy, or to
invest in carbon abatement projects.

The low cost air travel revolution has transformed the industry and brought new opportunities for the
UK’s regions. We are seeing the low cost model which began in the United States, and has thrived in Europe,
expand to Australia, India, China, and South East Asia. It has brought jobs and investment, and
transformed an elitist pursuit into an activity accessible for all social classes.

Now is not the time to restrict growth and impose new taxation, but to make sure that future growth is
sustainable. This will be achieved with cleaner fuel, green aircraft, more eYcient air traYc control
management, and creating a market for carbon where there are clear incentives for reducing emissions.

Flybe fully supports market-driven innovative options available to improve the environmental standards
in aviation including emissions trading and eco-labelling.

We are confident that EU Emissions Trading Scheme will generate significant reductions in the carbon
emissions produced by each flight and will represent a more eYcient means to control the impact of aviation
on climate change.

This market-driven mechanism will provide clear economic incentives for emissions reductions by
creating a market for carbon. This will add significant costs to airlines and passengers, and the level of APD
must be reduced and ultimately eliminated in order to reflect this additional cost. It is unacceptable to
increase the level of APD on the basis that it will cover the external cost of aviation, and then introduce
emissions trading with the same objective. Britain’s airlines face being forced to pay twice for the external
cost of emissions if APD continues when ETS is introduced. ETS is a more eYcient option to achieve this
objective and it must replace APD, not be added as a further cost.

5. Emissions Trading

Flybe believes the EU Emissions Trading Scheme oVers the most eVective solution available for
controlling the carbon footprint produced by aviation sector and avoids the severe economic eVects of tax
increases that do not provide incentives for reducing emissions.

Flybe is a strong supporter of carbon trading, but the latest proposals from the European Union
published in December 2006 do not go far enough.

The compromise deal means that initially only intra-EU flights, accounting for 20% of carbon emissions,
will be covered by the scheme.

Flybe believes that to have any impact it must include long-haul flights in and out of Europe. The watered-
down proposals from the Commission will hit low cost airline passengers disproportionately and will not
aVect long haul carriers which are responsible for 80% of emissions.

We are very concerned that unless all flights are included from the start, there is a danger that the timescale
could slip as non-EU long haul carriers seek to avoid the scheme leaving ordinary people who take short
aVordable flights to pay for the carbon emissions of international business travellers.

Emissions trading is the best solution to reducing the impact of air travel on climate change. We are
committed to making it work but there must be a level playing field for all airlines if the scheme is to be
successful.

6. Eco-Labelling

We believe that much greater informed consumer choice is an eVective force to drive environmental
standards in the aviation industry.

This is why Flybe will shortly be announcing a new Eco-labelling scheme for aircraft—a concept of
establishing a system using a labelling scheme where aircraft are graded based on fuel burn, carbon
emissions, noise footprints and total environmental cost. In doing so consumers would be informed about
each flight they take. Such an eco-labelling system has transformed the domestic appliance (so-called white
goods) market, and a similar scheme has recently been introduced for cars by the Department for Transport.
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Flybe now wishes to extend this successful scheme to airlines and we have been developing this concept
with independent technical advisers.

In our view eco-labelling is an eVective option as it provides an incentive for airlines to oVer green flying
as consumers will be more aware of the choices available with a simple graduated system to label to noise
and air pollution of aircraft. It will encourage the aviation industry to reduce emissions, rather than simply
providing resources for carbon abatement mechanisms. This will also improve the knowledge and
understanding of consumers’ individual contribution to global carbon emissions, and provide a creative
market-based solution to the need to include the external costs of air travel in consumers’ decision-
making process.

7. Aviation Fuel Tax

The introduction of a tax on aviation fuel at a national or European Union level will create an unfair
market and the practical implications of such a levy could potentially lead to increased global emissions.

Flybe does not object to a levy on aviation fuel in principle, but this is unworkable as the only option is
to introduce this system at a global level which is unrealistic.

If this were introduced at a national level, then all airlines could simply refuel aircraft at non-UK
destinations. This would require a heavier fuel load, and produce higher emissions per aircraft.

Similarly if it were introduced at an EU-level the major global airlines operating in and out of Europe,
accounting for 80% of EU emissions, will refuel in non-EU countries and carry more fuel.

This will leave the major contributors eVectively exempt from the tax and unfairly penalise low cost short
haul operators. As with an emissions trading scheme that only includes intra EU flights, this will leave
ordinary passengers to pay for the emissions of international business travellers. The only solution would
be to make this a global system which remains an unrealistic ambition.

A tax on aviation fuel at a national or EU level is unworkable, and will unfairly discriminate against low
cost operators and leave the major airlines eVectively exempt. It is disingenuous to compare a tax on aviation
fuel with petrol duty, as drivers to do have the option of refuelling elsewhere. A more accurate comparison
is with the road haulage sector where operators have an incentive to refuel in the country with the lowest
diesel duty. Similarly unless there is a global system, the aviation fuel tax will act as an economic incentive
for long-haul carriers to increase fuel loads and produce higher carbon emissions.

The emissions trading scheme is a far more eVective system for airlines to contribute the external costs of
flights, and unlike fuel tax will provide a direct economic incentive to reduce carbon emissions.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Freight Transport Association

Introduction

Freight Transport Association represents the freight transport interests of businesses throughout the UK.
Its members range from small and medium size enterprises to multi-national public companies and are
involved in all modes of transport. FTA members operate over 200,000 heavy goods vehicles, about half the
UK fleet, are responsible for 90% of freight moved by rail and 70% of goods shipped by sea and air. This
unique multi modal mandate enables FTA to speak authoritatively on all aspects of freight based on the
broader transport needs of industry in the economy.

Q1 How have the recommendations and implications of the Stern Review been—or should be—translated into
Treasury policy?

Freight transport should be, and is, playing its part in meeting the UK international and domestic
commitments to reduce carbon dioxide. Since 1997 the historic link between economic output (as measured
by GDP) and road freight activity has been broken. Whilst the economy has grown by 24% since 1997,
freight moved by road (measured in tonne kilometres) has risen by just 2%.17 In addition, the in-service fuel
eYciency of trucks has improved by around 6% for rigids and by 11% for artics. At the same time rail freight
activity has increased over the period 1998–2005 by 28%.18

The permanent revalorisation increase in fuel duty introduced in the Pre-Budget Report was a significant
disappointment for the freight transport industry. It will produce little benefit in terms of carbon dioxide
emissions reductions from the transport sector but will add to cost of doing business in the UK. FTA
believes that:

17 Road Freight Statistics 2005, DfT.
18 National rail trends 2006–07 Q2, ORR.
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The fuel duty increase announced in the 2006 Pre-Budget Report should be temporary

It is clear that the world is now in an era of high and volatile oil prices. We believe the Chancellor’s decision
to raise fuel duty is opportunistic and timed to coincide with what is likely to be a temporary drop in oil
prices during the Autumn.

The diesel duty increase should be kept under review. If oil prices rise again and are forecast to remain
above $60 for a sustained period, the Chancellor should reduce fuel duty back to its level before the Pre-
Budget increase to achieve a degree of stability in pump and bulk prices.

The Committee should support the use of fuel duty as a price regulator which removes some of the world oil
price volatility from diesel prices.

Tax revenues from the fuel duty increased should be hypothecated into additional carbon dioxide saving
measures from transport

The justification for the fuel duty increase was to fund public services19 and meet the need to maintain
sound public finances. FTA believes that such an approach squanders the delivery of meaningful carbon
dioxide reduction from the fuel duty rise. The Pre-Budget report itself concedes that the duty rise of 1.25
pence per litre will achieve a saving of only 0.1 million tones of carbon (MtC) per year. On its own, the
revalorisation of fuel duty represents particularly poor value for money bearing in mind that the cost to
industry of the duty rise is likely to be £144 million per year and the cost to all road users £328 million per
year. By comparison the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) requiring transport fuel suppliers
to ensure a set percentage of sales are from a renewable source, is expected to save 1 MtC per year by 2010.
If the full cost of biofuel at a 5% blend was borne by road users, even at current prices (where the industry
is still in its infancy and has not built up scale economies) it would increase fuel cost by approximately
pence per litre.

To achieve a meaningful carbon dioxide reduction benefit, the tax revenue from the 2006 Pre-Budget
Statement fuel duty increase should be directly hypothecated into carbon dioxide abatement measures from
transport either to:

(a) Encourage the uptake of low-carbon petrol and diesel engined vehicles and new low-carbon fuels.
The Stern Review identifies the latter as a large scale change in the market that, because of the up-
front research and investment, industry cannot provide on its own. Government therefore needs
to take a proactive role to realise their potential in reducing carbon dioxide emissions.

(b) Encourage modal shift. Government has a central role in influencing the choice of transport mode
that the public and industry makes. This should be achieved through making other modes more
attractive, (through influencing the service and cost criteria used when decisions are made over the
mode of transport used) rather than simply focusing on making road transport less attractive
through raising its cost through fuel duty.

(c) Reduce congestion on heavily traYcked arteries through capacity improvements and at
bottlenecks through bypasses. Government, through the Highways Agency and Network Rail is
the custodian of road and rail network performance. Congestion reduction measures on the road
network can reduce the carbon dioxide footprint of journeys through tackling carbon dioxide-
wasteful traYc queues. Investment in the rail network can improve reliability and increase the
capacity of the network at busy times.

(d) Raise public and industry awareness of transport-related actions that can be taken to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions.

The Committee should call on the Government to review the interventions that can be made to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions and quantify these in terms of a financial cost and carbon footprint reduction.

Increasing fuel duty is counterproductive in reducing emissions and acts as a drag on investment in the newest,
cleanest vehicles

During the 1990s when the fuel duty escalator regularly increased diesel duty by 5% or more above
inflation, industry responded to the pressure this put on cash flow and margins by delaying vehicle
replacement and cutting driver training aimed at fuel eYcient vehicles operations. Whilst operators were
able to reduce their costs, the benefits of new cleaner trucks were delayed and older trucks used intensively
for longer. As a result, the age profile of the UK hgv fleet between 1994 and 1999 (when the escalator was
stopped) remained unchanged at 3.3 years. By contrast since then, the average age of the hgv fleet has fallen
steadily, averaging just 2.7 years in 2005.20

The Committee should oppose any move to return to a Fuel Duty Escalator.

Fuel duty increases undermine UK competitiveness

The fuel duty increase fails to take account of the Government’s own guidelines on environmental
taxation. This states that for “green tax” to be acceptable it must meet four key criteria set out in Tax and
the Environment: using economic instruments 2002, one of which is for the tax measure not to have harmful
eVects of UK competitiveness.

19 Pre-Budget Report 2006 page 170.
20 Vehicle Licensing Statistics, DfT.
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UK diesel duty is twice the level of our close competitors whose carriers have a cost advantage over UK
hauliers. The Road Haulage Task Group established by the Treasury in 2005 and which reported at the Pre-
Budget Report 2006 concluded that even when higher employer social contributions on the continent are
taken into account, hauliers costs are 5% lower in France and the Netherlands and 10% lower in Spain and
Italy relative to a UK haulier. For many consignments road freight represents the only practical means of
moving freight for UK businesses. Exacerbating the transport cost gap that already exists by increasing fuel
duty therefore undermines the competitiveness of the UK economy.

The Committee should call on the Government to follow its own guidance and consider the impact on
international competitiveness that further diesel duty increases will have.

The parallel gas oil duty increase undermines the viability of rail freight

The decision to press ahead with a duty increase on gas oil of inflation plus 1 pence per litre alongside the
increase in road fuel duty will directly aVect the cost competitiveness of rail freight relative to road transport
services. Rail oVers industry an important alternative to road, particularly for bulk freight movements and
for intermodal container movements. For bulk freight movements, for example aggregates and coal, there
is no short or medium-term viable alternative to rail for rail users, who are often locked into rail through
their contracts and logistics processes. Raising gas oil duty for these customers therefore directly impacts
on their competitiveness as the higher costs are passed onto the customer by the rail freight service provider.
For ISO container traYc and intermodal movements, the gas oil duty increase aVects the cost
competitiveness of rail freight compared to road. The 2006 duty increase in gas oil is the third in three years,
raising duty by 82% from 4.22 pence per litre (ppl) in 2003 to 7.69 ppl in 2006. This sustained rise in the duty
on gas oil, alongside the commitment by the Chancellor to further “above inflation” rises in gas oil in the
future, undermines any cost attractiveness of rail freight for transport users in these sectors.

The Committee should call on the Government to abandon its current fuel duty escalator for gas oil, or press
for rail freight b to be excluded from above inflation increases in the future.

Q2 The tax and incentive regime for biofuels

FTA welcomes measures contained in the Pre-Budget Report to underpin the development and uptake
of biofuels. Having taken the decision to support through the tax regime industry investment in developing
sources of biofuel and the take-up of biofuel by road users use through the taxation regime and through
grants, the Government needs to ensure policy consistency over time. The Government must not fall into
the start—stop approach that it took to liquefied petroleum gas, when tax treatment was changed in the light
of emerging emissions evidence with no prior notice to road users. This decision, taken in the 2003 Pre-
Budget Report left the road freight industry, which invested in vehicles using this technology on a “whole
life cost basis”, with assets which had uncertain residual values and spiraling fuel costs.

The Committee should press the Government for a long term commitment to supporting lower taxation and
other fiscal incentives designed to promote biofuels.

Q7 Other aspects of environmental tax and incentive policy

Incentives for Euro 5 vehicles

FTA believes that the Chancellor should keep under review tax incentives for investing in new Euro 5
trucks, thereby leap-frogging mandatory Euro 4 technology.

The road freight industry argued before Euro 4 trucks became mandatory in October 2006 that the
Chancellor should hold back from incentivising new Euro 5 trucks until a viable Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Euro 5 truck was available as an alternative to the Selective Gas Recirculation technology. An incentive,
for example in the form of a VED reduction, could have forced vehicle manufacturers down a single
technology path.

Indications from the EGR manufacturers are that Euro 5 vehicles will be available around October 2007.
A decision on incentives for new Euro 5 trucks should be deferred until then.

The Committee should support industry’s stance that the Chancellor should review VED incentives for new
Euro 5 trucks when a credible EGR alternative to SCR technology is available.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by General Motors

The Tax and Incentive Regime for Biofuels

Introduction

General Motors in the UK encompasses the Vauxhall, Saab and Chevrolet mainstream car brands, with
sales making up around 15% of total car and light commercial vehicle sales in this country.

General Motors employs around 2,200 people at its GMM Ellesmere port plant, where we manufacture
the Vauxhall five-door Astra and Astravan. The company also employs 1,850 people at its GMM Luton
plant, producing the Vauxhall Vivaro light commercial vehicle. Throughout the UK, General Motors
directly employs around 5,500 people, and a further 12,000 indirectly through our extensive network of
dealerships.

With respect to implementing the company’s global alternative fuels and advance propulsion strategy,
General Motors’ short-term focus in the UK is on continuing to make further refinements to the internal
combustion engine and the promotion of biofuels, in low and high blends.

The Saab 9-5 BioPower, produced by General Motors, is a vehicle capable of running on either a blend
of 85% eco-friendly renewable bioethanol and 15% petrol (called E85), or on pure petrol, without any
adjustment required by the driver.

When running on E85, carbon dioxide emissions from the Saab 9-5 BioPower are typically 50–70%
cleaner than when running on petrol. The benefit of bioethanol is that, unlike fossil fuels, it does not add to
global CO2 levels because it is actually “recycling” CO2 already present in the atmosphere. This is because
CO2 is removed from the atmosphere through photosynthesis when crops for conversion are grown. It is
then returned to the atmosphere during combustion when driving the car. In technical terminology, this
means that the CO2 savings associated with running a car on E85 are calculated on a “well-to-wheel”,21

rather than a “tank-to-wheel”22 basis.

Saab is an important part of General Motors’ product portfolio. GM already has more than two million
E85 vehicles on the road in the United States. In Sweden, the Saab 9-5 BioPower is the country’s best-selling
environmentally-friendly vehicle. The car was launched in the UK in March 2006.

Incentives to encourage take-up of biofuels

We believe that incentive structures to promote new fuel technologies must be based upon performance,
must be consistently applied and should not hinder future fuel technology developments. Consistent with
this approach is the scope for stimulating new markets for renewable fuels. We recognise the potential
oVered by second generation biofuels and believe that their development should be fully supported and
appropriately incentivised. However, current generation high blend biofuels are available now, oVer
immediate CO2 savings and help engage the consumer in the role that biofuels and renewables can play.

The current Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) will not in itself have much eVect in
stimulating the market for vehicles capable of running on much higher blend biofuels. An increased RTFO
will provide a boost to this market in the longer term but we believe that there is a need for additional
consumer-orientated fiscal incentives to be introduced now.

The advantages of high blend biofuels are two-fold. Firstly, the environmental gain is greater than that
provided by biofuels in low blends. Secondly, they can encourage a far more visible commitment by
consumers to tackling climate change. As the government often says, climate change requires a change in
individual consumer behaviour. Low blend biofuels are eVectively invisible to the user, whereas high blends
requiring a specific vehicle type allow business and consumers to make a visible commitment to
environmental enhancement.

To encourage behavioural change, we believe that:

(i) the fuel duty rebate applied to bioethanol E85 should be increased and prolonged;

(ii) there should be a specific discount from company car tax in respect of high blend biofuel cars;

(iii) there should be a revision to vehicle excise duty in order to reflect more fully the substantial
environmental benefits of these cars; and

(iv) incentives need to be maintained and expanded upon to encourage the installation of biofuel
refuelling infrastructure.

We expand upon these points in the following paragraphs.

The use of biofuels “recycles” CO2 already present in the atmosphere. When biofuels are combusted, the
vehicle releases carbon previously absorbed by the crops grown for conversion. Taking account of CO2

emissions produced by shipping of the refined fuel, growing methods, and manufacturing processes, biofuels

21 “Well-to-wheel” emissions: Emissions calculated on the basis of the full life-cycle of the fuel, from production to combustion.
22 “Tank-to-wheel” emissions: Calculated purely on the basis of emissions at the tailpipe—ie when the fuel is combusted.
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can contribute substantial reductions in overall CO2, calculated on a “field to wheel” basis. The level of CO2

impact will vary depending on the feedstock and production processes used but it is clear that high blend
biofuels can make a substantial contribution to reducing CO2 emissions from road transport.

However, it is estimated that, when running on bioethanol E85, the range of flexfuel vehicles is typically
reduced by 25–30% compared to when they are running on petrol. If consumers are to be encouraged to
drive higher blend biofuel cars, we submit that there is a strong case for increasing the fuel duty rebate when
applied to higher blend biofuels in order to oVset the increased costs associated with running the car on
bioethanol E85. Sweden has put in place a fuel duty rebate of around 30 pence per litre at the pump, keeping
running costs on E85 roughly equivalent to the cost of running the car on petrol. This rebate is also currently
fixed until 2011.

The mechanism for calculating the charge to income tax arising from the provision of a company car
encourages employees to choose cars which emit less CO2 from the tailpipe. Further measures in this respect
are to be introduced with eVect from 6 April 2008. Specific percentage reductions are given for the use of
electric, hybrid electric, gas and dual fuel cars. However, the mechanism currently gives no recognition to
the significant “well/field-to-wheel” reductions in CO2 emissions which are associated with running a car on
high blend biofuel. There is indeed an income tax disincentive to choosing a car powered by high blend
biofuel as compared to a conventionally fuelled car with lower tailpipe emissions. We welcome the
Chancellor’s announcement in his Pre-Budget Report to consult on possible incentives to encourage drivers
who have company cars to choose more environmentally-friendly vehicles, and submit that there should be
a specific discount from company car tax for drivers opting to drive a high blend biofuel car.

A similar disincentive to take-up of high blend biofuel cars is currently in place due to the current system
of vehicle excise duty which is also based on tailpipe emissions. Alternatively fuelled cars such as the Saab
9-5 BioPower and Ford Focus FFV are only eligible for a VED discount of just £10 per annum. The system
of vehicle excise duty should be revised to reflect more fully the “well/field to wheel” CO2 benefits of buying
a biofuel car.

We also note that the Government’s preferred option for modernising tax relief for business expenditure
on cars, as set out in the Treasury’s March 2006 consultation document, is to introduce a single new car pool
but with a range of first year capital allowances depending on a car’s CO2 emissions. If this option is pursued,
it could potentially influence business car purchasing decisions and it is important therefore that the
comments made in the preceding paragraphs are taken into account in implementing any CO2 banding
structure for this purpose, in order that the environmental benefits of increasing business purchases of Flex
Fuel Vehicles for fleet use can be realised.

Finally, the installation of E85 pumps is currently assisted by a grant scheme administered by the Energy
Saving Trust and funded by the Department of Transport, which provides 30% government funding
towards the cost of installing alternative refuelling infrastructure. It is important that such incentives are
maintained and expanded in order to encourage the wider installation of biofuel refuelling infrastructure.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Hambleside Danelaw Ltd

Executive Summary

1. Hambleside Danelaw is a UK manufacturer of roofing products. In 2006, it won the Queen’s Award
for Enterprise: Innovation for the ground-breaking design behind its energy-eYcient Insulator rooflight and
three major environmental awards.

2. The Group welcomes the focus of the EAC’s inquiry on the eVectiveness of the regulatory and incentive
policies to reduce carbon emissions from new and existing buildings. It has been lobbying the Government
and the Stern Review on the issue for the past 18 months.

3. A widespread lack of compliance within the building industry in respect of the energy eYciency
provisions of the Building Regulations leads Hambleside Danelaw to propose that a carrot in the form of
tax incentives would be far more eVective than a stick in the form of even tougher regulation.

4. Hambleside Danelaw was encouraged that in the case of the building industry, Stern shared this view.

5. The Group’s proposals, which were submitted in advance of the Pre-Budget Report, centre on a change
to the Industrial Buildings Allowance (IBA) and business rates in order to provide greater incentive to
construct buildings which exceed the basic energy eYciency performance targets set out in the Building
Regulations.

6. The cost to the Government of these proposals appears not to be substantial; indeed the benefits to
business of a better more energy eYcient building could well lead to a reduction in their operating costs
through energy savings, with a resultant increase in profits, thus increasing tax revenues for the Treasury.
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7. The Treasury’s response to the Stern Review in the Pre-Budget Report’s recommendations on
buildings was to focus on the housing market. While this was laudable, Hambleside Danelaw would
naturally have liked it to have been more ambitious in its scope. The Group hopes that further progress can
be made in the full Budget.

About Hambleside Danelaw Ltd

8. Hambleside Danelaw Ltd (www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk) manufactures Glass Reinforced
Polyester (GRP) rooflights and other roofing and ventilation products in Daventry and Inverness. In 2006,
it won the Queen’s Award for Enterprise: Innovation for the ground-breaking design behind its energy-
eYcient Insulator rooflight for commercial buildings. The Group also won three leading environmental
awards, including a Business Commitment to the Environment award, to add to others awarded in previous
years. It made two submissions to the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change (according to the
index of responses, it was one of only two organisations from the building industry to participate in the
Review’s initial consultation).

9. Hambleside Danelaw’s turnover is currently in excess of £10 million a year and it employs almost
90 people. The Group was established in 1975 with its first factory at Inverness for manufacturing GRP
products becoming operational in 1978. In addition to attaining BS 14001:2004 in recognition of its
environmental management systems, the Inverness facility has achieved carbon neutrality. Hambleside
Danelaw’s greenhouse gas emissions are monitored by the Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Management and
oVset. OVsetting is achieved through the Trees for Global Benefit scheme in the Bushenyi District, Uganda.
This project uses the Plan Vivo system which oVers a tried and tested system for generating carbon oVsets.

10. Examples of Hambleside’s good practice include using recycled glass instead of sand to reduce the
input of virgin raw materials into the manufacturing process and reducing heating in the factory by 13%.
Lower costs for waste disposal have also been achieved despite increased transport costs. All of Hambleside
Danelaw’s staV have received environmental training and have been involved in the management system
from the initial review to reaching the agreed environmental targets. As part of its ongoing commitment to
the environment, the Group has noted that the recycling of fibreglass is not being carried out on a
commercial scale anywhere in the UK. Therefore by developing new materials, it is encouraging the
recycling of this material and it hopes to expand the system to allow it to take waste fibreglass from other
companies in Scotland. The new materials developed will also encourage the use of glass plastics and thereby
reduce the amount of new aggregates being extracted and the use of other virgin materials.

Tax Incentives to Encourage Better Environmental Practice in the Building Industry

11. Hambleside Danelaw is encouraged that a particular focus of the EAC’s inquiry is on the eVectiveness
of the regulatory and incentive policies to reduce carbon emissions from new and existing buildings.

12. This follows the attention given to buildings’ emissions in Sir Nicholas Stern’s report on the
economics of climate change, which was published in October 2006. The report appeared generally more
supportive of punitive taxes against organisations and individuals who exceed regulatory limits on carbon
emissions than tax incentives for those whose emissions are inside the limits. But in acknowledging the
technology market failure in the construction industry, it agreed that direct financial incentives may be the
answer for the building sector.

13. Echoing the points made by Hambleside Danelaw in its own submissions to the Review, Stern
recognised that while architects may be knowledgeable about sustainable technologies, the lack of a
coordinated approach within the industry remains a “key barrier” to progress.

14. The Group strongly supports the Review’s conclusion that by paying a little more now, one will save
a great deal more later. It believes that this mitigation argument is particularly applicable to the construction
industry where many builders still spurn using insulated materials that comply with the Building
Regulations in order to save on costs. Using Stern’s calculated cost of carbon at $85 per tonne, Hambleside
Danelaw estimates that with its own Insulator rooflight delivering a CO2 saving of 50 tonnes per year on a
typical 1,000 square metre installation, the additional £8,000 cost of the rooflight compared with one which
just complies with the regulatory limits would soon be oVset by a carbon energy cost saving of £2,500 year
on year. This does not take into account additional savings being realised through a reduction in heating
and lighting costs.

Issues with the Building Regulations

15. Hambleside Danelaw recognises that there is a major onus on product suppliers to market more
eVectively the potential long-term energy savings of using insulated building materials. A key marketing-
related issue, however, is that in general the builder walks away from his responsibility for the sustainable
elements of a commercial building after the completion of construction (typically, a nine-month period)
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when the building itself might stand for 50 years. He will probably not be interested, for example, in the end-
user benefits of insulated rooflights which include more people working and living in day-lit spaces leading
to improvements such as better workforce productivity, health recovery times, student performance levels
and retail sales.

16. To expand on this, the building process can appear complex. The building designer or architect acting
on behalf of the developer will design a building. They will specify the various materials to be used and seek
to ensure compliance with the Building Regulations. The next stage is for a contractor to quote for the work
and as is so often the case in the UK, it is usually the cheapest price that will “win” the contract. Cheap
usually comes at a cost and that cost may well be a reduction in the quality of the specified products which
can be detrimental to the environmental performance. There may be several layers of contractors involved
in the various stages of construction, each element being very competitive in order to gain the work from
the main contractor.

17. The builder’s biggest concern is to achieve the contract and for maximum profit. With his prime
interest in the building being only for the nine months or so average build time, it is the building occupier
who will thereafter suVer the problems—either through high maintenance costs or poor energy eYciency.
Either way there is financial and long term environmental cost to the occupier and indirectly to the
Exchequer as a result of reduced profits from day to day operations.

18. Historically the Government has tried to address this market failure by opting more for the “stick”
rather than the “carrot”, most notably in the form of Part L of the Building Regulations for England and
Wales. As the Government acknowledged in the consultation in 2005 on amending Part L, the eVectiveness
of the regulations has heavily undermined by a widespread lack of compliance on the part of builders.

19. When the Department for the Communities and Local Government (DCLG) introduced revised
regulations in April 2006, it seemed that there had been a genuine attempt to tighten the required energy
performance of a building and its enforcement. However, Hambleside Danelaw remained concerned that
the complexity of the regulations (the Group described them at the time as “a recipe for confusion” amongst
specifiers and contractors) would leave the compliance problem unresolved. The concerns appear to be
borne out by the outcome of a recent online consultation exercise undertaken by the DCLG on the
regulations, which generated a huge number of responses, with the issue of complexity being a
predominant theme.

20. Just a short time ago, the traditional GRP rooflight would have had a U value (the measurement used
for heat loss) in excess of 3.3. The Building Regulations of 2002 addressed this to a certain extent and the
U value of a rooflight was reduced to an average of 2.2. However, the regulations at that stage, permitted a
form of “oVset” which meant that many buildings were constructed still using the old rooflight construction
method. The revision in 2006 resulted in a tightening of the requirements but the standard elemental U value
requirement for rooflights remained at 2.2. Why?

21. It is now perfectly feasible to produce a high performing environmentally sound rooflight product
with U values proven to be as low as 0.8—at a cost diVerential of approximately 30% over the base rooflight
product. Indeed Hambleside Danelaw believes that the technology is now commercially viable to obtain
values below 0.5. The energy savings are proven to be substantial (please refer to the graph appended to this
submission) This coupled with the fact that new materials have now allowed rooflights to have a service life
of 45 years reflects the advances made in this product but at a cost.

22. The cost diVerential of £8,000 between an advanced rooflight product and a base product over a 1,000
square metre installation might seem very small, but in the scenario of building “cheaply”, it is a major
consideration. This acts as a discouragement for further investment in technology and slows the rate of
advance in the building industry as a whole. Furthermore it does not help in the fight against climate change.

23. Since Stern was published, the Group has become further concerned by the less onerous guidance
oVered by the Building Research Establishment (BRE) in relation to the installation of rooflights as part
of the “oYcially approved” compliance information available from the National Association of Rooflight
Manufacturers (www.narm.org.uk). Hambleside Danelaw has been informing potential customers that
rooflights covering 20% of an industrial building’s roof area is now a feasible, realistic and cost eVective
proposition for improving levels of natural daylight and reducing the daytime need for artificial lighting.
However, the latest BRE guidance, which allows easier attainment of building emission targets than
anticipated last April, acts as a disincentive to expanding the rooflight area.

Specific Proposal for Tax Incentives for using Insulated Building Materials

24. For the past 18 months, Hambleside Danelaw, with invaluable support from its two local MPs, has
been lobbying the Government for a change in taxation in so far as it relates to the construction of non-
domestic buildings. The lobbying led to a meeting with the Financial Secretary to the Treasury in the run-
up to the Pre-Budget Report 2006. Hambleside Danelaw undeniably has a vested interest in pursuing this
campaign, but it is its attitude to the environment and its excellent track record in this area which is driving
the Group forward on this issue. The Group makes no secret of the fact that it believes that a successful
future as a manufacturer lies in the development of new era products which are “green”. It has an
environmental, corporate and social responsibility to ensure this.
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25. Hambleside Danelaw is not a tax expert and appreciates that this is a complex subject. However, its
experience of the building industry suggests that using a “carrot” is more likely to have an impact on the
industry’s behaviour. Therefore its proposals, which have been submitted to the Treasury, are focused on
the introduction of new tax incentives.

26. The basic premise revolves around a change to the Industrial Buildings Allowance (IBA) and business
rates—to provide greater incentive to construct buildings which can show that they exceed the basic
performance targets set out in the Building Regulations. It has taken the IBA system for the basis of the
example, but similar encouragements for improved environmental building performance could possibly be
achieved through variations in stamp duty levels. It would be a consideration that these changes should
apply to new build and refurbishment projects in order to encourage the older building stock, domestic,
commercial and industrial to be “environmentally modernised”.

27. In the opinion of Hambleside Danelaw, these changes if implemented would focus the mind of not
just the developer, but also encourage the building occupier to ask more questions about the environmental
performance of the building he is about to occupy. Both parties would gain from enhanced property values,
rental incomes, energy savings, carbon emissions reductions, and improved building quality.

28. Hambleside Danelaw has proposed the following:

(a) For all buildings that just meet the basic performance target set out in the Building Regulations,
that the IBA is reduced to 2.0% from the current 4% rate.

(b) Where it can be certified that the materials used within the construction improve its performance
beyond that basic performance target plus say 15%, that the IBA be 4%, as now.

(c) For buildings that can show they have used materials which go beyond the basic target
performance standard plus say 30%, the IBA increases to 6%.

29. The products required to achieve the better performance may increase new build cost in a range of 5
to 10%, but improved IBA allowances, and improved rental levels due to better building performance and
potentially enhanced resale values would all help to encourage better practice.

30. The following table provides a basic illustration of the IBA tax relief structure on a typical new build
cost for a factory/warehouse unit:

EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL BUILD COSTS FOR A 5,000 SQUARE METRE
INDUSTRIAL UNIT WITH OFFICE ACCOMMODATION

(BASED ON ASSUMED 10% EXTRA BUILD COST)

£3 million Basic £3.15 million 15% ! £3.3 million 30% !

standard property— Enhanced environmental Enhanced environmental
Taxation relief IBA eVective tax relief performance performance

IBA current 4% 120,000 at 30% rate % 126,000 at 30% rate % 132,000 at 30% rate %

£36,000 per annum £37,800 per annum £39,600 per annum
Proposed IBA 2.0% 60,000 at 30% rate %

£18,000 per annum
Proposed IBA 4% No change
Proposed IBA 6% 198,000 at 30% rate %

£59,400 per annum
Savings (Cost) to £18,000 No change (£19,800)
Treasury

Notes to the Table

1. It can be seen that under current tax relief structure a building which could cost between £150,000
and £300,000 extra to build only attracts additional tax relief per annum of £1,800 or £3,600
respectively—this does not in Hambleside Danelaw’s opinion, provide an attractive enough basis
for encouraging better building practice.

2. Whilst those buildings meeting minimum standards attract a reduced tax allowance, those
achieving a better performance gain, a 15! improvement would mean that for a 5% assumed
increase in build cost there would be an additional £19,800 per annum tax allowance, and for a
building meeting even better requirements there would be a further £41,400 to help fund the
additional extra £300,000 of investment.

3. The net cost to the Government of the IBA changes is modest unless all development switched to
the higher performance category, in which case the additional cost over the current position would
be £19,800 per annum, over approximately 17 years rather than the current 25 years. Over time it
is revenue neutral, although it is appreciated that there is additional expenditure over that 17 years.

4. The main corporation tax rate at 30% has been used for the purposes of this example.
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31. Under these suggestions, there would appear to be a real incentive for improvement in the UK
building quality and sustainability.

32. Sustainability itself is another key issue, the longer the service life expectancy of the materials used
within construction, the better for the environment. Older building stock has lasted literally centuries. In
the aftermath of the Second World War building quality deteriorated and the eVects of that can be seen all
around: schools of the 60s requiring rebuilding, poorly constructed flats requiring demolition—all within
the terms of building life and after just a very short time, which is neither cost eVective financially nor
environmentally.

Changes to the Business Rates

33. It has been explained that the builder has a short term interest in the property—limited eVectively to
the construction phase. The developer potentially has a long-term interest but he may not be the occupier.
It is the occupier who will see the benefits from reduced energy costs etc. He can therefore influence the
building performance. He can demand better materials be used. He may pay more in rental cost, but he will
gain in other savings, for example, reduced artificial lighting, reduced heating or air conditioning
requirements.

34. A small change in business rates could assist in encouraging better build practice. Consideration
should perhaps be given to increasing the business rates for new buildings, which again only meet the basic
building envelope target, by say 5%, but with the rating level remaining at current levels for those exceeding
that minimum target performance by 15%.

Conclusion

35. These changes to the taxation system, if implemented, would, it is believed, provide the incentive for
the building industry and its suppliers to invest in the new technologies required to meet the increasing
demand for environmentally responsible products. They would help address the market failure referred to
by Sir Nicholas Stern in his report.

36. The cost to the Government of this appears not to be substantial; indeed the benefits to industry of
a better more energy eYcient building could well lead to a reduction in their operating costs through energy
savings, with a resultant increase in profits, thus increasing tax revenues for the Treasury.

37. The Treasury’s response to the Stern Review in the Pre-Budget Report’s recommendations on
buildings was to focus on the housing market. While this was laudable, Hambleside Danelaw would
naturally have liked it to have been more ambitious in terms of scope. The Group hopes that further
progress can be made in the full Budget.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Micropower Council

1. The Micropower Council is pleased to respond to the Committee’s inquiry into the Treasury’s latest
pre-budget report—Investing in Britain’s potential: Building our long-term future (Cm 6984, December
2006).

2. Our comments focus mainly on the impact of fiscal arrangements on the individual and our main
conclusion is that there is an urgent need for Government to rebalance the fiscal regime to ensure that
individuals face the correct balance of incentives to ensure they make the right energy/carbon choices. In
order to achieve this we believe Government needs to develop and implement a broadly based fiscal strategy
for promotion of low carbon solutions within the domestic sector.

Response to the Questions Posed by the Committee

How the recommendations and implications of the Stern Review have been—or should be—translated into
Treasury policy

3. To meet the challenges identified within the Stern report Government needs to take action on a number
of fronts to ensure that every sector of society is aware of the role it can make to combating climate change
and faces a fiscal regime that provides appropriate incentives (carrots and sticks) that will encourage
individuals’ and businesses’ to make the right energy/carbon choices.

4. Government has stated23 that the “principle that fiscal measures can play a part in achieving our
environmental goals has been established”. We agree with this whole-heartedly it is now time to put it into
practice—particularly for the individual—across the whole energy sector.

23 Energy Review, July 2006 (para 6.35).
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5. We believe that this requires Government to take immediate action to develop and implement a fiscal
strategy for promotion of low carbon solutions within the domestic sector.

6. We expand on the scope of this fiscal strategy in our comments on other aspects of environmental tax
and incentive policy, below.

The tax and incentive regime for biofuels

7. We have no comments on this issue.

Taxation of aviation, including its VAT-status

8. We have no comments on this issue.

The eVectiveness of the regulatory and incentive policies to reduce carbon emissions from new and existing
buildings, and the extent to which they are joined up with the Barker Review of Land Use Planning

9. For new buildings, we broadly welcome the recent announcement by the Chancellor that all new homes
will be carbon neutral by 2016 supported by a package of measures, announced by DCLG, which combine
building regulations, planning guidance and the Code for Sustainable Homes to establish a predictable set
of milestones for delivering this. Much detail has yet to be developed in this area subsequent to DCLG’s
current consultation on this package of measures.

10. For existing buildings, we believe the model of the Energy EYciency Commitment has worked well
in delivering carbon savings from the household sector, and have recently proposed to Government that this
policy instrument would be ideally suited to supporting renewable heat in the household sector. In the non-
household sector, the so-called “Merton Rule”24 had been adopted by 120 Local Authorities25 as at June
2006, and this is believed to be a major driver for the uptake of microgeneration in the non residential sector
as property developers face increase demands from planners to include microgeneration within their
property development proposals.

11. We do not have any comments about the extent to which these policies are joined up with the
Barker review.

Support for low-carbon energy and energy eYciency programmes, including microgeneration and Carbon
Capture and Storage

12. EVective support for microgeneration requires urgent Government action to:

(i) ensure that the Microgeneration Strategy is delivered in full and on time.

There is much within the Microgeneration Strategy that is to be commended and we believe that it
is essential that Government delivers on its commitment to “aggressively implement” this strategy.

As part of this we believe that it is essential that the RO is modified to ensure that transaction costs
do not consume the value of the support provided for domestic scale producers of renewable
electricity and that domestic electricity exporters can gain an appropriate income for that export—
or an alternative, simpler, support mechanism is developed.

(ii) as described eslsewhere in this submission, develop and implement a fiscal strategy for promotion
of low carbon solutions within the domestic sector;

(iii) provide tangible support for renewable heat; and

The residential sector accounts for 28% of carbon dioxide emissions within UK and heating and
hot water accounts for 73% of residential carbon dioxide emissions.26 Despite this, and the
statutory duty on the Secretary of State to promote renewable heat,27 Government does not have
a strategy for providing the support needed to move micro-renewable heat technologies from their
current niche market applications towards mass market delivery following the expiry of the Low
Carbon Buildings Programme. This could be delivered in an eYcient, simple, cost eVective and
focused way via simple changes to the next and subsequent phases of EEC—further details are
given later in our policy paper which is attached for information in Annex One.

24 The Merton Rule refers to a planning policy pioneered by Merton Borough Council that requires all developments (initially
above a certain size) to source a proportion of their energy requirements from on-site renewables.

25 http://www.tcpa.org.uk/climate change files/20060724-LA Survey.pdf
26 The Energy Review July 2006 (taken/derived from section 2 Charts 4 and 5).
27 Section 21 Climate Change and Sustainable Energy Act.
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(iv) provide a clear timetable for the development of Building Regulations as a mechanism for
mandating the inclusion of microgeneration within all new homes and developments.

Microgeneration is ideally suited to inclusion within new build where it can be “designed-in” at
minimum cost and zero disruption to householders. We broadly welcome the Government’s
recently announced intent, through a combination of amendments to building regulations,
planning guidance and the Code for Sustainable Homes, to progressively reduce the carbon
footprints of all new build to a “zero-carbon” base by 2016, although the development of the detail
following the current DCLG consultation will be all important in determining how eVectively this
policy is implemented.

Companies’ environmental reporting requirements, following the abolition of the proposed Operating and
Financial Reviews last year

13. We have no comments on this issue.

Any other aspects of environmental tax and incentive policy

14. We welcome the Chancellor’s announcement, within the Pre Budget Report, of measures to promote
the uptake of microgeneration by clarifying the rules regarding taxation of domestic customers exporting
electricity and the introduction of a time limited exemption from stamp duty for new zero carbon homes.

15. We see these as small but significant steps in the right direction. However, on their own, they are
unlikely to have a material impact:

— clarifying the rules on income tax will remove a current uncertainty and hence removes a potential
barrier; and

— removing stamp duty on new zero carbon homes will aVect only a very small percentage of house
movers and eVective action requires the use of incentives (carrots and sticks) for all householders.

16. To really tackle climate change and ensure that all individuals take the right energy/carbon decisions
it is critical that Government acts now to remove existing fiscal barriers to the uptake of microgeneration
and develops and implements a broad based fiscal strategy for promoting low carbon solutions across the
whole domestic energy sector.

Current Barriers

17. We set out below two barriers that continue to frustrate the development of microgeneration—there
may be others.

Barrier 1—tax treatment of companies installing, and leasing, microgeneration in domestic premises

18. Where a business installs microgeneration within domestic customers’ premises and either leases the
equipment to the customer, or is paid for the energy delivered, it is liable for tax on any profits generated
but does NOT have access to any form of capital allowances to allow it to oVset the capital cost of the
installation that would normally be available for business investments.

19. This limits the evolution of cost eVective mechanisms for delivering microgeneration technologies to
the less well oV sectors of society.

20. We propose that all companies oVering to lease microgeneration within domestic premises should
have access to capital allowances equivalent to those available to businesses installing microgeneration
within business premises.

Barrier 2—rateable value of premises with microgeneration

21. The installation of microgeneration equipment on business premises will lead to the rateable value of
the premises being increased. The method that will generally be used (the “contractors basis”) is likely to
result in an increase in the rateable value of the premises of 5% of the replacement (or installation) cost of
the microgeneration installation. Rates payable are currently ∼43p in the £, meaning that the annual increase
in rates payable will be over 2% of the replacement cost of the microgeneration. The potential for rate
increases of this magnitude will act as a major deterrent to the uptake of microgeneration.

22. We are unsure how, or whether, installation of microgeneration would aVect council tax liability and
suggest that this issue also needs to be investigated to ensure there is no potential for installation of
microgeneration to result in an increase in domestic households’ rates liability.
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Incentives

23. There is a wide range of fiscal measures that could be used to provide eVect incentives (both carrot
and stick) to promote microgeneration within the domestic sector. Such measures can be used to:

— reduce the cost of low carbon energy solutions to consumers;

— raise awareness of microgeneration/energy eYciency options; and

— provide eVective mechanisms for reflecting the cost of carbon into energy decisions and rewarding
those that opt for low carbon solutions.

All of which are eVective drivers for behavioural change.

24. The Micropower Council has identified a number of potential fiscal measures that can deliver these
benefits and proposes that Government should implement a portfolio of measures that, in combination,
ensure complete coverage of all potential domestic microgeneration/energy eYciency sectors.

Council Tax

25. Council Tax liability is currently based solely on an assessment of property values and ignores the
environmental impact of energy use within a property.

26. As with vehicle excise duty, council tax payments could be set by reference to the energy rating of a
property, as well as property value (leaving the total amount of income recovered unchanged so that there
is no net cost to the Treasury).

27. In the short term to medium term, council tax rebates could be given for households installing energy
eYciency and/or microgeneration (with higher rebates or rebates over a number of years for higher cost
measures).

28. Experience of the Centrica/Braintree initiative, where a rebate is available for certain energy eYciency
measures, suggests that this could be a particularly eVective and potent measure.

Stamp Duty Exemption/Rebate

29. We note that the Chancellor is already proposing to deploy this measure within a limited sector of
the new build market. We believe consideration should be given to extending this measure more widely to
ensure that there is a strong incentive to promote low carbon solutions across the whole housing market—
not just new build. We also suggest that the threshold for qualification should be lower in the existing homes
market because of the higher cost of improving the energy performance of existing buildings.

Tax Exemption on Employer Supported Green Loans

30. Allowing employers to provide loans to employees to cover the cost of installation of energy
eYciency/microgeneration measures (repayable via “salary sacrifice”) without requiring any benefits
accruing under such loans to be declared for tax and NICs purposes. Thus saving the employer the cost of
employer’s NIC and the employee both NICs and tax.

31. Such measures have already proved very successful in other areas, such as home computers and
provision of bicycles.

Tax Allowances on Capital Expenditure

32. Allowing individuals installing microgeneration to claim tax relief on the capital cost of the
installation. This measure would have the major benefit of reducing the capital cost of purchasing/installing
some of the more costly technologies in a similar way to business which already benefits from similar
allowances.

Tax Credits Against Loans

33. Allowing individuals obtaining loans (or mortgage extensions) specifically for the purposes of
funding major energy eYciency/microgeneration installations (above a de minimis level) to oV-set the cost
of the annual loan repayments against their annual tax liability). Such mortgages are particularly attractive
where any increase in mortgage repayment costs to cover, for example, investment in energy eYciency and
microgeneration are, in eVect, self-financing because they can be oVset by lower annual energy costs.
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Measures to Incentivise Landlords

34. The “Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance” currently provides up-front relief, for landlords, on
capital expenditure for installations of loft, cavity, and solid wall insulation in rented accommodation.
However, there is no equivalent relief for investments in other forms of energy eYciency and
microgeneration.

35. The Treasury has advised that the current legislative arrangements cannot be extended to include
these measures. Consequently new legislation is need to extend this form of incentive to these measures to
ensure that the benefits of improved energy eYciency and microgeneration can be extended to rented
properties reducing carbon emissions and delivering lower cost energy to tenants.

Reduced Planning Gain Supplement

36. Kate Barker’s 2004 report on housing supply recommended that the Government should actively
pursue measures to share in the windfall development gains accruing to landowners when they sell land for
housing. She suggested the introduction of a “planning gain supplement” as a way of doing this.

37. Developers could be incentivised through liability for a reduced supplement for new build that
reaches certain sustainability criteria (including microgeneration).

A Tax Allowance for Companies Training Installers and Specifiers of Energy Saving/
Microgeneration Equipment

38. There is an increasing need for trained and accredited installers and specifiers of energy eYciency
measures and microgeneration. Many installers/specifiers are small scale or sole traders few of whom are
able to take on and train apprentices as it reduces their own productivity while providing training.

39. The ability to oVset training time and costs against their tax bill could be a useful incentive to
overcome this problem. This could be achieved through a rebate on tax for heating, insulation, and
microgeneration installers and specifiers if they take on apprentices.

In Addition, the Committee would also Welcome Comments on any Other Aspect of the Pre-Budget
Report and Associated Documents which are Relevant

As noted above, we welcome Government’s commitment to clarifying the rules on liability for income tax
on the sale of electricity that is surplus to a consumers personal requirements. To be eVective, we believe
that this exemption will need to be suYciently widely drawn to include income from ROCs28 as well as from
the sale of exported power and to cover all domestic installations.

Annex One

EXTENSION OF THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMMITMENT TO CREATE AN EFFICIENT
AND FAIR SUPPORT MECHANISM FOR RENEWABLE HEAT

Renewable Heat is a major component of the micropower portfolio and can be used to displace fossil fuels
through domestic installations and/or via renewable fuel based CHP and community heating systems.
Renewable heat technologies can play a major role in meeting all four of Government’s White Paper
objectives through, for example:

— Reducing Emissions: ∼1MtC of annual carbon savings can be achieved by any of:

— 1m domestic biomass-fired heating systems (1 in every 26 homes); or

— 7m solar hot water systems (1 in every 3 to 4 homes); or

— 1m heat pumps displacing electrical heating systems (1 in every 26 homes).

— Supply Security: ∼1GW of new CCGT baseload power station’s electricity (or the gas to needed
to produce this amount of electricity) would be displaced by any of:

— 1m domestic biomass-fired heating systems (1 in every 26 homes); or

— 7m solar hot water systems (1 in every 3 to 4 homes); or

— 1m heat pumps displacing electrical heating systems (1 in every 26 homes).

— Home Heating and reducing fuel poverty: fuel consumption, and therefore fuel costs, may be either
eliminated or permanently lowered,29 particularly when micropower technologies are combined
with energy eYciency measures. In addition, many micropower technologies are particularly
suited to tackling fuel poverty in hard-to-treat and oV-gas network properties;

28 Renewables Obligation Certificates.
29 Many renewable heat technologies rely on wind and solar energy where the fuel is free. Other technologies such as, for

example, biomass and heat pumps use clean fuels and/or use less fuel than the heating source they are displacing.
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— Competitiveness: The use of micro renewable heat technologies enhances competition in the energy
sector and has the potential to provide a real alternative to network-based, gas and electricity and
other conventional heating fuels.

This analysis only considers the smaller end of the micropower market—the market for domestic scale
appliances. The total potential contribution from renewable heat production which includes larger
applications and community schemes is considerably greater.

The Micropower Council considers that it is essential that new measures, tailored to the needs of the
renewable heat industry, are introduced to support its development for two critical reasons:

— first, the heat market in the UK is enormous and the potential for energy and carbon savings that
can be delivered by tackling even a relatively small proportion of the heat market using renewable
heat is a prize that must be won; and

— second, to enable the renewable heat market to evolve quickly into a mainstream industry
delivering early access to the benefits of economies of scale and consumer choice that will make
low energy/low carbon heating solutions a real, cost eVective, alternative to conventional fuels.

Such measures could also be used to address some of the current disparities between the treatment of
renewable heat and other renewable solutions—leading to more eYcient long term outcomes and the
removal of short term distortions.

Therefore the Government needs to act quickly to implement a support mechanism (or mechanisms)30 for
renewable heat to help catalyse the development of this important part of the energy industry. We are
supportive of work by the Renewable Energy Association to try to find an appropriate mechanism for
supporting larger scale renewable heat technologies.

Based on our experience of other mechanisms, the Micropower Council believes that to provide eVective
support for domestic-scale renewable heat any support mechanism must:

— be simple, transparent and cost eVective. It is essential that transaction costs are kept to an absolute
minimum so that any value is not lost in administration (this is a key and critical lesson we have
learnt from the operation of the RO for small players);

— have a clearly defined future (at least 10 years and preferable much longer) and should not be subject
to the stop start vagaries of Government funding requirements in order to create long term market
confidence. This implies an internally funded scheme independent of Government funding;

— provide an upfront cost reduction for customers. A key barrier to uptake of renewable heat,
particularly for domestic consumers, is the higher capital cost of renewable heat technologies.
Even where economic, long pay back periods (real or perceived) can act as a barrier to uptake. It
is therefore essential that, for small customers, any support is accessible at the point of installation
and does not take the form of a future, variable, small annual revenue stream. Again this is a major
disadvantage with the RO for the smaller player;

— deliver an appropriate level of support and alleviate current market distortions. Support should be
suYcient to catalyse the development of the renewable heat market and ensure the evolution to
a mass market demand/capability as early as possible. This would also help to alleviate current
distortions between the renewable heart and renewable electricity markets; and

— ensure there is a clear route to market for these products through installers and product suppliers. The
majority of domestic scale heat systems are replaced when a system fails rather than as part of a
planned replacement—it is therefore essential that any support mechanism also ensures that there
is a clear route to market for these products through installers and product suppliers.

A Proposal for Renewable Heat

Working with our members, other industry players, and trade associations the Micropower Council has
developed a model which meets these criteria based on the simple expedient of extending the current EEC
arrangements to include additional provisions for renewable heat technologies that displace conventional
fuels for heating in domestic premises. The key elements of this model are summarised below.

— Installation of new renewable heat to meet domestic heat demand will qualify for inclusion in the
EEC based on an assessment of the net carbon saving over the expected life of the renewable heat
system compared to the heating system being displaced. For premises that are currently unheated,
the savings would be assessed against an assumed carbon burden for a typical heated household.
All forms of renewable heat would be eligible, subject to meeting appropriate accreditation
requirements and forming part of a “scheme” approved by the regulator.

— Renewable heat solutions are currently less cost eVective, for suppliers, than other forms of action
available to them under the Energy EYciency Commitment. Therefore, to ensure that renewable
heat can compete with other energy eYciency measures (or other carbon reduction actions

30 Our proposals focus on the needs of the smaller, domestic scale, end of the renewable heat industry. A diVerent mechanism
may be more appropriate for larger scale renewable heat technologies.
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available to suppliers under the EEC), renewable heat measures should automatically qualify as
a specific form of innovative action—attracting a larger credit towards a supplier’s EEC target
than some other forms of action via use of some form of weighting factor(s). This approach is
directly analogous to proposals being developed for “banding” under the RO and recognises that
diVerent technologies may need diVering levels of support at diVerent stages of their
evolutionary cycle.

— Over time, as the cost of energy eYciency measures increase, and the market capability for
renewable heat expands, bringing down costs, the weighting factors would be expected to decrease.
In order to facilitate this we suggest there should be a regular review, say every five years, of the
weighting factors. This review would also be used to ensure that the mechanism does not lead to
an unnecessarily high reward for any technologies that are, or are almost, competitive without
support.

— To give confidence to the market, Government should commit to a long term future for the scheme.
We note Government commitment to extending the EEC to at least 2020.

— The overall EEC target, for EEC3, should be set to a level that recognises the contribution micro-
heat technologies can make to reducing carbon emissions under this proposal, with any additional
obligations being allocated between the domestic gas and electricity markets in proportion to the
total carbon contribution from use of gas and electricity to provide heat to the domestic sector. It
will be essential to ensure that the targets are set at a level that ensures that the EEC brings forward
both energy eYciency and micro heat measures and delivers real market transformation.31.

— The mechanism could be introduced fairly easily using the provisions within the Climate Change
and Sustainable Energy Act, together with appropriate changes to the EEC secondary legislation.

Cost of Mechanism

The cost of the support to renewable heat will depend on the weighting factors that are set and the total
energy savings delivered using heat rather than measures available to suppliers under EEC.

An indication of the relative costs32 of diVerent mechanisms for displacing carbon are shown in the table
below; the figures are not directly comparable because of diVerence in the calculational methodologies.

Measure Cost of Carbon (£/tonne C)33

Renewables Obligation (NAO/Oxera)34 180–510
Renewables Obligation (DEFRA)35 includes assessment of benefits and 175
costs
Renewable Heat displacing gas (EEC with weighting factor 3—cost to Approx £200
suppliers only, ignores benefits)
RTFO36(DfT) Slight –ve to 350
Social Cost of Carbon (Government Economic Service)37 £35–£140

Benefits of the Proposal

The move to mass market capability should deliver lower costs to consumers earlier than would otherwise
occur and allow micro-renewable heat technologies to contribute to meeting Government energy and
environmental policy objectives.

— It is simple, transparent and cost eVective with minimal transaction costs. Use of an existing
mechanism will allow early adoption and reduce the administrative costs of creating and
maintaining a new scheme. Suppliers are expected to be keen to ensure that costs of providers and
installers of equipment are maintained at a competitive level ensuring that the benefit of the
scheme is shared with the consumer.

31 Longer term targets should reflect any statutory targets introduced under the provisions of the Climate Change and
Sustainable Energy Act.

32 For example, the DEFRA methodology includes both costs and benefits in the analysis whereas the assessed cost of the
proposed mechanism takes no account of the benefits delivered.

33 Current costs quoted for EEC 2 indicate that energy eYciency measures cost ∼£10/MWh per fuel standardised lifetime
discounted TWh saved (based on an assumed cost of £1,25 billion and a total supplier target of 130 fuel standardised lifetime
discounted TWh). This equates to ∼£3.50/MWh of gas displaced once the fuel standardisation factor has been taken into
account implying a cost to suppliers of carbon saved in the region ∼£65/tonne (the eVect of discounting has not been taken
into account). The calculation does NOT take any account of the costs and benefits to consumers installing these technologies.

34 http://www.nao.org.uk/publications/nao–reports/04-05/04-05210–uk–renewables.pdf
35 http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/uk/ukccp/pdf/synthesisccpolicy-evaluations.odf
36 http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–roads/documents/pdf/dft–roads–pdf–610329.pdf
37 http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/209/60/SCC.pdf
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— It provides a stable long term funding framework independent of the stop start vagaries of
Government funding requirements providing confidence to the market to invest to expand
capacity and bring down costs in the longer term. The weighting and review mechanism ensure
that the benefits of cost reductions can be passed through to customers over time.

— The use of a lifetime discounted energy saving delivers the value up front which can be used to
mitigate the higher upfront cost of renewable heat technologies that currently act as a barrier to
uptake.

— The use of appropriate weighting factors can be used to provide appropriate rewards to ensure the
take up of renewable heat measures; weighting factors can also be used to deliver parity with the
existing support mechanism for renewable electricity.

— It creates an incentive for gas and electricity suppliers to promote the installation of micro
renewable heat which will help to deliver a route to market for these products through creating
commercial alliances with installers and product suppliers.

Wider Issues

Looking beyond renewable heat, if this proposal is adopted, it may be appropriate to consider expanding
it to accommodate renewable electricity in a similar manner—with weighting factors designed to give an
equivalent reward to that would have been available under the RO with substantially reduced transaction
costs—and possibly allowing the EEC to evolve into an eYciency and microgeneration (heat and power)
commitment.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the NSCA (National Society for Clean Air
and Environmental Protection)

1. Summary of Main Points

1.1 NSCA supports most of the recommendations in Sir Nicholas Stern’s review of the economics of
climate change and believes that the long term measures set out in the Pre-Budget Report put the UK on
the right course to implementing the report. We do however have concerns regarding the shorter term tax
and duty measures, in particular we think that the changes in road fuel and air passenger duty are unlikely
to have much of an eVect on demand.

1.2 NSCA believes climate change is a major global problem and strongly supports work to reduce
carbon emissions, however we want to ensure that other environmental issues such as air quality and noise
are not downgraded by a focus on cutting carbon emissions.

2. About NSCA

2.1 NSCA (National Society for Clean Air and Environmental Protection) is the environmental
protection charity supported by pollution control professionals. We are working towards better
management and reduction of environmental problems through policy development and education. We
have regional divisions throughout the UK, a head oYce in Brighton, East Sussex and an oYce in Scotland.

3. Translating the Stern Review into Treasury Policy

3.1 Clearly the key to implementation of the Stern Review is the establishment of a global price for
carbon. In this regard NSCA supports the actions laid out within the pre-budget report, but cautions that
appropriate actions must be taken to ensure that the carbon market does not stimulate technologies that
produce local air quality problems, for example biomass generation with poor emissions control. This is a
particular threat in some developing countries that have weak controls on local air quality.

3.2 NSCA believes climate change is a major global problem and strongly supports work to reduce
carbon emissions. We do, however, want to ensure that “traditional” environmental issues such as air
quality and noise do not get downgraded and that measures to cut carbon emissions have a positive rather
than negative eVect on local air quality.

4. The Tax and Incentive Regime for Biofuels

4.1 NSCA believe that significant incentives would have to be provided for large numbers of motorists
to buy a car, or convert an existing one, capable of running on high percentage biofuel blends. For this
reason we believe the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation is the key mechanism for increasing take up of
road biofuels as the existing 20 pence per litre is unlikely to act as a suYcient incentive in low percentage
blends.
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4.2 A key stumbling block here is developing fuel standards for biofuel blends higher than 5% and
ensuring manufactures warranty their engines for these fuels. We therefore commend the Government’s
existing actions in this area and urge them to push forward on this front whilst ensuring:

— that biofuels achieve appropriate standards of carbon reductions and sustainability; and

— that appropriate research is undertaken to ensure that using high percentage biofuel blends will
not increase tailpipe emissions.

5. Taxation of Aviation, Including its VAT-status

5.1 NSCA are concerned about the potential impact of the apparent predict and provide approach that
is currently being taken with air travel. Whilst we commend the Government’s policies to bring airlines into
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme we want to ensure that the other negative environmental eVects of air
travel are also addressed, principally noise and local air pollution. Whilst progressively improving
technology will have an eVect here the predicted growth in air travel is likely to heavily impact technology’s
ability to mitigate these environmental problems.

5.2 Whilst inclusion of air travel within the EU ETS will eVectively raise ticket prices, and therefore
reduce demand, we do not believe that the scale of the likely price increases will have a large eVect on
demand. This is particularly the case on short haul flights where carbon emissions for the journey are lower
than long haul, yet noise and local air pollution in the airport zones similar. We therefore support the fixed
charge represented by Air Passenger Duty, but believe it should be progressively raised to have a greater
eVect on demand.

6. Support for Carbon Capture and Storage

6.1 As the Stern Review suggests, carbon capture and storage is an important technology for reducing
carbon emissions, and we strongly urge the Government to go ahead with support for a trial plant. Stern
confirms that research and development spending in the power industry is comparatively low, and it will
take support for both demonstration and early implementation phases for the industry to adopt this
technology. As power generation is a major emitter of local air pollution we also urge that the technology
chosen for the demonstration plant will also deliver reduced emissions of local air pollutants when compared
to conventional plant.

7. Support for Micro Generation

7.1 Whilst the Government’s reduced VAT rates and Low Carbon Buildings Programmes are
commendable we feel more could be done to encourage adoption of micro generation in the domestic
market. In particular micro CHP shows particular promise in reducing CO2 and local pollutant emissions
due to its ability to replace an existing gas boiler installation, rather than be added as an extra item, and its
suitability for up to 18 million homes in the UK. A grants programme to encourage early uptake could
bolster the eVect of the current lowered rate of VAT that micro CHP unit currently enjoy.

8. Road Fuel Gases and Sulphur Free Fuels

8.1 Whilst NSCA understands the reasons for reducing the duty diVerential on CNG and LPG road fuel
gases we do have some concerns that the public memory of the erosion of support for these fuels may hamper
the uptake of alternative fuels in the future. For example, fuel suppliers, service station owners and vehicle
purchasers may be unwilling to invest in infrastructure and vehicles if they do not believe the Government
will provide long-term support to allow them to recoup their investments.

8.2 NSCA believes that transport biogas could contribute significantly to solving waste management
problems and providing renewable energy to the UK transport fleet, as supported by our recent study
“Biogas as a Road Transport Fuel, an assessment of the role of biogas as a road transport fuel”. We
therefore urge the Government to keep the existing duty diVerential during Budget 2007.

8.3 NSCA commends the Government’s decision to introduce regulation to speed the introduction of
sulphur-free road fuels in the UK. This is an important enabling technology that will have a positive eVect
on air quality.

January 2007
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Memorandum submitted by The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

The RSPB is Europe’s largest wildlife conservation charity, with over one million members. Our work to
protect wild birds and the environment includes research on many environmental problems and
contributions to a wide range of Government policies that impact on biodiversity and the environment. We
were involved in the HM Treasury’s consultations during 2002 that developed the “Tax and Environment”
document.

Environmental Taxes

1. The RSPB supports the concept of environmental tax reform, shifting taxation from social “goods”
to environmental “bads”. However, we are extremely concerned that the Treasury’s current tax policy does
little to pursue such reforms, while suppressing discussion of the merits of diVerent tax options within other
parts of Government. This restricts the comparison of the full range of policy options and hampers
integrated policy making.

2. For example, the National Pesticides Strategy38 aims to identify where further regulation is required
to back up existing initiatives. However, the Pesticides Safety Directorate has ruled out considering fiscal
instruments to tackle pesticide issues. They state that this is the remit of Treasury and not the Pesticides
Safety Directorate. RSPB is dismayed that the national strategy cannot address pesticide issues by
considering all relevant policy instruments.

The Stern Review and a Carbon Budget

3. While the Pre-Budget Report 2006 contained further action on climate change, we believe its measures,
and decisions in future budgets and the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review, need to be assessed in
relation to a UK Carbon Budget. As well as highlighting the eVects of selected individual policy instruments,
the Treasury should publish an overall assessment of the likely changes to the UK’s Carbon Budget at each
Pre-Budget Report and Budget. This should include updates on the current carbon emissions, and the
expected future eVects of the policy measures in each Pre-Budget Report and Budget.

4. The Stern Report identified the serious consequences of climate change for people and wildlife—in
particular in developing countries. It also outlined the need for taxes to tackle emissions of greenhouse gases.
The RSPB supports this approach, because polluters should pay for the damage they cause.

5. However, while appropriate taxation can discourage carbon emissions and raise government revenue,
it does not in itself rectify damage from climate change. Climate change also threatens serious damage to
the UK’s wildlife. The UK, as a significant polluter, should devote spending to help wildlife adapt to new
climatic conditions in the future. To protect the UK environment, some of the revenue from green taxes
should be used to help the UK’s wildlife adapt to climate change, including through the creation of
significant new areas of habitat. Stern acknowledged the role of natural habitats (such as tropical
rainforests) in preventing further greenhouse gas emissions. This principle can be applied at home, as the
protection, restoration and recreation of natural habitats (such as peatlands) within the UK could also have
a significant role to play in helping prevent further emissions.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Shanks

We welcome the opportunity to provide input into this inquiry on the translation of the recommendations
and implications of the Stern Review into Treasury policy. Our submission is focussed upon one of the
criteria specified within the consultation document namely, “other aspects of environmental tax and
incentive policy.”

Shanks would like to take this opportunity to make the committee aware of the issues surrounding the
potential development of fuels from waste so far as they relate to Treasury policy. (Details about the
Company and its current interests in relation to renewable energy and the production of alternative fuels
can be found at the end of this document.) References to fuel in this submission relate to Solid Recovered
Fuel (SRF) which is manufactured from residual municipal solid wastes following the extraction of
recyclable materials.

The scope of use for SRF are in essence, two-fold; as a direct replacement for fossil fuel feedstock within
a variety of processes and secondly, as a renewable source of power, through an intermediary process,
whether via conventional combustion systems or through novel or advanced thermal treatments such as
gasification.

38 Pesticides safety Directorate (March 2006) Pesticides and the Environment: A strategy for the sustainable use of plant
protection products.
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When used within such advanced thermal systems or within qualifying Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
schemes, the biomass fraction of SRF will, as a result of changes in the Renewables Obligation made in
January 2006, now be eligible for Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs). This change has been
welcomed although the potential diYculties and complexity surrounding the delivery of such benefits
through eligible systems in the UK should not be understated. This change, whilst welcomed, does not
provide suYcient incentive for the development of the use of fuels of this type.

If it is recognised by Government that this type of renewable fuel could provide a legitimate contribution
to the overall future energy mix for the UK, then additional, less circumspect signals should be given to give
confidence to encourage investment in this emerging field.

As in the 2005 Review of the Renewables Obligation, Shanks has sought commitment from Government
in the latest Review, to reconsider its stance on the adoption of a “waste neutral” approach for SRF and
waste derived fuels whereby ROCs earned through the combustion of “pure” biomass would not be lost if
“co-fired” with fuels derived from mixed waste. This change would enable a wide variety of existing
installations designed to utilise biomass fuels to take advantage of the technical and economic benefits of
SRF without financial detriment to their existing business.

The Company also engaged in discussions over the introduction of an “enhanced capital allowance
scheme” for SRF utilisation schemes in 2006 and although we understand that no recent announcements
have been made on this subject, news on any progress on this issue is eagerly awaited from Government.
We believe enhanced capital allowances to encourage demand for SRF would make a useful contribution
to the range of measures being taken by the Government to tackle climate change.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by Transport 2000

VAT Status of Aviation

When VAT was introduced in the UK in 1973 public transport was zero-rated on the grounds that trains
and buses were mainly used for travel to work, and that therefore, like food, public transport was
“essential”.

Since then air travel has become much more widely used, and cannot be classified as “essential”. Around
80% of flights are for leisure and are discretionary expenditure. Many surveys have shown that it is the upper
income groups who fly the most.

There is no reason why business travel should not be subject to VAT, reclaimed in the normal way. Not
to do so creates a distortion in business expenditure.

Since air travel is provided by private companies at a full market price there is no logic in giving it the
benefit of zero rating for VAT solely on the grounds that it is “public transport”.

Car travel is subject to VAT, both on the purchase of new cars and on fuel. These days air travel is more
akin to car travel than to trains and buses, where there are still social reasons for not charging VAT.

Thus there are sound fiscal reasons for imposing the full rate of VAT on all air travel.

There are also strong climate change reasons. One reason for the rapid expansion of air travel is its
exemption from fuel tax and zero rating for VAT. Imposing VAT would be described by the aviation
industry as a “blunt instrument” in that it has no specific environmental purpose. In fact, however, it would
act directly to reduce the rate of growth in demand, and thus to reduce growth of aircraft emissions.

Removing the zero-rated status of air transport would mean that VAT was imposed on the purchase of
airline tickets, on the purchase and servicing of aircraft, on airport and air traYc control services.

Zero rating

Zero rating is even more favourable than exemption from VAT. Exemption takes a sale out of the VAT
system, and so VAT paid on supplies (“input tax”) cannot be reclaimed. Zero rating, on the other hand,
means that VAT is regarded as charged, but at 0%, and VAT input tax can be reclaimed.

Thus, for aviation, airlines and other providers of air travel can reclaim VAT input tax paid on supplies
such as aircraft and other goods and services (including imported items, on which VAT is normally charged).
It is not generally realised that, in addition to air travel not bearing VAT, airlines, unlike almost all other
companies, can reclaim VAT in their aircraft, vehicles and general supplies for passenger services.

The EAC may wish to ask HMRC for figures on the amounts of VAT input tax refunded to the UK air
passenger transport industry. The sum would seem likely to be large, given that, for instance, the accounts
for 2005–06 of British Airways’ (amounting to, say a fifth of the industry) show non-employee costs of £5.5
billion, a considerable proportion of which will have been spent in the UK on supplies subject to VAT at
17.5%.
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Domestic flights

Britain is one of only four EU countries which do not charge VAT on domestic flights. There would be
no practical problems in doing so.

On a flight from London to Edinburgh which might cost, say, £50 the imposition of VAT at 17.5% would
add £8.50.

It might be said that the Air Passenger Duty already imposes a charge of £10 on the same flight, and that
therefore it is unnecessary or unfair to add VAT. But if APD is regarded as a partial substitute for the lack
of tax on aviation fuel, as it was so described when introduced in 1993, there is no reason why VAT should
not be charged in addition to APD.

Flights within the EU

Under EU rules the UK is entitled to impose VAT on the sale of airline tickets, but only for the proportion
of the journey within UK airspace. This would obviously be complicated to administer and ineVective.

The UK could, however, be much more active in pressing the EU Commission to recommend that all EU
countries should impose VAT on air travel. The Commission has recently been engaged in a review of all
VAT rates and exemptions to improve eYciency and remove anomalies (we are not sure what stage this
review has reached).

VAT on flights within the EU would not fall foul of the Chicago Convention or of the bilateral agreements
which prevent the taxation of aircraft fuel. There could be some practical problems where air tickets were
sold outside the EU, for example for a ticket bought in the United States for a trip from New York to Prague
via Heathrow. Airlines of whatever nationality providing flights between EU airports would have to register
for VAT in EU countries and would have to charge and account for VAT on an appropriate element of
air fares.

If all airlines were required to charge VAT for all flights within Europe there would be no distortion of
competition between airlines. There would, however, be some perverse incentive for the public to choose
long-haul flights which do greater climate change damage.

Flights to destinations Outside the EU

The Treasury maintain that, since VAT is an EU tax, it is not possible to impose it on flights from the EU
to the rest of the world. If this view is correct, the problem could be overcome by imposing a separate sales
tax at 17.5% on the sale of tickets for flights from the EU to destinations outside the EU.

The cost of the VAT relief

One diYculty faced by those who have studied this issue in recent years has been the adamant refusal of
the Treasury to give any figure for the cost to the revenue of the zero-rating of air transport. This refusal
has been based on the diYculties of defining how the tax would operate (and also sometimes on the
Chancellor’s pledge not to increase VAT).

It would be useful if the EAC could press the Treasury to give separate estimates of the revenue which
would be raised by imposing VAT on (1) domestic flights, (2) EU flights and (3) all flights, in addition to
the figures for refunds of input tax as suggested above.

We thought a brief comment on the other aspects of the PBR might be helpful. Briefly, our comments are:

— welcome for the increase in Air Passenger Duty and for the increase in road fuel duty, though we
are concerned that in neither case are there sustained long term signals about future aviation and
fuel costs;

— concern about the lack of measures on car fuel economy, such as vehicle duty, company cars or
employee car ownership schemes; we note however the promise of action on some of these in the
Budget and await this with interest;

— concern about the assumption in the Stern review, carried forward into the Eddington review, that
reductions in carbon emissions from the transport sector are more costly and diYcult than in
other sectors;

— welcome for some aspects of the Eddington Review, notably on road pricing, but concern about
other aspects, including continuing support for road building and airport expansion and limited
support for public transport;

— concern about the Barker Review, especially its proposals for removing the needs test on retail
development, review of green belts, removal of maximum car parking standards and the
presumption in favour of development (proposed by Eddington as well in respect to transport
projects); and
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— concern about the wholesale failure to integrate transport and land use planning, as evidenced by
the separation between between Eddington on transport and Barker on land use planning. This
failure to link transport and planning will result in sigtnificant extra carbon emissions and
dependence on high-carbon lifestyles.

January 2007

Memorandum submitted by the Aviation Environment Federation

The Aviation Environment Federation welcomes the Environmental Audit Committee’s Inquiry into the
Government’s Pre-budget Report 2006 and submits its views on the three key areas of interest to us as
follows:

1. How the recommendations and implications of the Stern Review have been—or should be—translated into
Treasury policy

“The scientific evidence is now overwhelming: climate change presents very serious global risks, and it
demands an urgent global response.”

“Stabilising at or below 550ppm CO2e would require global emissions to peak in the next 10—20 years,
and then fall at a rate of at least 1 to 3% per year. The range of paths is illustrated in Figure 3. By 2050,
global emissions would need to be around 25% below current levels. These cuts will have to be made in the
context of a world economy in 2050 that may be three to four times larger than today—so emissions per
unit of GDP would need to be just one quarter of current levels by 2050.

To stabilise at 450ppm CO2e, without overshooting, global emissions would need to peak in the next 10
years and then fall at more than 5% per year, reaching 70% below current levels by 2050.”

“The second approach adopted by the Review was based comparisons of a broad range of macro-
economic model estimates (such as that presented in Figure 4 below). This comparison found that the costs
for stabilisation at 500-550ppm CO2e were centred on 1% of GDP by 2050, with a range of "2% to !5%
of GDP. The range reflects a number of factors, including the pace of technological innovation and the
eYciency with which policy is applied across the globe: the faster the innovation and the greater the
eYciency, the lower the cost. These factors can be influenced by policy.”

We endorse the strategic overview outlined in the Stern Review, in particular the urgent necessity to
include realistic costs of carbon in the price of fossil fuels and Stern’s estimates of the costs of tackling climate
change but would point out in our view, almost mirrored by Stern (see below) that a stabilisation target of
450 ppm CO2e is frankly unobtainable, however desirable.

“The current level or stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is equivalent to around 430 parts per
million (ppm) CO2 1, compared with only 280ppm before the Industrial Revolution. These concentrations
have already caused the world to warm by more than half a degree Celsius and will lead to at least a further
half degree warming over the next few decades, because of the inertia in the climate system.

Even if the annual flow of emissions did not increase beyond today’s rate, the stock of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere would reach double pre-industrial levels by 2050—that is 550ppm CO2e—and would
continue growing thereafter.

But the annual flow of emissions is accelerating, as fast-growing economies invest in high carbon
infrastructure and as demand for energy and transport increases around the world. The level of 550ppm
CO2e could be reached as early as 2035. At this level there is at least a 77% chance—and perhaps up to a
99% chance, depending on the climate model used—of a global average temperature rise exceeding 2)C.

Stabilisation at 450ppm CO2e is already almost out of reach, given that we are likely to reach this level
within 10 years and that there are real diYculties of making the sharp reductions required with current and
foreseeable technologies. Costs rise significantly as mitigation eVorts become more ambitious or sudden.
EVorts to reduce emissions rapidly are likely to be very costly.”

Quotes from Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change Executive Summary long version:
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/8AC/F7/Executive—Summary.pdf

There is a slight paradox at the heart of Stern’s commentary—urgent action is necessary but will be costly
and one target is already out of reach in our view. Our analysis of Stern and other reports and commentaries
leads us to say that a stabilisation target of 450ppm CO2e is unfortunately not now going to be reached.

We should aim for a clear pathway to a 550ppm CO2e stabilisation target, or less if at all possible, between
now and 2035 as an unequivocal 28 year time frame for putting all the carbon reduction policies in place to
ensure this target is hit. We feel strongly that this is an acceptable cost benefit versus time framework.

All Government policies should be measured solely by what they achieve in absolute CO2e reductions.
Benchmark policies for an overall UK—and by extension EU-wide—energy policy would be to combine
the Stern Review with the June 2000 Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution’s 22nd Report
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“Energy—The Changing Climate” analysis and suggestions. The carbon reduction programmes outlined in
the RCEP Report backed up by Stern’s econometric analysis should form the backbone of the UK’s future
energy policy which would achieve the 550ppm CO2e stabilisation target in both a timely, economically
viable and politically acceptable manner.

Our assumption here is that the current Chancellor, and potential future Prime Minister, is capable of
ensuring that these decisions are taken as we would wish them to be. The Treasury should take the lead in
driving these policies forward across the UK Government and Europe urgently.

Note: Our analysis of the Stern Review shows that the cost of carbon calculation used is higher than
current DEFRA/Treasury estimates. This is what the present analysis is:

“The most sophisticated of the published studies reviewed here produces an estimate of marginal
damage figure of approximately £70/tC (2000 prices) for carbon emissions in 2000. This increases
by approximately £1/tC per year in real terms for each subsequent year to account for the increasing
damage costs over time. The parameter values used in deriving this estimate seem to be among those
enjoying the greatest support in the literature. This figure is subject to significant levels of uncertainty.
Furthermore, this figure excludes any consideration of the probability of .climate catastrophes. (ie
melting of the West Antarctic ice sheet) and socially contingent impacts of climate change that could,
potentially increase the size of damages considerably. Existing studies that have attempted to
integrate uncertainty into their analysis have produced a distribution for marginal damages which is
positively skewed (ie there is a higher probability of an extremely disastrous outcome than of a much
more minor one). As such, a pragmatic approach could be to employ the £70/tC as an illustrative point
estimate of marginal damages, but to also employ an upper value of £140/tC (ie 2 # £70/tC) and a
lower value of £35/tC (ie 0.5 # £70/tC) (all 2000 prices) to perform sensitivity analyses. This
approach does not take into account the full uncertainty associated with estimating the social cost of
carbon emissions, but it does provide a useful sensitivity analysis to reflect the disproportionate upside
risk associated with climate change damages.”

Source: “Estimating the Social Cost of Climate Change” DEFRA/Treasury 2002.

Stern however has a BAU figure of $85 per tonne of carbon dioxide at year 2000 prices with the figure of
£238 per tonne of carbon at year 2000 prices emerging from the conversion factors on page 288 of the Stern
Review. This is confusing because the year 2000 exchange rate conversion doesn’t enable these two numbers
to be reconciled.

The apparent inconsistency in the conversion factors stemmed from the need to take account of the 1995
exchange rate as well as the 2000 exchange rate and to adjust 2000 to 1995 using an appropriate US deflator.
So if we start oV with £238 per tonne of carbon at year 2000 prices and add an appropriate RPI escalator,
we get to £281 per tonne of carbon for 2006 or £76.70 per tonne of CO2.

In view of the fact that Stern says that aviation causes between two and four times the climate change
damage of its CO2 emissions alone, we can deduce that the Stern estimate of the climate change impact of
aviation is currently between £5.9 billion and £11.8 billion in 2006—in round terms, £6 billion—£12 billion.
It should be noted that this range of for UK air transport’s CO2 equivalent costs alone is significantly higher
than the total external costs we discuss in the following section!!

2. Taxation of aviation, including its VAT status

We would like to start this section of our submission by giving our thoughts on the VAT status of aviation.
In terms of applying VAT to air tickets we reproduce below an extract from the recent “Predict and Decide:
Aviation, Climate Change and UK Policy” report from the Environmental Change Institute at Oxford
University, the conclusion of which we endorse except we would say VAT “should” rather than “could” be
added to all domestic air tickets urgently:

“9.5 Imposing VAT on air tickets

Summary: VAT could be added to domestic tickets without international agreement. Adding VAT
to international tickets is logistically complex.

Value Added Tax (VAT) is a tax on consumer spending and is generally applied to all types of expenditure
in Europe with exemptions reserved for more essential goods and services. Introduced to the UK in 1973,
on joining the European Community, it is governed by the 6th VAT Directive. It has been argued that
charging VAT on domestic air tickets oVers a relatively straightforward mechanism to start implementing
the polluter pays principle for air travel (Sewill, 2005). Since air travel can hardly be seen as a necessity,
charging VAT on air tickets would also be consistent with wider VAT policy. Many of the existing
exemptions to VAT are designed to help in achieving social and environmental objectives. For example,
there is a reduced rate of VAT on the installation of energy saving materials such as loft insulation. In
contrast, there is not a good rationale for the lack of VAT on air tickets since air travel is primarily a luxury
purchase. (Since a chocolate biscuit attracts VAT on this basis, it is hard to see why a flight to the Algarve
should not!) The UK is currently out of step with much of Europe in not applying VAT to tickets for its
domestic passenger flights, which are subject to VAT in all but four Member States (the others not charging
being Ireland, Denmark and Malta) (CEC, 2005c). By contrast, EU states do not, at present, charge VAT
on international air passenger transport nor, with the exception of Slovakia, on non-domestic flights within
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the EU (CEC, 2005d). However, under the 6th Directive, the exemption of international air passenger
transport from VAT is an optional one: member states can, if they wish, renounce the exemption (though
having done so, they would not be free to reverse the decision).

Without the exemption, under an Article in the Directive, it appears that VAT could be charged on an
international air ticket in respect of the portion of the flight that takes place in the airspace of the Member
State. In 2004, the German government came close to such action, with a decision to put VAT on air tickets
to and from all other EU countries (for the portion of flights over German airspace), though the plan was
subsequently defeated by the opposition (Sewill,2005).

For international tickets, then, the need to allocate the tax in proportion to the part of the journey that
takes place in UK airspace presents a serious diYculty in that it adds a good deal of administrative
complexity, while substantially reducing the resulting price increase and any consequent demand reduction.
Another criticism of VAT is that it does not include any mechanism to directly encourage the aviation
industry to reduce emissions through technological improvement or greater eYciency.

Hence, it would need to be part of a package of measures. However, as an instrument to influence demand,
VAT is entirely appropriate. It is, after all, a direct tax on consumption, influencing purchases at point of
sale. In short, adding VAT to international tickets appears logistically complex. In contrast, the addition of
VAT to domestic tickets is likely to be more straightforward and would bring the UK into line with other
EU countries. Although using VAT to reduce demand for domestic flights would only go a small way
towards tackling the wider problem of aviation emissions, it would help to discourage the growth of a
domestic culture of air dependence, and help to increase the relative attractiveness of other modes such as
rail.”

Quoted from “Predict and Decide: Aviation, Climate Change and UK Policy” report from the
Environmental Change Institute at Oxford University:

http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/energy/downloads/predictanddecide.pdf

We would point out that tax and VAT exemptions apply to these areas of air transport’s commercial
operations as well:

— Airport airside fuel is tax and VAT free for vehicles, plant and equipment

— Aircraft sales are VAT exempt or zero rated

— Aircraft servicing is VAT exempt or zero rated

— Aircraft fuel is largely tax and VAT exempt worldwide

These exemptions should all be ended as a matter of urgency.

Our current view of how best to include air transport’s external costs in ticket prices, taking into account
the legal complexities, an environmental target for the sector in terms of greenhouse gas reductions, and the
industry’s likely supply-side performance, ie fuel eYciency gains from aircraft, aero-engines and improved
operations is to use the UK Air Passenger Duty tax regime as the appropriate vehicle and make it a simple,
straightforward per passenger kilometre charge that reflects all external costs.

Charging passenger and freight full external costs is both UK and EU policy but implementation, let alone
agreement on the true cost of externalities for any sector is a diYcult policy area. It is we believe the best
way to begin to control and reduce air transport’s growing environmental impacts in an equitable fashion
that captures worthwhile economic benefits whilst controlling and reducing, not merely “mitigating” the
sectors negative environmental impacts but in a way entirely consistent with the Stern Review’s direction.

As a comparison, congestion zone charging for road users in city centres and the recent more general UK
discussion over more widespread road charging policies are welcomed. What we want to see is a “congestion
charge” of the skies applied to air passengers and air freight.

The best study of transport externalities to date is the INFRAS/IWW “External Costs of Transport
Update Study, October 2004, as publicised and endorsed by the European Environment Agency. This puts
UK air transport externalities at for the year 2000:

— ƒ52.5/£35.32 per 1000 passenger kilometres

— ƒ271.3/£182.50 per 1000 freight tonne kilometres

The cost of carbon in these figures is based on ƒ140/£94.17 per tonne of CO2 from a range of between ƒ70-
200 per tonne CO2. The figure for aviation is multiplied by 2.5 to take the non-CO2 climate change impacts of
aviation into account, consistent with UN IPCC 1999. The short version of the INFRAS/IWW study is
attached to this submission.

We estimate that adding this level of external costs to ticket prices would result in a 50% reduction in
future passenger growth from 3-4% pa. to 1-2% p.a.—this would bring growth in line with the 1-2% p.a.
airframe/engine/operational eYciency gains the aviation industry claims to be able to make each year
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through to 2030. We have covered the whole question of air transport’s tax treatment and demand
management in the AEF publication “Fly now, grieve later”—go to: http://www.aef.org.uk/publications/
detail.php?art—id%152

CAA statistics tell us that UK air passengers flew 287 billion kilometres in 2005. At 3.6 pence per
kilometre to cover external costs that amounts to £10.3 billion. APD is expected to raise just £2 billion

We would therefore respectfully ask the Committee to consider endorsing our view that:

— APD should become a distance-related charge per passenger kilometre

— Air freight should have a similar per tonne kilometre levy applied

— Rates should reflect those detailed in the authoritative INFRAS/IWW study, updated for inflation
since 2000

— Future rates should reflect the need for both an inbuilt inflation escalator and regular external cost
reviews that take inot account any future studies that might increase/decrease the amount and scale
of air transport’s externalities

— These rates should be introduced over a 5 year period starting 2007

— Demand management should be allied to a specific greenhouse gas emissions reduction target for
the UK/European air transport sector

— Aviation’s eventual inclusion in the European ETS and the subsequent price paid for permits
should be recognised within a distance-related APD regime so as to avoid double charging

— We recognise the small contribution that aviation’s inclusion in an ETS may bring about to
covering an element of its carbon costs but feel it is only a partial solution

— However, we strongly feel that all airlines should be charged for all CO2 equivalent climate change
emissions to the atmosphere, plus all other externalities, via the distance-related APD as we have
described—we simply don’t believe that grandfathering free allowances fits the “polluter pays”
principle

During the late summer 2006, we commissioned an opinion poll from IPSOS Mori to gauge public views,
the headline results are as follows

— When told about climate change dangers, the public favour slowing down the growth in air travel,
with support outweighing opposition by three to one.

— A policy aimed at slowing down the growth in air travel attracts more support than opposition
among men, women, all age groups, all socio-economic groups, among supporters of all political
Parties and across the North, Midlands and South of Britain—and that is true whether or not
people are told facts about climate change.

— In a ratio of six to one the public think that protecting the environment should be given priority
over economic growth in the air travel industry—the exact opposite of the emphasis in the Air
Transport White Paper.

— The government’s reluctance to raise air passenger duty is widely thought to be based on a belief
that to do so would be unpopular. That belief is shown to be false. On balance the public support
doubling the air passenger duty and, when told about climate change, the ratio is over two to one.
Doubling the tax has greater support than opposition among men and women, among all age
groups, all socio-economic groups and across the North, Midlands and South of Britain. Even
among those who fly frequently more support doubling the tax than oppose it.

— The idea of a big tax increase, putting £20 on a flight to Paris and £200 on a flight to Australia,
would be considered by most politicians to be a guaranteed vote loser. This survey shows that—
if a government could demonstrate that all the money raised were to be spent on the environment,
or on better health and education—a clear majority of the public (at least three to one) would
accept these large tax rises.

The results from this poll can be found here:

http://www.aef.org.uk/downloads/moriq.doc

We recognise, however, that there can be a gap between opinion poll results and future real life acceptance
of the imposition of tax increases for any purpose. The issue of the Government ensuring that taxes for
environmental reasons are subsequently clearly linked in the public’s mind to spending on environmental
protection in what ever appropriate form, is vital to gain initial and continuing support for green taxation.
We hope this is a point the Committee will feel able to stress on our behalf.
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3. The Committee asked for views on Companies’ environmental reporting requirements, following the
abolition of the proposed Operating and Financial Reviews last year

Environmental reporting should be both comprehensive and mandatory, covering key output
performance indicators, that cover all environmental and occupational health impacts as well as all control
and reduction strategies a company may have in place, whether voluntary or as required by legislation.
Voluntary CSR reporting is often unhelpful and in some cases wilfully and deliberately opaque. Mandatory
reporting requirements should also be independently verified and audited by external contracts with
appropriate professional qualifications. Industry sectors should aim to have agreed consistent reporting
values that aid understanding and comparison both between companies and sectors.

We give below 2 examples of voluntary CSR/Environmental reporting from the sector we work in.

Virgin Atlantic publish a CSR report on the web here:

http://www.virgin-atlantic.com/tridion/images/csr2004to2005—tcm5-13537.pdf

The report uses several diVerent metrics on the pages where it purports to discuss emissions performance
in terms of eYciency—the reader could be forgiven for not clearly understanding what Virgin are saying.
We believe they are trying to say that their environmental eYciency in respect of emissions per passenger is
improving. However, there is no context as Virgin Atlantic do not report the airline’s fuel consumption,
kerosene volumes or total CO2 emissions to the atmosphere

The report does say that current estimated CO2 per Revenue Passenger Kilometres is 0.130kg.

The CAA’s airline statistics for the latest available year show that Virgin had 32,078,697,000 used seat
kilometres. We think used seat kilometres and RPK’s must be similar if not identical, therefore Virgin emits
around 4.17 million tonnes of CO2 per annum currently.

We are unable to work backwards without more information but this is a significant amount of CO2 which
should be reported clearly and with an historical time line for comparison—eYciency gains are often used
to mask rising overall emissions. We believe this is what Virgin Atlantic are attempting to do here.

Easyjet also produce a less than clear voluntary CSR report, published on the web here:

http://www.easyjet.com/EN/News/easyjet—environmental—strategy.html
Their CSR charter claims to report easyJet’s environmental impacts. The measure EasyJet choose to

“report” their greenhouse gas emissions, in particular CO2, is emissions per passenger kilometre: “ . . . for
easyJet, the most appropriate measures of environmental eYciency with regard to CO2 emissions are: grammes
per passenger kilometre and kilogrammes per passenger flight. In 2006, easyJet flights produced an average
CO2 emission of 95.7g per passenger kilometre and 91.8 kg per passenger flight.”

We have trawled through EasyJet’s CSR report and have managed to convert their eYciency figures into
real annual tonnes of CO2, figures they’ve tried their best to disguise and hide. This is how we did it—bear
with us please:

— We know EasyJet produced 95.7 grammes of CO2 per passenger kilometre flown in 2006—they’ve
told us this!

— Their report also contains a chart (yes, it’s in shades of orange!) with a ratio of 1 for the year 2000
through to 0.824 for 2006 outlining how emissions per passenger kilometre have fallen

— Some maths now—if 2006 was .824 expressed as a ratio and also 95.7 grammes in reality, then the
starting ratio of 1 in the year 2000 is 116.14 grammes

— Easyjet flew 4,730 million passenger seat kilometres in 2000 emitting 116.14 g CO2 per p/km which
is .55 Million tonnes of CO2

— Easyjet flew 31,621 million passenger seat kilometres in 2006 emitting 95.7g per p/km which is 3.03
Million tonnes of CO2

— Easyjet’s damaging climate change emissions of CO2 have risen by a staggering 551% between
2000–06!

Easyjet’s CSR report is big on eYciency claims—no-one doubts that new aircraft use less fuel per
passenger, just like swapping an old car for a newer more eYcient model. But nowhere are they honest
enough to tell us what their total emissions are and that they have risen significantly.

CSR reporting is supposedly all about transparency The atmosphere cannot tell the diVerence between
an “eYcient” molecule of CO2 and an ordinary one—unless of course EasyJet’s carbon dioxide is orange!
All airlines should do what proper companies do—hire an independent company to undertake a serious,
open and honest environmental audit, not make it up themselves.
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Although we might not always agree with all the written opinions and conclusions they reach, legacy
carriers such as British Airways and Lufthansa do manage to produce informative CSR/Environment
reports that report emissions to the atmosphere accurately and they also subject their CSR/Environment
reporting process to independent audit.

JeVrey Gazzard
Board Member
Aviation Environment Federation, Knutsford & London, 2007
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